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High multiplicity scheduling problems with a constant
number of job types are polynomially solvable
Prof. Michel Goemans
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Abstract
Many scheduling problems can also be considered in a high-multiplicity setting in
which there are different types of jobs and all the jobs of the same type share the
same parameters (processing times, release dates, deadlines, etc.). The difficulty arises
from the fact that the number of jobs of a certain type is given in binary encoding.
We develop an approach to solve optimally and in polynomial time a class of high
multiplicity scheduling problems when the number of job types is constant. This
applies for example to the Multiprocessor Scheduling Problem (even with release dates
and deadlines, with or without preemption) for which the previous best result due to
McCormick et al. could only deal with two job types (and no other constraints), instead
of an arbitrary constant number. Our approach is geometric, and the algorithm in fact
solves the following problem for constant d in polynomial time: given two d-dimensional
polytopes P and Q, find the smallest number of integer points in P whose sum lies in
Q.
This is joint work with Thomas Rothvoss (U. Washington).
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Decision diagrams for optimization and scheduling
Prof. Willem-Jan van Hoeve
Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University
Abstract
In this talk, we will present an overview of the recent successful application
of decision diagrams to combinatorial optimization. In particular, we will dis-
cuss how decision diagrams of limited size can be used as discrete relaxation
in the context of integer optimization and constraint-based scheduling. See
http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/vanhoeve/mdd/ for more information.
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The talk discusses results concerning the parameterized computational complexity of
NP-hard problems in the context of scheduling and planning. In particular, we will
present algorithms for problems such as Job Interval Selection (modeled as Colorful
Independent Set problem in graphs) and Arc Routing (modeled as Eulerian extension
problems in graphs).
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In this talk we discuss the problem of finding an optimal schedule for the German
Basketball League (BBL). The main problem is that most of the games take place in
multi-purpose arenas which are also used for a wide variety of other events as well and
are thus not always available. Furthermore, the total number of successive home or
away-games has to be minimized, the most interesting games have to be assigned to TV
broadcasting slots, the total distance driven on a newly established derby day has to be
minimized and several wishes for home or away-games of teams or specific encounters
have to be taken care of.
We present several algorithmic approaches and show how good the different models
fit the needs of the BBL. In this process, we prove that the classic models which have
been applied by the BBL and are still applied by lots of other leagues as well are too
limited to meet the requirements. We show that there are no canonical schedules which
have the desired properties. We could also prove that there are no mirrored plans which
do much better and could thus convince the BBL to apply non-mirrored schedules to
their league for the first time in their history.
As all of the requirements mentioned above are very typical for sports leagues in
general, the presented approaches are not limited to the considered example of the BBL
but can be applied to a whole variety of other sports leagues as well. Especially, since
lots of other leagues still use mirrored schedules, it is quite thinkable that many of
their problems can be solved in a better way by making use of our concepts as well.
Our method has been implemented in a scheduling software which we developed for
the German Basketball League and which was first applied to generate the plan for the
season 2011/2012.
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Analysis, optimization and scheduling of polling systems
Prof. Onno Boxma
Eindhoven University of Technology
Abstract
A polling model is a queueing model consisting of several queues, which are cyclically
visited by a server. The server visits the queues according to some discipline, like
1-limited (serve at most one customer in a visit) or exhaustive (serve a queue until it has
become empty). Polling models find many applications in computer-communications,
and also in other areas like maintenance, production-inventory systems, and signalized
traffic intersections.
The first part of the talk contains a global introduction to polling systems, and a
review of some of their key properties. In the second part of the talk I’d like to touch
upon some studies with Urtzi Ayesta, Sem Borst, Josine Bruin, Jan-Pieter Dorsman,
Brian Fralix, Maaike Verloop, Maria Vlasiou, Adam Wierman and Erik Winands on
various optimization an scheduling problems in polling systems.
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Minimizing maximum flow-time on related machines
Nikhil Bansal ∗ Bouke Cloostermans (Speaker) †
1 Introduction
We consider the problem Q | on-line; rj |Fmax; i.e., minimizing the maximum flow time
on related machines. There are m machines where machine i has speed si. Jobs arrive
online, where job j has release date rj and size pj . The scheduler knows pj upon arrival
of j, and processing j on machine i takes pj/si time. The goal is to find a non-migratory
schedule that minimizes maxj(Cj − rj), where Cj is the completion time of j.
For the easier identical machines setting, the Greedy algorithm that schedules a job
on the least loaded machine, is 3-competitive [2]. On the other hand, for the more
general unrelated machines setting, a lower bound of Ω(m) is known [1]. Interestingly
the status of the related machine setting is still unclear. No O(1) competitive algorithm
is known (even in the oﬄine case), and no non-constant lower bound on the competitive
ratio is known either.
One difficulty is that the two most natural algorithms, Slow-fit and Greedy, are not
O(1)-competitive. Recall that Slow-fit always schedules a job on the slowest possible
machine (provided the load stays under some threhold). We sketch these lower bounds
in Section 2. Roughly speaking, slow-fit is too conservative and may waste the capacity
on fast machines, while Greedy may schedule too many small jobs on fast machines,
which is problematic when large jobs arrive later. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. There is an 18-competitive algorithm for the problem Q | on-line; rj |Fmax.
This also gives the first O(1)-approximation for the oﬄine version of the problem.
Our algorithm is a hybrid between Slow-fit and Greedy and carefully combines the fea-
tures of both. More precisely, it does slow-fit using two thresholds, which ensures that
fast machines remain busy but do not get unnecessarily loaded with small jobs. The
analysis is based on defining a careful invariant on the total load over certain subsets of
machines, and showing inductively that this invariant is maintained over time.
2 Two natural algorithms
Slow-fit: Given a threshold Fopt (the current guess on optimum), Slow-fit schedules
jobs on the slowest possible machine while keeping the load below Fopt. If the jobs
cannot be feasibly scheduled the threshold in doubled.
Lemma 2. Slow-fit has a competitive ratio of Ω(m).
∗n.bansal@tue.nl. Eindhoven University of Technology
†b.cloostermans@tue.nl. Eindhoven University of Technology
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Proof. We describe an instance where the threshold Fopt keeps doubling until it reaches
m even though the optimum solution has value 2. There are m identical machines (but
we arbitrarily order them from slow to fast). Next, we assume that Fopt ≥ 2, which can
be achieved by giving 2m unit-size jobs initially at t = 0.
At each time step t ≥ 2, m unit-length jobs arrive. As Slow-fit will not use all
machines initially, there will be a time t0 at which the machines 1, . . . ,m− 1 have Fopt
load and machine m is empty. At time t0 + 1, when the m− 1 machines have Fopt − 1
pending jobs, we release 2m unit-size jobs. As there is only m− 1 + Fopt total capacity
available, these jobs cannot be scheduled feasibly if Fopt ≤ m. On the other hand, the
optimum spread the jobs over all machines at each time and achieve value 2.
Greedy: When a job arrives, the Greedy algorithm schedules it on the machine such
that its flow time is minimized. Ties are broken arbitrarily.
Lemma 3. Greedy has a competitive ratio of Ω(logm).
Proof. Consider an instance where we have k groups of machines where group Gi contains
22k−2i machines of speed 2i. Note that the total processing power in group Gi is equal
to Si = 2
2k−i. The processing power of groups i, . . . , k combined is thus equal to Pi =∑k
i′=i 2
2k−i′ ≤ 2Si
We receive k sets of jobs, all at time 0, but in order. For all i = 1, . . . , k, set Ji
contains 22k−2i jobs of size 2i. Again, note that the total size of jobs in set Ji is equal
to 22k−i. Greedy will spread jobs from set i over groups i, . . . , k. Group k (containing
only a single machine of speed 2k) will receive a Sk/Pi ≥ 12Sk/Si = 2−k+i−1 fraction of
these jobs. This means group k receives
∑k
i=1 2
2k−i2−k+i−1 = k2k−1 work. Since group
k has a single machine of speed 2k, finishing these jobs takes Ω(k) time.
However, optimum can schedule the i-th batch of jobs on group i machines, incurring
a maximum load of 1 (i.e., it does Slow-fit with threshold 1).
3 A two threshold algorithm
Using the doubling trick, assume our algorithm knows the optimal solution Fopt. Jobs
with release dates in the interval (3(k − 1)Fopt, 3kFopt] are scheduled at time 3kFopt.
Every time a batch of job is scheduled, this batch is partitioned into sets J1, . . . , Jm.
Each job j is assigned to the first set Ji such that pj ≤ si · Fopt (the slowest machine
on which OPT could schedule j). Then sets Ji are scheduled in decreasing order of i
starting from i = m. When scheduling Ji, jobs are slow-fit onto machines i, . . . ,m. First
with threshold 4Fopt and if no room remains under 4Fopt, then under 6Fopt.
The analysis we show here is simplified a lot. We compare our schedule to the
schedule of a restricted optimum, which also schedules jobs in batches. To analyze the
performance of our algorithm we introduce Wi(t), the total work on machines i, . . . ,m
at time t, before the jobs in the current batch are scheduled. We also use WOPTi (t), a
similar quantity for a restricted optimal schedule. Our goal will be to prove the following
invariant holds for all i and scheduling times t (so t = 0, 3Fopt, 6Fopt, . . .):
Wi(t) ≤WOPTi (t) +
m∑
i′=i
si′ · Fopt. (1)
To this end, we introduce separated machines.
2
Definition 4. Machines i and i′ (i < i′) are separated at time t if no jobs from J1, . . . , Ji
were scheduled onto machines i′, . . . ,m at time t.
The proof uses two key lemmas which exploit our schedule’s properties.
Lemma 5. Let Li(t) be the total size of jobs on machine i at time t after jobs have been
scheduled. For any machine i, at any time t, either Li(t) ≤ 4Fopt ·si, or Li′(t) ≥ 3Fopt ·si
for all i′ > i.
Lemma 6. If machines i− 1 and i are separated at time t, then (1) implies
Wi(t + 3Fopt) ≤WOPTi (t + 3Fopt) +
m∑
i′=i
si′ · Fopt. (2)
Sketch of proof of Theorem 1. We use induction over i and t. When proving (1) holds
for some pair (i, t) we assume (1) holds for all (i, t′) with t′ < t and for all (i′, t) with
i′ > i. Lemma 5 ensures we process jobs quickly enough. For the scheduling part, we
consider three cases.
No jobs from J1, . . . , Ji−1 were scheduled onto machines i, . . . ,m: Machines i−1
and i are separated, thus (2) follows immediately from Lemma 6.
Jobs from J1, . . . , Ji−1 were only scheduled onto machines i, . . . ,m under 4Fopt:
Consider imax ≥ i, the smallest index such that machines i and imax are separated. For
machines i′ slower than imax we can show Li′(t) ≤ 4Fopt ·si. Combining this observation
with Lemma 6 gives the desired result.
Some job j from J1, . . . , Ji−1 was scheduled onto machines i, . . . ,m under 6Fopt:
Consider imin ≤ i, the largest index such that machines imin, . . . , i−1 have load at least
5Fopt and imin has load at most 5Fopt. We can show machines imin − 1 and imin are
separated. In the restricted optimal schedule, no machines are ever loaded above 4Fopt.
In particular, this holds for machines imin, . . . , i − 1. Combining this observation with
Lemma 6 gives the desired result.
Plugging in i = m into (1) implies our algorithm never schedules above 5Fopt on
machine m and therefore always succeeds. In total each job spends at most 3Fopt time
waiting to be assigned, and then another 6Fopt time in the queue on its designated
machine. Another factor 2 in the competitive ratio is incurred because our guess of Fopt
can be off by a factor 2.
References
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On the Online Machine Minimization Problem∗
Lin Chen (Speaker) Nicole Megow Kevin Schewior†
1 Introduction
We consider the fundamental problem of minimizing the number of machines that is nec-
essary for feasibly scheduling jobs with release dates and hard deadlines. We consider
the online variant of this problem in which every job becomes known to the online algo-
rithm only at its release date. We denote this problem as online machine minimization
problem. We also consider a semi-online variant in which it is known in advance that
the instance released by the adversary could be scheduled oﬄine on m machines.
Known results. The preemptive semi-online machine minimization problem, in which
the optimal number of machines is known in advance, has been investigated extensively
by Phillips et al. [4], and there have hardly been any improvements since then. Phillips et
al. show a general lower bound of 54 and leave a huge gap to the upper bound O(log pmaxpmin )
on the competitive ratio for the so-called Least Laxity First (LLF) Algorithm. Not so
surprisingly, they also rule out that the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) Algorithm could
improve on the performance of LLF; indeed they show a lower bound of Ω(pmaxpmin ). It is a
wide open question if preemptive semi-online machine minimization admits a constant-
competitive algorithm, or admits an algorithm which has a competitive ratio independent
of the job set, i.e., an f(m)-competitive algorithm for some function f . It is not even
known whether a constant-competitive algorithm exists for m = 2.
The non-preemptive problem is considerably harder than the preemptive problem.
If the set of jobs arrive online over time, then no algorithm can achieve a constant
or a competitive ratio sublinear in the number of jobs [5]. However, relevant special
cases admit online algorithms with small constant worst-case guarantees. The problem
with unit processing times was studied in a series of papers [3, 5, 2] and implicitly in
the context of energy-minimization in [1]. It has been shown that an optimal online
algorithm has the exact competitive ratio e ≈ 2.72 [1, 2]. For non-preemptive scheduling
of jobs with equal deadlines, an upper bound of 16 is given in [2].
Our results Our main contribution is a new preemptive online algorithm with a com-
petitive ratio f(m) which is independent of the number of jobs.
∗Technische Universita¨t Berlin, Institut fu¨r Mathematik, Berlin, Germany. Email: {nmegow,
schewior}@math.tu-berlin.de. Supported by the German Science Foundation (DFG) under contract
ME 3825/1.
†This author was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft within the research training
group ‘Methods for Discrete Structures’ (GRK 1408).
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Theorem 1 There exists an O(m2 logm)-competitive algorithm for the preemptive
(semi-)online machine minimization problem.
Our algorithm is the first improvement upon the O(log pmaxpmin )-competitive algorithm
by Phillips et al. [4]. Specifically, if m is a constant, our algorithm is a constant-
competitive algorithm.
We achieve this algorithm by studying two complementary special cases of the prob-
lem, namely, laminar instances and agreeable instances. Let Jj = [rj , dj) denote the
processing interval of job j, where rj and dj are its release date and deadline. In a
laminar instance, for any two jobs i and j it holds that either Ji ⊆ Jj , or Jj ⊆ Ji, or
Ji ∩ Jj = ∅. In an agreeable instance, however, for any two jobs i and j, ri < rj implies
that di ≤ dj . We provide an O(logm)-competitive algorithm for laminar instances, and
an O(1)-competitive algorithm for agreeable instances. Extending both techniques, we
derive an O(m2 logm)-competitive algorithm for the general problem.
Interestingly, our O(1)-competitive algorithm for agreeable instances actually pro-
duces a non-preemptive schedule. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2 There exists an O(1)-competitive algorithm for the non-preemptive online
machine minimization problem when jobs have agreeable deadlines. The non-preemptive
solution is O(1)-competitive even within the preemptive problem setting.
This result is of its own interest as the lower bound of n for the general non-preemptive
(semi)-online machine minimization problem [5] even holds for laminar instances.
We also obtain algorithms with small constant competitive ratios for more restricted
special cases such as equal deadlines or equal processing times.
2 Overview of the main algorithm
We first observe that, despite the fact that EDF has a competitive ratio of Ω(pmax/pmin)
for the general problem, it is, however, an O(1)-competitive algorithm if every job is
loose in the sense that pj ≤ α(dj − rj) holds for some constant α < 1. Hence, we may
restrict our attention to tight jobs, i.e., pj > α(dj−rj). We consider two complementary
subclasses, namely laminar instances and agreeable instances, and then we show how to
extend the techniques to the general problem.
An O(logm)-competitive algorithm for laminar instances. The basic idea under-
lying the algorithm is a “diagonal packing” procedure. Notice that the laminar structure
of the input allows us to derive a partial order of jobs based on inclusion, i.e., j ≺ i means
Jj ⊆ Ji, and we denote job i as the dominating job of j. Once our algorithm decides
to preempt job i in favor of job j, it fully preempts i during the interval [rj , dj). Thus,
later on, when another job j′ ≺ j is released, we only need to check job j to see if j
should be preempted in favor of j′, and job i is no longer considered during [rj , dj).
Let Γ be the number of machines our algorithm uses. Once job j is released, either
there is a machine empty during [rj , dj) and we assign j to it, or on each machine
there exists some j′ such that j ≺ j′, and we need to preempt it to make room for
job j. According to our previous description, among all the dominating jobs of j on
every machine, we only need to consider the smallest (in terms of the partial order)
one. Hence, in total, we need to consider Γ jobs, one on each machine. Due to the
2
partial order we may list these Γ jobs as j1 ≺ j2 ≺ · · · ≺ jΓ. We have to select one of
them to preempt during [rj , dj). Here, a natural idea would be to view the laxity `i of
job i (i.e., `i = di − ri − pi) as a knapsack of volume `i. Once job i is preempted in
favor of some other job, this knapsack is filled up to some extent, rendering a smaller
remaining volume. Unlike LLF, which preempts those jobs with largest such remaining
volumes, our algorithm equally partitions the knapsack into Γ sub-knapsacks, each of
volume `i/Γ. To decide which job, among j1 to jΓ, should be preempted in favor of j,
the algorithm checks the first sub-knapsack of j1, the 2nd sub-knapsack of j2, . . ., the
Γ-th sub-knapsack of jΓ. If it decides to preempt jh, then only the h-th sub-knapsack
of jh is filled, and its remaining volume is decreased by |Jj | = dj − rj . We prove that,
for Γ = O(m logm), we can always find some h among these Γ sub-knapsacks such that
the h-th sub-knapsack of jh has enough remaining volume.
An O(1)-competitive algorithm for agreeable instances. For agreeable instances,
we observe that the following simple algorithm is already O(1)-competitive for α-tight
jobs: We always process job j during [rj + 1/2 · `j , dj − 1/2 · `j). We also prove that a
non-preemptive version of EDF achieves a competitive ratio of O(1) for α-loose jobs if
they have agreeable deadlines. Hence, we derive a non-preemptive schedule within an
factor O(1) of the preemptive oﬄine optimum.
An O(m2 logm)-competitive algorithm for the general problem. To handle the
general problem, we combine both algorithms above in a subtle way. Our algorithm has
two steps. First, it partitions jobs in an online way into Γ groups such that, in each group
h, if we let U(i, h) denote the jobs that are dominated by i, then |∪j∈U(i,h) [rj , dj)| ≤ θ`j
for some constant θ < 1. Here we make use of the “diagonal packing” procedure in
a more sophisticated way as jobs no longer form a laminar structure. Then, again
online, the algorithm schedules jobs of each group on O(m) machines. Here a job i of
group h is preempted during [ri, ri + (1− θ)`i/2)∪ [di − (1− θ)`i/2, di), and also during
∪j∈U(i,h)[rj , dj). Hence, it uses O(mΓ) machines in total. We prove that the partition
procedure is successful for Γ = O(m2 logm), which implies the claim.
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Improved Online Algorithms for the Machine Covering
Problem with Bounded Migration
Waldo Ga´lvez (Speaker) ∗ Jose´ A. Soto ∗ Jose´ Verschae †
1 Introduction
We consider an online version of the machine covering problem on identical machines.
An instance of our problem is determined by a set of m identical parallel machines M ,
and a set of jobs J that is revealed incrementally one by one. If pj denotes the processing
time of job j ∈ J , the load of a machine is the sum of the processing time of jobs assigned
to it. The scheduler must choose a machine to process each new job, with the goal of
maintaining a solution that balances the load of the machines. More precisely, we seek
to maximize the load of the least loaded machine.
Unlike classic online problems in which decisions are irrevocable, we focus on a
dynamic model introduced by Sanders et al. [3] where at the arrival of a job j we
are allowed to migrate some previously assigned jobs. However, we should not migrate
jobs indiscriminately: The total processing time of the migrated jobs must be bounded
by β · pj . The parameter β is called the migration factor of the algorithm and measures
the robustness of the constructed solutions. This problem is motivated by the following
scenario: consider a system consisting of m identical machines that is alive only when all
the machines are alive. In order to keep a machine alive, it requires resources. Resources
of various sizes arrive one after another. Each one must be assigned immediately upon
arrival to one of the machines. It is not acceptable to completely reconfigure the system
when a new resource arrive, but rather a “proportionate response” is expected. That is,
if a resource of size x arrives, it is adequate to move a total amount of resources of the
same order of magnitude, but no more. The goal is to keep the system alive as long as
possible. See [3] for applications of this model to Storage Area Networks.
The main motivation for our work is to understand the tradeoff between competitive






[4], while the best known algorithm with constant migration
factor is 2-competitive [3]. This work contributes to diminish this gap by providing a
(43 + ε)-competitive algorithm with constant migration factor.
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2 Previous Work
It is easy to see that the oﬄine version is NP-complete in the strong sense by a simple
reduction from 3-Partition. Woeginger [5] designs a PTAS for this oﬄine problem and
shows that the greedy algorithm is m-competitive, while no deterministic algorithm
can achieve a smaller competitive ratio. For the oﬄine version of the problem, one
of the classic algorithms found in the literature is the Longest Processing Time first
(LPT) rule, where the jobs are sorted from bigger to smaller and assigned iteratively to
the least loaded machine. This algorithm is a 43 -approximation, with this ratio being
asymptotically tight [1, 2]. For the makespan objective, Sanders et al. [3] develop a robust
PTAS, i.e., a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm using a migration factor of 2poly(
1
ε). For
this result the processing time of the jobs are rounded in order to add symmetry to the
solutions, which is crucial for the algorithm. It is open whether the migration factor can
be made polynomial in 1ε . For the machine covering version, Skutella and Verschae [3]
show that there exists a robust PTAS in a setting where the migration is measured in
an amortized manner.
3 Our Results
We present two algorithms that provide different tradeoffs between competitiveness and
robustness. Both algorithms are based on adapting the LPT rule to the online setting.
Let J = {1, . . . , n} be the current set of jobs, Lmin the load of the least loaded machine
in the solution given by the algorithm, and OPT the optimal objective value for J . We
also define the load of the machine i ∈ M in the schedule S as loadS(i) :=
∑
j∈Ji pj ,
where Ji is the set of jobs assigned to machine i.
For simplicity, suppose that J is sorted such that p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pn. Let j∗ ∈ J be
the first job that LPT assigns to a machine with two jobs. Our algorithm will maintain
the following invariants: The set J∗ := {j ∈ J : j < j∗, pj ∈ [ε OPT,OPT]} is assigned
using LPT, and the load of the machines with a job pj <
1
3OPT is at most Lmin+
1
3OPT.
We show that any schedule satisfying these properties is a 32 -approximation.






in the following way: we round down the size of each job to
powers of (1 + ε), and approximate OPT using the PTAS from [5]. If the new job is
not in J∗, then we add it greedily and the property holds. If the new job is in J∗,






different types of jobs in J∗, and we need to move at most one job per class,





. These ideas yield the following result.





-competitive algorithm with a migra-






Our main result is a more refined approximate online version of LPT, with the same
approximation ratio up to an additive epsilon term. For simplicity, let us assume that
all jobs sizes are in [εOPT,OPT]: larger jobs can be rounded down to OPT, smaller jobs
in J can be grouped into jobs of size O(εOPT), and if the new arriving job is smaller
we can simply assign it greedily. The algorithm first round down the processing time
of each job j to the nearest multiple of ε2OPT. Thus, the load of each machine is also
2
a multiple of ε2OPT, and therefore there are only O( 1
ε2
) possible different load values.
Roughly speaking, this increases the number of equivalent LPT schedules: in each step
of LPT, we will find more least loaded machines where to assign a job. This symmetry
is helpful for designing online algorithms because we will have a larger pool of equivalent
available solutions to choose from, one of which will be close to our current solution.
To exploit this property we define the load profile L(S) of a schedule S as the vector
(loadS(1), . . . , loadS(|M |)) where the entries are sorted in non-decreasing order. Then
the following useful property follows: If S and S′ are LPT schedules for J and J∪{n+1},
respectively, then L(S) ≤ L(S′) (i.e., less or equal coordinate-wise). Combining this
property and the rounding procedure, it is possible to show that the load profile of S
and S′ differ in at most 1
ε2
coordinates. This follows mainly because if two machines
have different loads, this difference is not arbitrarily small (is bounded below by ε2OPT).
Based on that we are able to construct an LPT schedule for J ∪ {n + 1} in several




− 1, . . . , 1ε we assign the set of jobs with processing
time k · ε2OPT. At the end of each phase, we make sure that the partial new schedule
has the same machine loads as the original one, except for at most 1
ε2
machines. This
can be done migrating O( 1
ε2
OPT) load at each phase, and since there are O( 1
ε2
) phases
and the new job has processing time at least εOPT, the migration factor used is O( 1
ε5
).
In order to implement these ideas we need to deal with many technical problems.
In particular, the value of OPT may change at each iteration, which will change the
(rounded) processing times. This might break the desired structure. This can be solved
by a more careful rounding procedure where the rounded processing times do not change
when a new job arrives.
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Finally, a related question consists of analyzing local search algorithms. A natural
local search algorithm migrates a job to the least loaded machine if this move does not
decrease the objective function. We show the following result.
Theorem 3 The approximation ratio of the local search algorithm lies in the interval
[1.691, 1.75].
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Delay prediction models for robust airline resource
scheduling
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1 Introduction
Cost-optimized airline resource schedules often imply a lack of delay tolerance in case
of unforeseen disruptions, e.g. late check-ins, technical defects or airport and airspace
congestion. In the context of regular operations, we distinguish between primary and
secondary delay. Delay that occurs due to exogenous disruptions is called primary delay.
By contrast, secondary delay emerges from propagation effects in resource networks,
e.g. for aircraft or crews. It depends on scheduling decisions and can be avoided by
robust scheduling. On the one hand stability of resource schedules can be increased by
incorporating buffer times between tasks in order to absorb delay. On the other hand,
the flexibility can be increased by swap opportunities for resources that can be used by
the operations control in case of delay.
Nevertheless, there is a trade-off between the goals of planned cost minimization
and schedule robustness. Scheduling approaches are efficient, if the robustness can be
increased at low increase of the planned costs. A wide range of sophisticated robust
scheduling approaches has been developed in recent years, see for example [1], [2] or [3].
For the evaluation of scheduling strategies, the robustness of generated resource
schedules has to be measured. The most relevant figure is the on-time performance, i.e.
the percentage of flights departing without delay. However, exogenous primary delay
cannot be influenced by scheduling. Therefore, the relevant figure to consider is the
secondary delay propagated due to insufficient buffer times between flights connected by
the same resource. In consequence, a schedule A is more robust than schedule B if the
amount of propagated secondary delay is less in schedule A than in B. While secondary
delay can be determined for example by simulating delay propagation, primary delay
has to be generated in advance by statistical delay prediction models.
2 Required Work
In this study we evaluate the benefit of refined primary delay prediction models with
increasing information content in robust crew and aircraft scheduling. It is based on
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a previous study, examining the potential of data-driven delay prediction model gener-
ation, see [4]. It turned out that for primary delay the signal-to-noise ratio is rather
low. During the statistical analysis, the variance of delays around these time trends
became apparent. One can assume that in general, primary delays are inherently hard
to predict in the long-term for robust scheduling. In this context, one always has to take
into account that delay recording underlies constraints that lead to underestimation,
e.g. predictable delay may already be prevented by scheduling decisions of an airline.
Additionally, delay can only be recorded if it results in delayed flight departure. Delays
absorbed by buffer times are not recognizable.
The simplest delay prediction model may assume the same primary delay risk for all
flights, i.e. the same distribution for primary delay is used, independently from spatio-
temporal attributes of the particular flight. This initial model then can be further refined
by considering different delay risk for attributes, e.g. for different daytimes and seasonal
components (season, month, week of the year), but as well for local (departure and
arrival airport) and network attributes (hub-to-spoke and spoke-to-hub connection). In
addition, we also evaluate theoretical models generated without using delay data.
For the study, we use real-world flight schedules and delay data of a major European
airline for the time span from March 2003 to February 2007. It consists of 2.5 million
delay records for domestic and continental flights in a distinct hub-and-spoke network
with two major hubs. Moreover, 24.45% of all flights are spoke-to-spoke connections.
It might be reasonably assumed that more complex models lead to more realistic as-
sumptions made on primary delay and following to more efficient robust scheduling.
However, scheduling decisions may be already limited by the airline flight network as
some connections between flights are already predetermined, e.g. due to the out-and-
back principle in hub-and-spoke networks. Following, most scheduling decisions refer to
the hub airports.
Therefore, delay prediction models with a different degree of complexity are used
in an existing robust scheduling framework. For a set of given flight schedules, crew
and aircraft schedules are generated and then compared regarding their planned cost
and on-time performance. Note that resource schedules can only be compared if they
are generated for the same underlying flight schedule. In order to evaluate the degree
of freedom for resource scheduling, we analogously analyze the similarity of the crew
and aircraft schedules generated for the same flight schedule with different underlying
prediction models. Finally, we discuss in how far an increased delay prediction accuracy
leads to a better trade-off between robustness and cost-efficiency in robust resource
scheduling.
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Valid inequalities for a time-indexed formulation
Lotte Berghman (Speaker) ∗ Frits C.R. Spieksma †
1 Introduction
Consider the following problem. We have a single machine, n jobs (the jobset J), and
a discrete timespan (the set of periods T ). Each job j ∈ J has a known processing
time that depends on the period t ∈ T at which job j is started: pj,t; there is also a
known cost cj,t associated to starting job j at period t. Notice that the period |T | refers
to the latest possible period that any job j ∈ J can start. We assume all data to be
integral, and all processing times to be positive. The problem is to schedule all jobs,
nonpreemptively, such that the machine needs to work on at most one job in a period,
while minimizing total costs.
Here is a formulation, involving binary variables xj,t indicating whether job j ∈ J starts
in period t ∈ T . We use, in this formulation, a set of periods called Aj,t, which is defined
for each j ∈ J, t ∈ T , as follows:
Aj,t ≡ {s ≤ t : s + pj,s − 1 ≥ t}.
Thus, Aj,t represents, for a given job j and a given period t, the set of periods s such
that if job j starts at period s, job j is still being processed at period t; notice that this














xj,s ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ T, (3)
xj,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, ∀t ∈ T. (4)
This formulation is called a time-indexed formulation. One can verify easily that
the above formulation is a correct one. We use P to denote the convex hull of feasible
solutions to (2)-(4).
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2 Motivation and Literature
There are two main reasons to investigate this formulation. First, model (1) - (4) is quite
general. Depending on the choice of cost-coefficients cj,t many well-known scheduling
problems arise. To give some examples, for minimizing the total completion time (the
time at which the execution of a job ends) cj,t = t+pjt, for minimizing the total weighted
completion time cj,t = wj(t + pjt), for minimizing the total lateness (the difference
between the completion time and the due date) cj,t = t + pjt − dj , for minimizing
the total tardiness (the violation of the due date) cj,t = max{0, t + pjt − dj} and for
minimizing the total flow time (the time elapsed from the release date of a job to its
completion) cj,t = t+ pjt− rj . (Remark that release dates and deadline can be modeled
easily using very large cost coefficients for the periods before the release date and after
the deadline.)
Moreover, although stated as a single machine scheduling problem, in fact, by allow-
ing time-dependent processing times pj,t, scheduling problems with multiple machines
are contained in this formulation.
Second, there are many cases sketched in literature where the processing time de-
pends on the starting time. Apart from specific applications, the occurence of more gen-
eral phenomena as learning effects, and deterioration effects have been well-documented
in literature, and give rise to time-dependent processing times.
3 The Generalized Sousa-Wolsey inequalities
We can deduce the following set of valid inequalities. For each i ∈ J , for each t2 ∈ T \{1},
we define the set:
Ri,t2 = {t : t ≤ t2 − 1 and ∃j ∈ J \ {i} such that t + pj,t − 1 ≥ t2}.
Thus, Ri,t2 represents the set of periods t < t2 such that there exists a job j 6= i that,
when started at period t, is active at period t2. Now we introduce, for each i ∈ J ,











xi,s ≤ 1. (5)
We observe that, in case pj,t = pj for all j, t, these inequalities are precisely those
introduced by Sousa and Wolsey [3]. Therefore, we refer to these inequalities as the
Generalized Sousa-Wolsey (or GSW) inequalities.
Theorem 1 The GSW inequalities (5) are valid inequalities for P .
We will now investigate the polyhedral structure of P . These results can be seen
as generalizations of results given in Sousa and Wolsey [3], Crama and Spieksma [1],
and Van Den Akker et al. [4]. We use techniques similar to the ones used in these
papers to derive our results; we point out, however, that not all properties valid for
the problem with pj,t = pj remain valid for our more general case of time-dependent
processing times. We refer to Nemhauser and Wolsey [2] for a thorough introduction
into polyhedral theory.
2
Theorem 2 The dimension of the polytope P , dim(P ) = n(|T | − 1).
For the GSW inequalities, we need a definition to be able to identify those GSW
inequalities that define facets of P :
R=i,t2 = {t : t ≤ t2 − 1 and ∃j ∈ J \ {i} such that t + pj,t − 1 = t2}.
Theorem 3 For each i ∈ J , t2 ∈ T \ {1}, t1 ∈ R=i,t2: a GSW inequality (5) defines a
facet of P .
A natural question to consider is whether other families of facet-defining inequalities
with coefficients in {0, 1}, and with right-hand side 1 exist. Let us call an inequality
where the coefficient of each variable is in {0, 1} a set-packing inequality. In fact, it turns
out that no other facet-defining set-packing inequalities exist for P .
Theorem 4 All facet-defining inequalities of P that are of the set-packing type and have
right-hand side 1, are constraints (3) and the GSW-inequalities.
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Locks and emissions
Dirk Briskorn (Speaker) ∗ Frits C.R. Spieksma † Ward Passchyn ‡
1 Problem descriptions
On many inland waterways, locks are required to ensure a suitable water level for
navigation. Typically, and notably when the waterway traffic density is high, locks act
as bottlenecks, introducing waiting time for ships that pass through these canals and
waterways. We consider here locks arranged in a sequence along a canal. Scheduling
of ships in waterways has attracted quite some attention in the scientific community
recently, see e. g. Hermans (2014), Lu¨bbecke et al. (2014), and Verstichel (2013).
In our problem settings, ships arrive at one end of the waterway at a predetermined
point of time and travel to the opposite end of the waterway. Each ship must pass all
locks in the corresponding order. Each lock acts as a single server which handles both the
upstream and the downstream traffic. Lock operations must alternate between upwards
(downstream to upstream) and downwards (upstream to downstream) movements. The
lock operations take a positive amount of time.
We consider two different problem settings:
• We consider a single lock and ships moving with constant speed. The question is
when to start a lock operation such that total waiting time of ships is minimized.
We refer to this problem as MinWait in the following.
• We consider multiple locks and ships with variable speeds, speed-dependent emis-
sions, and deadlines for reaching the opposite end of the waterway. Here, the
question is when to start lock operations and how to set ships’ speeds in order to
minimize total emission without any ship missing its deadline.
2 Results
2.1 Minimization of Total Waiting Time
The main result regarding MinWait is given by the following theorem, see Coene et al.
(2013).
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Theorem 1 MinWait can be solved in O(n2) if the lock’s chamber is uncapacitated with
n being the number of ships.
First, we reduce MinWait to the shortest path problem on an acyclic graph. The basic
idea is to consider subsequences of lock operations without any idela time in between
and to represent a solution by a set of such subsequences. It is not hard to see that such
a subsequence starts only at the time and the position of a ship arrival. This gives us a
polynomial number of subsequences to be represented. We obtain a graph with O(n2)
nodes and O(n3) arcs. Finally, we show that we can handle a subset of more efficiently
than with straight-forward dynamic programming. This yields our result.
Building on this result we can show that several extensions of MinWait can be solved
in polynomial time. These extensions cover (alternatively)
• arbitrary regular objective functions,
• non-uniform lockage times,
• capacitated chamber (no of ships),
• capacitated (size of ships, non-overtaking), and
• bounded number of movements
However, when the chamber is capacitated, ships have individual sizes, and we allow
overtaking MinWait becomes NP-hard. Also, if ship-dependent handling times when
entering the chamber are considered the resulting problem version is NP-hard. Both
results can be proven by reduction from 3-PARTITION which is known to be strongly
NP-complete, see Garey and Johnson (1979).
2.2 Minimization of Total Emission
Our main results are two MIP models, see Passchyn et al. (2015). The first one is based
on a discretization of the planning horizon and constitutes a time-indexed formulation.
The number of binary variables employed depends on the length of planning horizon and
the number of periods resulting from the discretization. The second model considers
a continuous planning horizon and employs a number of binary variables which is
independent from the length of the planning horizon.
Our computational study shows that both models have advantages as well as disad-
vantages with regards to computation time. Naturally, the run time of the first model
heavily depends on the size (and, consequently, the number) of time slots. While it
performs better for relatively large (and, therefore, few) time slots, it is outperformed by
the second one for relatively small (and, therefore, many) time slots.
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Scheduling Messages to Detect Patterns Continuously on a
Grid Sensor Network
Bala Kalyanasundaram (Speaker) ∗ Mahe Velauthapillai †
1 Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network of devices called sensor nodes that commu-
nicate wirelessly. This network is used in many areas including environmet monitoring,
traffic management, wild life monitoring [1, 2, 7]. Depending on the application, a WSN
can consist of a few nodes to millions of nodes. A sensor node may have one or more sen-
sor modules for measuring some information, for example intensity of light, temperature,
humidity, pressure, sound, etc. Additionally, each sensor node includes components to
handle storage, processing, communication, and power. When activated by a broadcast
message from an external source, the network monitors the environment continuously to
detect and/or react to certain predefined events or patterns.
The problem we consider in this paper is not restricted to wireless communication
between sensors. For instance, CMOS technology for active pixel image sensors (see [8])
are chosen over charge-coupled devices (i.e., CCD’s) due to the possibility of on-chip
signal processing for rapid image analysis in applications such as particle tracking in
Physics (see [5]). In this case, the sensor network is a simple grid network with millions
of image pixels. Inability to oﬄoad images fast enough to process them on a faster and
higher-end machines make CMOS technology with active pattern detection more suitable
for such applications. A pattern in this context is an image specified as a (2k + 1) by
(2k + 1) (pixel) matrix. For instance, it could be an image of a person. The system
could continually monitor and alert when the image of the person appears.
At each time step, a sensor detects information at its location and exchanges mes-
sages with its immediate neighbors so that they can collectively detect when and where
pattern/event appears. If a 2k + 1 by 2k + 1 pattern appears at time t then the sensor
at the center of the pattern must detect it no later than time t+O(k). This is achieved
by devising a protocol to exchange messages between neighboring nodes. The detection
process is not a one-time but ongoing process. Every occurrence of the pattern (time-
and space-wise) must be detected by its center node. When a pattern size is big enough
to cover the entire network, we say that the pattern is a global pattern. This paper intro-
duces continuous communication complexity for a grid and analyzes the communication
complexity of the detection process. Upper bounds (i.e., protocols) are also presented for
∗kalyan@cs.georgetown.edu. Department of Computer Science, Georgetown University, Washington
DC, 20057, USA.
†mahe@cs.georgetown.edu. Department of Computer Science, Georgetown University, Washington
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patterns such as monochromatic, parity, majority, counting and any arbitrary singleton
pattern. Some bounds are shown to be tight.
Given a (2k+ 1) by (2k+ 1) pattern, what information should each sensor exchange
with its neighbor so that it can detect the event continuously? How does it scale when
the size of the pattern increases? What happens when the pattern becomes global where
every node co-operatively tries to detect one global pattern? What if sensors are uniform
and employ same protocol? What if we allow protocols to differ in some uniform-way.
We define communication complexity of a protocol to be the maximum number of
bits sent by a node to its neighbor at any time. The communication complexity of a
pattern is the communication complexity of the best protocol. This definition is intuitive
and captures the sampling rate of the detection process.
This line of work has some resemblance to the volume of work done in systolic
computations. Many different parallel algorithms and architectures were considered by
many researchers. We refer readers to books by Leighton [6] and Reif [9]. Despite some
similarities, there are some major differences that make our results unique. Continuously
changing input and simultaneous tracking of patterns on each location of the network
make our problem different. The main objective function of our model is to minimize
communication while dealing with rapidly changing input. Tracking each occurrence of
the pattern and changing input poses some challenges akin to the direct sum conjecture
in two-party communication model of Yao [10].
It is also important to recognize the volume of work done on data aggregation in
sensor network and systolic computations [3, 4]. Typically, the entire network co-operates
to calculate data aggregation such as sum, average and other possible statistical measures
on detected sensor values. Gao et. al [4] have considered aggregation of data from a
small subset of nodes instead of an entire network. This paper can be viewed as a
continuous aggregation/detection of multiple subsets of data all over the network. We
will show that global data aggregation/detection can be exponentially easier than the
problem of local data aggregation/detection. There is a legitimate and simple reason for
such a seemingly non-intuitive gap.
For simplicity, we assume that each sensor node detects a bit at each time step. A
pattern of size k is a set of 2k + 1 by 2k + 1 boolean matrices. We say that a pattern
is singleton if the size of the set is 1. We say that a protocol is uniform if every node
employs the same protocol.
Theorem 1 The communication complexity of an arbitrary singleton pattern of size k
on a grid is O(log k). On the other hand, the communication complexity of any irre-
ducible pattern of size k is Ω(log k) for a straight-line.
Theorem 2 There is a uniform protocol to detect monochromatic pattern (all 0) on a
grid with communication complexity O(log k). No asymptotically better uniform protocol
exists for a grid.
Theorem 3 The communication complexity of parity pattern of size k is Θ(k).
Recall that pattern P of size k is a set of 2k + 1 by 2k + 1 boolean matrix and the
size of the set P is between 1 and 2(2k+1)(2k+1).
Theorem 4 Consider a pattern of size k where P is the corresponding set. The com-
munication complexity of the pattern is O(log(max(k, |P |)).
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Observe that if |P | is polynomial in k, then the communication complexity is O(log k).
Open Problem 5 Is there pattern of size k with communication complexity ω(k)?
These ideas can be extend to other networks such as tree, bounded degree graph or
any arbitrary graph. For a bounded degree tree, detecting whether there is a ”1” within
a distance k from any node is O(log k). However the protocol is non-uniform.
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Some positive news on the proportionate open shop
problem
Sergey Sevastyanov (Speaker) ∗
1 Introduction
We consider the m-machine open shop problem with the minimum makespan objective,
shortly denoted as Om||Cmax. In this problem we are given a set of jobs {J1, . . . , Jn}
that should be processed on a given set of machines {M1, . . . ,Mm}. Each job consists of
m parts, called operations. Different operations of a job should be processed on different
machines without overlapping in time, and the processing of each operation requires a
given portion of time. The processing of different operations on the same machine should
not overlap in time, neither. Among the set of feasible schedules (which meat the above
requirements), we wish to find a schedule that minimizes the maximum job completion
time (denoted as Cmax).
This classical scheduling problem was posed by Gonzalez and Sahni in 1976 [1], where
they proved that already the three-machine problem 〈O3 ||Cmax〉 is ordinary NP-hard.
The question on its strong NP-hardness remains open till today, for nearly forty years.
We investigate a special case of the open shop problem, which is known as a
“proportionate open shop problem” and is denoted by 〈Om | prpt |Cmax〉. In this problem,
each job Jj has m operations of the same length pj that should be performed on different
machines (thus, the operation processing times are only job-dependent). This is also a
difficult problem, since its three-machine case 〈O3 | prpt |Cmax〉 still remains ordinary
NP-hard. We will not concern here the topic of numerous practical applications of this
problem, — it can be found in scheduling literature. So, we will only concern some
theoretical issues of this problem.
First we note that, despite the existence of a quite efficient PTAS for the general open
shop problem [7], such traditional research directions as construction of efficient heuristics
and searching for efficiently solvable sub-cases still remain urgent for the proportionate
open shop problem, which can be confirmed by recent publications on this subject (see
e.g. [3] and [4]). In our paper we present a few results of both types. This, in turn, will
enable us to compute the exact values of the power of preemption in the proportionate
open shop problem for some fixed values of the number of machines.
We remind that the “power of preemption” for a given instance I (denoted as PoP (I))
is defined as a ratio of two optima: the one for the problem version without preemption
to the one for the version with preemption allowed.
∗seva@math.nsc.ru. Sobolev Institute of mathematics, Novosibirsk State University, Acad. Koptyug




1) Polynomially solvable cases (based on sufficient conditions imposed on input data).
In each (known to us) case of polynomial solvability of the open shop problem for an
infinite class of instances I ′ this event appears to be synchronized with the event that
the optimum OPT (I) of any instance I ∈ I ′ coincides with the standard lower bound
LB(I) defined as the maximum of two amounts: the maximum job length JL(I) and the
maximum machine load ML(I). As was convincingly demonstrated in [2], the property
OPT (I) = LB(I) is quite widespread in open shops. For that reason, any instance I
with this property was called in [2] a normal instance. A class of instances I ′ with the
property OPT (I) = LB(I), ∀ I ∈ I ′, was called “normal”, as well.
In our paper we found some new normal classes of instances for the proportionate
open shop problem, which also appeared to be polynomially solvable.
(a) The first such class defined by the sufficient condition
ML(I) ≥ 2(m− 1)pmax (1)
is an immediate corollary from our old result from [5]. In [5] it was proved for the general
open shop problem that the condition ML(I) ≥ mR + 2(m − 1)pmax is sufficient for a
problem instance I to be normal, where R is the value of the radius of vector summation
in the compact vector summation problem related to the Om||Cmax problem. Since in
the case of the proportionate open shop, all those vectors (defined in the corresponding
compact vector summation problem) are zero-vectors, they can be summed within a ball
of radius R = 0, and the desired condition (1) immediately follows. The length of the
optimal schedule in this case coincides with ML(I). We prove that condition (1) is tight,
which means that for any ε > 0 there exists an “abnormal” instance I of the m-machine
proportionate open shop problem with the relation ML(I) = (2m− 2− ε)pmax.
As for the running time is concerned, while the above mentioned solvable case of
the Om||Cmax problem requires O(n2m2) time (mainly needed for finding the vector
summation), in the special case of the proportionate open shop problem we can do with
only O(n) time.
(b) Another normal (and polynomially solvable) class is defined by the sufficient
condition
ML(I) ≤ (m− 1)pmax. (2)
The optimal schedule of length ML(I) can be found in O(n+m logm) time.
(c) Condition (2) can be slightly improved for small values ofm. In particular, we can
show that for m = 3 and m = 4 machines it can be replaced by more powerful conditions
ML(I) ≤ 2.5pmax and ML(I) ≤ 3.5pmax respectively. Both conditions are tight, and the
optimal schedules can be easily obtained in linear time.
2) Optima localization results and efficient heuristics.
In [6] it was proved that for any instance I of the 〈O3 ||Cmax〉 problem its optimum
belongs to the interval [LB(I), 43LB(I)], and the bounds of the interval (for the general
3-machine open shop problem) are tight. As a byproduct of the proof of that theoretical
result, a linear time heuristic H was designed which guaranteed finding a schedule σH(I)
with length in the same interval:
Cmax(σH(I)) ≤ 43LB(I).
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This implied that the ratio performance guarantee of the heuristic was equal to 43 .
In our paper we tighten the above bounds with respect to that special case of the
open shop problem we are interested in. Namely, it is proved that for any instance I
of the 〈O3 | prpt |Cmax〉 problem its optimum belongs to the interval [LB(I), 109 LB(I)],
and the bounds of the interval are tight. And similarly, we design a simple linear-time
heuristic able to find a schedule with the length in this interval, thus providing the ratio
performance guarantee of the heuristic equal to 109 . This also improves on the result
by Koulamas and Kyparisis [3] who suggested for the same problem a heuristic with a
weaker performance guarantee (of 76) and a longer running time (of O(n logn)).
Similar results we obtained for further small values of m. It was shown that the
maximum value of the ratio OPT (I)/LB(I) is not greater than 98 for m = 4, not greater
than 1715 for m = 5, and not greater than
8
7 for m = 6. In a similar way, we design
linear-time heuristic for these special cases of the proportionate open shop problem with





Besides that, we invented another simple heuristic H ′ (with running time O(n +
m logm)) which for any number of machinesm and anym-machine instance I guarantees








Thus, the relative error of the heuristic is not greater than 1/m and tends to zero as m
tends to infinity. Our result surpasses the characteristics of a recent result published by





a worse bound on running time.
3) The exact values of the Power of Preemption for the Proportionate
Open Shop problem.
From the tight bounds on the optima (mentioned above) and from the fact that
the optimum of any instance I of the preemptive open shop problem coincides with
the lower bound LB(I), we can derive the exact values of the power of preemption for
small values of m. Namely, for m = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 it is equal to 10/9, 9/8, 17/15, 8/7, 8/7,
respectively. At that, for any m it is not greater than (m + 1)/m. Thus, the maximum
value of the power of preemption (over all values of m) is attained at m = 6 and m = 7
and is equal to 8/7.
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Linearization of directed acyclic graphs
on a failure-prone processor∗
Guillaume Aupy (Speaker) † Anne Benoit ‡ Henri Casanova §
Yves Robert ¶
1 Introduction
Motivated by the execution of tightly-coupled applications on large-scale platforms [2, 3],
we study the scheduling of computational workflows on compute resources that expe-
rience exponentially distributed failures. A tightly-coupled application executed on p
processor is such that if one processor fails, the whole application fails. Hence one can
see the p processors each experiencing exponentially distributed failures with parameter
λind as a single “super”-processor experiencing exponentially distributed failures with
parameter λ = pλind. In order to cope with failures, we have the possibility to checkpoint
(save the work done) at the end of the execution of the different tasks of the workflow.
When a failure occurs, rollback and recovery is used to resume the execution from the
last checkpointed state. The scheduling problem is to minimize the expected execution
time by deciding in which order to execute the tasks in the workflow and whether to
checkpoint or not checkpoint a task after it completes.
Platform We consider a single processor subject to failures exponentially distributed
with mean time between failures (MTBF) µ = 1λ . There are two storage locations
associated to the platform: memory and disks. When a failure occurs, all that was
written on memory is lost. Then the processor experiences a downtime of D units of
time before it can be used again.
Applications We want to execute an application that is structured as a DAG G =
(V,E) where V is a set of vertices and E a set of edges. Each vertex represents a task,
and the edges represent the data dependencies between the tasks. In particular, for
all tasks T ∈ V , a failure-free execution of task T takes w units of time (the task’s
computational weight). This execution produces an output, that is stored on memory.
This output that can be checkpointed (written to disks) in c units of time. Finally, this
checkpoint can be recovered (read from disks) from a failure in r units of time.
∗The extended version of this abstract can be found under the name “Scheduling computational
workflows on failure-prone platforms” by the same authors
†guillaume.aupy@ens-lyon.fr. LIP, ENS Lyon, France
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An execution of T requires that the input data to T be available in memory. In
particular, if a failure happens during the execution of T , then T must be re-executed.
In order to do so, for each reverse path in the DAG from T back to an entry task, one
must find the most recently executed checkpointed task. One must then recover from
that checkpoint, and re-execute all the tasks that were executed after that checkpointed
task, i.e., all tasks whose output was lost and that are ancestors of T along the reverse
path. It may be that on such a path from T to an entry task, no checkpointed task is
found, in which case one must begin by re-executing the entry task.
Optimization problem We define a schedule as a linearization of the DAG in which,
for each task, it is specified whether the task’s output should be checkpointed. The
objective is to find the schedule that has the minimum expected makespan (E (Cmax)).
We call this problem: DAG-ChkptSched.
2 Theoretical results
The full proofs for this section can be found in the companion research report [1].
The main result is the following:
Theorem 1. Given a DAG, and a schedule for this DAG, it is possible to compute the
expected execution time in polynomial time (i.e., DAG-ChkptSched is in NP).
This theorem, as uninformative as it seems, is quite tricky to prove. Consider a DAG
and a schedule for this DAG. For simplicity we renumber the tasks so that task Ti is the
ith task executed in the linearization of the graph. The idea is to let Xi be the random
variable that corresponds to the execution time between the end of the first successful
execution of task Ti−1 and the end of the first successful execution of task Ti. The
expected execution time of the DAG is E[
∑n
i=1Xi]. We then want to compute for all i
E[Xi] (using the linearization of the expectation). In order to do so, we partition the set
of events depending when the last fault before the first execution of Ti occured. This
decomposition eventually allows us to compute the expected makespan of the schedule.
We then show the intractability of DAG-ChkptSched, as well as some polynomial
algorithms for specific graphs.
Fork DAGs are simple DAGs made of a source task with independent children. For-
mally G = (V,E) where V = {T0, T1, . . . , Tn} and E = {(T0, Ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Join DAGs
are fork DAGs where edges are reversed, hence they are made of independent source
tasks and a common sink task.
Theorem 2. DAG-ChkptSched (i) can be solved in linear time for fork DAGs (ii) is
NP-complete for join DAGs.
The proof for fork DAGs is simple, because we can show that the ordering of the
children does not matter. The only decision to make is whether to checkpoint the source
task. One can compute the expected makespan of both cases and simply pick the case
that achieves the lowest expected makespan.
The proof for join DAGs is much more elaborate and involves technical derivations.
To prove the result for join DAGs, we start by denoting by ICkpt, resp. INCkpt, the subset
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of {T1, . . . , Tn} composed of the tasks that are checkpointed, resp. not checkpointed. We
then prove that in the optimal solution, the tasks from ICkpt should be executed before
the tasks from INCkpt. Furthermore, while the execution order of the tasks from INCkpt
does not matter the tasks from ICkpt must be executed in a specific order (namely in
non-increasing values of g(i), where g(i) = e−λ(wi+ci+ri) + e−λri − e−λ(wi+ci)). Given
the two sets (ICkpt, INCkpt), we can construct the optimal solution in polynomial time,
hence the problem belongs to NP. Finally, we reduce the problem of finding the sets
(ICkpt, INCkpt) for a given upper bound on the expected makespan to finding a solution
to the SUBSET-SUM problem [4].
While this problem is hard in general for join DAGs, there are instances in which it
can be solved in polynomial time.
Proposition 3. DAG-ChkptSched for a join DAG where ci = c and ri = r for all i
can be solved in quadratic time.
To prove this result, we simply need to show that in the optimal solution, if a task is
checkpointed, then all tasks of weight greater than that last task are also checkpointed.
Then the order of the tasks in ICkpt is still given by function g. Finally, we compute
the optimal solution amongst the solutions that checkpoint the i largest tasks for i = 0
to n.
The main open problem remaining is what is the complexity of
DAG-ChkptSched when ci = c and ri = r for all i? Other problem include
proving approximation results for special schemes. In particular, experimental evalua-
tion show that Depth First Search schemes for linearization coupled with checkpointing
largest tasks perform very well.
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The optimal absolute ratio for online bin packing
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1 Introduction
In the online bin packing problem, a sequence of items with sizes in the interval
(0; 1] arrive one by one and need to be packed into bins, so that each bin contains
items of total size at most 1. Each item must be irrevocably assigned to a bin
before the next item becomes available. The algorithm has no knowledge about
future items. There is an unlimited supply of bins available, and the goal is to
minimize the total number of used bins (bins that receive at least one item).
Bin packing is a classical and well-studied problem in combinatorial op-
timization. Extensive research has gone into developing approximation algo-
rithms for this problem. The focus of the research into approximation algo-
rithms is on the question of how much performance degrades if an algorithm is
constrained to work in polynomial time. In practical packing problems, how-
ever, it happens frequently that the input is not known completely before the
algorithm starts working. It is therefore very natural to consider the online
version of this problem. In online problems, we ask how much performance de-
grades as a result of not knowing the future. In general, there is no restriction
on the amount of computation time used by an online algorithm. However,
most online algorithms, including all the ones we consider in this paper, are
very ecient.
For an input L, let ALG(L) be the number of bins used by algorithm
ALG to pack this input. Let opt(L) denote the number of bins in an optimal
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solution. If we want to have a performance guarantee relative to the optimal
solution for every possible input, we need to consider the absolute competitive





: Before our work, 1.7
was the best known absolute competitive ratio of any algorithm [1, 2]. There
is a simple lower bound, consisting of only 18 items, which shows that no
algorithm can be better than 5=3-competitive.
2 Algorithm and analysis
The main idea of our algorithm, which we call Five-Thirds (FT), is to use First
Fit (FF) whenever possible, but try to avoid long sequences of 2-bins which
occur in the lower bound construction for FF. It can be shown easily that 3+-
bins are generally fuller than 2-bins, and this compensates for 1-bins that are
only half full at the end. However, 2-bins are problematic, since they may be
only about 2=3 full on average. Therefore, whenever FT is about to put an
item into any bin that has one item so far, it will from time to time put such an
item into a new, empty bin instead, creating a special bin which is specically
reserved for a large item; no other item will be packed into it.
Denition 1 A regular 2+-bin is called good if it has level at least 5/6, it
contains a large item, or the total size of its rst two items is at least 3/4. A
regular 2-bin is called critical if it is not a good bin. A regular 2+-bin is called
interesting if it does not contain a large item.
Whenever FT creates a special bin, it will immediately be matched to an
existing critical bin, which is not yet matched to any special bin. Let s denote
the number of special bins. Algorithm FT is shown in Figure 1.
The analysis of FT splits into three main cases. A major diculty in all
cases is that there may exist a single non-special 1-bin that has an item of
size less than 1=2 (e.g., if this item arrives near the end of the input and is
followed only by large items that do not t with it). This complicates both the
size-based and the weight-based analysis methods that we describe below.
If no special bin is ever created, FT behaves as FF throughout, and (due to
our conditions for creating special bins), FF is 5=3-competitive in this situation.
If there exists a special bin that does not contain a large item at the end of
the input, it means that all large items in 1-bins are relatively large, since FT
always puts large items in existing special bins and special items in existing
1-bins with large items if they t. For this case, we use a size-based analysis.
Finally, if all special bins have large items, it means that these bins are
relatively full. For this case, we use a weight-based analysis. Each item is
assigned a weight which is a measure for how much space this item needs in
2
For each item a of the input, do the following:
1. If a is large, pack a by FF into the collection of all bins (or into a new
bin if it does not t anywhere).
2. Otherwise, let B be the bin that FF would pack a into if the collection
of existing bins were restricted to the regular bins. (B is possibly a new
bin.) If after packing a into B, there are at most 4s+1 interesting bins,
or B is not critical, or no unmatched critical bin exists, pack the item
into B.
3. Otherwise, if before packing a there exists a regular 1-bin with a large
item where a ts, pack a into the rst such bin B0; declare B0 to be a
special bin where a is the special item. Match the special bin to the last
unmatched critical bin.
4. Otherwise pack a into a new bin B00. Let b be the only item previously
packed in B. If a  b, let B00 be a special bin while B remains regular.
Else, change B to a special bin and let B00 be regular. The single item
packed into the special bin is a special item. Match the special bin to
the last unmatched critical bin.
Figure 1: Algorithm FT
any packing. The idea is that each optimal bin has total weight packed into
it of at most 5=3, whereas FT packs an average weight of at least 1 per bin,
immediately implying the desired result.
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Lagrangian Duality based Algorithms in Online Scheduling
Nguyen Kim Thang ∗
In the paper [9], we consider Lagrangian duality based approaches to design and
analyze algorithms for online energy-efficient scheduling. First, we present a primal-
dual framework. Our approach makes use of the Lagrangian weak duality and convexity
to derive dual programs for problems which could be formulated as convex assignment
problems. The duals have intuitive structures as the ones in linear programming. The
constraints of the duals explicitly indicate the online decisions and naturally lead to
competitive algorithms. Second, we use a dual-fitting approach, which also based on
the weak duality, to study problems which are unlikely to admit convex relaxations.
Through the analysis, we show an interesting feature in which primal-dual gives idea for
designing algorithms while the analysis is done by dual-fitting.
We illustrate the advantages and the flexibility of the approaches through problems
in different setting: from single machine to unrelated machine environments, from typical
competitive analysis to the one with resource augmentation, from convex relaxations to
non-convex relaxations.
Applications of the primal-dual approach. In the setting, there are a set of un-
related machines. Each job j is released at time rj , has deadline dj , a value aj and a
processing volume pij if job j is executed in machine i. Jobs could be executed pre-
emptively but migration is not allowed, i.e., no job could be executed in more than one
machine. At any time t, the scheduler has to choose an assignment of jobs to machines
and the speed of each machine in order to process such jobs. The energy cost of ma-
chine i is
∫∞
0 P (si(t))dt where P is a given convex energy power and si(t) is the speed
of machine i at time t. Typically, P (z) = zα for some constant α ≥ 1. In the setting,
we look for competitive and energy-efficient algorithms. The following objectives are
natural ones representing the tradeoff between value and energy. The first objective is
to minimize energy cost plus the lost value — which is the total value of uncompleted
jobs. The second objective is to maximize the total value of completed jobs minus the
energy cost.
1. For the objective of minimizing energy plus the lost value we derive a primal-dual
algorithm for the single machine setting. The competitive ratio is characterized
by a system of differential equations. For a specific case where P (z) = zα, the
competitive ratio turns out to be αα (and recognize the result in [7]). With the
primal-dual framework, the result is more general and the analysis is simpler.
2. For the objective of maximizing the total value of completed jobs minus the energy
cost, it has been shown that without resource augmentation no algorithm has
∗thang@ibisc.fr, IBISC, University Evry Val d’Essonne, France.
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bounded competitive ratio even for a single machine [8]. Moreover, Pruhs and Stein
[8] gave a (1 + )-speed and O(1/3)-competitive algorithm for a single machine.
The analysis is done by a complex charging scheme. The authors raised interesting
open direction to study the problem in more general context of unrelated machines.
We study the problem for unrelated machines in the resource augmentation model.
We give a primal-dual algorithm which is (1+)-speed and 1/-competitive for every
 ≥ (P ) > 0 where (P ) depends on function P . For typical function P (z) = zα,
(P ) = 1− α−1/α which is closed to 0 for large α.
Application of the dual-fitting approach. We consider the general energy model:
speed scaling with power down. There is a machine which can be set either in the sleep
state or in the active state. Each transition of the machine from the sleep state to the
active one has cost A, which represents the wake-up cost. In the sleep state, the energy
consumption of the machine is 0. The machine, in its active state, can choose a speed
s(t) to execute jobs. The power energy consumption of the machine at time t in its
active state is P (s(t)) = s(t)α + g where α ≥ 1 and g ≥ 0. Hence, the consumed energy
(without wake-up cost) of the machine is
∫∞
0 P (s(t))dt where the integral is taken during






0 gdt (where again the integrals are taken during active periods).
Jobs arrive over time, a job j is released at time rj , has weight wj and requires pj
units of processing volume if it is processed on machine i. A job could be processed
preemptively. At any time, the scheduler has to determine the state and the speed
of every machine (it it is active) and also a policy to execute jobs. We consider two
problems in the setting.
In the first problem, each job j has additionally a deadline dj by which the job has
to be completed. The objective is to minimize the total consumed energy.
In the second problem, jobs do not have deadline. Let Cj be the completion time of
the job j. The flow-time of a job j is defined as Cj − rj , which represented the waiting
time of j on the server. The objective is to minimize the total weighted flow-time of all
jobs plus the total energy.
As posed in [1], an important direction in energy-efficient scheduling is to design
competitive algorithms for online problems in the general model of speed scaling with
power down. Attempting efficient algorithms in the general energy model, one encounters
the limits of current tools which have been successfully applied in previous energy models.
That results in a few work on the model in contrast to the widely-studied models of speed
scaling only or power down only. The potential function method, as mentioned earlier,
yield little insight on the construction of new algorithms in this general setting. Besides,
different proposed approaches based on the duality of mathematical programming [2, 5, 4]
require that the problems admit linear of convex relaxations. However, it is unlikely to
formulate problems in the general energy model as convex programs.
Our results in the general energy model are the following.
1. For the problem of minimizing the total consumed energy, we formulate a natural
non-convex relaxation using the Dirac delta function. We prove that SOA [6] is
indeed max{4, αα}-competitive by the dual-fitting technique. Although the im-
provement is slight, the analysis is tight1 and it suggests that the duality-based
1The algorithm has competitive ratio exactly αα even without wake-up cost [3].
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approach is seemingly a right tool for online scheduling. Through the problem, we
illustrate an interesting feature in the construction of algorithms for non-convex
relaxations. The primal-dual framework gives ideas for the design of an algorithm
while the analysis is done using dual-fitting technique.
2. For the problem of minimizing energy plus weighted flow-time, we derive a
O(α/ logα)-competitive algorithm using the dual fitting framework; that matches
the best known competitive ratio (up to a constant) for the same problem in the
restricted speed scaling model (where the wake-up cost and the static energy cost
are 0). Informally, the dual solutions are constructed as the combination of a so-
lution for the convex part of the problem and a term that represents the lost due
to the non-convex part. Building upon the salient ideas of the previous analysis,
we manage to show the competitiveness of the algorithm.
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Primal-dual and dual-fitting analysis of online scheduling
algorithms for generalized flow-time problems
Spyros Angelopoulos∗ Giorgio Lucarelli† Nguyen Kim Thang‡
1 Introduction
We consider online scheduling problems in which a set of jobs J arrive over time, and
the jobs must be executed on a single processor. In particular, each job j ∈ J is released
at time rj and it is characterized by a processing time pj > 0 and a weight wj > 0, which
become known after its release. The density of job j is δj = wj/pj . Given a scheduling
strategy, we denote by Cj the completion time of job j. The flow time of j is then defined
as Fj = Cj − rj . A natural optimization objective is to design schedules that minimize
the total weighted flow time, i.e.,
∑
j∈J wjFj . We assume that preemptions are allowed.
Total weighted flow-time has been extensively studied. In the unweighted setting, it
is well-known that the online algorithm Shortest Remaining Processing Time is optimal.
In contrast, Bansal and Chan [2] showed that no algorithm is constant-competitive for
minimizing total weighted flow-time on a single processor. This rather pessimistic lower
bound motivated the study of the effect of resource augmentation, originally introduced
by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [6]. Given some optimization objective (e.g. total
flow time), an algorithm is said to be α-speed β-competitive if it is β-competitive with
respect to an oﬄine optimal scheduling algorithm of speed 1α (here α ≤ 1). In this
context, Becchetti et al. [3] showed that the natural algorithm Highest-Density-First
(HDF) is (1 + )-speed 1+ -competitive for total weighted flow time.
Im et al. [5] introduced a generalization of the total weighted flow-time problem,
in which jobs may incur non-linear contributions to the objective. More formally, they
defined the Generalized Flow-Time Problem (GFP) in which the objective is to minimize∑
j∈J wjg(Fj), where g : R+ → R+ is a given non-decreasing cost function with g(0) = 0.
This extension captures many natural variants of flow-time with real-life applications;
moreover, it is an appropriate formulation of the setting of optimizing simultaneously
several objectives. Im et al. [5] showed that HDF is (2 + )-speed O(1 )-competitive
algorithm for general non decreasing functions g. On the negative side, they showed
that no oblivious algorithm is O(1)-competitive with speed augmentation 2− , for any
 > 0; the term oblivious refers to algorithms that do not know the function g. If g is a
twice-differentiable, concave function, then there is an (1 + )-speed O( 1
2
)-competitive
algorithm, while for unit size jobs and general cost functions, FIFO is (1 + )-speed
4
2
-competitive [5]. Convex cost functions have been studied by Fox et al. [4].
∗CNRS and LIP6, University Pierre and Marie Curie, Paris, France.
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Most of the above results rely to techniques based on amortized analysis, with or
without an explicit potential function. More recently, techniques based on tools from
linear programming have emerged for online scheduling problems. One of the main ben-
efits in the application of primal-dual techniques is the fact that it offers intuition on
both aspects of algorithm design and analysis. The objective of this work is to present a
unified framework for a class of generalized flow-time problems that is based on primal-
dual and dual-fitting techniques. More precisely, we first give a primal-dual analysis of
HDF for the total weighted flow time problem which, albeit significantly more compli-
cated than the known combinatorial one, yields insights about more complex problems.
We then abstract the salient ideas of this proof into a framework which is applicable to
more complex objectives and uses similar intuitive geometric interpretations of the pri-
mal/dual objectives. This framework allows us to either reprove in a simpler way known
results or obtain improvements as well as new results. A full version of this abstract can
be found in [1].
2 Results
A common approach in obtaining a competitive scheduling algorithm is by first deriving
an algorithm for the fractional objective. Let qj(t) be the remaining processing time of




fractional objective of the GFP problem is
∑
j wj(t)g
′(t − rj). In [4] is proved that
if an algorithm is s-speed c-competitive for online fractional GFP, then there exists an
(1 + )s-speed 1+ c-competitive algorithm for the integral objective, for 0 <  ≤ 1.
Let xj(t) ∈ [0, 1] be a variable that indicates the execution rate of j ∈ J at time t.







g(t− rj)xj(t)dt (P)∫ ∞
rj
xj(t)dt ≥ pj ∀j ∈ J (1)∑
j∈J
xj(t) ≤ 1 ∀t ≥ 0 (2)








λj − γ(t) ≤ δjg(t− rj) ∀j ∈ J , t ≥ rj (3)
λj , γ(t) ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J ,∀t ≥ 0
The primal complementary slackness (CS) condition states that for a given job j
and time t, if xj(t) > 0, i.e., if the algorithm executes job j at time t, then it should
be that γ(t) = λj − δjg(t − rj). We would like then the dual variable γ(t) to be such
that we obtain some information about which job to schedule at time t. To this end,
for any job j ∈ J , we define the curve γj(t) = λj − δjg(t − rj), with domain [rj ,∞),
and slope −δj . In order to ensure feasibility, our algorithm for every t ≥ 0 choose
γ(t) = max{0,maxj∈J :rj≤t{γj(t)}}. We say that at time t the line γj is dominant if
γj(t) = γ(t). We can thus restate the primal CS condition as a dominance condition: if a
job j is executed at time t, then γj must be dominant at t. Based on this, we abstract the
essential properties in order to obtain optimal online algorithms for fractional objectives.
We consider that the primal solution is generated by an online algorithm A. The crux
is in maintaining dual variables λj , upon release of a new job z at time τ , such that the
following properties are satisfied: (P1) Future dominance: if the algorithm A executes
job j at time t ≥ τ , then γj is dominant at t; (P2) Past dominance: if the algorithm
2
A executes job j at time t < τ , then γj remains dominant at t. In addition, the primal
solution for t < τ does not change due to the release of z; and (P3) Completion: γ(t) = 0
for all t > Cmax, where Cmax is the completion time of the last job.
Theorem 1. Any algorithm that satisfies the properties (P1), (P2) and (P3) with respect
to a feasible dual solution is an optimal online algorithm for the fractional GFP problem
with general cost functions g.
Corollary 2.
(i) HDF is optimal for the fractional online GFP problem with linear cost function.
(ii) HDF is optimal for the fractional online problem of minimizing
∑
j∈J wjg(Cj).
(iii) Adapted HDF is maxj
maxi bij
mini bij
-speed 1-competitive for the online Packing Scheduling





(t− rj)xj(t)dt subject to packing constraints
{Bx ≤ 1,x ≥ 0} which must be upheld at all times, where B = {bij > 0}.
(iv) FIFO (resp. LIFO) is optimal for the fractional online GFP problem with convex
(resp. concave) costs functions and jobs of equal density.
In order to allow for competitive algorithms, we relax certain properties: (Q1) if the
algorithm A schedules job j at time t ≥ τ then γj(t) ≥ 0 and λj ≥ γj′(t) for every other
pending job j′ at time t; (Q2) if the algorithm A schedules job j at time t < τ , then
γj(t) ≥ 0 and λj ≥ γj′(t) for every other pending job j′ at time t. In addition, the primal
solution for t < τ is not affected by the release of z; and (Q3) γ(t) = 0 for all t > Cmax.
Theorem 3. Any algorithm that satisfies the properties (Q1), (Q2) and (Q3) with re-
spect to a feasible dual solution is a 11− -speed
1
 -competitive algorithm for the fractional
GFP problem with general cost functions g.
Corollary 4. FIFO (resp. HDF) is 11− -speed
1
 -competitive for the fractional online
GFP problem with general cost functions and equal-density jobs (resp. for the fractional
online GFP problem with concave cost functions).
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Decomposition algorithm for the single machine scheduling
polytope
Ruben Hoeksma (Speaker) ∗ Bodo Manthey∗ Marc Uetz∗
1 Introduction
Given any point x in a d-dimensional polytope P , Carathe´odory’s Theorem implies that x
is a convex combination of at most d+1 vertices of P . We are interested in an algorithmic
version of Carathe´odory’s theorem for the single machine scheduling polytope, Q. More
specifically, we are given a vector of positive processing times p ∈ Rn+ and some point
x in the corresponding single machine scheduling polytope. Our goal is to compute an




λi ≥ 0 for all i and
∑
i λi = 1. We refer to this problem as a decomposition problem.
These decomposition problems arise in the design of efficient mechanisms for opti-
mization problems in private information settings. In such settings, some of the data, like
job processing times, are private to the jobs. One approach for computing Bayes-Nash
optimal mechanisms, that recently has received attention, is to use linear programming
relaxations for the reduced form of the mechanism [1, 6]. This results in so-called interim
allocations. To implement the optimal mechanism, the interim allocations need to be
translated into a lottery over actual allocations. At this point one is confronted with
a decomposition problem, where the fractional point can even lie in the interior of the
polytope. We consider exactly this problem for the single machine scheduling polytope.
The single machine scheduling polytope itself is well understood [7]. In particular,
it is known to be a polymatroid, and the separation problem for C can be solved in
O(n log n) time. Therefore, the existence of a polynomial time decomposition algorithm
follows from the ellipsoid method [3]. A generic approach to compute a decomposition
has been described by Gro¨tschel, Lova´sz, and Schrijver [4]. We call this the GLS method
in the following. Furthermore, an O(n9) decomposition algorithm follows directly from
work by Fonlupt and Skoda [2] on the intersection of a line with a (general) polymatroid
using the GLS method. However, a closer look reveals that an O(n3 log n) implementa-
tion is also possible [6]. Still, this result is unsatisfactory in the following sense. For the
permutahedron, Yasutake et al. suggested an O(n2) decomposition algorithm [9]. The
permutahedron is precisely the single machine scheduling polytope for the special case
where all processing times are 1. Hence, a natural question is if their O(n2) algorithm
can be generalized to the scheduling polytope.1
Theorem 1 (Main result [5]) There exists an O(n2) time decomposition algorithm
for the single machine scheduling polytope.
∗{r.p.hoeksma,b.manthey,m.uetz}@utwente.nl. Department of Applied Mathematics, University
of Twente, P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands.
1The results from this abstract where previously presented at ISCO 2014 and published as [5].
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Note that O(n2) is linear in the output of the algorithm, since, in general, it outputs
n vertices, each with n components.
2 The single machine scheduling polytope
In this paper, we represent a schedule by h, the vector of half times, instead of by a
vector of completion times, which is more commonly used. The half time of a job is the
time at which the job has finished half of its processing. We have
hj = sj +
1
2
pj = cj − 1
2
pj ,
where sj , hj , cj and pj are Job j’s start time, half time, completion time and processing
time, respectively.
According to the well known formulation from Queyranne [7], the single machine
scheduling polytope for half times can be described by a set of inequalities, containing
n− 1 inequalities for each permutation of the jobs. Let Q denote this polytope.
3 Zonotopes and barycentric subdivision
The algorithm that we present in this work makes heavy use of the fact that the single
machine scheduling polytope is a, so-called, zonotope. There are several equivalent
definitions for zonotopes of which we give the following.
Definition 2 (Centrally symmetric polytope, zonotope) Let P ⊆ Rn be a poly-
tope. P is centrally symmetric if it has a center c ∈ P , such that c+ x ∈ P if and only
if c− x ∈ P . If all faces of P are centrally symmetric, then P is called a zonotope.
Note that any center c of a face of a zonotope P can be expressed as c = 12(v1 + v2),
where v1 and v2 are vertices of P .
Lemma 3 (Queyranne & Schulz [8, Thm. 4.1]) The single machine scheduling
polytope is a zonotope.
Next, consider for each half time vector an ordering of the jobs according to their half
time. We divide Q into subpolytopes, such that each subpolytopes contains all vectors
for which this ordering is the same. Note that some vectors are contained in multiple
subpolytopes. Each subpolytope of this division contains exactly one vertex of Q and
each such vertex represents a permutation schedule. That is, for each permutation of the
jobs, the schedule that processes the jobs non-preemptively in that order results exactly
in a half time vector which is a vertex of Q. We refer to the subpolytope that contains
v as Qv. The vertices of Qv are exactly centers of Q.
The definition of Qv allows us to describe it with a set of linear ordering inequalities.
With these inequalities it is easy to compute the intersection of any line with Qv.
4 The algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes a O(n2) time algorithm that decomposes a point h0 ∈ Q into a
convex combination of vertices of Q. Figure 1 shows a visualization of this algorithm.
2
Algorithm 1 Decomposition algorithm
Given h0 ∈ Q, determine vertex v with the same order as h0 and the subpolytope Qv. h0 ∈ Qv.
Apply the GLS method on Qv and h
0:
while hi 6= the center of Q do
Choose vertex vi of Qv on a shared face of Qv and Q.
The line from vi through the incumbent point hi intersects Qv exactly in a point h
i+1 such
that there are k, ` ∈ {1, . . . , n} with hi+1k = hi+1` and hik = hi` and hi = λivi + (1− λi)hi+1.
end while
Each vertex of Qv can be written as v
i = 12 (v + v
i∗), where vi∗ is a vertex of Q.





Figure 1: The decomposition algorithm on a scheduling polytope for three jobs.
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Scheduling with state-dependent machine speeds
Veerle Timmermans (Speaker) ∗ Tjark Vredeveld
1 Introduction
In queueing theory, many studies have been made about queues with state-dependent
service speeds, see e.g. Bekker and Boxma [5] or Bekker, Borst, Boxma and Kella [4]
and the references therein. This model is a.o. motivated by Bertrand and Van Ooijen [6]
through human servers who may be slow when there is much work to do, due to stress,
or when there is little work to do due to laziness. For state-dependent server speeds in
packet-switched communication systems, we refer to [7, 8, 10, 12].
Although these models have been extensively studied in queueing theory, not much
is known about algorithms that solve these models to optimality nor the computational
complexity of this type of problem. During the 2013 Scheduling workshop in Dagstuhl,
Urtzi Ayesta [3] posed it as an open question how optimal policies look like and what the
computational complexity is. In this paper, we settle this open problem for one variant
of state-dependent machine speeds, namely when the speed of the machine varies with
the number of jobs in the system. This number of jobs is a good measure for the total
workload in the system, when the service requirements of the jobs are i.i.d. Moreover,
in this setting the speed of the server only changes at discrete times, see e.g. [5].
Related work. Models with workload dependent server speeds originate from Queue-
ing Theory. Bertrand and Van Ooijen [6] assumes in his paper that the workload level
affects the effective processing times in a job shop. This assumption is based on the re-
sults of empirical research on the relationship between workload and shop performance.
Bekker, Borst, Boxma and Kella [4] considered two types of queues with workload de-
pendent arrival rate and service speed. Bekker and Boxma [5] considered a queueing
system where feedback information about the level of congestion is given right after ar-
rival instants. When the amount of work right after arrival is at most some threshold,
then the server works at a low speed until the next arrival instant.
Related work in deterministic scheduling with varying machine speeds includes the
following. Research into speed scaling algorithms started with the work of Yao, Demers
and Shenker [13], where each job is to be executed between its arrival time and deadline
by a single processor with variable speed, which the scheduler also needs to decide on.
A review paper on a.o. speed scaling algorithm is written by Albers [1].
Megow and Verschae [11] also study scheduling problems on a machine of varying
speed, but they assume a speed function that depends on the time which is known a
priori. They developed a PTAS for minimizing the total weighted completion time.
∗{v.timmermans, t.vredeveld}@maastrichtuniversity.nl. Department of Quantitative Eco-
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The machine speed model we consider, was previously investigated by Gawiejnow-
icz [9], but he considered the makespan objective whereas we study the goal to minimize
the sum of (weighted) completion times.
Model definition. In the model under consideration, n jobs need to be scheduled on
a single machine. A job j is associated with a processing requirement denoted by pj and
depending on the variant that we consider also with a weight wj . All jobs as well as
the machine are available from the beginning. The machine is allowed to preempt a job,
i.e., the processing of a job may be interrupted and resumed later on the machine. By
allowing infinitesimally small processing on a job before preempting it, the preemption
model can be viewed as one in which during each time interval the processing capacity
of the machine is divided over one or more jobs. The goal is to minimize the total
(weighted) completion time. In our scheduling model, the speed at which the machine
processes its jobs varies with the number of unfinished jobs in the system. Hereto, we are
given a speed function si (i = 1, . . . , n), where si denotes the speed of the machine when
i− 1 jobs have been completed. Note that, as all jobs are available from the beginning,
when the machine is running on speed si there are n + 1− i jobs in the system.
2 Our results
Assuming that we know the order in which the jobs complete, we can formulate the
problem as an LP. Hereto, assume that the jobs complete in order of their index. We
define variables ∆j = Cj − Cj−1 (j = 1, . . . , n), where we define C0 = 0. Then, the
completion time of job j is the sum of all ∆k from k = 1, . . . , j. The LP has two type
of constraints. The first type of constraints ensure that the amount of processing done
during an interval is not more than the capacity of the machine in that interval. The
second type of constraints are non-negativity constraints on ∆j ensuring that the jobs
complete in the order that is assumed. Any solution to our scheduling problem can be
represented as a solution to the LP and vice versa. Using this fact, we can prove the
following key lemma.
Lemma 1 There exists an optimal solution such that at every completion time Cj, any
job k is already completed by time Cj or it has not received any processing yet by this
time.
Intuitively this lemma means that there exists an optimal solution where the jobs are
partitioned in groups and all jobs in a group are processed at the same time. Given
the order of job completions, we still need to decide on how to partition the jobs into
groups. Although this follows from the optimal LP solution, we also developed a greedy
algorithm. At stage i it calculates the objective value for two possibilities: putting all
jobs that are not processed yet in a new group or putting them all in the old group.
It turns out this will construct an optimal schedule for the given order on the job
completions.
For the case of the total completion time objective, it is easy to show that jobs will
complete in shortest processing time (SPT) order, whereas the case of unit processing
times the optimal order will be sorting according to non-increasing weight. When both
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1 Introduction
In the current competitive economy, companies need to be aware of multiple objectives
such as decreasing costs and enhancing customer service. Among the core activities of
many companies and supply chains are mechanisms to match supply with demand, to
prevent stock-outs and to cut back unnecessary overhead costs. Production companies
are required to conduct extensive research into cost reduction to remain competitive
within the market.
One of these well-studied problems in operations research is the capacitated lot-sizing
problem, where one machine needs to produce a set of products to minimize average
holding and setup costs. In this problem, the ongoing production of a product can be
represented as the repeated scheduling of a single job on the machine, enabling a highly
compact encoding of the input of the problem known as high multiplicity scheduling.
Jobs in the high multiplicity setting are represented by a single job description with a
multiplicity, representing the number of individual jobs. Obviously, the input length
of the traditional setting can be exponentially larger than the length of the high mul-
tiplicity input, allowing for exponentially slower algorithms and raising doubts as to
the applicability of conventional encoding for practical high multiplicity problems. For
many companies, the high multiplicity encoding is a natural way to provide input from
real-world data, especially if thousands of jobs are identical. Our research was inspired
by one of such practical applications, a multinational textile company posed the problem
of finding the optimal cycle length for their production, of only three types of lycra in
extremely large quantities on a single machine.
In this paper we study an extended version of the aforementioned real-life problem,
the capacitated lot-sizing problem with sequence-dependent setup costs. In this problem
we have a single machine that is capable of producing a single product at any given
time and a set of products that need to be produced. Each product is associated with
a demand rate, a maximum production rate and inventory holding costs per unit. The
objective is to find a cyclic schedule such that the demand of every product is met,
minimizing the average costs. For any schedule, sequence-dependent setup costs referred
to as sequencing costs are incurred each time the machine switches production between
two different products. Moreover, input is provided under high multiplicity encoding.
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Related Work Some problems related to the capacitated lot-sizing problem with
sequencing costs have been investigated in a number of variants, see e.g. [7, 4, 2].
Most papers on high multiplicity scheduling consider discrete variants, in which time
and/or quantities are discretized into units. There has also been some work considering a
continuous setting, in which production can start and stop at any time, e.g. with fluids.
Bertsimas et al. [1] consider the high multiplicity job-shop problem without sequencing
costs, and use this continuous setting as a relaxation for the original discrete job-shop
problem. They round an optimal solution for the fluid problem to an asymptotically
optimal solution for the discrete problem, and provide some computational experiments.
In another work on the continuous setting, Haase [5] discusses a problem very closely
related to ours, where production rates are fixed. He proposes a local-search heuristic
and evaluates it by comparing it to optimal solutions for small instances. Haase and
Kimms [6] consider the same problem and, by making additional assumptions on the
input instances, solve the problem to optimality. They present a Mixed Integer Program-
ming formulation for their model and a fast enumeration scheme, which they evaluate
by a computational study.
Brauner et al. [3] provide a detailed framework for the complexity analysis of high
multiplicity scheduling problems. We refer the reader to this paper for an excellent
survey of related work in this field.
2 Results
The Model We study several variants of the single machine capacitated lot sizing
problem with sequence-dependent setup costs and product-dependent inventory costs.
Here we are given a single machine and k types of products that need to be scheduled,
where each product i is associated with a constant demand rate di, production rate pi
and inventory costs per unit hi. When the machine switches from producing product i
to product j, sequencing costs si,j are incurred. The goal is to find a schedule such that
demand is met at all times and the average per-time-unit costs are minimized. This can
be seen as lifting a conventional scheduling problem to its more general high multiplicity
counterpart where there are only a few job types, but each with a high multiplicity (large
number of occurrences of the same type). This severely increases the complexity of the
problem.
We distinguish three cases. In the continuous case the machine can switch products
at any time and it can produce at most pi units of product i. In the discrete case the
machine can only switch products at the end of every unit of time (e.g. a day) and it
can produce at most pi units of product i. In the fixed case the machine can only switch
products at the end of every unit of time and if it produces product i during that unit
of time, it has to produce exactly pi units.
Structural Properties As our main contribution we present structural properties
for the three variants. We prove strongly NP-hardness by reducing the problem to the
Traveling Salesman Problem, proving that even without considering the high multiplicity
encoding of the input, the problem is already NP-hard. Furthermore we characterize
feasible instances and present a number of lemmata which largely characterize optimal
solutions. We provide an optimal simple schedule for identical products, a common
real-world input, and give a lower bound on the cost of the optimal schedule for the
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continuous case, by replacing products in a sequence with the cheapest product in terms
of holdings costs. We then characterize optimal solutions for small number of products,
where the fixed case for k = 1, a single product, is already non-trivial.
Due to the hardness found in different levels of the problem, computing even a feasible
solution can be tough, and finding an optimal solution might be impossible. Restricting
the problem to instances with a fixed time horizon enables the use of different techniques
applicable only when working with a bounded cycle length.
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Group-dependent Models for Single Machine Scheduling
with Changing Processing Times and Rate-modifying
Activities
Kabir Rustogi (Speaker)  Vitaly A Strusevich y
1 Introduction
In classical scheduling models, it is normally assumed that the processing times of jobs
are xed. However, one of the current trends in deterministic scheduling research is to
investigate scheduling problems with variable processing times. Some of the common
rationales provided for considering such models are as follows: the machine conditions
may deteriorate as more jobs are processed, resulting in higher than normal processing
times, or conversely, the machines operator may gain more experience as more jobs are
processed, so she/he can process the jobs faster. However, in real-life situations, it is often
observed that the machines/operators are subject to periodic maintenance activities or
replacements, which modify the rate of change of processing times by disrupting the
learning/deterioration process.
Active research in this area has lead to a vast body of publications on scheduling with
changing processing times and rate-modifying activities. In this talk, we highlight some
of our recent work which aims to create a unied modelling framework that enables us to
generalise previously known results and systematically study a wide range of scheduling
models, while ensuring computational e¢ ciency of the algorithms used.
2 Formulation and Scope of Problem
Jobs of set N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng have to be processed on a single machine without pre-
emption. It is assumed that the machine is in a perfect processing state at time zero
and the processing conditions change according to a certain deterministic rule. Each job
j 2 N is associated with a positive number pj , which can be interpreted as its processing
time under normal machine conditions. However, the processing times may change as a
function of the jobs location in the schedule or as a function of the time a machine has
spent processing jobs, or a combination of both.
Additionally, we also allow a schedule to be a¤ected by certain rate-modifying periods
(RMPs), e.g., machine maintenance or change of worker. We consider a general situation,
in which the decision-maker is presented with a total of K  0 possible RMPs, which
K.Rustogi@gre.ac.uk. Department of Mathematical Sciences (FACH), University of Greenwich,
Old Royal Naval College, Park Row, London SE10 9LS, United Kingdom.
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can be either distinct or alike. If, out of the available K RMPs, k   1 of them are
selected and included in a schedule, then the jobs in that schedule will be divided into k;
1  k  K+1 groups, one to be scheduled before the rst RMP and one after each of the
k   1 RMPs. Each RMP can have a di¤erent e¤ect on the machine conditions, so that
they do not necessarily restore the machine to its default as good as new. It follows
that jobs sequenced in di¤erent groups may be subject to di¤erent e¤ects, which makes
the duration of a job not only dependent on the location of the job within a group, but
also on the location and type of a group. We refer to such an e¤ect as a group-dependent
e¤ect.
To allow such a general situation, we introduce a range of group-dependent scheduling
models, classied as follows:
1. Position-dependent e¤ects: The actual processing time of job j 2 N; that is
sequenced in the position r of the x-th group is be given by
p
[x]
j (r) = pjg
[x]
j (r) ; j 2 N; 1  r  n; 1  x  k; 1  k  K + 1;
where the function g[x]j (r) may be dened appropriately to become either job-
dependent, group-dependent, or to represent a learning or deterioration e¤ect.
This model is the most general representation for positional e¤ects found in current
scheduling literature.
2. Time-dependent e¤ects: The actual processing time of job j 2 N; starting at
time  of the x-th group is be given by
p
[x]
j () = pj + a
[x] ; j 2 N;   0; 1  x  k; 1  k  K + 1;
where the rate a[x] may be dened appropriately to become either group-dependent
or to represent a learning or deterioration e¤ect.
3. Combined e¤ects: Such a model combines the rst two models and provides a
very general formulation to represent almost any job-independent e¤ect, including
instances in which learning and deterioration e¤ects are applied simultaneously.
Suppose there exists a permutation  =
 
[1]; [2]; : : : ; [k]

of jobs, where [x]
represents a permutation of jobs in group x; 1  x  k: Let each group contain a
total of n[x]; 1  x  k; jobs, so that [x] =  [x] (1) ; [x] (2) ; : : : ; [x]  n[x] : The








1 F1 + a
[x]







1  r  n[x]; 1  x  k; 1  k  K + 1;
where Fx; 1  x  k; represents the time it takes to complete all jobs in a group
x; 1  x  k; and F(x;r) represents the time taken to complete the rst r jobs
in the x th group, such that F0 = F(x;0) = 0. The factor g[x] (r) is a positive,
possibly non-monotone, group-dependent job-independent positional factor and
the factors a[x]1 ; a
[x]
2 ; : : : ; a
[x]
x are real numbers and represent group-dependent rates
that determine how the length of previous groups a¤ects a jobs processing time.
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Furthermore, these e¤ects are combined with various types of RMPs. For each type
of e¤ect, we consider several versions of the model, distinguishing them based on three
criteria: (i) RMPs are able to fully restore machine conditions or not; (ii) RMPs are
identical or distinct; (iii) Duration of the RMPs are constant or start-time dependent
given by Dx =  + ;where  is the start-time of the RMP, measured from the time
the previous RMP was completed, and  and  are parameters that dene the RMP.
For each of these situations, we focus on two classical objective functions: the
makespan and the sum of completion times, and develope general principles of design-
ing the algorithms for handling various types of the generalised problems, for these two
objective functions. The optimal solution provides us with two pieces of information:
(i) an optimal permutation of k   1 RMPs, from K available RMPs; (ii) an optimal
permutation of n jobs.
The problems outlined above encompass almost every job-independent scheduling
model and a majority of job-dependent models as well. Traditionally, these models
were studied independently of each other and were restricted to very special cases only.
Our work has attempted to bring together seemingly unrelated families of models under
one umbrella and solve all types of problems using a unied algorithmic framework.
Developing such a framework enables us to tackle many practical scheduling problems
which were previously ignored.
3 Results
The main results obtained from this study involves the development of polynomial-time
algorithms that solve a general class of scheduling problems as dened above. The papers
[1, 2, 3, 4] present our results on 4 such classes of problems. In each of these papers,
it was noticed that all the problems considered reduce to some form of the assignment
problem: square, rectangular or with a product matrix. The challenge was to identify
the structure of each problem and appropriately classify them. Once the problems were
classied it was possible to generalise previously known results and extend the boundaries
in terms of e¢ ciency in algorithm design. In fact, the range of developed algorithms not
only match the running times of existing algorithms known for simpler problems, but
demonstrate improved performance.
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1 Introduction
Energy considerations are unavoidable nowadays, for both economical and environmental
reasons. In this paper, we investigate whether one can aggressively use voltage overscal-
ing [1, 3, 2], in a purely algorithmic/software-based approach [4], to reduce the energy
cost of executing a chain of tasks. Voltage and frequency cannot be set independently
and at any value. For any frequency value, there is a minimal threshold or nominal volt-
age Vth, at which the core can safely be used. If the core is used at a voltage below that
limit, timing errors could happen, that is, the results of some logic gates could be used
before their output signals reach their final values. Since timing errors are essentially
silent data corruptions (SDC), they do not manifest themselves until the corrupted data
is activated and/or leads to an unusual application behavior, wasting the entire com-
putation done so far. Therefore, a verification mechanism is necessary to ensure timely
detection of these errors. In this work, we assume such a verification mechanism exist
and can be used to verify the integrity of a task.
Unlike other soft errors caused by, e.g., electro-magnetic radiation or cosmic rays,
which create single event upset to the system in a somewhat random manner, timing
errors are more deterministic in nature: if the very same computation is performed in
the very same context (temperature, voltage, operands, content of registers, history of
instructions, etc.), the very same faulty result will be produced. Because timing errors
are reproducible1, we have no choice but to re-execute faulty computations in a different
context. The rough idea would be to execute a task at a very low voltage and to check its
correctness with a verification. If the result were incorrect, we would then recompute it
at a higher voltage, or in the worst case at the nominal voltage. We assume the energy
cost of executing a task at each available voltage is known, so is the probability of
encountering SDC at each voltage. The scheduling problem is then to derive an optimal
sequence of voltages, that is, knowing these costs and probabilities, at which voltage to
start executing a task and at which voltage to re-execute them in case of failure (should
we go directly for the nominal voltage or should we risk once again an execution at a
voltage below threshold?).
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1Note that, although timing errors are deterministic, they cannot be forecasted in practice. Indeed,
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Platform We set the frequency to be the lowest possible one in the system. The plat-
form can choose an operating voltage among a set V = {V1, V2, · · · , Vk} of k discrete
values, where V1 < V2 < · · · < Vk. Each voltage V` has a failure probability p` and we
assume that the highest voltage Vk is the nominal voltage Vth with failure probability
pk = 0. We model timing errors based on the following assumptions: (i) given a com-
putation and an input I, there exists a threshold voltage Vth(I): using any voltage V
below the threshold (V < Vth(I)) will always lead to an incorrect result, while using any
voltage above that threshold (V ≥ Vth(I)) will always lead to a successful execution;
and (ii) there is a probability pV that the computation fails under a given voltage V ,
i.e., produces at least one error on a random input. To switch the operating voltage
also incurs an energy cost. Let o`,h denote the energy consumed to switch the system
operating voltage from V` to Vh.
Applications We model the computation workflow as a task graph G = (T , E)
that contains a set T = {T1, T2, · · · , Tn} of n tasks, and each task represents a
block of computation. The precedence constraint forms a linear chain of tasks, i.e.,
E = ∪n−1i=1 {Ti ≺ Ti+1}. In this paper, we assume that all the tasks have the same amount
of computation to be done, including the work to verify the correctness of the result at
the end. Hence, they also share the same execution time and energy consumption under
a fixed voltage and frequency setting.
Optimization Problem We define a schedule as a sequence of voltages. The execu-
tion of a task starts with the first voltage of the sequence: if the execution fails, the
task is re-executed with the second voltage, etc. Upon successful execution of a task, we
simply move to the following one. The objective is to find, for each task, the schedule
that minimizes the total expected energy consumption needed to execute the chain.
Full proofs and simulations for the sections below can be found in the full ver-
sion of the paper at http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/aurelien.cavelan/publications/
RR-8682.pdf
2 Conditional Probabilities
We show from the assumptions on timing errors in Section 1 that, for a given input, the
probability of having a timing error only depends on the last voltage used:
Lemma 1. Consider a sequence of m voltages 〈V1, V2, · · · , Vm〉, where V1 < V2 < · · · <
Vm under which a given task is going to be executed.
(i) For any 1 ≤ ` ≤ m, given that the execution of the task has already failed under
voltages V0, V1, · · · , V`−1, the probability that the task execution will fail under voltage V`
on the same input is
P(V`-fail | V0V1 · · ·V`−1-fail) = p`
p`−1
(ii) For any voltage V`, where 1 ≤ ` ≤ m, let P(V`-fail) denote the probability that the
task execution fails at all voltages V0, V1, · · · , V`, and let P(V`-succ) denote the probability
that the task execution fails at voltages V0, V1, · · · , V`−1 but succeeds at V`. We have
P(V`-fail) = p`
P(V`-succ) = p`−1 − p`
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3 Optimal Solution Via Dynamic Programming
We first consider the problem for a single task, as the solution for a linear chain of tasks
is an extension of this algorithm. The main result is the following:
Theorem 1. To minimize the expected energy consumption for a single task, the optimal
sequence of voltages to execute the task with a preset voltage Vp ∈ V of the system can
be obtained by dynamic programming with complexity O(k2).
The main problem when considering a chain of tasks is the voltage switching cost.
In other words, the schedule for one task (i.e., the voltage sequence) might be different
from one task to another. This is due to the difference between the ending voltage of
one task and the starting voltage of the next task. Let us say task one ends at voltage
V2. The optimal sequence for one task starts at voltage V1, therefore we should pay the
switching cost to decrease the voltage from V2 to V1. If the cost is too important, then
it might be more efficient to start directly at voltage V2. We have the following result:
Theorem 2. To minimize the expected energy consumption for a linear chain of tasks,
the optimal sequence of voltages to execute each task, given the terminating voltage of
its preceding task or in case of the first task the preset voltage Vp of the system, can be
obtained by dynamic programming with complexity O(nk2).
Finally, experimental simulations available in the full version of the paper show
possible improvements between the algorithm for a linear chain of tasks and an execution
at nominal voltage. The problem remains open for general task graphs, though for
independant tasks, we already know that the current solution for one task is not optimal.
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The Robust Weighted Vertex Coloring Problem with
Uncertain Data
Robert Benkoczi ∗ Ram Dahal (Speaker) † Daya Gaur ‡
Introduction: The vertex coloring problem (VCP) is a classical problem of assigning
a color to each vertex of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color.
In the weighted version of classical VCP (first introduced by Guan and Zhu [3]), we are
given an undirected weighted graph G = (V,E) where each vertex v ∈ V is assigned a
positive weight wv. The objective of the weighted vertex coloring problem (WVCP) is
to minimize the sum of the costs of the colors from a feasible vertex coloring. The cost
of a color equals the maximum vertex weight among all vertices assigned to the color.
WVCP is strongly NP-hard since it generalize the classical VCP [7]. WVCP has several
applications in scheduling, timetabling, register allocation, train platforming [3, 5]. In
addition, the problem captures the essence of scheduling data transmissions in a time
division multiple access (TDMA) wireless network [5, 6]. Such networks are deployed
everywhere. For example, networks using Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) family of communication standards provide a large portion of the
data mobility services of the world. WiMAX uses TDMA technology but the standard
does not specify particular resource allocation algorithms, specifically to allow the most
flexible and efficient use of resources possible.
In our work we consider a much more difficult setting for WVCP called robust WVCP
(RWVCP). In robust optimization problems, some of the input parameters of the prob-
lem instances are uncertain. For these parameters, values lie between known lower and
upper bounds. Any particular assignment of values to the uncertain parameters in the
allowed ranges is called a scenario. The goal is to find a solution robust to the uncertainty
that is, a solution X for which the difference between the cost of X under the worst
possible scenario and the cost of the optimal solution for that scenario is minimized.
RWVCP is completely open at present.
Robust optimization is a very active area of research (see for example the survey
of [2]) since uncertainty is inherent to many applications. However, the structure of the
WVCP is very different from that of the majority of the robust problems studied in the
literature. In the latter case, once a solution is fixed, finding one corresponding worst
case scenario usually leads to an easier optimization problem. For WVCP, the only
combinatorial approach for finding a worst case scenario seems to rely on brute-force
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enumeration and is intractable. Moreover, the objective function of WVCP employs the
maximum operator which disallows the use of a powerful operation: distributing the cost
of the objective function among the elements that make up a feasible solution. For this
reason, the 2-approximation algorithm for a large class of robust optimization problems
given by Kasperski et al. [4] does not apply to robust WVCP.
In our apporach, we use Benders decomposition to generate the scenarios of interest
but, unlike the robust quadratic assignment problem (RQAP) [1], our master problem
is a linear program with an exponential number of variables and is solved by column
generation. Fortunately for us, the column generation sub-problem is not complicated by
the addition of constraints from the Benders decomposition. Another difference concerns
the generation of worst case scenarios. For RQAP, this amounts to solving another
instance of a deterministic QAP. In our formulation, worst case scenarios for RWVCP
can be obtained by local search or greedy heuristics using the additional information
available from the optimal primal-dual pair of the linear programming relaxation of
RWVCP.










v} − F ∗(s), ∀s ∈ Γ (2)∑
α∈X:v∈α
xα ≥ 1, ∀v ∈ V (3)
xα ∈ {0, 1} (4)
We formulate RWVCP as the problem of covering the vertices of graph G by in-
dependent sets α from a set X of independent sets that are generated by our column
generation procedure. The corresponding binary variable xα indicates whether set α is
used in the cover or not. An independent set α with xα = 1 corresponds to a color class
in RWVCP. We denote by Γ the set of worst case scenarios generated by our Benders
decomposition. We let wsv represent the weight of vertex v under a scenario s ∈ Γ and
F ∗(s) represent the cost of the optimal solution to WVCP for a scenario s. In the formu-
lation below, r is a variable representing the regret of the solution encoded by variables
xα relative to the set of worst case scenarios in Γ. Constraints (2) enforce that r be the
maximum regret over the scenarios in Γ. We note that the cardinality of sets X and Γ
is, in the worst case, exponential in the problem size.
We relax constraints (4), to obtain a master problem which is solved iteratively. Each
iteration consists of the following steps: (i) compute a fractional solution x∗ for the
master problem; (ii) solve the slave problem which generates a constraint (2) that is
violated by x∗; (iii) include this constraint in the master problem. The algorithm stops
when the slave problem cannot generate any new constraints. An integer solution to the
RWVCP can be obtained from the solution x∗ of the last iteration, by rounding.
The solution x∗ from Step (i) is obtained by column generation. Let pis, s ∈ Γ and
piv, v ∈ V be the dual variables corresponding to constraints (2) and (3) respectively.
Then, the column generation sub-problem is to find an independent set α∗ with minimum
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subject to: zv + zv′ ≤ 1, ∀(v, v′) ∈ E (6)
zv ∈ {0, 1} (7)
Variable zv for v ∈ V is the indicator variable for the independent set α∗, and
max
v:zv=1
wsv is the weight of an independent set under a scenario s. The polytope of the
linear programming relaxation for this problem has integral solution for a large class of
graphs, such as the perfect graphs. To generate a new scenario s∗ at Step (ii) we consider
the constraint (2) corresponding to a scenario s′ that is tight for the optimal solution
x∗. Using x∗ and s′, we can find a gradient vector δ(s′, x∗) that will possibly increase
the value of the regret for solution x∗. If the regret of x∗ at scenario s∗ = s′ + δ(s′, x∗)
increases strictly, then constraint (2) corresponding to s∗ will separate solution x∗.
Conclusion: The robust version of the problem is of special interest in networking
applications since it aims at finding a schedule of transmissions that is robust to short
term and unpredictable changes in data traffic patterns. In addition, our work advances
the research on robust optimization problems with very difficult objective functions for
which very little is known in the literature.
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On-line maintenance scheduling ∗
Claudio Telha † Mathieu Van Vyve ‡
1 Introduction
We study the following problem from the perspective of on-line algorithms: a machine
receives a sequence of requests at times t1 < t2 < . . . < tn, aiming to serve as many of
them as possible. Serving or rejecting a request only depends, respectively, on whether
the machine is operational or out-of-service at the time the request arrives. After L
requests have been served uninterruptedly in operational status, the machine becomes
out-of-service. A maintenance job puts the machine out-of-service for T units of time,
after which it becomes operational once again. We assume that the machine starts
operational.
In the off-line version of the problem, given the service requests times {ti}i=1..n, the
problem is to find a set of maintenance times so that the number of requests served by
the machine is maximum; this can be efficiently done via dynamic programming. In
the on-line version of the problem, carrying a maintenance at a time t must be decided
without any information about the future service requests {ti : ti > t}. To deal with the
uncertainty, we analyze the algorithms from the perspective of competitive analysis.
An on-line algorithm for a maximization problem is c-competitive when it produces
solutions whose cost is at least c-times the off-line optimum. The framework of compet-
itive algorithms [1] has been studied primarily in computer science, and more recently
also in operations research. It provides advantages such as the no assumptions on the
distribution of the uncertain data, and the frequent simplicity of its algorithms.
Our main result is a 0.585-competitive algorithm for the on-line maintenance prob-
lem, and an upper bound of 0.667 for its best competitive ratio. To our knowledge,
competitive algorithms for this problem have not been considered before in the litera-
ture.
2 Results
It is easy to prove that placing maintenances exactly after L requests have been served
leads to a L/(2L − 1)-competitive algorithm. Moreover, this is the best competitive
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ratio that can be obtained with deterministic algorithms. The only way to improve
over this bound (that is asymptotically equal to 0.5 for L large), is through the use of
randomization.
For maximization problems, a randomized on-line algorithm is c-competitive when
it produces solutions whose expected cost is at least c-times the off-line optimum. It
is well known that randomized algorithms can outperform deterministic algorithms in
terms of competitive ratio; for our problem this is no exception:
Theorem 1 Let xi be i.i.d. random variables with the following distribution. It takes
value j ∈ {K, . . . , L − 1} with probability 1L and it takes value L with probability KL .
Consider the algorithm that iteratively places a maintenance each time the machine
has served xi requests (incrementing i after each maintenance). This algorithm is c-
competitive for c = 2KL+L(L−1)−K(K−1)2L(L+K−1) . The best value for K is 1 − L +
√
2L(L− 1)
rounded up or down, with c and 1− KL converging to 2−
√
2 ≈ 0.585 when L→∞.
Note that the randomized algorithm just described behaves exactly as the determin-
istic algorithm when xi = L, but otherwise it always preemptively places a maintenance.
The analysis of the competitive ratio is technical, but it is based on a neat property, that
essentially allows us to assume that in the bad instances for the algorithm, the off-line
optimum serves all the requests.
On the other hand, we obtained an upper bound on the optimal competitive ratio
for this problem by considering the behavior of an arbitrary algorithm against a fixed
family of “simple” instances, and showing that in at least one of them the algorithm will
not perform well. This simple approach gives the following result:
Theorem 2 No randomized algorithm for the on-line maintenance scheduling problem
can be f -competitive, for f > 2(L+1)3L+1 .
Table 1 summarizes the bounds obtained with randomized algorithms, for different
values of L, according to Theorems 1 and 2.
L LB UB L LB UB
1 1 1 11 0,606 0,706
2 0,750 0,857 12 0,604 0,703
3 0,667 0,800 13 0,603 0,700
4 0,650 0,769 14 0,602 0,698
5 0,633 0,750 15 0,600 0,696
6 0,625 0,737 16 0,599 0,694
7 0,619 0,727 17 0,598 0,692
8 0,614 0,720 18 0,598 0,691
9 0,611 0,714 19 0,597 0,690
10 0,608 0,710 ∞ 0,585 0,667
Table 1: Upper and lower bounds on the competitiveness of randomized algorithms.
Our results for the on-line maintenance scheduling problem leave room for improve-
ment. In our view, improving either the lower or the upper bound in the competitive
ratio may need to specifically consider algorithms that do not always place a maintenance
just after serving a customer.
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Corinna Gottschalk ∗ Arie Koster † Frauke Liers ‡ Britta Peis ∗
Daniel Schmand ∗ Andreas Wierz (Speaker) ∗
1 Introduction
Many applications in the context of routing or logistics call for a temporal component that is part
of both, the input and the actual solution. In classical flow theory, flow traverses the network in
a static fashion, that is, we are interested only in obeying capacity restrictions and maybe some
additional constraints. In a real-world application, however, flow takes some time in order to
traverse any of the network’s arcs, hence, introducing a temporal dimension into the models.
Dynamic flow problems take this into account and have been studied for over half a century
[6]. However, despite the topic’s relevancy and the existence of fascinating results, only few
textbooks cover this topic. We refer to Skutella [7] for a comprehensive introduction to dynamic
flow problems and we rely on their notation. The focus of our work is on robust approaches for
disturbed dynamic flow problems, that is, travel times are subject to uncertainty.
For this work, we restrict ourselves to maximum flows over time, a variant of dynamic flows
which seeks to maximize the total throughput of a network. An instance consists of a directed
graph G = (V, E) with designated source and destination nodes s, d ∈ V and a time horizon
T ∈ Z+. Each arc is associated with a capacity u : E → Z+ and a travel time τ : E → Z+. Flow
entering an arc e at some time θ leaves the arc at its head at time θ + τe. The goal is to maximize
the total amount of flow sent from node s to d within the time horizon while capacity restrictions
are met during any point in time. It is common to assume that flow is relayed at intermediate
nodes as soon as possible.
Although a temporal component is important, real-world applications are usually affected by
measurement errors and a high degree of uncertainty, hence, indicating that the classical models
are usually highly inaccurate. Especially road-traffic is affected by uncertain travel times due to
accidents, traffic jams or even by the driver’s condition. We provide a first step towards dynamic
flows subject to uncertain travel times by merging the classical dynamic flow theory with the Γ-
robustness framework introduced by Bertsimas and Sim [4] which provides a reasonable tradeoff
between a solutions robustness and the inherited pessimism. Again, we refer to their work [4]
for a comprehensive overview and notations.
We introduce additional delays for edges ∆ : E → Z+ and assume that each edge can either
assume its nominal travel time τe or a delayed travel time τe + ∆e. Since we are interested in
a merger of flows over time with the Bertsimas and Sim framework, from now on denoted as
Γ-robust flow over time, we assume that at most Γ ∈ Z+ arcs may assume an increased travel
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time simultaneously. That is, we consider a set of scenarios S B {z ∈ {0, 1}|E| : ∑e∈E ze ≤ Γ}
each of which describes an augmented maximum flow over time instance with travel times τze B
τe + ∆eze, for z ∈ S. We seek to find a flow f that is feasible in every scenario, that is, flow
conservation constraints and capacity limits must not be violated. Among all such flows, we
seek to maximize the worst-case flow value reaching the destination d.
2 Related Work
Skutella [7] presents a well-written introduction to dynamic flow problems in many variants
including the special case of maximum flows over time addressed in this paper. In the nominal
case, the efficient construction of optimal solutions for the problem is known for more than half
a century and was discussed by Ford and Fulkerson [6]. For a broad survey on dynamic flow
problems, we refer to Aronson [2]. The notion of Γ-Robustness was introduced by Bertsimas and
Sim [5] as a new approach towards uncertainty models with a reasonable degree of pessimism
and since then has been used in a wide range of optimization problems including static flow
problems. The static counterpart is shown to be NP-complete for Γ ≥ 2 and polynomially
solvable for Γ = 1 as shown by Aneja et al. [1]. Ben-Tal et al. [3] present a comprehensive
introduction to related uncertainty models which have also been studied.
3 Our Contribution
To the best of our knowledge, the maximum flow over time problem in a Γ-robust context has
not yet been studied in the literature. First, we address several issues that arise upon modelling
the Γ-robust maximum flow over time problem by means of the classical flow- and Γ-robustness
theory. We argue that the classical encoding of solutions on an edge-level is no longer useful
as it inherently introduces a high degree of pessimism in combination with flow conservation
constraints. Imagine flow on a single path and consider any intermediate node: Flow particles
may only be relayed if its existence is certain, hence, we need to assume that the worst-case
travel time has appeared on the subpath up to this point. Since this holds for every intermediate
node, the pessimism propagates towards the sink. Thus, we introduce a much more viable type
of solution encoding in terms of a path decomposition with associated flow rates and dispatch-
intervals which - in the nominal case - is as powerful as the classical encoding. In addition to
the new model, we also argue that the classical notion of time-expanded networks is no longer
usable in order to move from a dynamic flow problem towards their static counterparts of pseu-
dopolynomial size. Due to uncertain travel times, it is not clear which edges are present, thus,
the classical approach inherits a network design component. Finally, temporarily repeated flows
are shown to no longer yield optimal solutions to the Γ-robust maximum flow over time problem
in contrast to the nominal counterpart.
Following, we discuss several complexity results for the newly introduced model. It follows
immediately from the static counterpart that the optimization variant of Γ-robust maximum flow
over time is NP-hard for Γ ≥ 2. This also holds for the class of temporarily repeated flows which,
hence, are intractable for Γ ≥ 2. We can show that the verification of feasibility of arbitrary
solution candidates is an NP-complete problem by a reduction from the k-clique problem. This
reduction, however, does not include temporarily repeated flows.
Still, temporarily repeated flows might be a good candidate for an approximate approach, so
we study their computational complexity. We discuss how to compute an optimal temporarily
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repeated flow for Γ = 1 and for a special class of instances with sufficiently large time horizon.
That is, if we assume that the maximal worst-case path length of any simple path is bounded
by the time horizon: maxP simple path,z∈S
∑
e∈P(τe + ∆eze) ≤ T . The former can be computed in
pseudopolynomial time, the latter in strongly polynomial time even if Γ is part of the input.
Finally, temporarily repeated solutions are shown to have an optimality gap of at least 1.7 for
Γ = 1 and a gap of at least Ω(log Γ).
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The Global EDF Scheduling of Systems
of Conditional Sporadic DAG Tasks
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Alberto Marchetti-Spaccamela ‡
1 Introduction
We are concerned with scheduling algorithms and schedulability tests for task models
that can encode parallel and/or conditional execution. The sporadic DAG task model [2]
was introduced to permit the representation of parallelism that may be present within
individual recurrent tasks. A task τi in this model is specified as a 3-tuple (Gi, Di, Ti),
where Gi is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), and Di and Ti are positive integers rep-
resenting the relative deadline and period parameters of τi respectively. The task τi
repeatedly releases dag-jobs, each of which is a collection of (sequential) jobs. Successive
dag-jobs are released a duration of at least Ti time units apart. The DAG Gi is specified
as Gi = (Vi, Ei), where Vi is a set of vertices and Ei a set of directed edges between
these vertices. Each v ∈ Vi represents the execution of a sequential piece of code (such
execution is called a “job”), and is characterized by a worst-case execution time (wcet).
The edges represent dependencies between the jobs: if (v1, v2) ∈ Ei then job v1 must
complete execution before job v2 can begin execution. (Job v1 is called a predecessor
job of v2, and job v2 is called a successor job of v1.) Jobs that are not predecessors
or successors of each other, either directly or transitively, may execute simultaneously
upon different processors. A release of a dag-job of τi at time-instant t means that all
|Vi| jobs v ∈ Vi are released at time-instant t. If a dag-job is released at time-instant t
then all |Vi| jobs that were released at t must complete execution by time-instant t+Di.
As stated above, the sporadic DAG tasks model assumes that each release of a
dag-job of τi causes the release of jobs corresponding to each and every vertex in Vi.
However, control structures (such as conditional — if-then-else —constructs) within the
code that is being modeled by the task may mean that different activations of the task
(i.e., different dag-jobs) cause different parts of the code to be executed. Assuming that
jobs corresponding to all the vertices in Vi will execute during each such activation is
pessimistic; there is a need to be able to model the fact that different dag-jobs of the
same task may cause different collections of jobs to be executed.
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There may in general be exponentially many different execution flows through a
graph. Consider for example code structured like this:
if (C1) then {S11} else {S12}
if (C2) then {S21} else {S22}
if (C3) then {S31} else {S32}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
if (Cn) then {Sn1} else {Sn2}
where each (Ci) represents a boolean condition, and each {Sij} a block of straight-line
code. It is evident that such a code fragment may have 2n different execution flows
through it; hence, requiring explicit enumeration of all execution flows and having the
number of such flows be a determinant in the computational complexity of scheduling
and schedulability analysis algorithms means that these algorithms all have exponential
worst-case run-time.
2 Our Results
We propose the conditional sporadic DAG task model as an extension to the sporadic
DAG task model [2] that is capable of modeling certain conditional control-flow con-
structs (including the cascade of if-then-else commands depicted above). We consider
the Global Earliest-Deadline First (GEDF) scheduling of task systems that are modeled
as collections of conditional sporadic DAG tasks; this is in contrast to the approach
of [4], which develops entirely new (and rather complicated) server-based mechanisms
for the run-time scheduling of systems of multi-DAG tasks. We quantitatively evaluate
the effectiveness of GEDF as a scheduling mechanism for systems of conditional spo-
radic DAG tasks via the speedup factor metric [1, 5]. We show that the tight speedup
bound of (2 − 1/m) that was obtained in [3] for the GEDF scheduling of traditional
(non-conditional) sporadic DAG task systems is easily shown to hold for systems of con-
ditional sporadic DAG tasks as well. This means that at least from the perspective of
speedup factor, the added expressive capabilities of the conditional sporadic DAG tasks
model comes at no additional cost.
Theorem 1 GEDF has a speedup factor of (2− 1/m) when scheduling systems of con-
ditional sporadic DAG tasks upon m preemptive processors.
Deriving an effective GEDF schedulability test for conditional sporadic DAG task
systems turns out to be more challenging than showing the speedup bound – straight-
forward extensions of the techniques from [3] require the enumeration of all paths through
the DAG-representation of the task (as in the approach of [4]), and result in exponential-
time algorithms. We develop a novel transformation strategy that converts each con-
ditional sporadic DAG task to a non-conditional one in polynomial time, and tests the
system of transformed tasks for GEDF schedulability using the test provided in [3]. We
show that the resulting GEDF schedulability test for conditional sporadic has a speedup
factor equal to (2− 1/m+ ) for any constant  > 0; once again, this is the same result
as was available for traditional (i.e., not conditional) sporadic DAG task systems.
Theorem 2 Let  > 0. There is an algorithm that, on input a set of conditional DAG
tasks τ , returns a YES/NO output such that:
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• If the output is YES, then τ is GEDF-schedulable on a platform of m processors
of speed 2− 1/m+  .
• If the output is NO, then τ is not feasible on a platform of m processors of unit
speed.
The running time of the algorithm is pseudopolynomial in the size of τ and linear in 1/.
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Scheduling with Time-Varying Reservation Costs∗




We consider a natural generalization of classical scheduling problems in which occupying
a time slot incurs certain cost that may vary over time and which must be paid in
addition to the actual scheduling cost. Such a framework has been proposed recently
in [1] and [2]. It models, e.g., the opportunity cost associated with processing that
may vary significantly over time. For instance, think of labor cost that may vary by
the day of the week, or the hour of the day [1]. Similarly, users of cloud computing
services, e.g. Amazon EC2, are offered pricing schemes that vary over time and it
is a challenging task to optimize the tradeoff between resource provisioning cost and
the quality of schedules. Another motivation, mentioned in [2], are the fluctuating
electricity cost. On the one hand, they have economically a huge impact for facilities with
enormous power consumption such as large data centers, and on the other hand, these
fluctuations reflect the imbalance in power-consumption. Hence, cost aware scheduling
is economically profitable and supports an eco-aware usage and in the end generation of
energy.
2 Problem Definition
We first describe the underlying classical scheduling problems. We are given a set of jobs
J := {1, . . . , n} where every job j ∈ J has a given processing time pj ∈ N and possibly
a weight wj ∈ Q≥0. The task is to find a preemptive schedule on a single machine
such that the total (weighted) completion time,
∑
j∈J wjCj , is minimized. Here Cj
denotes the completion time of job j. In standard scheduling notation, this problem is
denoted as 1 | pmtn | ∑(wj)Cj . We also consider the makespan minimization problem
on unrelated machines, typically denoted as R | pmtn |Cmax. Here we are given a set
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of machines M , and each job j ∈ J has an individual processing time pij ∈ N for
running on machine i ∈ M . The task is to find a preemptive schedule that minimizes
the makespan, that is, the completion time of the latest job.
We consider a generalization of these scheduling problems within a time-varying
reservation cost model. We are given a piecewise constant cost function e : N → R,
where e(t) denotes the reservation cost for processing job(s) at time t. More formally,
we assume that time is discretized into unit-size time slots, and the time horizon is
partitioned into given intervals Ii = [si, di) with si, di ∈ N , i = 1, . . . ,K, within which
unit-size time slots have the same unit reservation cost ei. To ensure feasibility, let
dK ≥∑j∈J mini∈M pij .
Given a schedule S, let y(t) be a binary variable indicating if any processing is
assigned to time t. The reservation cost for S is E(S) = ∑t e(t)y(t). That means, for
any time unit that is used in S we pay the full unit reservation cost, even if the unit is
only partially used. We also emphasize that, in our model, in case of multiple machines,
a reserved time slot can be used by all machines.
The overall objective that we consider is to find a schedule that minimizes the schedul-
ing objective, Cmax resp.
∑
j∈J wjCj , plus the reservation cost E. We refer to the
resulting problems as R | pmtn |Cmax + E and 1 | pmtn | ∑wjCj + E.
3 Our Contribution
We present best possible approximation results for a generalization of standard schedul-
ing problems to a framework with time-varying reservation cost.
Theorem 1 The scheduling problem R | pmtn |Cmax with time-varying reservation cost
can be solved in polynomial time.
The algorithm relies on an optimal algorithm for the problem without reservation cost [3]
to determine the optimal number of time slots to be reserved, together with a procedure
for choosing the time slots to be reserved.
Our main results concern single-machine scheduling to minimize the total (weighted)
completion time.
Theorem 2 The problem 1 | pmtn | ∑Cj + E can be solved in polynomial time.
The algorithm is based on a dynamic programming formulation of the problem. While
pseudo-polynomial time optimal algorithms are rather easy to derive, it is quite remark-
able that the running time of our DP is polynomially bounded by the input size, in
particular, independent of dK . Our algorithm relies on a subtle analysis of the structure
of optimal solutions and a properly chosen potential function.
Finally, we consider the strongly NP-hard problem variant where each job has its
individual weight.
Theorem 3 Let the maximum length of intervals with the same cost be bounded. For any
fixed ε > 0, there is a polynomial-time algorithm that computes a (1 + ε)-approximation
for the problem 1 | pmtn | ∑j wjCj + E(j). For arbitrary interval length, the algorithm
runs in pseudo-polynomial time.
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This result improves on an earlier (pseudo-)polynomial (4 + )-approximation [2]. And
in terms of approximation, our algorithm is best possible since the problem is strongly
NP-hard even if there are only two different reservation costs [4].
Our approach is heavily inspired by a recent PTAS for scheduling on a machine
of varying speed [5] and it uses some of its properties. As discussed above, there is
no formal mathematical relation known between these two seemingly related problems
which allows to directly apply the result from [5]. The key is a dual view on scheduling:
instead of directly constructing a schedule in the time-dimension, we first construct a
dual scheduling solution in the weight-dimension which has a one-to-one correspondence
to a true schedule. We design an exponential time dynamic programming algorithm
which can be trimmed to polynomial time using techniques known for scheduling with
varying speed [5].
For both problems, the makespan and the min-sum problem, job preemption is cru-
cial for obtaining worst case bounds. For non-preemptive scheduling, a straightforward
reduction from 2-Partition shows that no approximation within a polynomial ratio is
possible, unless P=NP, even if there are only two different reservation costs.
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A Cycle Breaking approach for the Axial 3-Dimensional
Assignment Problem with perimeter costs
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1 Introduction
In the Axial 3 Dimensional Assignment Problem (A3DA) we are given three disjoint
n−sets of points (Red (R), Blue (B), Green (G)), and non-negative costs cr,b,g for each
possible triple containing one point from each set. The goal is to select a set of triples with
minimum total cost such that each point is covered. We consider a special case of A3DA
in which we are given a distance for every pair of distinctly coloured points and the cost
of a triple is the sum of the three corresponding distances, i.e. cr,b,g = dr,b + db,g + dr,g.
The resulting problem is denoted by A3DA with perimeter costs.
Related literature
The A3DA and its special cases have been studied in the literature; we refer to [8] for an
overview. Also, the special case of perimeter costs has been studied; let us now describe
the current state of affairs when it comes to complexity and approximability of this prob-
lem. In case the costs dr,b, db,g and dr,g do not necessarily satisfy the triangle-inequality,
the problem is NP-hard, and even the existence of a constant-factor approximation al-
gorithm would imply P = NP [3]. In case the costs do satisfy the triangle-inequality,
a 4/3-approximation algorithm exists [1, 3], and the existence of a PTAS would imply
P=NP [4]. The special case where the points lie in the plane remains NP-hard [7].
Practical relevance
The following application illustrates the relevance of our problem; for an extensive de-
scription see [5]. Consider an experiment where the effect of three distinct treatments
needs to be assessed. The idea is to test the treatments on a set of n individuals, how-
ever, since the individuals differ (for instance with respect to age, gender, and other
characteristics), it becomes relevant to make a sensible choice with respect to the subset
of individuals that receive treatment A, B or C. In [6] it is explained how, for each
individual i a probability Pi,A (Pi,B, Pi,C) is computed that represents the probabil-
ity that individual i should receive treatment A (B, C). Next, the idea is to use the
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3-dimensional vector (Pi,A, Pi,B, Pi,C) as the vector describing individual i, and to com-
pute triples of individuals that are, in some sense, close to each other (the idea being
that the three individuals of a triple receive a distinct treatment). In [9] it is discussed
explicitly what it means to be close, and they propose as a measure for closeness, the
perimeter costs. Notice that this essentially corresponds to a special case where the
points lie on a plane (and hence satisfy the triangle-inequality).
2 Our results
We assume that all edge costs satisfy the triangle-inequality. We present two results.
First, we propose an alternative 4/3-approximation algorithm called Cycle Breaking.
We see this algorithm as a procedure not only computing a feasible solution; in fact,
we see it as a procedure that simultaneously computes a lowerbound, V relCB, and an
upperbound, VCB. Essentially, the algorithm computes an interval for the value of the
optimal solution, OPT , and we will show that the length of this interval is bounded by
OPT/4.
Second, we consider a natural ILP formulation for A3DA and show that the value
of its LP-relaxation, denoted by VLP , lies within this interval. We point out that this
LP-relaxation has been studied for a maximization objective in [2]. They show that, for
general costs crbg, the integrality gap equals 2.
Our results can be summarized by the following series of inequalities,
V relCB ≤ VLP ≤ OPT ≤ VCB ≤ 4/3V relCB ≤ 4/3 ·OPT.
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Star scheduling
Nadia Brauner Hadrien Cambazard Benoit Cance Nicolas Catusse
Pierre Lemaire ∗ Anne-Marie Lagrange Pascal Rubini †
For astrophysicists, the best telescopes are scarce and expensive resources. Therefore,
within the available time, they want to maximize the scientific gain of observations that
are to be scheduled on the telescope. Those observations are choosen from a list of
candidate stars together with their observation constraints. This schedule should be
rapidly updated in case of climatic or technical variations.
1 Problem definition
We consider a list of nights N when the telescope is available for the concerned team of
astrophysicists, and a list S of stars the researchers want to observe. Physical parameters
on each star allow to calculate the interval [rns , d
n
s ) when the star s can be observed in
night n, and the duration pns of this observation; note that, due to some technical reasons,
the duration is at least the half of the observation window (2pns ≥ dns − rns ). Each star
s also has a weight ws that represents the interest of the star for the researchers. The
objective is to maximize the total weight of the observed stars by deciding the allocation
of the stars to the nights and the schedule of the observations within the nights.
Astrophysicists already have a software that implements a constructive heuristic
which rapidly proposes feasible solutions. It serves as a baseline for the numerical ex-
periments.
2 Complexity and MIP formulation
If the observation intervals do not depend on the night, then nights can be viewed
as identical machines, and the star scheduling problem becomes a special case of the
parallel machine scheduling problem P |rj |∑j wjUj , which is well-known to be NP-hard.
However, the special case when ps = ds−rs is an interval scheduling with given machines,
which can be solved in polynomiam time [2].
In our case, the assumption 2pns ≥ dns − rns implies a particular structure of a feasible





2 ) and, as
a consequence, observations must be ordered by non-decreasing meridian instant. Never-
theless, as we prove, the star scheduling problem is NP-complete, even when considering
only one night, and unary NP-hard when there are several nights.
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A first formulation as an integer linear program allows us to rapidly propose solutions
for small instances and to validate the data, the constraints and the solutions. The
variables of this linear program are:
• zs = 1 if star s is scheduled, 0 otherwise;
• ts ≥ 0 is the starting time of the observation of star s;
• zns = 1 if star s is scheduled within night n, 0 otherwise;
• zss′ = 1 if star s is scheduled before s′ within the same night, 0 otherwise.






s = zs ∀s ∈ S
rns z
n





s ≤ dns zns + M(1− zns ) ∀s ∈ S et n ∈ N
zns + z
n
s′ − 1 ≤ zss′ + zs′s ∀s, s′ ∈ S et n ∈ N
zss′ + zs′s ≤ 1 ∀s ∈ S
ts + p
n
s ≤ ts′ + M(1− zss′) ∀s, s′ ∈ S et n ∈ N
where M is the length of the longest night.
3 Solution procedures
We propose three different solution procedures to solve the star scheduling problem.
3.1 A Benders-type decomposition
The preceding linear program does not lead to solutions for realistic instances. However
the problem allows a natural logic-based Benders type of decomposition [1]: the master
program copes with the allocation of the observations to the nights whereas the slave
program (sub-problem) derives the scheduling of each night or returns to the master a
new constraint for incompatible observations in order to reconsider the allocation.
The master provides an upper bound at each iteration and the first assignment of
observations to nights that turns into a feasible schedule is thus an optimal solution.
3.2 A column-generation algorithm
A different approach is based on the fact that a dynamic programming algorithm can be
designed for the single night case. Let S be a set of m observations that can be performed
a given night of length T ; an ordering of the observation is known : s1 ≤ . . . ≤ sm. We
want to maximize the sum of weights of the observations scheduled in the night.
We denote by f∗(i, t) the optimal value of a schedule involving observations s1, . . . si
and such that si finishes before t. Considering f
∗(0, t) = 0 for all t ≥ 0, we can write:
f∗(i, t) =

min(f∗(i− 1, t), f∗(i− 1, t− pi) + wi) ∀i ∈ [1,m], t ∈ [ri + pi, T ]
f∗(i− 1, t) ∀i ∈ [1,m], t ∈ [0, ri + pi[
−∞ ∀i ∈ [1,m], t < 0
0 i = 0,∀t ∈ [0, T ]
We are looking for f∗(m,T ) which can be computed in O(mT ).
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Because solving the single-night case is not that hard, this allows for a classical col-
umn generation procedure: the set of all possible schedules for every night is considered
and a MIP selects an optimal subset of them. This is done iteratively by adding the
column (feasible schedule) with maximum reduced cost, which can be computed using
the dynamic program for the single-night case.
3.3 A local-search procedure
A local-search procedure has also been implemented. Several moves are considered (e.g,
moving an observation from one night to the other; inserting an observation; swapping
two observations). The moves modify the set of possible observations for each night,
and the actual assignment is optimaly computed using the dynamic program.
4 Experimentations
Implementation and experimentations are still preliminary. The computations were
performed on real, but limited, data: nine instances from 200 to 800 observations and
32 to 142 nights.
On one hand, the column generation (which only provides an upper bound) dom-
inates the Benders decomposition on almost all instances. On the other hand, the
local-search procedure achieves very good feasible solutions. The average gap is 0.04%,
with a maximum of 0.2%.
5 Perspectives
More detailed experiments are to be carried out in order to better qualify the actual
performance of the various solution methods. Several implementation improvements
could also be considered, e.g., handling symetries and the similarity of different nights.
From a theoretical point-of-view, a more detailed analysis of the complexity of the
star scheduling problem would be of interest (e.g., polynomial cases and approximability
issues).
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1 Introduction
A scheduling problem over scenarios is considered, where the goal is to find a priori
one solution that performs well for each scenario in a predefined set. In particular, we
are given a set J of jobs, where job j has processing time pj , and a set of k scenarios
S = {S1, S2 . . . , Sk}, where each scenario is specified by a subset of jobs in J that must
be executed in that scenario. We will restrict ourselves to the case of two machines. Our
goal is to find an assignment of jobs to machines that is the same for all scenarios and
optimizes a function of the makespan over all scenarios. The two objectives considered
are minimizing the maximum makespan over all scenarios and minimizing the sum of the
makespans of all scenarios. In the remainder, we will denote the problem of minimizing
the maximum makespan over scenarios on two machines by MinMax2 and the problem
of minimizing the sum of makespans over scenarios on two machines by MinSum2. The
results presented here have been publisher earlier [4].
As an example, suppose that J contains three jobs, numbered 1, 2 and 3, that must
be executed on two machines. The processing time of job 1 is 2, while the processing
times of job 2 and 3 are 1. The three scenarios are S1 = {1, 2, 3} and S2 = S3 = {2, 3}.
Assigning job 1 to the first machine and jobs 2 and 3 to the second machine minimizes
the maximum makespan over all scenarios, while assigning jobs 1 and 2 to the first
machine and job 3 to the second machine minimizes the sum of the makespans.
Both the MinMax2 and the MinSum2 problem are NP-hard, since the single-scenario
version (the well-known Makespan Minimization problem) is NP-hard. However, the
single-scenario version is only weakly NP-hard for two machines and an FPTAS exists [1],
whereas the problems defined here are strongly NP-hard. We will give approximability
and inapproximability results for several special cases.
Kasperski et al. [6] have studied the same setting, but for slightly different objective
functions.
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2 Minimizing the maximum makespan
Using a recent result [2] on the hardness of Hypergraph Balancing (given a hy-
pergraph, find a 2-coloring of the vertices such as to minimize over all hyperedges the
discrepancy between the number of vertices of the two colors), we obtain an inapprox-
imability result for the MinMax2 problem.
Theorem 1 It is NP-hard to approximate the MinMax2 problem to within ratio 2 − ,
even if all jobs have unit length.
Note that this is a remarkable result, since, for two machines, any solution (irrespec-
tive of job lengths) is 2-approximate. Tighter results are found for two special cases:
the case where each scenario consists of at most three jobs (inapproximable to within
a factor 3/2) and the case where each scenario contains exactly two jobs (solvable in
k log k time).
However, the inapproximability results only hold when k, the number of scenarios,
is arbitrary. When k is a constant and jobs have unit length, the problem can be solved
to optimality in polynomial time by guessing the correct assignment of the jobs to the
machines. This also applies for a constant k and unit-length jobs in the MinSum2
problem that we consider in the next section.
Considering an arbitrary number of machines, the MinMax problem reduces to the
Vector Scheduling problem (see [3] for a definition), where each coordinate corre-
sponds to one scenario. This reduction gives us the following results.
Theorem 2 For the problem of minimizing the maximum makespan over k scenarios
on an arbitrary number of machines,
1. there exists a PTAS if k is a constant,
2. there exists a polynomial-time O(log2 k)-approximation for arbitrary k,
3. for any c > 1, there exists no c-approximation for arbitrary k.
3 Minimizing the sum of makespans
The problem of minimizing the sum of makespans on two machines where all jobs have
unit length and each scenario contains two jobs only, can be reduced from Max Cut.
This reduction, combined with inapproximability results for Max Cut [5, 7], give the
results in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 The problem MinSum2 is NP-hard to approximate to within a factor 1.0196
and UGC-hard to approximate to within a factor of 1.0404, even if all jobs have unit
length and each scenario contains two jobs.
For an arbitrary number of jobs per scenario, we present a randomized approximation
algorithm. The following lemma is needed.
Lemma 4 Consider a scenario S, and let A, A¯ be any partitioning of the jobs in S.
When assigning each job of S to the two machines independently with equal prob-
ability, the expected load of the least loaded machine for this scenario is at least
1
2 min{p(A), p(A¯)}, where p(A) is the sum of processing times of job set A.
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Consider a scenario S and let B and B¯ = S\B be the sets of jobs processed on the
first and second machine, respectively, in a schedule of minimum makespan. Hence, the
optimal makespan for scenario S is max{p(B), p(B¯)}. By Lemma 4, when assigning the
jobs randomly with equal probability to each machine, the load on the least loaded ma-
chine is at least 12 min{p(B), p(B¯)}. Hence, the load of the machine with the highest load
is at most p(B) + p(B¯)− 12 min{p(B), p(B¯)} = max{p(B), p(B¯)}+ 12 min{p(B), p(B¯)} ≤
3
2 max{p(B), p(B¯)}. Hence, for scenario S, the expected makespan is at most 32 times
the optimal makespan for scenario S, which implies that the expected sum of makespans
over all scenarios is at most 32 times the optimal sum of makespans.
Theorem 5 Randomly assigning each job to the two machines independently with equal
probability is a 3/2-approximation for MinSum2.
For problem instances with scenario sizes up to 4, better approximations can be found
by reductions to Max Cut and Weighted Max Not-All-Equal Satisfiability [8].
These reductions, and the best known approximation ratios for these two problems, give
an approximation ratio of 1.12144 for instances with scenario sizes up to three and 3/2
when the scenarios have no more than four jobs.
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1 Introduction
We consider the problem of minimizing the total weighted completion time on unrelated
parallel machines, denoted R|rij |∑wjCj . Each job j has a weight wj , possibly an
individual release date rij before which job j must not be scheduled on machine i, and
the processing time of job j on machine i is pij . Each job has to be processed non
preemptively on any one of the machines, and each machine can process at most one job
at a time. The objective is to find a schedule minimizing the total weighted completion
time
∑
j wjCj , where Cj denotes the completion time of job j in the schedule.
Hoogeveen et al. [1] prove MaxSNP-hardness and hence there is no polynomial time
approximation scheme. On the positive side, the currently best known approximation
algorithms for unrelated parallel machines have performance guarantees 3/2 and 2, for
the problem without and with release dates, respectively [3]. Improving these bounds is
considered to be among the most important open problems in scheduling which is also
an indication of the high significance of unrelated machine scheduling.
Stochastic scheduling. We consider for the first time the stochastic variant of
unrelated machine scheduling. Here, the processing time of a job j on machine i is
given by random variable Pij . In stochastic scheduling, we are asked to compute a non-
anticipatory scheduling policy. Roughly spoken, a scheduling policy makes scheduling
decisions at certain decision times t, and these decisions are based on the observed past
up to time t as well as the a priori knowledge of the input data of the problem. The
policy, however, must not anticipate information about the future, such as the actual
realizations of the processing times of jobs which have not yet been completed by time t.
Here we confine ourselves with an intuitive description that puts stochastic scheduling
in the framework of stochastic dynamic optimization: Actions of a scheduling policy at
a time t consists of a set of jobs, possibly empty, to be started on a set of idle machines,
together with a tentative next decision time t∗ > t. The next action of the policy is
due at t∗, or the time of the next job completion, or the time when the next job is
released, whatever occurs first. Depending on the action of the policy, the next decision
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stochastic scheduling worst case performance guarantee reference
model arbitrary Pij CV [Pij ] ≤ 1
P ||E[∑wjCj ] 1 + (m−1)(∆+1)2m 2− 1/m [2]
P |rj |E[∑wjCj ] 2 + ∆ 3 Schulz[2008]
R||E[∑wjCj ] 1 + ∆+12 +  2 +  this paper
R|rij |E[∑wjCj ] 2 + ∆ +  3 +  this paper
Table 1: Performance bounds for nonpreemptive stochastic machine scheduling prob-
lems. Parameter  > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. Parameter ∆ upper bounds
the squared coefficient of variation CV 2[Pij ] = V ar[Pij ]/E
2[Pij ] for all Pij . The third
column shows the results for CV [Pij ] ≤ 1; e.g., uniform, exponential, or Erlang distribu-
tions. As usual in stochastic scheduling, these bounds hold with respect to the expected
performance of any non-anticipatory scheduling policy.
time as well as the state of the schedule at the next decision time is realized according
to the probability distributions of the jobs’ processing times. A non-anticipatory policy
may learn over time, but it has only access to distributional information about remaining
processing times of unfinished jobs, conditioned on the state of the schedule at time t. As
all previous work in the area, we assume that the random variables Pij are stochastically
independent across jobs. For any given non-anticipatory scheduling policy, the possible
outcome of the objective function
∑
j wjCj is a random variable, and our goal is to
minimize its expected value, which by linearity of expectation equals
∑
j wjE[Cj ].
Related Work. Generalizing a well known result of Smith[1956] for deterministic
single machine scheduling, Rothkopf[1966] proved that the WSEPT rule minimizes the
expected total weighted completion time on a single machine. The first constant factor
approximation algorithms for stochastic scheduling on identical parallel machines have
been obtained in 1999 by Mo¨hring et al. [2]. Next to a linear programming (LP) based
analysis of the WSEPT rule, they define list scheduling policies which are based on lin-
ear programming relaxations in completion time variables. The performance bounds are
constant whenever the coefficients of variation of the jobs’ processing times are bounded
by a constant. As usual in stochastic scheduling, all bounds hold with respect to any
non-anticipatory scheduling policy. Note that all results obtained so far are restricted
to identical parallel machines. Table 1 gives an overview of currently best known per-
formance bounds in nonpreemptive stochastic scheduling with minsum objective, next
to the results obtained in this paper.
Our contribution. We obtain the first approximation algorithms for stochastic
scheduling on unrelated machines. Despite the fact that the unrelated machine schedul-
ing model is significantly richer than identical machine scheduling, our bounds essentially
match all previous performance bounds that have been obtained for the corresponding
stochastic scheduling problems on identical parallel machines; see Table 1. We also give
a tight lower bound, showing that the dependence of the performance bound on the
squared coefficient of variation ∆ is unavoidable for the class of policies that we use. For
the first time we completely depart from the LP relaxation of Mo¨hring et al. [2], and
show how to put a novel, time-indexed linear programming relaxation to work in stochas-
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tic machine scheduling. We are optimistic that this novel approach will inspire further
research and prove useful for other stochastic optimization problems in scheduling and
related areas.
Time-indexed linear programming relaxations have played a pivotal role in the de-
velopment of constant factor approximation algorithms for deterministic scheduling on
unrelated parallel machines. In spite of that, it remained unclear and a major open
problem how to come up with a meaningful time-indexed LP relaxation for stochastic
scheduling problems. Here the main difficulty is that, in contrast to deterministic sched-
ules that can be fully described by time-indexed 0-1-variables, scheduling policies feature
a considerably richer structure including complex dependencies between the execution
of different jobs which cannot be easily described by time-indexed variables.
We show how to overcome this difficulty and present the first time-indexed LP re-
laxation for stochastic scheduling on unrelated parallel machines. Here, the value of the
time-indexed variable xijt represents the probability of job j being started on machine i
at time t. While writing down the machine capacity constraints is rather easy for de-
terministic scheduling in this formulation, the situation is somewhat more complicated
in the stochastic setting and we require a fair amount of information about the exact
probability distributions of random variables Pij .
Notice that, due to the stochastic nature of processing times, even a schedule pro-
duced by an optimal policy can be arbitrarily long such that infinitely many variables xijt
may take positive values. Nonetheless, in the full version of the paper we show how to
overcome this difficulty. Indeed, we can compute an LP-solution in polynomial time that
approximates the optimal LP solution with arbitrary precision.
We show how to turn a feasible solution to the time-indexed LP relaxation into a
simple scheduling policy. Each job j is randomly assigned to a machine i with proba-
bility
∑
t xijt; then, on each machine i, the WSEPT policy is used to schedule the jobs
assigned to i. The analysis, however, is based on a somewhat more elaborate, random
sequencing of jobs which is determined by a two-stage random process.
Since each job is immediately and irrevocably assigned to a machine, our scheduling
policies fall into the special class of fixed assignment policies. Notice that these policies
ignore the additional information that evolves over time in the form of the actual real-
izations of processing times. Not surprisingly, this ignorance comes at a price. We prove
a lower bound of ∆/2 on the performance guarantee of any fixed assignment policy.
Moreover, we also show that the LP relaxation can have an optimality gap in the same
order of magnitude. These negative results nicely complement our positive results; see
Table 1.
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Introduction
We survey our ongoing work based on [2, 3, 4]1. We study a fixed-interval scheduling
problem with m machines and n jobs, called IntervalSelection on unrelated ma-
chines, where each job has on every machine an open interval of the reals (denoting the
exact time interval when the job can be processed on the machine). By scheduling a job
on a machine, one implicitly selects the corresponding interval of the job (and makes
the machine unavailable for that time period). The goal is to schedule the maximum
number of jobs such that no two selected intervals from the same machine intersect.
If m = 1, the problem becomes the classic interval scheduling problem which is solv-
able in O(n log n) time by a single-machine greedy algorithm: Scan iteratively the right
endpoints of the intervals from left to right, and in each iteration select the considered
interval, if and only if it does not intersect any of the previously selected intervals.
Unfortunately, we show that already for m ≥ 2, the problem is NP-hard even if all the
intervals have the same length. A straightforward generalization of the single-machine
greedy, multi-machine greedy, has an approximation ratio of 1/2 (see [11]): Consider the
machines one by one in an arbitrary order, run the single-machine greedy on the intervals
of the currently considered machine, add all the selected intervals to the solution and
remove the jobs that correspond to them from all the subsequent machines.
There are many variants of the broad class of interval scheduling, see, e.g., recent
surveys by Kolen et al. [8] and by Kovalyov et al. [9]. In a classic variant (with iden-
tical machines), each job is identified with exactly one interval, and a job (i.e., the
interval) can be scheduled on any of the machines. This problem is a special variant
of IntervalSelection where the intervals of each particular job are the very same
time interval (on all the machines). This problem is polynomially solvable even in the
weighted case [1, 5] (and for any m).
On the other hand, IntervalSelection can be seen as a special case of JISPk,
the job interval selection problem, where each job has exactly k intervals on the real line
(and the goal is to schedule a maximum number of jobs). Any instance of JISPk where
the real line can be split into k parts (by k− 1 vertical lines) so that every part contains
∗This work was partially supported by the EU FP7/2007-2013 (DG CONNECT.H5-Smart Cities
and Sustainability), under grant agreement no. 288094 (project eCOMPASS). Katerˇina Bo¨hmova´ is a
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exactly one interval for each job, is also an instance of IntervalSelection, where each
part represents one machine. JISPk for k ≥ 2 was shown to be NP-hard [7, 10] and even
APX-hard [11]. There is a deterministic 1/2-approximation algorithm for JISPk [11]
which works similarly as the multi-machine greedy, and a randomized e−1e -approximation
algorithm [6]–the only algorithm that beats the barrier of 1/2 in a general setting. Thus,
beating the approximation ratio of 1/2 in the deterministic case is a main open problem.
We show that IntervalSelection is NP-hard already for m ≥ 2. For m = 2, we
give a 2/3-approximation algorithm (see the details in the next section); and, moreover,
we generalize it for any constant m, achieving approximation ratio (12 +
1
2m(m−1)).
Furthermore, we study a special case of IntervalSelection, where all the m inter-
vals of every job have a point in common. In other words, the intersection of all the m
intervals is non-empty. We call such a common point a core of the job. IntervalSele-
ction with cores can be solved optimally in a running time exponential in m by a
dynamic programming algorithm [12] (in polynomial time, whenever m is a constant).
However, for a non-constant m, we give a reduction from 2-MaxSat and prove that the
problem is APX-hard even when all intervals have the same length. Finally, we give a
501
1000 -approximation algorithm for IntervalSelection with cores and intervals of same
length to show this problem can be (deterministically) approximated better than 1/2.
Approximation Algorithm for IntervalSelection
Due to the space constraints, we omit the details on most of the results mentioned above
and present only the 2/3-approximation algorithm for IntervalSelection for the case
m = 2. We choose this particular algorithm because of its simplicity and because it
generalizes to other optimization problems.
The algorithm is based on the fact that IntervalSelection on a single machine
can be solved optimally in polynomial time. It works as follows: Let M1, M2 be the two
machines. First, let Res12 = S1 ∪ S12 be the jobs scheduled by multi-machine greedy
when considering the machines in the order M1 → M2 (S1 is scheduled on M1, S12 on
M2). Next, let Res21 = S2 ∪ S21 be the jobs scheduled by multi-machine greedy for the
order M2 → M1 (S2 is scheduled on M2, S21 on M1). Finally, the algorithm returns
the larger of the two sets Res12 and Res21. (Note that all steps can be computed in
polynomial time.) Surprisingly, this simple strategy gives a 2/3-approximation.
To analyze the performance, we relate the output of the algorithm in one of the
directions, i.e., Res12 = S1 ∪ S12 to an optimum solution O = O1 ∪ O2, where O1 and
O2, are the jobs scheduled on M1 and M2, respectively, with O1 ∩ O2 = ∅. Clearly,
S1 and S2 are maximum non-overlapping sets of intervals on M1 and M2, respectively.
Thus, |S1| ≥ |O1| and |S2| ≥ |O2|. After the algorithm picks S1, M2 still contains the
non-overlapping intervals of the jobs O2 \ S1, and hence |S2| ≥ |O2| − |S1 ∩ O2|. The
only reason that S12 contains less than |O2| jobs is that S12 cannot contain jobs already
selected into S1. But if S1 ∩ O2 is large, then it means that M1 contains two large
(disjoint) non-overlapping sets of intervals O1 \ S1 and S1 \O1, which makes it “easier”
for the algorithm to pick a large non-overlapping set of intervals in M1 without S2 when
going in the other direction M2 → M1 (i.e., when computing S21). Formally, let SO1 be
the set of jobs of S1 that are also in the optimum O1, and let S
R
1 be the remaining jobs




2 . We can prove the following.





Theorem 2 The algorithm is a 2/3-approximation for IntervalSelection with m = 2.
Proof. Assume, wlog, that |SR2 | ≥ |SR1 |. We distinguish two cases. First, assume that
|SR1 | ≤ 1/3 · |O|. By Lemma 1(a), |S12| ≥ |O2| − |SR1 |, thus the solution Res12 is of size
|S1|+ |S12| ≥ |O1|+ |O2| − |SR1 | ≥ |O1|+ |O2| − 1/3 · |O| = 2/3 · |O|.
Now, assume that (|SR2 | ≥) |SR1 | ≥ 1/3 · |O|. By Lemma 1(b), |S12| ≥ 12(|O2|+ |S2| −
|SO2 |−|S1|). We bound the term −|SO2 | from below by observing that |SO2 | = |S2|−|SR2 | ≤
|S2| − 1/3 · |O|.Thus, we get |S12| ≥ 12(|O2| − |S1|+ 1/3 · |O|). Therefore, Res12 is again
of size |S1|+ |S12| ≥ |S1| − 12 |S1|+ 12 |O2|+ 16 |O| ≥ 12(|O1|+ |O2|) + 16 |O| = 23 |O|. ♥
We further study generalizations of this algorithm. We can modify it to produce the
same approximation guarantee even if jobs have weights and the goal is to maximize the
sum of weights of scheduled jobs. For m machines, we prove that a similar strategy (try
all the permutations of multi-machine greedy and take the best), yields an approximation
ratio of at least (12 +
1
2m(m−1)) (sadly, the running time grows exponentially in m).
Most interestingly, the same technique generalizes to other problems that can be
formulated as optimization of several maximization subproblems defined over the same
ground set S such that the feasible solutions of every subproblem are subsets of S that
form an independence system. The goal is to find a pairwise disjoint feasible solutions to
subproblems so that the size of the union of these solutions is maximized. Many natural
problems, besides IntervalSelection, can be formulated in this way. For all, let us
name the problem of maximum IndependentSet in Red-Blue graphs.
Open Questions. We believe that it is interesting to further study approximation
algorithms for different variants of IntervalSelection as well as its generalization. In
particular, we are interested in deterministic combinatorial algorithms that give a better
approximation ratio, but remain reasonably simple.
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1 Introduction
Scheduling independent jobs that arrive over time is a fundamental problem that arises in a
variety of applications. The goal of a scheduling algorithm is to optimize one or more metrics
of the quality of service (QoS) delivered to jobs. Some well-studied metrics of interest include
throughput, maximum completion time, sum of completion times and total flow time. More
often the problem of fair scheduling comes into picture. Such problems often arise in the context
of web server accommodating requests for retrieving database or web contents. Bender et al. [1]
propose the idea of stretch optimization in the context of fair scheduling. They defined stretch
as a factor by which a job is slowed down with respect to time it takes on unloaded system.
Formally, we are given a set of n jobs to schedule on a single processor. Job i is associated with
a processing time pi and a release date ri before which it cannot be scheduled. In a schedule





, where CAi denotes the completion time
of job i. Our objective is to schedule non-preemptively the stream of the jobs arriving over time
(online) so as to minimize the maximum stretch on a single machine.
Bender et al. [1] showed that the problem of optimizing the maximum stretch in a non-
preemptive setting cannot be approximated within O(n1−), unless P = NP . Assuming the
bound of ∆ on the ratio of largest to smallest job processing time, they showed that any online
algorithm has at least a competitive ratio of Ω(∆
1
3 ). Finally, they provided an online preemp-




Later, Legrand et al. [2] showed that FCFS is ∆ and ∆2-competitive for the problem of min-
imizing the maximum stretch and of minimizing the total stretch problem on a single machine,
respectively. They also showed that the problem of optimizing the maximum stretch on single
machine with preemption cannot be approximated within the factor of 12∆
√
2−1. Additionally,
they showed that for any algorithm which has a competitive ratio of O(∆2 − ) for the sum-
stretch, there exists an instance that leads to starvation, thus obtaining unbounded max-stretch.
Saule et al. [3] provided tighter lower bounds for the problem on a single machine with the addi-
tional constraints that job cannot be preempted. They showed that all approximation algorithms
for the single machine problem can not have a competitive ratio better than 1+∆2 .
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2 Contributions
Our main contributions are:
• Non preemptive Max-stretch. We present an algorithm that achieves a competitive ratio of
1 + α∆, where α =
√
5−1
2 , for the single machine non preemptive problem of optimizing
the maximum stretch. We also show, using an adversary technique, that there does not
exist any algorithm which achieve an approximation ratio better than 1 + α∆.
The intuition behind the algorithm is derived from instances with just two job sizes, where
a large job has to wait some time before it can be considered for scheduling. Additionally,
if all jobs are released at time t = 0, we can determine the feasibility of scheduling the
tasks with a given stretch S. This is due to the fact that each job can be associated with a
deadline by which it must complete in order to obtain a stretch less than (or equal to) S.
This problem can be solved with the earliest deadline first (EDF) policy [4]. Our online
algorithm combines these ideas to find a feasible schedule such that the maximum stretch
of any job is at most 1 + α∆ times the stretch of some job in the optimal schedule. First
for more general case with job sizes varying between 1 and ∆, we show that a suitable
partitioning of job sets can be defined, i.e set L consisting of large jobs and similarly set
S, consisting of small jobs. Then our algorithm schedules the jobs from set L after some
initial waiting time (α time the job’s processing time) while jobs in set S are available
to the scheduler as soon as they are released. At any time when the processor is idle,
our algorithm selects a job (among set of available jobs) using the earliest deadline first
policy where deadline dj of a job j is defined as rj+Spj such that S is the smallest stretch
estimate with which all the available jobs can be scheduled.
• Non preemptive Total stretch. We show that no deterministic algorithm can approximate
the minimum total stretch within a factor better than ∆. Then we show that our algorithm
for minimizing the maximum stretch achieves at most a competitive ratio of ∆2 for min-
imizing the total stretch on a single machine. Therefore, combining this result with the
work of Legrand et al. [2], it follows that there does not exist an algorithm which can have
a bi-objective competitive ratio better than {1 + α∆,∆2} for problem of minimizing the
maximum stretch and the total stretch, simultaneously.
3 Analysis of our algorithm
Now, we provide the sketch of the analysis of our algorithm on a single machine. Our proof is
based on the comparison of the stretch of the last job in our algorithm to some job in the optimal
schedule. We useAlg to denote our algorithm and letOpt denote the optimal algorithm. Let i be
the job in Alg that attains the maximum stretch among all the jobs. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that i is the last job that runs in Alg. Our aim is to show that SiS∗ ≤ 1 + α∆,
where S∗ is the maximum stretch of some job in optimal schedule. Let j be the job in the optimal
schedule that completes at/or after Ci − α∆, where Ci is the completion time of job i in Alg.
First, we show that if pj ≤ pi, then our bound holds. For the rest of the analysis, we focus only
on cases where no job with processing time smaller or equal to pi completes after Ci − α∆.
Later we show some useful properties of the optimal schedule under the constraints where
job j is scheduled in Alg. More specifically, we argue that if job j is scheduled later in the
optimal schedule than in Alg, then we can lower bound the optimal maximum stretch with
2
the stretch of job j in Alg. This is due to the two following facts. First if the estimate of
maximum stretch is very small, then jobs with large size have higher priorities. Second if the
estimate of maximum stretch is very large, then jobs with small size have earlier deadlines and
higher priority. Using these properties and EDF policy for scheduling, we split our analysis
into two main sub cases: where both job i and j are in set S and where j is in set L. For
each case separately, we find an interesting lower bound on the maximum stretch obtain in the
optimal schedule. Then using these bounds, we show in both cases that our algorithm achieves
a competitive ratio of 1 + α∆.
The analysis for the total stretch is a proof by induction. By indexing the jobs based on their
release times, we bound the total stretch of the schedule produced by our algorithm within a ∆2
factor of the optimal schedule which is optimal for the total stretch. Additionally we provide a
simple instance for which this bound is tight.
4 Concluding remarks
We conjecture that similar waiting strategies can be used for minimizing other maximum ob-
jective functions. Further, we conjecture that such algorithms will also have bounded objective
values for minimizing sum objective functions. Another interesting issue is how to extend these
techniques on parallel machines with identical, related and unrelated processors. We believe
that single machine algorithm can be modified to parallel machines with a constant increase in
competitiveness.
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Flow shop problems with synchronous movement
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1 Introduction
A flow shop with synchronous movement (“synchronous flow shop” for short) is a variant
of a non-preemptive permutation flow shop where transfers of jobs from one machine to
the next take place at the same time (cf. [2, 3, 4]). Given are m machines M1, . . . ,Mm
and n jobs where job j consists of m operations O1j → O2j → . . .→ Omj . Operation Oij
has to be processed without preemption on machine Mi for pij time units. In a feasible
schedule each machine processes at most one operation at any time, each job is processed
on at most one machine at any time, and the jobs are processed in the predefined order.
The processing is organized in synchronized cycles since jobs have to be moved from
one machine to the next by an unpaced synchronous transportation system. This means
that in a cycle all current jobs start at the same time on the corresponding machines.
Then all jobs are processed and have to wait until the last one is finished. Afterwards,
all jobs are moved to the next machine simultaneously. The job processed on the last
machine Mm leaves the system, a new job (if available) is put on the first machine M1. As
a consequence, the processing time of a cycle is determined by the maximum processing
time of the operations contained in it. Furthermore, only permutation schedules are
feasible, i.e. the jobs have to be processed in the same order on all machines. The time
at which a job j has been processed on all machines and leaves the system is called its
completion time Cj . We assume that a job can only be accessed after the whole cycle
has been completed, i.e. the job may have to wait until all jobs on the other machines
in the corresponding cycle are finished.
The goal is to find a sequence (permutation) of the jobs such that a given objective
function (e.g. the makespan Cmax = maxCj or the maximum lateness Lmax involving
due dates) is minimized. With each sequence a corresponding (left-shifted) schedule is
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Figure 1: A feasible and an optimal schedule for a synchronous flow shop
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Figure 1 shows two feasible synchronous flow shop schedules for a small example
with three machines and five jobs. The vertical lines indicate the cycles and show when
the jobs are transferred to the next machine. In the left part of the figure the schedule
corresponding to the job sequence (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is shown. Here, we can observe a long
waiting period (idle time) on machine M3 between processing jobs 2 and 3. In the right
part of the figure a better (and even optimal) schedule corresponding to the job sequence
(3, 1, 4, 2, 5) can be found.
In order to indicate synchronous movements, in [2] the notation “synmv” was added
to the β-field of the well-known α|β|γ scheduling classification. Hence, the notation
F |synmv|f refers to a synchronous flow shop with objective function f .
Motivated by practical applications (cf. [5]) and previous work concerning classical
flow shop scheduling problems, we also investigate special cases where the processing
times of the cycles are only determined by a subset of so-called dominating machines.
We say that a machine Mk dominates Ml whenever minj=1,...,n pkj ≥ maxj=1,...,n plj , i.e.
the smallest processing time of any job on machine Mk is at least as large as the largest
processing time of any job on machine Ml. More generally, we call a set {Mi | i ∈ I} of
machines dominating, if mini∈I minj=1,...,n pij ≥ maxh/∈I maxj=1,...,n phj , i.e. there is a
set of machines which dominate all other machines. If the set {Mi | i ∈ I} describes a set
of dominating machines, we use the notation “dom(I)” in the β-field of the classification
scheme.
For the processing times on non-dominating machines we may assume that they are
either arbitrary values, or that they are job-independent, i.e. pij = pi for all j and all i /∈
I. The second variant may be reasonable in practice if on the non-dominating machines
work processes like insertion or removal of jobs are performed where the processing time
is independent of the individual job. In this situation we may even assume that all
processing times on the non-dominating machines are the same and equal to zero. To
denote this special situation, we add “pndomij = 0” to the β-field.
2 Complexity results and solution algorithms
As already observed in [3], the two-machine synchronous flow shop problem
F2|synmv|Cmax is equivalent to the two-machine flow shop problem F2|no-wait|Cmax.
It can be solved as a traveling salesman problem with the special costs cij = max{bi, aj}
in O(n log n) by the algorithm of Gilmore and Gomory [1].
In [4] the following new complexity results for synchronous flow shop problems with
and without machine dominance were obtained:
Theorem 1 Problem F3|synmv|Cmax is strongly NP-hard.
Theorem 2 Problems F |synmv, dom(I)|Cmax and F |synmv, dom(I)|∑Cj are
strongly NP-hard for |I| = 1 if the processing times on non-dominating machines are
arbitrary.
Theorem 3 Problem F |synmv, dom(I), pndomij = 0|
∑
Cj can be solved in O(n log n)
and problem Fm|synmv, dom(I)|∑Cj can be solved in O(nm log n) for |I| = 1.
Theorem 4 Problem F |synmv, dom(I), pndomij = 0|Lmax can be solved in O(n3 log n)
and problem Fm|synmv, dom(I)|Lmax can be solved in O(nm+2 log n) for |I| = 1.
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Theorem 5 Problem F |synmv, dom(I), pndomij = 0|Cmax is strongly NP-hard for |I| =
2.
Theorem 6 Problem Fm|synmv, dom(I), pndomij = 0|Lmax is strongly NP-hard for each
fixed m ≥ 2 and each set I with |I| = 2.
The strongly NP-hard problem F |synmv, dom(I)|Cmax with two dominating ma-
chines can be formulated as a special vehicle routing problem with costs cij = max{bi, aj}
where every route must contain a fixed number of nodes. Besides an integer lin-
ear programming formulation we present heuristic methods which are based on the
Gilmore/Gomory algorithm.
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Synchronous flow shops with setup times
Stefan Waldherr (Speaker) Sigrid Knust ∗
1 Introduction
Synchronous flow shops are a variant of a non-preemptive permutation flow shop. Jobs
have to be moved from one machine to the next by an unpaced synchronous transporta-
tion system, which implies that the processing is organized in synchronized cycles. In
each cycle the current jobs start at the same time on their corresponding machines and
are moved to the next machine simultaneously once all jobs have finished processing.
The time of a cycle is thus determined by the maximum processing times of the jobs.
The synchronous movement is indicated by the notation “synmv” in the β-field of the
well-known α|β|γ notation (cf. [3]). For two machines the problem F2|synmv|Cmax is
equivalent to the problems F2|no-wait|Cmax and F2|block|Cmax and can be solved in
polynomial time via the algorithm of Gilmore and Gomory (cf. [1, 4]). For more than
two machines the synchronous flow shop is no longer equivalent to the no-wait flow shop
or the flow shop with blocking constraints. In [6] it was shown that the synchronous










Figure 1: Production unit resembling a synchronous flow shop with setup times
In [5] a practical application of synchronous flow shops in furniture manufacturing
is considered. Figure 1 depicts an exemplary production unit. It resembles an unpaced
synchronous assembly line in which all jobs are transported to the next machine syn-
chronously by the underlying conveyor system. The problem is distinct from robotic cell
∗{swaldher,sknust}@uni-osnabrueck.de. Institute of Computer Science, University of Osnabru¨ck,
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scheduling (e.g. [2]) where jobs can be transported independently between the machines
and the transportation of the jobs has to be coordinated. Specialized resources or work
piece carriers are required to transport the jobs between machines and each job can be
transported by a subset of all available carriers. The work piece carriers are fixed to the
conveyor system and are required by a job from its insertion until its removal. After a
job is removed from its carrier and another job can be inserted, we can either choose a
new job that is compatible with the carrier or elect to change the carrier, requiring a
setup time during which the production unit can not move.
In the practical application the jobs belong to different families F with sizes
n1, . . . , n|F|. All jobs in the same family may be transported using the same resources. If
a job belonging to family g occurs m positions after a job from family f , the setup time
sfg occurs. For f = g we assume sff = 0. The setup times may be sequence independent
(sfg = sg) or even constant (sfg = s for f 6= g). Initially (i.e. for the first m jobs), setup
times s0g occur. In the presence of job families, the two-machine synchronous flow shop
problem with constant setup times is already NP-hard.
2 Decomposition approaches
Due to the complexity of the problem we will discuss decomposition strategies to find
good solution for the synchronous flow shop with setup times. Therein, we consider the
two subproblems which determine the makespan of the problem:
(P1) Find a permutation of jobs which minimizes the sum of cycle times, i.e. the
makespan of the schedule ignoring setup times.
(P2) Find a permutation of job families that minimizes the sum of setup times without
assigning the actual jobs thus ignoring processing times in the cycles.
We propose the following two decomposition strategies:
(D1) Solve problem (P1) and then assign resources to the obtained sequence such that
setup times are minimized without altering the sequence of jobs unless no feasible
assignment of resources is possible.
(D2) Solve problem (P2) and then determine the actual sequence of individual jobs
within the assigned job families to minimize the sum of cycle times.
Within the first decomposition, the first part can be solved to optimality in poly-
nomial time in the two-machine case while for three or more machines we will present
efficient heuristics. The second part can then be solved by a greedy approach. Within
the second decomposition, the sum of setup times can be minimized in polynomial time
if setup times are constant. For the second part we present heuristic methods.
We compare the two decomposition strategies for practical instances obtained from
an industrial partner as well as for generated instances. Further, within the first decom-
position approach, we improve heuristics presented in [4] for the case of synchronous
flow shops without setup times.
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Personalized nurse rostering through linear programming ∗
Han Hoogeveen †and Tim van Weelden ‡
1 Introduction
Our purpose is finding good, personalized rosters for the personnel of the Cardiothoracic
Department of UMC Utrecht. The department contains several treatment rooms at
different care levels. Taking care of the patients is done 24/7 by approximately 52
nursing employees, each of which is available for a given number of hours, which differs
per nurse. There are four types of nurses: student nurses, basic nurses, Medium Care
nurses, and Senior nurses. The student nurses are trainees, who work mostly in the day-
shift. The basic nurses have a basic qualification only; they can work in all shifts. Next
to the basic qualification, the MC and senior nurses have an MC/senior qualification.
Rosters are created for a period of 6 weeks. Each day is divided in three shifts: day
(early) shift, late shift, and night shift. For all shifts in the planning period, we know
the minimally required number of nurses per qualification. The nurses each have there
own preferences regarding their schedule; the hospital tries to obey these as much as
possible. Currently, rosters are created by hand, since the planning system in use is
not able to find reasonable rosters. We present an ILP-based algorithm to solve this
problem; it is based on the approach in [2] that was used to solve a simpler problem
without qualifications. Moreover, we present a repair heuristic to adapt to changing
nurse availability.
Our contribution. We describe an algorithm that can find near-optimal solutions for
real-life rostering problems while taking personal preferences into account. This hot
topic (in the Netherlands) has not been well-studied in the literature (see [1, 2]).
2 Constraints
The goal is to find a feasible roster for each employee such that there are enough nurses
with the right qualifications in each shift, and nurse preferences are satisfied as much as
possible. Having surplus employees is allowed, preferably well-spread over the day-shifts,
but never for night-shifts. Moreover, the presence of student nurses should be evenly
divided over the day-shifts.
∗The working paper this abstract is based can be found at
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The individual rosters have to obey several hard constraints. First of all, the number
of workshifts should equal the appointment size, but a deviation of 1 is allowed; moreover,
every employee should work at most 6 days per week. Next, the night-shifts must be
rostered in prespecified blocks. There should be at most 4 night-shifts per 6 weeks, and
after a night-shift the nurse must have at least two days off. Furthermore, a nurse must
have the same shift on Saturday and Sunday. Moreover, days off must come in blocks
of size two or more. Because of healthy rostering, a late-shift cannot be followed by a
day-shift. Finally, senior nurses are entitled to two ‘quality days’.
Furthermore, there are many soft constraints concerning individual rosters, which are
used to determine the quality of the individual rosters. In general, the number of shifts
per week should be the same each week, and the night-shifts and weekend-shifts should
be well spread over the 6-week period. Examples of personal preferences are to have
a regular or occasional day off, to have a specific shift on a day (some nurses perform
self-scheduling), to have as many/few late/night shifts as possible, to have as many days
off after night-shift as possible, and to have bounds on the number of consecutive shifts.
3 Solution approach
The basic idea (see [2]) is to formulate the problem as an ILP. For each nurse, we
construct a set of rosters; each one satisfies all hard constraints issued by both the
hospital and the nurse. In constrast to [1], we generate these up to 200.000 rosters per
nurse beforehand. For each roster we compute its cost on basis of how well it respects
the personal preferences of that nurse. The cost is then scaled to [0, 1] and the ones with
cost > 0.5 are removed.
For each roster s ∈ S we introduce a binary variable xs indicating whether s is
chosen. Roster s contains information as to which nurse it belongs and which shifts
it covers. Using these variables, we formulate the constraint that each nurse gets one
roster, and that for each combination of a shift and a qualification, we meet the minimum
occupancy. We further have variables measuring shortage, surplus, and excessive surplus
per shift per qualification; these are penalized in the objective function. The objective
is to minimize the total cost of the chosen rosters plus the total shortage, surplus, and
excessive surplus penalty.
As the ILP cannot handle these large numbers of variables, we restrict ourselves to
a selection of these rosters, for which we then solve the ILP. To make this selection, we
solve the LP-relaxation through revised simplex; we put each variable that gets selected
in the revised simplex in a column pool. Furthermore, we add variables to this pool
that have small reduced cost based on the dual multipliers of the optimum solution.
Moreover, we find additional columns for the pool by applying small mutations. Finally,
we let the ILP run for this pool of rosters for 15 minutes. In the resulting solution almost
all occupancy constraints are met (sometimes one weekend night-shift needs one more
nurse) with good rosters (most of the soft preferences were fulfilled, but sometimes there
was a single day off).
We further have implemented a set of heuristics for repairing roster problems, which
also can be used to resolve new requests. The philosophy behind these was to make
small changes, where each change would resolve an ‘important’ problem at the expense
of creating an ‘unimportant’ problem. In this way, we can also resolve requests like
people who should cooperate regularly. Furthermore, in this way we can determine
2
consecutive 6-weeks rosters independently, which are then glued together.
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Simulation-guided Tree Search for Optimization of PET-CT
Images Acquisition Planning
Franc¸ois Roucoux (Speaker) ∗ Renaud Florquin †
1 Introduction
PET-CT is a medical imaging technique that combines a positron emission tomography
scanner (PET) and a more classical x-ray computed tomography scanner (CT) [1]. The
PET functional images depict the spatial distribution of metabolic activity in the body.
This information is superposed with CT anatomical images. PET-CT is increasingly
used in oncology for diagnosis, treatment evaluation and follow-up.
PET-CT requires the injection of radiopharmaceuticals into the patient’s body. Flu-
orodeoxyglucose marked with radioactive fluorine18 (FDG) is the most commonly used.
Due to radioactive decay, the half-life period for FDG is 109 minutes. It means that
every 109 minutes, you should inject twice the dose of FDG to obtain the same image
quality.
Each day in a PET-CT unit, a series of patients are planned for imaging. Patients
arrive one after the other. Each imaging process begins with a blood test, then FDG is
injected. The radioactive activity injected into the patient depends on his body mass
index and the type of examination to be carried out.
After the injection, the patient needs to rest ideally 60 to 70 minutes. During this
so called incorporation period, the FDG is preferentially taken up by tissues with high
metabolism. If the incorporation period is too short, the images will be of poor quality.
A period of more than 70 minutes disqualifies the patient to access clinical studies. So,
conformity of incorporation time is crucial.
After incorporation, the patient goes on the PET-CT. The images acquisition takes
between 15 and 30 minutes depending on patient’s size and the type of examination.
Several patients can incorporate the tracer at the same time but they are imaged one
by one.
A wide range of adverse events causing delays are possible: patients arriving too late,
nonfasting or diabetic patients requiring lengthy glucose balancing, urgent patient to be
interleaved, detection of blood anomalies, technical problems. . .
The PET-CT imaging is a stressful process that requires a high level of experience
from the staff in charge. Due to the radioactive decay, a succession of small delays will
cause a much higher tracer consumption. Because the total dose of tracer for one day is
ordered the day before, there is a risk of not having enough FDG to process all patients.
∗francois.roucoux@uclouvain.be. Faculty of Medicine, Academic Center for Family Practice,
Catholic University of Louvain, 1, Place de l’Universite´, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium).
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2 Goals
One obstacle to the wider use of PET-CT is the high cost of tracers production. Our
first goal is radiopharmaceuticals savings by planning optimally the sequence of patients.
This planning should take into account patients characteristics, the type of imaging and
the risk of adverse events occurrence whose impact shall be minimized.
Our second goal is to improve the incorporation period conformance. In the PET-CT
facilities that we visit, the periods of incorporation tends to become erratic over the day.
On average, 70% of patients have a non-comformant incorporation.
PET-CT is increasingly used to verify the effectiveness of treatments. Patients un-
dergo iterative imaging and quantitative comparisons of the metabolic information are
performed. To ensure reliable comparisons, the reproducibility of incorporation dura-
tions from one imaging to another becomes critical. For now, it is very difficult for the
teams in place to ensure this reproducibility. We will help them on this point too.
3 Method
We investigated the activity of one representative PET-CT department. We started by
mining information contained into the logs of the PET-CT, injection devices, agenda and
medical records. Based on this information covering 9 months of activity, we inferred
a first model of the imaging process. It contained the case mix, sequences of activities,
duration distributions, and probabilities of adverse events occurence.
In a second phase, we accompanied the staff members in their daily work to expe-
rience problems they faced and how they solved them. This information allowed us to
refine our model and elicitate domain specific problem solving heuristics and strategies.
Based on this second model, we implemented an imaging process simulator. This
simulator is able to mimic the behavior of the unit until the end of the day according to
a selected sequence of patients.
To find the patients sequence optimizing our goals, we coupled the simulator with a
simulation-guided tree search procedure also called Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS).
MCTS finds near-optimal decision sequences in domains representable as decision trees
like planning problems [2].
MCTS constructs incrementally an asymetrical tree whose nodes represent the states
of the domain. Addition of child nodes corresponds to actions selection. At each itera-
tion, a policy attempting to balance exploration vs. exploitation is used to find the next
node to consider. From that node, simulations are run to determine the best action to
choose. The child node resulting from the selected action is added and statistics (average
rewards) of its ancestors are updated.
MCTS is a rich framework of optimization procedures [2]. Each steps of the frame-
work (child node selection policy, simulation policy, tree statistics update policy. . . ) is
adaptable. As child node selection policy, we use a slight variation of UCB1 [3]. As
simulation policy, transitions (selection of the next patient to be processed) are made
according to a statistically biased policy. Most of the time, the policy makes uniform
random choices but from time to time, it uses some of the domain specific heuristics
that we elicited. The ratio random/heuristic choices is adapted at runtime and changes
with the depth of exploration.
In case of FDG shortage, we adapt the MCTS procedure: two series of simulations
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are now performed. One considers a minimal injected dose reduction for each patients
(impact on image quality). The second favors earlier injection time (impact on incor-
poration duration). The two strategies are implemented as a ”what if” feature of the
planner. It is up to the end user to choose the strategy to apply.
4 Results
Our planner is used oﬄine a few days before the imaging day to plan the sequence of
patients, and computes the total ordered FDG. It is also used online during the imaging
day to give real-time directives to the staff. The state of the simulation is continuously
updated by feedback received from staff members. This two stages planning achieves
average savings of 15% of the total FDG daily dose. It also has a positive impact
on incorporation conformance and reproducibility. More data are needed to quantify
precisely this impact.
An unexpected benefit is the reduction of the stress level. The planner provides
a forward-looking vision of the dose consumption. It reassures the team about the
possibility of finishing the day or suggests strategies to mitigate a possible FDG shortage.
5 Conclusion and future works
By coupling a simulation-guided tree search planning procedure with a simulator, we
where able to spare 15% of the total daily ordered FDG in a PET-CT unit. Our planner
also improves significantly the conformance and reproducibility of incorporation periods
and diminish the stress level of the staff.
Beyond performance, the appeal of the technique is its simplicity of implementation.
It only requires a simulator of the domain. Dedicated heuristics can be used but are not
mandatory. It copes well with unforseen adverse events and mitigates their impact. It
is an anytime procedure usable oﬄine and online for real time planning.
Currently, our planner depends on human feedback to update its model. We will
streamline this process by retreiving automatically these data. We also plan to ad-
dress larger problem instances by planning the activities of a whole nuclear medicine
department.
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Antonios Antoniadis ∗ Peter Kling † Sebastian Ott ‡
So¨ren Riechers (Speaker) §
1 Introduction
Our work joins the prominent line of research that studies the speed scaling technique
(see [1] for a survey), where a device can adapt its speed and, thus, energy consumption
to the current requirements. The first theoretical study of speed scaling models is due
to Yao et al. [4]. The authors model the power consumption of a processor running at
speed s by a power function P (s) = sα, α > 1. They design a polynomial-time algorithm
to compute an energy-minimal schedule for a given number of jobs, each with a release
time, deadline, and workload. The focus of our work lies in two aspects: dynamic speed
limits and dynamic electricity costs. In practice, devices being sensitive to environmental
conditions, speed limits become highly dynamic. Also, dynamic electricity costs can have
a huge impact on the operating costs in data centers. In the literature, these aspects are
often assumed to be non-existing (speed limits) or constant (energy costs).
Problem Description & Results. We study scheduling of n jobs J := { 1, 2, . . . , n }
on a single, speed-scalable processor. Here, speed-scalable means that the processor’s
speed s ∈ R≥0 is controlled by the scheduler. Its power consumption is modeled by a
power function P : R≥0 → R≥0, s 7→ sα. That is, while running at speed s, energy is
consumed at a rate of P (s) = sα, α > 1. In addition to these classical speed scaling
properties, we have the constraint that the maximal speed at time t is bounded. We
model this via a maximum speed function smax : R≥0 → R≥0. Further, there is a cost
factor associated with every time point t ∈ R≥0, specifying the cost per unit of energy.
The cost factor is modeled via a cost factor function c : R≥0 → R>0.
Each job j ∈ J comes with a release time rj ∈ R≥0, a deadline dj ∈ R≥0, and a
workload wj ∈ R≥0. For each time t ∈ R≥0, a schedule S must decide which job to
process at what speed. Preemption is allowed, so that a job may be suspended and
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resumed later on. We model a schedule S by a speed function s : R≥0 → R≥0 and a
scheduling policy J : R≥0 → J . Here, s(t) denotes the speed at time t, and J (t) the job
that is scheduled at time t. A feasible schedule must finish all jobs within their release
time/deadline intervals [rj , dj) without exceeding the maximum speed function smax.
More formally, we require s(t) ≤ smax(t) for all t ∈ R≥0 and
∫
J−1(j)∩[rj ,dj) s(t) dt ≥ wj
for all j ∈ J . The total energy consumption of a schedule S is given by ∫∞0 P (s(t)) dt,
and its total energy cost by E(s) :=
∫∞
0 c(t) · P (s(t)) dt. For technical reasons, we
restrict ourselves to functions in Cpr (i.e., to functions that are right-continuous with
finitely many discontinuities), which covers all practically relevant schedules. Our goal
is to find a feasible schedule of minimum cost.
As many recent results in this area, we use techniques known from convex program-
ming to design and analyze an algorithm. However, since we allow almost arbitrary
dynamics for the speed limits, our problem entails some interesting challenges. The
naive way to model this leads to an infinite number of variables, rendering standard con-
vex programming techniques infeasible. Using techniques from calculus of variations, we
provide a framework to deal with such situations. In particular, we derive an optimality
condition similar to the well-known KKT conditions. Building on top of this condition,
we develop a polynomial-time optimal algorithm. Assured by recent work (e.g., [2, 3])
that has evidenced of the KKT conditions’ usefulness in speed scaling problems, we
expect our techniques to be helpful even beyond the scope of our problem.
2 Balance for Optimality
The following theorem is crucial for our polynomial time algorithm.
Theorem 1 A feasible schedule S is optimal if and only if it is non-wasting and work-
balanced.
Here, non-wasting and work-balanced are natural structural properties expressing sched-
ules that distribute the jobs’ workload “as evenly as possible” while taking constraints
(e.g., the release times/deadlines or the speed limits) and cost factors into account.
Let S := ∏j∈J Sj , where Sj denotes a class of functions containing possible speed
functions for a job j ∈ J . In order to prove Theorem 1, we can formulate our optimization











sj(t) ≤ smax(t) ∀t ≥ 0 (1)
∫ dj
rj
sj(t) dt ≥ wj ∀j ∈ J (2)
Having an infinite number of constraints in (SP), standard convex programming
techniques become infeasible. In order to develop an extension of the well known KKT
conditions to solve our problem, we now consider a generalized infinite program.
Let N,m, n ∈ N and Fj := { g : R→ R | g ∈ Cpr ∧ ∀x 6∈ Ij : g(x) = 0 } for j ∈
{1, . . . , N} and Ij any interval. We consider an optimization problem for functionals
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over the set F := ∏Nj=1Fj together with m + n constraints. The j-th component of
f ∈ F therefore is a piecewise continuously differentiable function g with g|R\Ij = 0. We
view the vectors f ∈ F as vector-valued functions f : R→ RN .
We have an objective function L : R × RN → R as well as two types of constraint
functions Gk, Hl : R × RN → R for k ∈ { 1, 2, . . . ,m } and l ∈ { 1, 2, . . . , n }. All these
functions are assumed to be piecewise differentiable and convex in their second argument.
We write ∇L (and similar for the other functions) to reference to the gradient of L
taken with respect to the components of the second argument y ∈ RN and ∇jL for the
j-th component of L’s gradient. Let I be any interval in R. The considered general






s.t. Gk(x, f(x)) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ I, k ∈ { 1, 2, . . . ,m } (I)∫
I
Hl(x, f(x)) dx ≤ 0 ∀l ∈ { 1, 2, . . . , n } (II)
Using techniques from calculus of variations, we derive the following optimality con-
dition for this generalized program.
Theorem 2 (Extended KKT conditions) Assume that f ∈ F is a feasible solution
for (GP) with finite solution value. Furthermore, assume that there exist functions
λk : I → R≥0, λk ∈ Cpr, and constants µl ∈ R≥0 such that the following properties hold:




λk(x) · ∇jGk(x, f(x)) +
n∑
l=1
µl · ∇jHl(x, f(x)) = 0. (3)
2. For all k ∈ { 1, 2, . . . ,m } and x ∈ I, we have λk(x) ·Gk(x, f(x)) = 0.
3. For all l ∈ { 1, 2, . . . , n }, we have µl ·
∫
I Hl(x, f(x)) dx = 0.
Then f is an optimal solution to (GP).
We can apply this theorem to our mathematical program (SP) and thus solve our
problem. Also, we expect that this theorem can be useful for other models where one
needs to cope with continuous functions resulting in infinite mathematical programs.
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Semi-Online Minimum Makespan Scheduling with
Restricted Assignment
Matthias Hellwig ∗ Csana´d Imreh (Speaker) †
1 Introduction
Minimum makespan scheduling is a prominent online problem introduced by Graham [5]
already in 1966. In this problem we have n jobs J1, . . . , Jm and m machines M1, . . . ,Mm.
At each time t = 1, . . . , n we are presented the job Jt and we have to assign it without
any knowledge of the future incoming jobs to one of the machines, which causes an
additional load of pt on the machine it was assigned to. At some time fixed time t
the total load of machine Mj is denoted with `(j). The goal of minimum makespan
scheduling is to minimize the maximum load maxj=1,...,m `(j) on the machines after all
jobs have been assigned. We consider a variant in which there are also machine eligibility
constraints. In this variant for each job Jt there is a subset Et ⊆ {M1, . . . ,Mm} of the
machines specified and the job Jt may be placed only on one of the machines in Et. In
classical online minimum makespan scheduling jobs have to be assigned irrevocably to the
machines at the time at they arrive. By contrast in semi-online makespan scheduling
with job migration jobs may be reassigned up to a limited amount. This variant we
study is also known as load balancing of permanent tasks for current load with machine
restrictions and job migrations [2]. In this problem we compare the makespan of our
algorithm at any time to the optimal oﬄine makespan.
It is not difficult to see that a lower bound on the competitiveness for any determin-
istic algorithm of Ω(logm) given by Azar et al. [3] for online minimum makespan with
machine restrictions transfers to the model with job migrations when we allow that a
number of o(n) jobs may be reassigned. Thus it is common to use an amortized notion
to account for job migration. We measure the total processing times of jobs migrated
divided by the total processing times of the jobs we have to assign. This notion was also
used in [9], and a similar measure can be found e. g. in [8].
In this talk we present our results obtained so far on this problem. First we show
an algorithm that has sublogarithmic competitiveness using sublogarithmic migration.
And later we consider a special case where a better result can be achieved.
We note that there are many models for minimum makespan scheduling with machine
eligiblity constraints. Several of them consider special structures of the sets of machines
to which the jobs are eligible. See [7] for a survey. For restricted machines not using
job migration Azar et al. give a lower bound of Ω(logm) in [3]. This bound holds even
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for the special case of unit sized jobs. [2] provides a survey on different models in load
balancing, in particular for machine restrictions and job reassignments.
For the specific model we consider Chaudhuri et al. present a lower bound in [6].
They show that any algorithm that is optimal in terms of competitiveness has to use
a job migration of Ω(logm). This bound holds even for unit-sized jobs, but in the
construction each job is eligible only to two machines. Awerbuch et al. [1] give an upper
bound of O(1) where O(logm) migration is used. However, they required the optimal
makespan to be Ω(logm). Westbrook [10] removed this assumption and gave the same
bounds on competitiveness and migration. Moreover both results hold only for unit-sized
jobs. For jobs of arbitrary size Awerbuch et al. [1] give a more general result that gives
a competitiveness of O(logm) using O(logm) migration.
2 The results
Let ε > 0 be a constant. It is well-known that the optimum makespan can be guessed
using a doubling technique, cf. [2], losing a factor 4 in competitiveness. More precisely,
if λ denotes the competitiveness of an online algorithm that knows the optimimum
makespan, then this can be transformed in a 4λ-competitive algorithm that is not given
this information. Therefore we can suppose that we know the optimal makespan denoted
by OPT . We study the following algorithm.
If there is an incoming job Jt
1. assign Jt to a machine Mj , such that j = argmin{`(j) Mj ∈ Et}
2. while there is a job Jt′ residing on a machine Mj and a machine Mj′ ∈ Et′ such
that `(j) ≥ `(j′) + (1 + ε)OPT
reassign Jt′ from Mj to Mj′ .
We can show the following results.
Lemma 1 For any ε > 0 the amortized migration of the algorithm is bounded by 3λ/ε,
where λ is the competitive ratio this algorithm achieves.
Theorem 2 The algorithm is O(log(m)/ log log(m))-competitive.
We also consider such special cases where we have some a priori information about
the possible set of machines which can be eligible for the jobs. We consider the problems
where there is hierarchy on the servers, and if a job can be assigned to a machine it
can be assigned to any machine which is on a higher level in the hierarchy. The online
hierarchical restricted assignment problem is considered in [4], where several more general
versions (fractional, temporary jobs) are also studied.
In the line structure the hierarchy forms a line. Formally, this means, if for some job
Jt we have Mj ∈ Et, then also M1, . . . ,Mj−1 ∈ Et. If we do not allow migration, then
the best known algorithm is e-competitive for the unit-sized case and this is provably
optimal. For jobs of arbitrary size the best known algorithm is e + 1-competitive. We
can prove the following results for the case of unit-sized jobs.
Theorem 3 There exists a 1-competitive algorithm which migrates at most one job after
the arrival of each job.
2
3 Further questions
The most important question is whether is possible to achieve a constant competitive
algorithm with constant migration in the case of unit sized jobs for the general machine
hierarchy case. On the other hand there are many questions concerning the special
machine hierarchies. We can consider the three hierarchy which is a generalization of
the line hierarchy. In the tree hierarchy, the machines form a rooted tree. If a job can
be assigned to a machine, then it can be also assigned to any of its ancestors in the tree.
In this case the best algorithms without migration are 4-competitive (unit sized jobs)
and 5-competitive (general jobs). We can also consider nested sets. Two eligible sets are
disjoint or one of them contains the other. In this case no better algorithm exists than
Ω(logm) without migration.
Acknowledgement The authors are grateful to Jiri Sgall for suggesting to study
the special cases of machine hierarchies.
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Competitive Algorithms from Competitive Equilibria:
Non-Clairvoyant Scheduling under Polyhedral Constraints ∗
Sungjin Im (Speaker) † Janardhan Kulkarni ‡ Kamesh Munagala §
1 Introduction
We introduce and study a general scheduling problem that we term the Packing Schedul-
ing problem (PSP). In this problem, jobs can have different arrival times and sizes; a
scheduler can process job j at rate xj , subject to an arbitrary packing polytope P over
the set of rates (x) of the outstanding jobs. The PSP framework captures a variety of
scheduling problems, including the classical problems of unrelated machines scheduling,
broadcast scheduling, and scheduling jobs of different parallelizability. It also captures
scheduling constraints arising in diverse modern environments ranging from individual
computer architectures to data centers. More concretely, PSP models multidimensional
resource requirements and parallelizability, as well as network bandwidth requirements
found in data center scheduling.
In this work, we design non-clairvoyant online algorithms for PSP and its special
cases – in this setting, the scheduler is unaware of the sizes of jobs. Our main result is
as follows.
Theorem 1 For the weighted completion time objective, there exists a O(1)-competitive
non-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm for PSP.
We show this result by a simple algorithm that has been widely studied in the context
of fairness in resource allocation, dating back to Nash. This is the Proportional Fairness
(PF) algorithm [8, 7, 4]. Let At denote the set of jobs alive at time t. At time t, the




wj log xj | x ∈ P

To develop intuition, let’s consider a special case of PSP, the multi-dimensional
scheduling. In this setting, each job j is associated with resource demand vector fj =
(fj1, fj2, ..., fjM ) so that it requires fjd amount of the d
th resource. At each time instant,
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the resources must be feasibly allocated among the jobs. If job j is allocated resource
vector (aj1, aj2, . . . , ajM ) where ajd ≤ fjd, it is processed at a rate that is determined by
its bottleneck resource, so that its rate is xj = mind(ajd/fjd). Put differently, the rate




xjfjd ≤ Rd ∀d ∈ [M ]; x ≤ 1; x ≥ 0
}
In this setting, the PF algorithm implements a competitive equilibrium on the jobs.
Resource d has price λd per unit quantity. Job j has budget wj , and sets its rate xj so




. The convex program optimum
guarantees that there exists a set of prices {λd} so that the market clears, meaning that
all resources with non-zero price are completely allocated.
In the same setting, when there is M = 1 dimension, the PF solution reduces to
Max-Min Fairness – the resource is allocated to all jobs at the same rate (so that the
increase in fjxj is the same), with jobs dropping out if xj = 1. Such a solution makes
the smallest allocation to any job as large as possible, and is fair in that sense. Viewed
this way, our result seems intuitive – a competitive non-clairvoyant algorithm needs to
behave similarly to round-robin (since it needs to hedge against unknown job sizes),
and the max-min fair algorithm implements this idea in a continuous sense. Therefore,
fairness seems to be a requirement for competitiveness. However this intuition can be
misleading – in a multi-dimensional setting, not all generalizations of max-min fairness
are competitive – in particular, the popular Dominant Resource Fair (DRF) allocation
and its variants [4] are ω(1) competitive. Therefore, though fairness is a requirement,
not all fair algorithms are competitive.
Multidimensional scheduling is not the only application where the “right” notion of
fairness is not clear. As discussed before, it is not obvious how to generalize the most
intuitively fair algorithm Round Robin (or Max-Min Fairness) to unrelated machine
scheduling – in [5], a couple of natural extensions of Round Robin are considered, and
are shown to be ω(1)-competitive for total weighted completion time. In hindsight,
fairness was also a key for development of online algorithms in broadcast scheduling [2].
Hence, we find the very existence of a unified, competitive, and fair algorithm for PSP
quite surprising!
We next consider the weighted flow time objective for PSP. We note that even for
classical single machine scheduling, any deterministic algorithm is ω(1)-competitive [1].
Further, in the unrelated machine setting, there is no online algorithm with a bounded
competitive ratio [3]. Hence to obtain positive results, we appeal to speed augmentation
which is a popular relaxation of the worst case analysis framework for online schedul-
ing [6]. Here, the online algorithm is given speed s ≥ 1, and is compared to an optimal
scheduler which is given a unit speed.
Theorem 2 For PSP, the PF algorithm is O(log n)-speed, O(log n)-competitive for min-
imizing the total weighted flow time. Furthermore, there exists an instance of PSP for
which no deterministic non-clairvoyant algorithm is O(n1−)-competitive for any con-
stant 0 <  < 1 with o(
√
log n)-speed.
We remain it as an open problem whether there is a O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive
(clairvoyant) algorithm for PSP for minimizing the total weighted flow time.
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1 Introduction
The price of anarchy measures the costs to society due to the selfishness of players.
More formally, it is a lower bound on the quality of any Nash equilibrium relative to
the quality of the global optimum. However, in particular games some Nash equilibria
are not realistic, therefore the price of anarchy (PoA) gives an overly pessimistic view.
Instead of assuming that all players choose their strategies simultaneously, we consider
games where players choose their strategies sequentially. The sequential price of anarchy
(SPoA) is then a lower bound on the quality of any subgame perfect equilibrium of
such a game relative to the quality of the global optimum. This idea was introduced
in a recent paper by Paes Leme, Syrgkanis, and Tardos [6], where they indeed give
examples where sequential decision making leads to better equilibria. We consider the
sequential price of anarchy for Linear atomic congestion games.
Formally, the input of an instance I ∈ I consists of a finite set of resources R, a
finite set of players N = {1, . . . , n}, and for each player i ∈ N a collection Ai of possible
actions Ai ⊆ R. We say a resource r ∈ R is chosen by player i if r ∈ Ai, where Ai is
the action chosen by player i. By A = (Ai)i∈N we denote a possible outcome, that is, a
complete profile of actions chosen by all players i ∈ N .
Each resource r ∈ R has a constant activation cost dr ≥ 0 and a variable cost
or weight wr ≥ 0 that expresses the fact that the resource gets more congested the
more players choose it. The total cost of resource r ∈ R, for some outcome A, is then
fr(A) = dr + wr · nr(A), where nr(A) denotes the number of players choosing resource
r in outcome A. Given outcome A, the total cost of all resources chosen by player i is
costi(A) =
∑
r∈Ai fr(A). Players aim to minimize their costs.
Note that this class of problems includes as special cases the celebrated network
routing games [7] as well as load balancing (singleton congestion) games [1, 5].
Pure Nash equilibria are outcomes (Ai)i∈N in which no player can decrease his costs
by unilaterally deviating from choosing Ai. The price of anarchy PoA [3], measures
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the quality of any Nash equilibrium relative to the quality of a globally optimal alloca-
tion, OPT . Here OPT is an outcome minimizing the total costs over all players. More






where N (I) denotes the set of all Nash equilibria for instance I. The price of anarchy
of a class of instances I is defined by PoA(I) = supI∈I PoA(I).
Our goal is to compare the quality of Nash equilibria to the quality of subgame
perfect equilibria of an extensive form game as introduced in [4, 8]. We assume that
the players choose their actions in an arbitrary, predefined order 1, 2, . . . , n, so that the
i-th player must choose his action Ai, observing the actions of players preceding i, but
of course not knowing the actions of the players succeeding him. A strategy Si then
specifies for player i the actions he chooses, one for each potential profile of actions
chosen by his predecessors 1, . . . , i− 1. We denote by S a strategy profile (Si)i∈N . The
outcome A = (Ai)i∈N of a game is then the set of actions chosen by each player resulting
from a given strategy profile S.
Subgame perfect equilibria, defined by Selten [8], are defined as strategy profiles that
induce Nash equilibria in any subgame. Analogous to (1), the sequential price of anarchy






where S(I) denotes the set of all subgame perfect equilibria of instance I in extensive
game form. The sequential price of anarchy of a class of instances I is defined as in
[6] by SPoA(I) = supI∈I SPoA(I). Throughout the paper, when the class of instances is
clear from the context, we write PoA and SPoA.
2 Results
In this section we give theorems and short descriptions of the methods we use to prove
them. For more extensive arguments for all theorems except for theorem 6, we refer you
to our conference paper [2].
Theorem 1 SPoA = 1.5 for atomic congestion games with two players and affine cost
functions.
We prove the theorem by considering only the relevant part of the game tree. Then,
using linear inequalities, which we derive from the properties of subgame perfect actions,
we lower bound the total cost in the subgame perfect equilibrium in terms of the total
cost in the social optimum.
Theorem 2 SPoA = 2 63488 ≈ 2.13 for atomic congestion games with three players and
affine cost functions.
We first use simple combinatorial arguments to argue that a worst case instance is
moderate in size. Then we prove the theorem by using a linear programming approach
which maximizes the SPoA over all instances.
2
Theorem 3 Asymptotically for n → ∞, SPoA ≥ 2 + 1e ≈ 2.37 for singleton atomic
congestion games with linear cost functions.
The proof is by a parametric set of lower bound instances.
Theorem 4 For singleton atomic congestion games with affine cost functions, SPoA ≤
n− 1.
We prove the theorem by contradiction.
Theorem 5 For symmetric singleton atomic congestion games with affine cost func-
tions, SPoA = 4/3.
We prove the theorem by showing that any SPE outcome of a sequential game is also
an NE outcome of the corresponding strategic game. The theorem then follows from
the fact that PoA = 4/3, as shown in [5], and a matching lower bound example.
Theorem 6 For n→∞, the SPoA is not bounded by any constant, even in the special
case of network routing games with symmetric players
The proof is by a parametric set of lower bound instances.
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General Caching Is Hard: Even with Small Pages
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1 Introduction
Caching (also known as uniform caching or paging) is a classical problem in the area
of online algorithms and has been studied since 1960s. It models a two-level memory
system: There is the fast memory of size C (the cache) and a slow but large main
memory where all data reside. The problem instance comprises a sequence of requests,
each demanding a page from the main memory. No cost is incurred if the requested page
is present in the cache (a cache hit). If the requested page is not present in the cache
(a cache fault), the page must be loaded at the fault cost of one; some page must be
evicted to make space for the new one when there are already C pages in the cache. The
natural objective is to evict pages in such a way that the total fault cost is minimized.
In 1990s, with the advent of World Wide Web, a generalized variant called file caching
or simply general caching was studied [5, 6]. In this setting, each page p has its size(p)
and cost(p). It costs cost(p) to load this page into the cache and the page occupies
size(p) units of memory there. Uniform caching is the special case satisfying size(p) =
cost(p) = 1 for every page p. Other important cases of this general model are
• the cost model (also known as weighted caching) where size(p) = 1 for every page;
• the bit model where cost(p) = size(p) for every page;
• the fault model where cost(p) = 1 for every page.
In our work, we consider the problem of finding the optimal service in the oﬄine
variant of the problem where the whole request sequence is known in advance.
Uniform caching is solvable in polynomial time with a natural algorithm known as
Belady’s rule [2]. Caching in the cost model is a special case of the k-server problem and
is also solvable in polynomial time [3]. In late 1990s, the weak NP-hardness of the bit
model was known and the questions whether caching in the fault model is NP-hard and
whether general caching is strongly NP-hard were raised [1].
These questions remained unanswered until 2010 when Chrobak et al. [4] showed
not only that general caching is strongly NP-hard, but also that it is strongly NP-hard
already in the case of the fault model as well as in the case of the bit model. However,
pages of arbitrary sizes are used (e.g. as big as half of the cache) in the hardness proofs.
In real-life problems, pages are likely to be small in comparison with the size of the
cache. We strengthen the hardness results to cover these situations as well.
Theorem 1 General is strongly NP-hard, even in the case when the page sizes are
limited to {1, 2, 3}, in the fault model as well as in the bit model.
∗E-mails: folwar@iuuk.mff.cuni.cz and sgall@iuuk.mff.cuni.cz. Address: Computer Science
Institute, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Malostranske´ na´meˇst´ı 25, CZ-11800
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Caching, as described so far, requires the service to load the requested page when
a fault occurs (caching under the forced policy). Allowing the service just to pay the
fault cost and leave the page outside the cache gives us another useful variant of caching
(the optional policy). Our result holds under either of the policies.
Chrobak et al. proved the hardness in the fault model using a reduction from an
interval scheduling (or packing) problem: Each interval has its weight assigned and the
objective is to choose a set of intervals of the maximum cardinality such that each point
is contained in intervals of the total weight at most C. In fact, our proof can be regarded
as a proof of the strong NP-hardness of this interval scheduling problem.
Complexity status of general caching with page sizes restricted to {1, 2} remains an
interesting open problem and leads to two natural questions: Can caching with page
sizes {1, 2} be solved in polynomial time, at least in the bit or fault model? Is caching
with page sizes {1, 2} (strongly) NP-hard, at least with general weights?
2 The reduction
The key ideas of our reduction (in the case of the fault model) are presented in this
section. First, we consider the optional policy. We reduce the independent set to caching
in the fault model with pages of sizes {1, 2, 3}. Suppose we have a graph G = (V,E)
with n nodes and m edges. There are n phases in the request sequence, one for each
vertex. Each vertex v has its associated page pv of size one; pv is requested exactly twice
during the request sequence, at the beginning and at the end of the v-phase.
We want the size of the maximum independent set to be equal to the number of
faults saved by these vertex-pages in the optimal service. To do this, there are H groups
of pages associated with each edge. In each group, there are two pages of size three, α
and β, and four pages of size two, a¯, a, b¯ and b. There are 4H blocks associated with
each edge, 2H of them in each phase associated with a vertex incident to this edge.
The cache size is 2mH+1. In each block, all edges are processed in a fixed order. For
each edge, a set of pages is requested according to a given scheme (a precise definition
is omitted here). Requests on pages associated with one edge are depicted in Figure 1;
each row corresponds to a block and the order of requests goes from top to bottom.
Blocks B1, . . . , B12 are the blocks associated with this edge.
The ordering of requests is designed in such a way that for sufficiently large H we
are able to prove that for each edge, there is a block where one of its α-pages or β-pages
is cached together with other mH − 1 pages of size two. Therefore, the cache is full
in this case and the vertex-page corresponding to the current phase cannot be cached.
This ensures that the set we obtain is indeed independent.
We also note that when the weights of the vertex-pages are set to 1/(n+ 1), we are
able to prove the strong NP-hardness using only H = 1. This way we obtain a short
proof of the strong NP-hardness for general caching.
To obtain the hardness result also for the forced model, we reduce caching in the
optional fault model to the forced model as follows: We take the instance for the optional
policy, increase the cache size by three and after each request we insert a request on
a new page of size three (different for each request). Forced policy on this new instance
simulates the optional behavior on the original one and so the optimal fault cost on the
original pages is the same in both instances.
2
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Figure 1: Requests on pages associated with one edge when H = 3.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider an hotel booking management problem motivated by the
following situation. Consider an hotel with m rooms. Suppose that the booking manage-
ment system already accepted nr future reservations (where each reservation rl requires
one room between a starting time s(rl) and an end date d(rl)), i.e. the system attributed
a room for each reservation, without overlap. Now, suppose that nt new reservations are
submitted. Our objective in this paper is to accept these nt reservations while maximizing
the size of the minimum idle period (where an idle period is an unoccupied room).
For example, consider the case where m = 2, nr = 3, s(r1) = 0, d(r1) = 1, s(r2) = 0,
d(r2) = 2, s(r3) = 0, d(r3) = 0, r1 and r3 are booked in room 1, and r2 in room 0.
Suppose now that three new reservations are submitted: s(r4) = 2, d(r4) = 3, s(r5) = 4,
d(r5) = 5, s(r6) = 5, d(r6) = 6. In this case, we consider that booking r4 and r6 in
room 0 and r5 in room 1 is better than booking r4 in room 1 and r5, and r6 in room 0.
Thus, the idea of this objective function is to avoid fragmented schedules with a lot of
small idle periods that could be hard to fill with future reservations.








(a) First Scenario: min idle interval = 2






(b) Second Scenario: min idle interval = 1
Figure 1: Different possible scenarios
1.1 Problem formalization
Let us now define formally the previous problem.
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Optimization Problem 1 Max Min Idle
Input: The number of machines m, a set of nt tasks T = {t1, . . . , tnt} and a set
of nr reservations R = {r1, . . . , rnr}, function s : E = R ∪ T 7→ N which
describes the starting times of events, a function p : E = R ∪ T 7→ N+
which describes the processing time of the events, and a function σ : R 7→
{1, . . . ,m} which gives the machine on which each reservation is scheduled.
Output: A feasible extension of σ to E, i.e. determinate a machine for each task so
that there is no overlap between any pair of event (we say that two events
e1 and e2 of E overlap iff σ(e1) = σ(e2) and s(e1) < s(e2) < s(e1) + p(e1)),
that minimizes the size of the smallest hole, where a hole is an interval of
idle time on a machine.
Notice that as stated above, the Max Min Idle problem is not correctly defined.
Indeed, the output requires to schedule all the tasks T , but deciding if all the tasks T can
be scheduled corresponds exactly to the Basic Interval Scheduling With Machine
Availabilities, and is proved to be NP-hard in [3]. Thus, from now on we only consider
the unit version (named Unit Max Min Idle), where p(e) = 1 for any e ∈ E , and we
suppose that ∀t, |{e ∈ E such that s(e) = t}| ≤ m, implying that all events can be
scheduled. Finally, we also define a special case called Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle
problem where two events cannot be adjacent, i.e. ∀ (e1, e2) ∈ E2, d(e1) 6= s(e2).
For any p ∈ N, we will denote by Unit Max Min Idle(p) (resp. Disjoint Unit
Max Min Idle(p)) the problem of deciding if the optimal value is a least p.
2 Complexity and approximation results
All our results concern Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle.
Negative result
Let us denote by Precol-Ext-Int (resp. Precol-Ext-Intc) the problem of precol-
oring extension on a proper interval graph (resp. where all intervals have length exactly
c ∈ N).
We show that deciding an instance of Precol-Ext-Intc (which has been proved to
be NP-hard by [2] when there is no constraint on c) reduces to deciding an instance of
Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle(c). This implies of course that Disjoint Unit Max
Min Idle is NP-hard as well. Consequently, any improvement of the reduction of [2]
showing that Precol-Ext-Intc0 remains NP-hard even for a constant c0 would imply
that there is no PTAS for Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle.
Positive results
Let us start with exact results. Notice first that it is easy to see that Disjoint Unit
Max Min Idle is polynomial for fixed m, using for example a dynamic programming
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algorithm that parses the input from time 0 to +∞ and memorizes at each time the size
of the current idle interval for every machine. However, we can even get that Disjoint
Unit Max Min Idle is fixed parameter tractable when parameterized by m using a
reduction from Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle(p) to Precol-Ext-Intp+1, which is
proved in [1] to FPT when parameterized by k (the total number of colors) and the
treewidth of the graph.
Concerning approximation, we provide a greedy algorithm with constant ratio for
Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle. A simple example shows that this ratio is tight and
that no online algorithm can provide a better ratio.
Moreover, toward getting a PTAS (which is still open), we also consider a classical
following rounding strategy. Let us first define the notion of regularity we target.
Definition 1 (k-regular instance) Given an integer k, we say that an instance of
Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle is k−regular iff ∀e ∈ E , s(e) ≡ 0 (mod k).
Then, as claimed in the next lemma, we can round the instance while controlling the
value of the optimum solution.
Lemma 2 Given an integer ω and a positive instance I of Disjoint Unit Max Min
Idle(ω), then ∀ 0 < ε < 12 , we can construct a dεωe-regular instance I ′, that is positive
for integer ω′ = bω(1− 2ε)c.
Finally, as it is possible to reduce a dεωe-regular instance to an instance of
PRECOL − EXT − INTO( 1

), we get the following result (the second item is only a
restatement of the previous remark about the negative results).
Theorem 3
• if ∀ fixed c, PRECOL − EXT − INTc is polynomial, then there is a PTAS for
Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle
• if ∃c0 such that PRECOL − EXT − INTc0 is NP-hard, then there is no PTAS
unless P=NP for Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle
In conclusion, we see that the approximability of Disjoint Unit Max Min Idle
is completely determined by PRECOL-EXT-INT. As it seems that the reduction of [2]
cannot be easily adapted to a fixed c0, and that PRECOL-EXT-INT(c) is polynomial
for c ≤ 2, we conjecture that PRECOL− EXT − INTc is polynomial for any fixed c.
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Approximation for scheduling on uniform processors with at
most one downtime on each machine
Liliana Grigoriu (Speaker) ∗ Donald K. Friesen †
1 Introduction
We consider the problem of non-preemptively scheduling a set of independent tasks on
uniform processors, with at most one period of unavailability on each machine, in order
to minimize the maximum completion time. We present a Multifit-based algorithm,
LMULTIFIT, the schedules of which end within 1.5 times the optimal maximum com-
pletion time or 1.5 times the latest end of a downtime when scheduling on uniform
processors with at most one downtime on each machine. Even for same-speed proces-
sors, when there is at most one downtime on each machine, it is NP-hard to obtain a
schedule that ends within less than 1.5 times the end of the optimal schedule or within
1.5 times the latest end of a downtime[8].
For the special case when all unavailability periods are at the beginning at the sched-
ule, the schedules of our algorithm end within 1.382 times the end of an optimal schedule.
For the problem with same-speed processors, when there is at most one downtime on
each machine, an LPT-based algorithm the schedules of which end within the mentioned
bound was given in [5]. A Multifit-based algorithm which achieves this bound when there
are at most two downtimes on each machine was given in [4].
Given that all downtimes could be infinite, the NP-hardness of multiprocessor
scheduling results in the NP-hardness of the problem of finding a schedule that ends
within a multiple of the time needed by the optimal schedule, unless assumptions about
the downtimes are made.
In [8] Scharbrodt et al. give a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the problem
of scheduling with “fixed” jobs, that is, jobs that have to execute at certain predefined
times. These are equivalent to downtimes, except that the optimal schedule also needs
to execute them. The approximation scheme is for minimizing the makespan of the
schedule for all the jobs, it does not consider the number of processors as a part of the
input, and there can be more than one fixed job on one machine.
2 A MULTIFIT variant
A problem instance is given by a tuple (P, T, s : P → Q, r : P → N, d : P → N, l : T →
N). N represents the set of natural numbers, while Q is the set of rational numbers.
∗
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Here, P is a set of processors, T is a set of tasks, and l(X) denotes the length of a task
X, or the time needed to execute the task on the slowest processor. For each processor
p ∈ P , d(p) and r(p) denote the start and respectively the end of the downtime of p,
and s(p) is the speed factor of p, meaning that the time a task X takes to execute on p
is l(X)
s(p) . Given a problem instance (P, T, s, r, d, l) and suitably chosen upper and lower
bounds for the schedule’s duration (for example the sum of task lengths added to the
earliest end of a downtime and 0), our algorithm works as follows:
LMULTIFIT(ǫ, upper bound, lower bound) {
(1) Order all tasks in nonincreasing order of their lengths;
(2) if (upper bound − lower bound < ǫ) return the saved best schedule;
(3) Set schedule deadline at b = upper bound+lower bound2 ;
(4) for all p ∈ P determine the length of each time slot on p by multiplying its duration
with s(p): prep = min(b, d(p)) ∗ s(p) and postp = max(0, (b− r(p)) ∗ s(p));
(5) Order all time slots prep and postp with p ∈ P in nondecreasing order of their
lengths as determined in step (4) and record them in an array TS[1..2|P |];
(6) Execute the FFD algorithm: assign tasks in nonincreasing order of their lengths in
the first time slot in TS in which they fit (together with the already assigned tasks);
(7) if all tasks were scheduled {
Save the schedule to a variable representing the best schedule found so far;
Set upper bound = b and loop back to step (2);
}
Set lower bound = b and loop back to step (2);
}
When ǫ is chosen to be small enough the schedules returned by this algorithm are within
1.5 times the end of an optimal schedule or 1.5 times the latest end of a downtime.
When used for the special case of non-simultaneous uniform processors, that is, when
all periods of unavailability are at the beginning of the schedule, this algorithm has
a worst-case approximation bound equal to the worst-case approximation bound for
uniform processors (with simultaneous processing start times), which is currently known
to be at most 1.382 [2]. For the special case of non-simultaneous same-speed processors
the exact worst-case approximation ratio of MULTIFIT has been recently shown to be
24/19 [7].
The time complexity of our algorithm when there is at most one period of unavail-
ability on each machine is O(n logn+ log(ub−lb
ǫ
)nm), as there are log(ub−lb
ǫ
) repetitions
of the MULTIFIT loop, and since the task ordering takes O(n logn) time in step (1),
the ordering of time slots takes O(m logm) time, and assigning of tasks to time slots
takes O(nm) time. Here, we assumed that n ≥ logm, which should be the case for all
instances of interest. Considering that the steps within the loop are repeated a constant
number of times results in a time complexity of O(n logn+ nm).
3 Proving the worst-case bounds
While proving the upper bound results we used several argument types. We used the
well-known method of assuming that there exists a minimal counterexample, that is, a
problem instance for which our algorithm’s schedule does not obey the upper bound to
be proved, with a minimal number of processors, of tasks, of downtimes that do not
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start at the beginning of the schedule, and with minimal task lengths (if in a minimal
counterexample a task length is reduced the resulting instance is not a counterexample).
A minimal counterexample exists whenever there is a counterexample, thus showing that
it does not exist proved our theorems.
We also used the concept of a compensating processor, that is, a processor the optimal
schedule of which has tasks with a greater total length (sum of task lengths) than those
in the schedule produced by our algorithm, when our algorithm did not schedule the
smallest task. In a minimal counterexample, when FFD fails to successfully schedule
all tasks for a deadline d ≥ b ∗ opt (where b is the bound to be proved), it produces a
schedule containing all tasks except the smallest task. Here, opt stands for the maximum
among the end of the optimal schedule and the latest end of a downtime. When such a
FFD schedule is considered, a compensating processor exists, since the optimal schedule
must include all tasks. Together with other properties of a minimal counterexample,
the existence of a compensating processor in the described situation allowed us to prove
upper bounds by contradiction. Weighing arguments were also used.
Proving that bounds for simultaneous uniform processors also apply to our variant
of MULTIFIT for nonsimultaneous uniform processors involved showing that the worst-
case approximation bounds in the first case also hold for our slightly more general variant
of the algorithm. As opposed to previous MULTIFIT variants, our algorithm does not
have the upper and lower bounds wired into its statements, but they can be passed on
by the user as parameters. This property was required as an essential part of the proof.
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Model and decomposition algorithm for scheduling the
bottling operations line of a large winery
Alejandro F. Mac Cawley (Speaker) ∗
1 Introduction
In large wineries, it is normal to find a large number of different Stock Keeping Units
(SKUs), that need to be bottled in a given planning period. The number of SKUs is due
to the different varieties (Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay,
etc.), qualities of wine (varietal, reserve); bottle type, size, and label that a winery has
in its portfolio. The number of combinations can be in the order of 200, which can be
scheduled over multiple different bottling lines.
Typical efficiency of a wine bottling line, measured as the effective productive time
versus the total available time, is in the 50% to 80% range [4]. This is due to the different
types of machine setups, the number of SKUs and the constant changes in the schedules.
A large amount of the non-productive time is spent on set-ups, when the line is stopped
to perform configuration changes to process the next SKU. These setups can be divided
into two groups: major setups, which involve a change in the type of bottle in which the
wine is being bottled, and minor setups, which involve changes in the color of wine, box
or the label. The minor setup changes, such as changing the color of the wine is path
dependent on what was previously processed. The dependency is due to the fact that if
the line starts bottling red wine and changes to white wine, the line must be thoroughly
cleaned to avoid contamination of the new product. Otherwise the first batch of the
bottling will be a rose wine instead of a white.
In this research we developed a new formulation of the General Lot Sizing and
Scheduling Problem for Parallel production Lines (GLSPPL) with sequence dependent
setup time that takes into account the particularities of the bottling problem. The pro-
posed formulation is based on the previous work by Fleischmann and Meyr [3], later
modified by Meyr [5] to capture sequence dependent times, and finally, it was expanded
to capture multiple lines [6]. The model also incorporates particular aspects of the wine
bottling problem such as: major/minor setups, sequence dependent setup times, crew-
ing limitations and finally, sanitation and traceability constraints. Since the GLSPPL
is an NP-Hard problem [1], this makes it a good candidate for the development and
implementation of an optimization heuristic. We propose a decomposition algorithm
that produces good solutions within a reasonable time-frame. Finally, using a bicrite-
ria approach, previously used by Ehrgott and Ryan [2], we introduce a robust schedule
approach.
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2 Results and Extensions
Comparing our results with the executed bottling plans of a large winery, we observed
on average, total cost reductions of 27% for large instances (1 month planing horizon)
when compared with the implemented bottling plans. The cost reductions originate from
reductions in the required set-up times and the inventory levels. The model has been
validated with two large wineries and is currently being implemented in one.
The proposed solution method uses the structure of the problem by taking advantage
of the existence of major and minor set-ups, decomposing the solution process in a two
step iteration process. The first step optimizes the lot-size and sequence at an aggregate
family level performing an assignment of the production shifts to a specific family of
bottle. In a second stage, using the previous shift family assignment, we optimize at
the SKU level a lot sizing and scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times.
This solution method was tested in real life size instances and compared with the full
monolithic model.
Our computational tests show that for real size instances, the decomposition ap-
proach produces solutions, with an acceptable optimal gap, in running times that range
from 300 to 600 seconds. This running times can be reduced significantly if the algorithm
is executed in parallel on multi-threaded computers, reductions of 5% to 60% have been
reported for the parallel execution.
Finally, we present two mechanism to add robustness into the model. This is per-
formed by adding constraints that force the model to produce a percentage of the demand
at an early stage and also keep some production capacity idle in a rolling horizon. The
addition of these constraints did not add significant running time into the model and
could be solved with an acceptable optimal gap. The introduction of the robustness
constraints produced an increment of 3% to 12% in the total costs. When the solu-
tions were presented to the decision makers, they indicated that the benefit obtained
by adding robustness outperformed the cost increment and they would implement the
proposed robustness in their production process.
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Fixed sequence integrated production and routing problems
Azeddine Cheref ∗ Alessandro Agnetis † Christian Artigues ‡
Jean-Charles Billaut §
1 Introduction
The problem considered in this paper can be described as follows. A set of n jobs
must be produced by a single machine and then delivered by a single vehicle.. Each
job j requires a certain processing time pj on a the machine, and must be delivered
after its completion to the location j. We denote by tij the transportation time from
destination i to destination j. We use M to denote the depot (manufacturer) and we
assume that transportation times are symmetric and satisfy the triangle inequality. The
set of jobs delivered during a single round trip constitutes a batch. The vehicle has a
capacity c which is the maximum number of jobs it can load and hence deliver in a round
trip. These models for coordinating production and delivery schedules have been largely
analyzed and reviewed by Chen [2], who proposed a detailed classification scheme. In
this paper the production sequence is fixed and the jobs must be delivered in the order
in which they are released, hence a production sequence also specifies the sequence in
which the customers have to be reached. Since the production sequence is given, the
problem consists in determining a partition of all jobs into batches, and each batch will
then be routed according to the manufacturing sequence.
The performance measures we consider in this paper (denoted f) is the total delivery
time, i.e., f =
∑n
j=1 Dj , where Dj is the time at which the job j = 1, . . . , n is delivered
at its destination.
Li et al [1] proved the NP-hardness of the general problem in which the sequence
is not fixed and has to be decided. In this paper we show that the problem (denoted
P ) is already NP-hard when the sequence is fixed and we deal with the special case in
which all distances tij are identical. For this special case, we show that the problem can
be efficiently solved. Finally, we briefly enounce additional results. Detailed proofs are
given in [4].
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2 Complexity
For our purposes, we introduce the Even-Odd Partition (EOP) problem. Given a set
of n pairs of positive integers (a1, b1), (a2, b2), . . . , (an, bn), in which, for each i, ai > bi.
Letting K =
∑n





i∈S¯ bi = K/2 ? EOP is proved NP-hard in the ordinary sense by
Garey et al [3]. We will actually use a slightly modified version of the problem which
remains equivalent to (EOP).
Modified Even-Odd Partition (MEOP). A set of n pairs of positive integers
(a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn) is given, in which, for each i, ai > bi. Letting Q =
∑n
i=1(ai − bi), is
there a partition (S, S¯) of the index set I = {1, 2, . . . , n} such that ∑i∈S(ai−bi) = Q/2?
Theorem 1. P (
∑n
j=1 Dj) is NP-hard.
Proof (Sketch). Given an instance of MEOP, we build an instance of P as follows.
There are 3n + 3 jobs. The processing times of the jobs are defined as follows: p1 =
p2 = p3 = p3n+2 = p3n+3 = 0, p3n+1 = 4xn + bn + Q/2 and for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
p3i+1 = 4xi + bi − 2, p3i+2 = 1 and p3i+3 = 1. Where the xi are defined as xi =
(3ai − 2bi + 3(n− i)(ai − bi))/2 for all i = 1, . . . , n and xn+1 = 0.
In the following, we refer to the set of jobs (3(i− 1) + 1, 3(i− 1) + 2, 3i), i = 1, . . . , n,
as the triple Ti. For what concerns the travel times, we let:
tM,3(i−1)+1 = t3(i−1)+1,M = tM,3(i−1)+2 = t3(i−1)+2,M = tM,3i = t3i,M = xi ∀i = 1, . . . , n
t3(i−1)+1,3(i−1)+2 = ai, t3(i−1)+2,3i = bi, t3i,3i+1 = xi + xi+1 ∀i = 1, . . . , n
tM,3n+1 = t3n+1,M = tM,3n+2 = t3n+2,M = tM,3n+3 = t3n+1,3n+2 = t3n+2,3n+3 = 0
Finally, vehicle capacity is c = 2. The problem consists in determining whether a




(3C3i + 7xi + bi) + C3n+1 + C3n+2 + C3n+3 −Q/2. (1)
Then we use the following Lemma.
Lemma 2. If a schedule satisfying (1) exists, then there exists one satisfying the follow-
ing property: for all i = 1, . . . , n + 1, jobs 3i and 3i + 1 are NOT in the same batch.
Proof (omitted)
Since the schedule satisfies Lemma 2 and c = 2, for each triple Ti, i = 1, . . . , n, there are
exactly two batches, and only two possibilities (see Figure 1), namely:
• option A: the first batch is {3(i− 1) + 1, 3(i− 1) + 2} and the second is {3i}.
• option B : the first batch is {3(i− 1) + 1} and the second is {3(i− 1) + 2, 3i}




















Figure 1: Round trips with options A or B.
From there, one can see that a schedule of value f∗ exists if and only if EOP is a
yes-instance.
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3 A special case: constant travel times
In this section we address the special case in which all travel times are identical. We start
by analyzing some properties of the optimal solution then we give polynomial solution
algorithm.
Clearly, every time the vehicle is back at the depot, it can either (i) restart imme-
diately with a new batch consisting of jobs already completed, or (ii) it can wait for
the completion of some jobs to be delivered. Suppose that a vehicle that departed at
time t returns at the depot, and starts again at a certain time t′. Let J be the set of
jobs released between t and t′ (extremes included). The round trip starting at time t′ is
called maximal if either (i) the batch contains c jobs of J , or (ii) it contains all jobs of
J . The next proposition gives a key feature of the optimal solutions.
Proposition 3. There exists an optimal solution in which all round trips are maximal.
Proof (omitted)
Theorem 4. Problem P with constant travel times can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof (Sketch). Following Li et al [1], we call NSS (non stop shipment) a sequence of
consecutive round trips during which the vehicle is never waiting at the depot, followed
by a waiting time. We denote by [i, j] an NSS starting at time Ci (hence, i is the last job
of the first round trip of the NSS) and ending before Cj (when another NSS will start).
Starting from the proposition 3, we can construct in polynomial time our [i, j] for all
i < j. Note that, the last trip of [i, j] contains a maximum number of jobs in order to
finish the trip before Cj . We denote by f(j) the following value of the optimal solution
of the problem restricted to the first j jobs. Then, we have that recursive formula:
f(j) = min∀i<j{f(i) + Fij}, where Fij =
∑j
k=i+1 Dk and [i, j] an NSS.
We also prove that the preemptive case in NP-hard. We study also the case where
there is a fixed number of different locations. We propose pseudo-polynomial algorithms
for the general case.
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Heuristics for a rich tour scheduling problem in retail
Matthieu Ge´rard (Speaker) ∗ Franc¸ois Clautiaux † Ruslan Sadykov ‡
1 Introduction
We address a multi-activity tour scheduling problem with time varying demand. The
planning horizon is discretised in a set T of consecutive time periods of equal length (15
minutes) over a week of 7 days. The objective is to compute a valid team schedule for
a fixed roster of heterogenous employees E in order to minimize the costs of over and
under coverage of the set A of different production activity demands.
A feasible solution has a hierarchical structure (Figure 1): A team schedule consists
of a set of |E| valid individual plannings. An individual planning for an employee is a set
of successive day-shifts and days-off. Two consecutive day-shifts are separated by a rest
break. A day-shift consists of one timeslot or two timeslots separated by a lunch break.
A day-off represents a special day when an employee does not work. A timeslot is a non-
empty sequence of tasks where different activities are carried out without interruption.
Two consecutive tasks cannot be related to the same activity. A task is the performance
of an activity over contiguous time periods. An activity can be either a production
activity ∈ A (related to work demands) or a pause ∈ P (related to a pause policy).
We take into account constraints that we have encountered in retail real-life customer
contexts. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to combine days-
off scheduling, shift scheduling, shift assignment, activity assignment, pause and lunch
break assignment.
Each employee has his own set of planning constraints and each constraint has its own
parameters. Different activities can be performed successively during the same timeslot
depending on the employee’s skills. Lunch breaks and pauses are flexible. At each level
of the team schedule hierarchy, different bounded constraints have to be satisfied: the
duration, the beginning and finishing time, the number of entities.
The work demand DEa,t (∀a ∈ A,∀t ∈ T ) is given for each 15 minutes period.
Satisfying exactly the demand is not possible in most cases : thus, under/over coverages
costs arise. The piecewise linear cost function distinguishes over-coverage (resp. under-
coverage) from critical over-coverage (resp. under-coverage).
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Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of a team schedule - Nested dynamic programming
segmentation.
2 Solving methods
To solve this problem, four methods have been developed : a compact linear Mixed
Integer Programming model, a branch-and-price like approach with a nested dynamic
program to solve heuristically the subproblems, a diving heuristic and a greedy heuristic
based on our subproblem solver.
The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is well adapted to our scheduling problem, since
it consists of disjoint subproblems (one per employee) that are linked by demand con-
straints. In the resulting column generation method, the subproblem for given employee
consists in designing a valid individual planning respecting the specific set of constraints
of the employee, but disregarding the requirements dealing with the others plannings.
The master problem combines the employee’s plannings (columns) to minimize the total
cost of over-coverage and under-coverage.
The subproblem for each employee can be formulated as a resource-constrained short-
est path problem (RCSPP). However, the applications of state-of-the-art methods to
this problem (see recent works of [1, 2, 3]) are not able to compute feasible solutions
in admissible time. In fact, the specific structure of our problem leads to the follow-
ing observations. There are a large number of resource constraints, but only a subset
of them are active at a given node. Due to the hierarchical structure of the planning,
many paths share the identical subpaths: for instance, the best day-shift for a given
day is likely to be used in many non-dominated partial solutions. This led us to design
an alternative more efficient heuristical approach based on a nested dynamic program
(Figure 1). The column generation method might results in non-integer solution. To get
a integer solution, we use a branch-and-price like approach where subproblem is solved
heuristically.
For an industrial use, a fast diving heuristic has been designed based on the branch-
and-price like approach (see [4]) to find a good solution with a given time limitation
in minutes. However, when the time limit is set to a handful of seconds, the diving
heuristic may not be able to terminate. In this case, a simple greedy heuristic based on
the pricing subproblem is used to fastly find good solutions.
3 Results
The computational results, based on both real and generated tests instances, demon-
strate that our methods are able to provide good quality solutions in a short computing
time (Table 2). The greedy heuristic is able to find a good solution in few second. The
diving heuristic is nearly optimal in few minutes of calculation (tested with time limita-
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Value |E| |A| greedy dive120 dive1800 B&P compact LBLarg
dst3 10 1 260 260 260 260 260 260
dst6 10 1 497 440 440 440 440 440
dst10 25 3 593 373 286 286 T 8395 T 220
dst11 25 3 540 540 540 540 540 540
dst15 40 5 709 586 580 580 589 T 580
dst18 40 5 1515 1350 1227 1215 M - 1206
kjdsfhdslkjqgdjlk
Time |E| |A| greedy dive120 dive1800 B&P compact col. gen.
dst3 10 1 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.6 4.3 0.6
dst6 10 1 0.3 5 4.1 1.2 35 1.2
dst10 25 3 0.9 126 1674 T T 103
dst11 25 3 0.5 1.9 1.2 1.8 2493 1.7
dst15 40 5 0.9 117.3 119 9.3 T 9.3
dst18 40 5 1.5 136 1385 M T 51.3
Figure 2: Solution values and running time (in seconds) with the different methods.
”T”: branch-and-price heuristic and MIP solver did not terminate after 24 hours. In
this case, the solution value is the best one found; ”-”: MIP solver did not find any
feasible solution within the time limit ; ”M”: branch-and-price algorithm failed due to
memory issues.
tions of 120 and 1800 seconds): better results may be obtained if the time limitation is
longer. Due to time limitation (24h) or memory limitations (4GB), the branch-and-price
like approach may not converge and sometimes does not improve the initial solution.
Similarly, the compact method has difficulties even in finding a feasible solution. Our
algorithms are now embedded in a commercial software, which is already in use in a
mini-mart company.
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1 Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the studies that our team has been conducting on the
links between various scheduling problems and submodular optimization; see, e.g., [8].
Here we address the following speed scaling problem (SSP). The jobs of set N =
f1; 2; : : : ; ng have to be processed either on a single machine M1 or on parallel machines
M1;M2; : : : ;Mm, where m  2. Each job j 2 N is given a release date r(j), before which
it is not available, and a deadline d(j), by which its processing must be completed, and
its processing volume or size w(j). The value of w (j) can be understood as the actual
processing time of job j, provided that the speed s(j) of its processing is set equal to
1. In the processing of any job, preemption is allowed, so that the processing can be
interrupted on any machine at any time and resumed later, possibly on another machine
(in the case of parallel machines). The jobs are to be allocated to the machines in such
a way that no job is processed on more than one machine at a time, and a machine
processes at most one job at a time.
The actual processing time p(j) of a job j 2 N depends on the speed of the processor
which may change over time. In the SSP literature, the power consumption of a machine
operating at speed s is proportional to s3, or in general is described by a convex non-
decreasing function f(s). Notice that practically all prior publications on SSP focus
on the situations when the function f (s) is the same for all jobs. Practitioners have
recently started to include in their models more realistic features of the speed scaling
e¤ects, which call for job-dependent cost functions fj (s); see, e.g., [2].
Given a schedule with a specied allocation of jobs to machines and xed time
intervals for processing jobs or their parts, the energy is calculated as power integrated
over time. If the function f is job-independent, then due to its convexity the power
is minimized if each job j is processed with a xed speed s (j)  1, which does not
change during the whole processing; see, e.g., [1]. This property also holds if energy
consumption functions are di¤erent for di¤erent jobs. Thus, the actual processing time
of job j is equal to p(j) = w (j) =s (j) and the total cost of processing job j is equal to
shioura@dais.is.tohoku.ac.jp. Graduate School of Information Sciences, Tohoku University,
Sendai 980-8579, Japan
yN.Shakhlevich@leeds.ac.uk. School of Computing, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.
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w(j)fj (s (j)) =s (j), where fj (s (j)) is the cost of keeping the processing speed of job j
to be equal to s (j) for one time unit; each function is convex non-decreasing.
In the SSP, the goal is nd an assignment of speeds to jobs such that (i) the energy
consumption is minimized, and (ii) a feasible schedule (with no job j processed outside
the time interval [r(j); d(j)]) exists.




w(j)fj (s (j)) =s (j) ; (1)




w(j)f (s (j)) =s (j) ; (2)
where the speed cost function f is a convex function, common to all jobs.
The paper [9] by Yao et al. provides a fundamental algorithmic technique for speed





has recently been reduced to O(n2); see [7]. For parallel machines,
the best strongly polynomial-time algorithm to minimize (2) is due to [1]; it requires
O(n2h(n)) time, where h(n) is the time complexity for computing the maximum ow in
a layered graph with O(n) vertices.
In this work we report on the development of a unied framework that allows handling
problems of minimizing a more general function (1) by submodular methods. This results
into several algorithms that are faster than those previously known for special cases.
2 Approaches to Solving SSP
Rewrite the problem to minimize function F of the form (1) with the decision variables
p (j) = w (j) =s (j), where p (j) is understood as an actual duration of job j 2 N . The










We reduce the problem to a min-cost max-ow problem with a separable convex
nonlinear objective function in a special bipartite network G with a single source and a
single sink.
It is known (see, e.g., [3, Section 2.2]) that the values of a feasible ow on the arcs
of G that leave the source form a polymatroid polyhedron, and this allows us to handle
the range of problems by submodular optimization techniques.




p (j) f (w (j) =p (j)) ; (4)
where f is a convex function, common to all jobs. A non-trivial result proved in [6]





w(j) : This allows us to reduce the original problem to the parametric ow problem





If the functions fj are job-dependent, we adopt a decomposition algorithm by Fu-
jishige [3] that minimizes a non-linear separable convex function over a base polyhedron.
The most time consuming parts of any of n iterations of the decomposition process are
(i) solving a relaxed problem (a so-called simple resource allocation problem) of mini-
mizing function (3) over a simplied base polyhedron, followed by
(ii) nding a so-called tight set, which denes how the problem at hand is decomposed
into two subproblems.
In the case of parallel machines, we use network ow techniques to show that each










In the case of a single machine, the implementation of an iteration relies on solving
a special scheduling problem by a modication of an algorithm developed in [5]. The
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1 Introduction
Users of cloud computing services are offered rapid access to computing resources such
as processing power, storage capacity, or network bandwidth via the Internet. Cloud
providers, e.g. Amazon EC2, use different pricing options such as on-demand and re-
served instances. In the reservation option, a user pays a priori a fixed amount to reserve
resources in advance, whereas on-demand instances are charged on a (e.g. hourly) pay-
as-used basis. Users of cloud computing services face the challenging task of choosing
the best combination of pricing options when provisioning resources – in particular, if
instances of computing jobs underlie uncertainty.
We propose a natural model for two-stage scheduling under uncertainty that cap-
tures such resource provisioning and scheduling problem in the cloud. We investigate
the following general model for two-stage scheduling with reservation cost: In the first
stage, we are given distributional information about scheduling scenarios, and in the
second stage the actual scenario is revealed. The task is to construct a schedule for the
realized scenario. Using a time unit of processing in the schedule incurs some fixed cost,
independently of the used capacity (number of machines). This cost depends on the
stage in which the time unit is reserved. It is low if a time slot is reserved in the first
stage, not knowing the actual scenario, and significantly larger if reserved in the second
stage, given full information. In the stochastic setting, the overall goal is to decide on
reservation and scheduling such as to minimize the total expected payment (in both
stages) plus scheduling cost. In the robust setting, the overall goal is to minimize the
maximum, over all specified scenarios, of payment (in both stages) plus scheduling cost.
We focus on scheduling preemptive jobs with release dates on unrelated machines
such as to minimize the total weighted completion time
∑
j wjCj and the makespan
maxj Cj . The corresponding single-stage, single-scenario versions of these problems,
denoted as R | pmtn, rj | ∑j wjCj and R | pmtn, rj |Cmax, are fundamental classical
scheduling problems. We notice that for any scheduling problem there is a two-stage
version with reservation cost. We give constant-factor approximation algorithms for the
min-sum and the makespan objective in the stochastic and the robust model.
∗Supported by the German Science Foundation (DFG) under contract ME 3825/1.
†lchen@math.tu-berlin.de Department of Mathematics, Technische Universita¨t Berlin, Germany.
‡nmegow@math.tu-berlin.de Department of Mathematics, Technische Universita¨t Berlin, Germany.
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2 Stochastic Model
In the stochastic setting, we consider two models with respect to the randomness. In the
polynomial-scenario model, the distribution over the scenario set S is given explicitly, i.e.,
each scenario k ∈ S is associated with a probability pik ∈ [0, 1] with
∑
k∈S pik = 1. In the
black-box model, we have efficient access to an oracle that provides samples according to
the unknown probability distribution with possibly exponentially many and dependent
scenarios. Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1 There is an (8 + )-approximation algorithm for the two-stage polynomial-
scenario stochastic version of R | pmtn, rj | ∑j wjCj.
The approximation result relies on a new scheduling-tailored time-slot and job-set
separation procedure, which separates jobs into those processing exclusively on either
first-stage reserved slots or second-stage reserved slots. It is inspired by [1] in which the
idea of separating clients was introduced in the context of covering and network design
problems. The separation in our setting is achieved through solving a generalization
of the time-indexed unrelated machine scheduling LP [2] followed by an application of
the slow-motion technique, proposed in [3] for min-sum single machine scheduling and
extended later to open shop scheduling [4]. After separating, our rounding is applied
independently to both separated instances. The two (possibly overlapping) solutions
are merged to a feasible joint solution. Carefully balancing the change in reservation
and scheduling cost by exploiting properties of slow-motion and α-points, the resulting
procedure is proven to give the main result.
Our time-slot and job-set separation procedure is based on a general result, which
is interesting on its own in the polynomial-scenario model: Given a ρ-approximation
for the special case in which time-slots are reserved only in the first stage, there is an
8ρ-approximation for the two-stage model. For this special case, we give a ρ = (3 + )-
approximation.
Using our techniques (in a slightly simplified form) we derive the following result for
the makespan objective.
Theorem 2 There is a 7.11 + -approximation algorithm for the two-stage polynomial-
scenario stochastic version of the makespan minimization problem R | rj , pmtn |Cmax.
In our most general stochastic model, the black-box model, we adopt the Sample
Average Approximation (SAA) method proposed in [5]. It replaces the distribution on
the random second-stage parameters by its empirical distribution defined by samples
from it. This scenario-reduction method is known to give, under certain conditions,
good approximate solutions by drawing only a polynomial number of samples and solving
the resulting SAA problem instead [6, 7]. Following this framework, we can apply our
algorithms to a sample average version of our problem and obtain the following results.
Theorem 3 In the black-box model, there is a (ρ + )-approximation algorithm for the
two-stage stochastic variant of R | rj , pmtn | ∑wjCj (ρ = 8) and R | rj , pmtn |Cmax (ρ =
7.11), respectively.
We notice that the work of [5, 6, 7] leads only to a first-stage reservation decision.
It is not obvious in our model how to construct a good second-stage solution given
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a set of slots for free from the first-stage solution. In fact, considering this problem
independently from the first-stage, it is unclear if a constant approximation exists. But
even when considering the two stages jointly, the difficult part is to show how a second-
stage solution for some scenario (not necessarily in the sample set) can be found and
bounded by the SAA solution for the sample set.
3 Robust Model
In the robust setting, we restrict to the model with an explicit description of the scenario
set S, called discrete-scenario model. The objective is now to minimize the worst-case
total cost instead of the expected total cost.
Our approximation algorithms for the stochastic model are risk-averse, i.e., the per-
formance guarantee holds for every scenario. Therefore, the techniques used for the
stochastic model also apply to the discrete-scenario robust model. For the min-
∑
wjCj
problem, certain randomized steps of our algorithm must be replaced by deterministic
ones losing a factor 2 in the approximation guarantee. Such an adaptation is not needed
for the robust makespan problem and we directly obtain again a (7.11+)-approximation
algorithm. However, the makespan problem is much easier and we provide a simple
2-approximation algorithm.
Theorem 4 For two-stage robust scheduling with reservation cost with a discrete
set of scenarios, there is a ρ-approximation algorithm for the scheduling problems
R | rj , pmtn | ∑wjCj (ρ = 16 + ) and R | rj , pmtn |Cmax (ρ = 2), respectively.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a non-linear knapsack problem that occurs when packing
items along a fixed route and taking into account travel time. It is inspired by the
recently introduced Traveling Thief Problem (TTP) [1] which combines the classical
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) with the 0-1 Knapsack Problem (KP). In TTP, each
city has a set of available items with weights and profits and a decision has to be made
which items to pick. A selected item contributes its profit to the overall profit. However,
the weight of an item leads to a higher transportation cost, and therefore has a negative
impact on the overall profit. The TTP involves searching for a permutation of the
cities such that each given city is visited and a packing such that the resulting profit is
maximal.
Our non-linear knapsack problem uses the same cost function as the TTP, but as-
sumes a fixed route. It deals with the problem which items to select when giving a
fixed route from an origin to a destination. The precise setting is as follows. Given is
a route N = (1, 2, . . . , n+ 1) as a sequence of n + 1 cities where all cities are unique
and distances di > 0 between two consecutive cities (i, i + 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. There is a
vehicle which travels through the cities of N in the order of this sequence starting its
trip in the first city and ending it in the city n + 1 as a destination point. Every city
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, contains a set of distinct items Mi = {ei1, . . . , eimi} and we denote by
M = ∪
1≤i≤n
Mi a set of all items available at all cities. Each item eik ∈M has a positive
integer profit pik and a weight wik. The vehicle may collect a set of items on the route
such that the total weight of collected items does not exceed its capacity W . Collecting
an item eik leads to a profit contribution pik, but increases the transportation cost as
the weight wik slows down the vehicle. The vehicle travels along (i, i + 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
with velocity vi ∈ [υmin, υmax] which depends on the weight of the items collected in the
first i cities. The goal is to find a subset ofM such that the difference between the profit
of the selected items and the transportation cost is maximized.
∗The full version of this work has appeared in the Proceedings of the 12th International Confer-
ence on Integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Operations Research (OR) techniques in Con-
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2 Problem Statement
To make the problem precise, we give a nonlinear binary program formulation. The
program consists of one variable xik for each item eik ∈ M where eik is chosen iff
xik = 1. A decision vector X = (x11, . . . , xnmn) defines the packing plan as a solution. If
no item has been selected, the vehicle travels with its maximal velocity υmax. Reaching
its capacity W , it travels with minimal velocity υmin > 0. The velocity depends on the
weight of the chosen items in a linear way. The travel time ti =
di
vi
along (i, i+ 1) is the
ratio of the distance di and the current velocity






which is determined by the weight of the items collected in cities 1, . . . , i. Here,
ν = υmax−υmin
W
is a constant value defined by the input parameters. The overall trans-
portation cost is given by the sum of the travel costs along (i, i+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, multiplied


























xik ∈ {0, 1} , eik ∈M
We also consider the unconstrained version NKPu of NKPc where we set W ≥∑
eik∈M
wik such that every selection of items yields a feasible solution. Given a real
value B, the decision variant of NKPc and NKPu has to answer the question whether
the value of (1) is at least B.
3 Our Results
Firstly, we investigate constrained and unconstrained versions of the problem and show
that both are NP-hard. NKPc is NP-hard as it is a generalization of the classical
NP-hard 0-1 knapsack problem [2]. In fact, assigning zero either to the rate R or
to every distance value di in NKP
c, we obtain KP. Our contribution is the proof that
the unconstrained version NKPu of the problem remains NP-hard. We show this by
reducing the NP-complete subset sum problem (SSP) to the decision variant of NKPu
which asks whether there is a solution with objective value at least B.
Secondly, we provide a pre-processing scheme to identify items of a given instance I
that can be either directly included or discarded. We distinguish between two kinds of
items: compulsory and unprofitable items. We call an item compulsory if its inclusion
in any packing plan increases the value of the objective function, and call an item
unprofitable if its inclusion in any packing plan does not increase the value of the objective
function. Therefore, an optimal solution has to include all compulsory items while all
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unprofitable items can be discarded. Removing such items from the optimization process
can significantly speed up the algorithms. Our pre-processing allows to decrease the
number of decision variables for mixed integer programming approaches we propose
next.
Thirdly, in order to solve the problems, we develop exact and approximate mixed
integer programming (MIP) based approaches. Both NKPc and NKPu contain nonlin-
ear terms in the objective function, and therefore are nonlinear binary programs. They
belong to the specific class of fractional binary programming problems for which sev-
eral efficient reformulation techniques exist to handle nonlinear terms. We follow the
approach of [3] and [4] to reformulate NKPc and NKPu as a linear mixed 0-1 program
which produces exact solutions to the problems. In addition, we introduce a set of valid
inequalities in order to obtain tighter relaxations. Obtaining the optimal solution is
costly in regard to running time. As an alternative, the piecewise linear approxima-
tion technique can be used. In this case, each of the non-linear terms is represented by
the function t (υ) = 1/υ which is subsequently approximated by a set of straight line
segments.
Our experimental investigations performed on the benchmark set of [5] show that
the proposed pre-processing scheme can significantly decrease the size of the instances
making them easier for computation. Furthermore, they demonstrate the effectiveness of
the MIP solutions and in particular point out that the approximate MIP approach often
leads to near optimal results within far less computation time than the exact approach.
Small sized instances can be solved to optimality in a reasonable time by the proposed
exact approach. Larger instances can be efficiently handled by our approximate approach
producing near-optimal solutions.
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1 Introduction
We consider the minimum biclique cover and minimum biclique partition problems on
bipartite graphs. In these problems, we are given an input graph G = (V,E) and we
want to compute the minimum number of complete bipartite subgraphs (bicliques) that
cover all edges of G. We denote this problem by BicliqueCover. If we additionally
require the bicliques to be edge disjoint, we speak of BicliquePartition.
These problems, as well as the closely connected problem of finding the biclique with
the largest number of edges, has applications and connections to many other areas of
computer science, such as automata and language theory [6] , security [3] , bioinformatics
[9] , graph drawing [4] , single machine scheduling with precedence constraints [1] , and
display optimization [7] . In most of these applications, the input graph is bipartite. The
problem is NP-hard even on bipartite graphs [10], and Gruber and Holzer obtained an
inapproximability result of n1/3− and m1/5− [6]. The problem can be solved efficiently
in several graph classes like bipartite domino-free graphs and bipartite convex graphs
[2]. However, no non-trivial approximation algorithms for general graphs were given so
far.
In this paper, we improve the lower bound and give the first algorithms for minimum
biclique cover and partition.
2 Algorithmic results
Trivially, BicliqueCover and BicliquePartition can be approximated with a factor
of at most n/2, namely if we choose the bicliques that consist of one vertex of the smaller
side of the graph together with all of its neighbors (also called stars).
For a better guarantee for BicliqueCover, we can split the set of (w.l.o.g.) left
vertices in parts of equal size and then run an exact, super-polynomial algorithm to find
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Saarbru¨cken, Germany.
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the minimum biclique cover on each of the induced subgraphs. Combining the biclique
covers for the subgraphs gives a biclique cover for the whole graph. If we choose the
size of the subgraphs small enough, the running time of the exact algorithm becomes
polynomial (w.r.t. the size of the whole graph). The approximation guarantee, on the
other hand, depends inversely on this size of the subgraphs. The described approach
leads to the following result:






approximation algorithm for BicliqueCover
that runs in polynomial time. For every constant c > 0, there is an O (n/ logc(n))
approximation algorithm for BicliqueCover that runs in quasi-polynomial time.
For BicliquePartition, a similar approach works, giving a slightly worse approxi-
mation guarantee:
Theorem 2 There is an O (n/ log log(n)) approximation algorithm for BicliquePar-
tition.
3 Lower bound
The main result of this paper can be stated informally as follows:
Theorem 3 (Informal) BicliqueCover and BicliquePartition on bipartite
graphs are (almost) as hard to approximate as graph coloring.
The proof follows the framework of graph product techniques. Roughly speaking,
this framework reduces the task of proving hardness of approximation to that of proving
graph product inequalities. In our case, this amounts to bounding the quantity bc(K2×
(G ·H)) by some slowly growing function of bc(K2 ×H) and bc(K2 × G), where bc(G)
denotes the size of the minimum biclique cover of G, × and · are strong and lexicographic
products of graphs, respectively, and K2 is the graph consisting of one edge. The main
idea of the proof is to use an optimal vertex coloring of G together with a biclique
covering of K2 ×H to suggest the biclique cover of K2 × (G ·H). We note that, while
we give lower bound results, the flavor of our proofs is rather algorithmic: It illustrates
how one can algorithmically utilize the coloring of graph G in minimizing the biclique
cover in K2 ×Gk.
If we combine Theorem 3 with hardness results for graph coloring [5, 8, 11], we get
the following inapproximability result for BicliqueCover and BicliquePartition:
Theorem 4 BicliqueCover and BicliquePartition do not admit n1− and m1/2−
approximation algorithms unless P=NP. With the stronger complexity assumption NP 6⊆









any  > 0.
For the related weighted maximum biclique problem, we find the following.
Theorem 5 There is no polynomial time algorithm to approximate the weighted maxi-
mum biclique problem within factors of n1− and m1/2− for all  > 0 unless P=NP, or






unless NP⊆BPTIME(2polylog(n)). This even holds for edge
weights in {0, 1}.
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1 Introduction
Certain optimization problems can be formulated as aggregation problems. They typ-
ically arise when expensive resources are shared by multiple agents. Perhaps the most
prominent example is the TCP Acknowledgment Problem [6]. In the area of scheduling,
problems of this type are various models of broadcast scheduling and batch scheduling.
We study optimization problems where aggregation can occur at multiple levels.
In our model we are given an underlying rooted tree T = (V,E, s, c) with vertices V ,
directed edges E with all edges directed toward s ∈ V , and a cost function c. Each
node v except for s has a cost c(v) which is the cost of transmitting from v to its parent.
The cost of a set of nodes U is defined as c(U) =
∑
v∈U\{s} c(v).
Requests arrive at arbitrary release times at arbitrary nodes of the tree, each request
has a known deadline by which it has to be transmitted from its node to s. At each
time, the algorithm may schedule a transmission from some subset of vertices T such
that T induces a subtree of T containing s; this costs c(T ), and the effect is that all the
requests currently available at the nodes of T are served. (Note that the cost has no
relation to the number of requests served.) The objective is to minimize the total cost,
while meeting all the deadlines. We call this problem Multi-Level Aggregation Problem
with Deadlines (MLAP-D).
We give an algorithm for trees of height H which is H22H -competitive.
Before our result, competitive algorithms were known only for very special classes of
trees such as trees of depth two or paths. For trees of depth two, MLAP-D becomes
equivalent to the so-called Joint Replenishment Problem (with deadlines), studied in op-
erations research as a model of two-level delivery network with warehouses and retailers;
the competitive ratio for the deadline variant of the problem is 2, see [2], and this is
tight. For paths, the best published upper bound is 5, see [3]; we have an upper bound
of 4 and a matching lower bound (work in progress). The oﬄine variant is NP-hard
already for two levels, the best approximation algorithm achieves ratio 2 [1].
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Much of related work was done in a model with no deadlines but with waiting costs,
which are either linear or arbitrary (request-dependent) functions. The objective is then
to minimize the cost of shipments plus the waiting cost. The special cases studied include
a single link, which is the TCP acknowledgment problem, the Joint Replenishment
Problem [5, 2] and paths [4, 3]. An equivalent model for general trees was previously
considered in [7, 4], but their competitive ratio depends (logarithmically) on the total
costs of vertices.
Recently we have been able to generalize our result from MLAP-D to general waiting
costs with a similar competitive ratio of O(H42H).
2 The Algorithm for MLAP-D
Let T be the underlying tree of height H. We start by three simplifying assumptions:
(i) We may assume that s has a single child r. More precisely, if we have an algorithm
(online or oﬄine) for such trees, we can apply it independently to each child of s and its
subtree and obtain an algorithm for a general tree, with the same performance. Under
this assumption, we call s the superroot and r the root; note that r is included in every
(non-trivial) transmission.
(ii) We may assume that all the deadlines are distinct (via small perturbations); this
will simplify the presentation.
(iii) Given L ≥ 1, we say that the tree is L-decreasing if for each node u except for
the root and the superroot, the cost of its parent is at least L · c(u). We may assume
that the tree is L-decreasing. This is shown by a transformation which modifies the tree
so that each edge (u, v) violating the condition is changed to (u,w) for some suitable
ancestor w of v; this transformation loses a factor of LH in the competitive ratio.
Intuitions. Let us first look at the optimal 2-competitive algorithm for trees of height 2.
Whenever a request reaches its deadline, it transmits r and the most urgent leaves so
that the total cost of leaves is about c(r). This is a fairly natural strategy inspired by
rent-or-buy or ski-rental problems: We have to transmit r and the leaves of cost c(r)
only double the cost. However, it may save us a lot, as for transmitting of a leaf v we
pay only c(v), while in a separate transmission we would have to pay c(v) + c(r).
For three levels, we may try to iterate the algorithm. We take a set B of children
of r so that c(B) is about c(r), preferring those more urgent (i.e., with the smallest
deadlines in the subtree). Now we have two possibilities: Either take for each v ∈ B its
most urgent children of total cost c(v), or take the globally most urgent children of the
nodes in B of total cost c(r). It is easy to see that the first possibility is not sufficient:
If the most urgent leaves are under a single v ∈ B, we need to take those with cost c(r),
as otherwise we are not making sufficient progress. A more complicated example shows
that the second possibility is not good either. However, it turns out that it is sufficient
(and also within a constant factor) to take both types of leaves.
Let Vi be the nodes of T of depth i (the superroot has depth 0, the root r has depth 1,
leaves have depth at most H). Let V≤i =
⋃i
j=0 Vj . For a set of nodes X, let Xi = X ∩Vi
and X≤i = X ∩ V≤i, i.e., nodes in X of depth i and of depth at most i.
Our algorithm. The algorithm is now as follows. Whenever some pending packet
reaches its deadline, we transmit T constructed top-down as follows. Set T = {r} at the
beginning. Then for i := 2, . . . ,H we add sufficiently many nodes of Vi. More precisely,
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for every v ∈ T≤(i−1), let Y be the set of all sons x of all nodes in Ti−1(v) that have a
pending request in their subtree (i.e., there is a request that needs to use x). Construct
the set X by adding the nodes of Y one by one from the most urgent nodes until X = Y
or c(Y ) ≥ c(v); add X to T . Note that since the tree is L-decreasing, the cost of each
node of Y is at most c(v)/L and thus c(X) ≤ (1+1/L)c(v). This implies that at the end
c(Ti) ≤ (1 + 1/L)c(T≤(i−1)) and by induction we get a bound c(T≤i) ≤ (2 + 1/L)i−1c(r).
In particular, c(T ) ≤ (2 + 1/L)H−1c(r).
Intuitively, it is clear that the algorithm cannot have a better competitive ratio than
c(T )/c(r): It is possible that the optimum transmits only r where the most urgent request
is, while our algorithm transmits T with many nodes that turn out to be useless. A
recursive charging argument shows that the ratio c(T )/c(r) is achieved by the algorithm.
When we set L = H/2, use the previous bound on c(T ) and the fact that the reduction
to L-decreasing trees loses a factor of HL, we obtain the claimed ratio H22H .
Final remarks. The best lower bound for a small H is 2, which is valid already for
2 levels. The lower bound of 4 for paths implies that if H goes to infinity, the lower
bound approaches 4. It remains an open question whether there exists an algorithm
with a better competitive ratio, polynomial in H, or even a constant independent of H.
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In many networking settings the ingress flows to the network has a nice (almost)
periodic structure. The network should guarantee a pre-specified Quality of Service
(QoS) for the flows, where one basic QoS guarantee is a deadline by which a transfer
would complete. Clearly, there is uncertainty regarding the future flow arrivals. We
capture this in online scheduling of information units called frames, each with a delivery
deadline. Frames consist of packets, which arrive in a roughly-periodic fashion, and
compete on allocation of transmission slots. A frame is deemed useful only if all its
packets are delivered before its deadline. We assume the competitive analysis viewpoint.
Formally, we consider a standard scheduling model at the ingress of a link. Time is
slotted, packets arrive on-line, and in each time slot at most one packet can be trans-
mitted (meaning implicitly that we assume that all packets have the same length). The
idiosyncrasies of our model are our assumptions about the arrival pattern and about the
way the algorithm is rewarded for delivering packets.
Input: packets and frames. The basic entities in our model are frames and packets.
Each frame f consists of kf ∈ N packets, and has a value vf ∈ N. We assume that packets
of frame f arrive with periodicity df and jitter ∆f , namely if packet 1 of f arrives at
time t, then packet i ∈ {2, . . . , kf} arrives in the time interval t+(i−1)df±∆f . A frame
is called perfectly periodic if ∆f = 0. Each frame f has a slack sf ≥ 1, which determines
the deadline of f (see “output” paragraph below). The parameters of a frame f (i.e.,
size kf , value vf , period df , jitter ∆f and slack sf ) are made known to the algorithm
when the first packet of f arrives. We denote the actual arrival time of the i-th packet
of frame f , for i ∈ {1, . . . , kf}, by ti(f) ∈ N. The arrival time of the first packet of frame
f , t1(f), is also called the arrival time of f .
We assume that the algorithm knows nothing about a frame f before its arrival,
and even then, it does not know the exact arrival times of the remaining packets: let
τi(f) := t1(f) + (i − 1)df . Then the guarantee is that the actual arrival time satisfies
that ti(f) ∈ [τi(f)−∆f , τi(f) + ∆f ] for i > 1.
For a given instance, we let ∆max = maxf (∆f ), smax = maxf (sf ), kmax = maxf (kf ),
dmax = maxf (df ), and vmax = maxf (vf ); we also define kmin, dmin, and vmin analogously.
We assume that there is a constant c ≥ 0 such that ∆f ≤ c · sf holds for all frames f .
This is due to a simple observation that, even if all frames have identical parameters, if
s ∆ , then every on-line algorithm has competitive ratio at most O(1/k).
Output: delivered frames. A schedule says which packet is transmitted in each time
step. The deadline of frame f is Df := τkf (f) + ∆f + sf , and a frame f is said to be
delivered in a given schedule if all its packets are transmitted before the frame deadline
∗lje@cs.uni.wroc.pl. Eindhoven University of Technology (NL) and University of Wroc law (PL).
†mansour@tau.ac.il. Tel Aviv University (IL) and Microsoft Research Herzliya (IL).
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(we use sf instead of sf−1 to reduce clutter later.) Given a schedule, the value delivered
by that schedule is the sum of values of frames delivered by that schedule. A schedule
is called work conserving if it always transmits a packet if some packet is pending .
Algorithms. The duty of an algorithm is to produce a schedule for any given arrival
sequence, and the goal is to maximize the sum of values of delivered frames. An algorithm
is called on-line if its decision at any time t depends only on the arrivals and transmissions
before time t. We assume that the buffer space is unbounded, which means that the
only contention is for the transmission slots.
The competitive ratio of an algorithm A is the worst-case ratio, over all allowed arrival
sequences σ, between the value delivered by A from σ and the value delivered by any
(i.e., optimal off-line) schedule for σ. Note that ρ(A) ∈ [0, 1] by definition.
Motivating examples. Consider a switch with multiple incoming video streaming
flows competing for the same output link. Each flow consists of frames, and each frame
consists of a variable number of packets. The video source is completely periodic, but
due to compression, different frames may consist of a different number of packets. On
top of that, asynchronous network transfer typically adds some jitter, so the input at
the switch is only approximately periodic. In order for a frame to be useful, all its
packets must be delivered before the frame’s deadline (which is a short while after its
last packet arrives). A frame is considered completed if all its packets are delivered
before the frame’s deadline, and the goal of a scheduling algorithm is to maximize the
number of completed frames. Partially completed frames are considered worthless.
As another example, consider a Voice over IP (VoIP) setting. Voice calls generate
samples at a relatively fast rate. Samples are wrapped in packets which are aggregated
in logical frames with lower-granularity deadlines. Frame deadlines are laxer due to the
tolerance of the human ear. Completed frames are reconstructed and replayed at the
receiver’s side; incomplete frames are discarded, resulting in audible interruption (click)
of the call. Our focus is on an oversubscribed link on the path of many such calls.
As a last example, consider a database (or data center) engaged in transferring truly
huge files (e.g., petabytes of data) for replication purposes. It is common in such a
scenario that the transfer must be completed by a certain given deadline. Typically, the
transmission of such files is done piecemeal by breaking the file into smaller units, which
are transmitted periodically so as to avoid overwhelming the network resources. We are
interested in scenarios where mutiple such transfers cross a common congested link.
Our Approach and Results. Our model departs from the common assumption in
much of the competitive analysis literature by assuming that the arrival sequence is not
arbitrary. Specifically, we assume that once the first packet of a frame arrives, the arrival
times of the remaining packets are predictable within a given bounded jitter.
We note that if an instance is perfectly periodic and nearly uniform, i.e., all frames
have roughly the same sizes, periods, and values, then there is a simple Ω(1)-competitive
algorithm. Combined with the classify and select technique this yields poly-logarithmic
(in kmax, dmax, vmax) randomized algorithms for perfectly periodic instances. The con-
ceptual contribution of this work is identifying some interesting, important, and broader
classes of instances where a constant competitive ratio can still be achieved, as well as
relaxing the perfect periodicity assumption, i.e., handling both jitter and more stringent
constraints on last packets. Technically, the main results in this paper are constant-
competitive, deterministic algorithms for the following cases.
• All frames have (roughly) the same period but possibly different sizes, where the
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size of the frame is the number of its packets. The frame value is its size in this
case. This result can combined with the classify and select technique to yield
improved polylog ratios for the general case.
• All frames have the same size but possibly different periods, and they are perfectly
periodic. The value of all frames in this case is identical (say, 1).
We also consider a case similar to the former: of frames with common period, different
sizes, and unit value per frame. We note that in this case, there is a simple randomized
algorithm whose competitive ratio is logarithmic in kmax. We show that in this case a
few natural algorithms, such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) or Shortest Remaining
Processing Time (SRPT), cannot guarantee significantly better competitive ratio.
Related work. The first multipacket-frame on-line model was introduced in [4], and
has since been extended by considering redundancy and hierarchically structured frames.
In all these models the main difficulty is not deadlines but rather limited buffer space.
A work closest to ours is [5], which differs only in that each packet has its own
deadline and the packet arrivals are arbitrary (i.e., not roughly periodic). It shows both
lower and upper bounds on the competitive ratio that are exponential in kmax. One
can view our results as showing that adding the extra assumptions of approximately
periodic packet arrivals and only whole frames having deadlines allows for significantly
better competitive ratio(s).
We note that the classic preemptive job scheduling problem of maximizing (weighted)
throughput on a single machine [2, 3, 1] corresponds to a special case of the problem
we study in which the only restrictions are that all frames have period 1 and there is
no jitter. Thus strong upper bounds (almost tight in the job scheduling problem) follow
for the general setting of our problem if frame values are either unit or arbitrary [1].
However, none of the known results, neither upper nor lower bounds, apply or easily
extend to special cases of our problem motivated by network applications.
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1 Introduction
We consider scheduling an instance of n jobs on m parallel machines. Each job j has
a release date rj , a processing time pj , and a deadline dj . A feasible schedule is a
preemptive schedule in which each job j is processed for pj time units within its feasible
time window [rj , dj ]. Moreover, an instance is called feasible if there exists a feasible
schedule for it. It is known that there is no online algorithm, that is, an algorithm
that learns about the jobs only at their respective release dates, that can guarantee to
produce feasible schedules for all feasible instances [2].
As suggested by Phillips et al. [4] we perform competitive analysis using resource
augmentation to evaluate online algorithms for this problem. Specifically, we consider
speed augmentation and call an online algorithm a speed-s algorithm if, for all feasible
instances, it outputs a feasible schedule given speed-s machines. The currently best
general lower bound is due to Lam and To [3] and it states that there does not exist a
speed-s algorithm for any s < (1+
√
2)/2 ≈ 1.21. They also show that an algorithm that
only has access to the relative order of deadlines instead of their actual values (called
deadline-ordered algorithm) cannot be a speed-s algorithm for any s < e/(e− 1) ≈ 1.58.
A very simple online algorithm is Earliest Deadline First (EDF) which, at any mo-
ment in time, schedules m unfinished jobs with minimum deadline. It is known [4] that
EDF requires a speed of exactly 2−1/m. The more sophisticated algorithm Least Laxity
First (LLF) prioritizes jobs by their laxities `j(t) := dj − t − pj(t), where pj(t) is the
remanining processing time of job j at time t, instead of their deadlines. The upper
bound of 2 − 1/m holds also for LLF [4], and a lower bound of ϕ = (1 +√5)/2 ≈ 1.62
was shown [1].
The currently best online algorithm in terms of speed requirement is Full-Reduced
(FR), introduced in [3]. It requires a speed-up factor of 2 − 2/(m + 1). An improved
guarantee of e/(e − 1) ≈ 1.58 was claimed in [1], but it turned out to be false. Both
algorithms are deadline-ordered algorithms and both rely on the same concept in proving
the guarantee based on the so-called Yardstick schedule.
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2 Our Contribution
We settle the open question on the exact speed-up required by LLF. Then we suggest
to study the performance of online algorithms in dependence of the number of distinct
release dates. Finally, we revisit the lower-bound concept of the Yardstick schedule
which, we believe, may be the key to improved algorithms.
2.1 A new lower bound for LLF
The speed-up factor required by LLF is known to lie between the golden ratio (i.e.,
(1 +
√
5)/2 ≈ 1.62) [1] and 2 − 1/m [4]. It seemed widely assumed that the highly
dynamic algorithm LLF outperforms the fixed-priority algorithm EDF and that LLF’s
exact speed-up is strictly less than 2 − 1/m. Somewhat surprisingly, we disprove this
and show that the speed requirement in the worst case is equal for both algorithms.
Theorem 1 For any s < 2− 1/m, LLF is not a speed-s algorithm.
Thus, the exact speed requirement for LLF to guarantee a feasible solution is now
settled to be 2−1/m. The key to show this is to, one after the other, almost completely
block machines in LLF within a certain interval while an optimum schedule could be
finished with all available jobs. More specifically, for some given s < 2− 1/m and ε > 0,
we give an instance J , a time t, and a job j ∈ J such that `j(t) = ε · (dj − t) holds in
LLF whereas, by t, all the jobs could be finished on m unit-speed machines. The result
then follows by nesting those instances and carefully choosing ε for each of them.
2.2 Relation to the number of distinct release dates
Revisiting the lower bounds of aformentioned algorithms, such as EDF [4], or the cur-
rently best known algorithm FR [3], it turns out that their worst case behavior is already
achieved for a single release date. In contrast, for LLF we need a huge number of dis-
tinct release dates to achieve the new, tight lower bound. Indeed, the number has to
tend towards infinity to get arbitrarily close to 2− 1/m. This raises the question if LLF
outperforms all known algorithms for a sufficiently small number of release dates. In
fact, for the extreme case of just one release date, it is quite easy to observe, that LLF
performs best possible.
Lemma 2 On instances with a single release date, LLF is a unit-speed algorithm.
We strongly conjecture that, for a fixed number of release dates, LLF requires a speed
strictly less than 2− 1/m.
We complement this discussion with a lower bound for any online algorithm as a
function of the number of distinct release dates. Here we generalize the lower bound of
1.21 by Lam and To [3].







there does not exist a speed-s algorithm.
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2.3 Yardstick-Based Algorithms
Lam and To [3] proposed the Yardstick (YS) schedule, which is a relaxed online schedule
on m unit-speed machines in which all jobs (of a feasible instance) meet their deadlines,
but in which jobs may run to some extent simultaneously on multiple machines (which is
a relaxation and not feasible for our problem). The key is to restrict the parallelization
of a job in YS to times at which it is underworked, which means that it has not received
as much processing in YS as it could have when running continuously on a unit-speed
machine from its release date on. More formally, a job j is underworked at time t if
pj − pj(t) < t − rj . The general idea of Yardstick-based algorithms is to simulate the
(infeasible) YS schedule and construct online a feasible schedule meeting the finishing
times in Yardstick and using machines with increased speed.
The algorithm Full-Reduced (FR) [3] uses the speed-up to outdistance YS on each
job (in “full mode”) to such an extent that it can, from then on (in “reduced mode”),
mimic the behavior of YS on this job, even if YS parallelizes it on all machines. Its speed
requirement is exactly 2− 2/(m + 1), improving marginally upon EDF and LLF.
The idea in YS-STR [1] is as follows: While a job is not underworked in YS, it receives
the same processing in YS-STR as in YS (i.e., unit speed). The processing volume of
underworked jobs which is scheduled on multiple machines in YS, needs to be stretched
across a larger time interval in YS-STR but uses the full available speed. It was claimed
in [1] that the particular stretching of YS-STR is a speed-(e/(e−1)) algorithm. However,
there is an incorrect claim in the analysis of the algorithm. It was falsely assumed that
the worst case happens when all jobs arrive at the same time. We show the following.
Theorem 4 For m = 2, 3, YS-STR requires a speed of at least 3/2 and 5/3, respectively.
We conjecture that the speed-up required by YS-STR is exactly 2− 1/m for any m.
We still believe that the core idea of this algorithm is most promising but needs to
be enhanced with a better stretching routine. We propose the new algorithm YS-LLF
which, like YS-STR, schedules non-underworked jobs on unit-speed. In contrast to YS-
STR, however, a variant of LLF handles the volume of underworked jobs on the using
the remaining capacity. As for YS-STR, we can prove that the speed requirement of
this algorithm for a single release date is exactly e/(e − 1). However, whereas YS-STR
sometimes leaves machine capacity unused in spite of present jobs, this never happens
in YS-LLF. In fact, we conjecture that YS-LLF is a (e/(e− 1))-speed algorithm.
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1 Introduction
Scheduling a set of jobs that arrive over time on a single machine is perhaps the most
basic setting considered in scheduling theory. A considerable amount of work has focused
on this fundamental problem. In this setting, there are n jobs that arrive over time, and
each job i requires some processing time pi to be completed on the machine. In the online
setting, the scheduler becomes first aware of job i at time ri when job i is released. Note
that in the online setting, it is standard to assume jobs can be preempted.
Generally, a client that submits a job i would like to minimize the flow time of the
job defined as Fi := Ci − ri, where Ci denotes the completion time of job i. The flow
time of a job measures the amount of time the job waits to be satisfied in the system.
Additionally jobs could have priorities. Here each job i is associated with a weight wi
denoting its priority. When there are multiple jobs competing for service, the scheduler
needs to make scheduling decisions to optimize a global objective. A popular objectives
is to minimize the total (or equivalently average) weighted flow time of all the jobs, i.e.,∑
i∈[n]wiFi. Another is minimizing the maximum weighted flow time of the jobs. For
both objectives, it is know that no algorithm can be O(1)-competitive.
Due to these strong lower bounds, previous work for these objectives has appealed
to the relaxed analysis model called resource augmentation [9]. For the total weighted
flow time objective, it is known that the algorithm Highest-Density-First (HDF) is
(1 + )-speed O(1 )-competitive for any fixed  > 0 [10, 1]. For the maximum weighted
flow objective, the algorithm Biggest-Weight-First (BFW) is known to be (1 + )-speed
O(1 )-competitive [5].
These objectives have also been considered in the identical machine scheduling set-
ting. In this setting, there are m machines that the jobs can be scheduled on. Each
job can be scheduled on any machine and job i requires processing time pi no matter
which machine it is assigned to. HDF as well as several other algorithms are known to
be scalable for weighted flow time [11]. For the maximum unweighted flow it is known
that FIFO is (3 − 2/m)-competitive, and for weighted maximum flow time a scalable
algorithm is known [2, 5].
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It is common in scheduling theory that algorithms are tailored for specific scheduling
settings and objective functions. For instance, FIFO is considered the best algorithm for
non-clairvoyantly minimizing the maximum flow time. An algorithm that does not know
the processing time of a job before completing the job is said to be non-clairvoyant, a
highly desirable property of a scheduling in practice. The algorithm HDF is considered
one of the best algorithms for minimizing total weighted flow time. One natural question
that arises is what to do if a system designer wants to minimize several objective functions
simultaneously. For instance, a system designer may want to optimize average quality
of service, while minimizing the maximum waiting time of a job. Different algorithms
have been considered for minimizing average flow time and maximum flow time, but
the system designer would like to have a single algorithm that performs well for both
objectives.
Motivated by this question, the general cost function objective was considered in [8].
In the general cost function problem, there is a function g : R+ → R+ given, and the goal
of the scheduler is to minimize
∑
i∈[n]wig(Fi). One can think of g(Fi) as the penalty of
making job i wait Fi time steps, scaled by job i’s priority (its weight wi). This objective
captures most scheduling metrics. For example, this objective function captures total
weighted flow time by setting g(x) = x. By making g grow very quickly the objective
can be designed to capture minimizing the maximum weighted flow time. As stated, one
of the reasons this objective was introduced was to find an algorithm that can optimize
several objectives simultaneously. If one were to design an algorithm that optimizes the
general cost function g while being oblivious to g, then this algorithm would optimize
all objective functions in this framework simultaneously.
In [8], the general cost function objective was considered only assuming that g is
non-decreasing. This is a natural assumption since there should be no incentive for
a job to wait longer. It was shown that in this case, no algorithm that is oblivious
to the cost function g can be O(1)-competitive with speed 2 −  for any fixed  > 0.
Surprisingly, it was also shown that HDF, an algorithm that is oblivious to g, is (2 + )-
speed O(1/)-competitive. This result shows that it is indeed possible to design an
algorithm that optimizes most of the reasonable scheduling objectives simultaneously on
a single machine. The algorithm HDF is clairvoyant. Ideally, we would like to have a
non-clairvoyant algorithm for general cost functions. Further, before our work there was
no known similar result in the multiple identical machines setting.
Results: In our work, we consider non-clairvoyant online scheduling to minimize the
general cost function on a single machine as well as on multiple identical machines. In
both the settings, we give the first nontrivial positive results when the online scheduler
is required to be non-clairvoyant. We concentrate on cost functions g which are differen-
tiable, non-decreasing, and convex. We assume without loss of generality that g(0) = 0.
Note that all of the objectives discussed previously have these properties. We show the
following somewhat surprising result.
Theorem 1.1 There exists a non-clairvoyant algorithm that is (2 + )-speed O(1/)-
competitive for minimizing
∑
i∈[n]wig(Ci − ri) on a single machine for any  > 0, when
the given cost function g : R+ → R+ is differentiable, non-decreasing, and convex (g′ is
non-decreasing). Further, this algorithm is oblivious to g.
We note that this result implies there is a non-clairvoyant algorithm that simultaneously
minimizes all functions g. We then consider the general cost function objective on
2
multiple machines for the first time, and give a positive result. This algorithm is also
non-clairvoyant.
Theorem 1.2 There exists a non-clairvoyant algorithm that is (3 + )-speed O(1/)-
competitive for minimizing
∑
i∈[n]wig(Ci − ri) on multiple identical machines for any
 > 0, when the given cost function g : R+ → R+ is differentiable, non-decreasing, and
convex (g′ is non-decreasing). Further, this algorithm is oblivious to g.
A conference version of these results can be found here [6].
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1 Introduction
According to the US Department of Energy [1], data networks consume more than 50
billion kWH of energy per year, and a 40% reduction in wide-area network energy is
plausibly achievable if network components could dynamically adjust their speed to be
proportional to demand. Virtual circuit routing, in which each connection is assigned a
reserved route in the network with a guaranteed bandwidth, is used by several network
protocols to achieve reliable communication. In this paper we consider virtual circuit
routing protocols, with an objective of minimizing energy, in a network of components
that are speed scalable, and that may be shutdown when idle.
We adopt the standard models for virtual circuit routing and component energy,
in particular these are the same as used in [3, 2, 4]. In the Energy Efficient Routing
Problem (EERP), the input consists of an undirected multi-graph G = (V,E), with
|V | = n, |E| = m, and a collection of k request-pairs {(si, ti) | si, ti ∈ V and i ∈ [k]}.
The output is a path Pi, representing the virtual circuit for a unit bandwidth demand,
between vertices si and ti, for each request-pair i ∈ [k]. In the online version of the
problem, the path Pi must be specified before later request-pairs become known to the
algorithm. We assume that the speed of an edge is proportional to its flow, which is the
number of paths that use that edge. We further assume that the power used by an edge
with flow f is σ+ fα if f > 0, and that the edge is shutdown and consumes no power if
it supports no flow. The objective is to minimize the aggregate power used over all the
edges.
The term fα is the dynamic power of the component as it varies with the speed, or
equivalently load, of the component. Here α > 1 is a parameter specifying the energy
inefficiency of the components, as speeding up by a factor of s increases the energy used
per unit computation/communication by a factor of sα−1. The parameter σ is the static
power, that is the power used when the component is idle, and that can only be saved
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by turning the component off. The static power is really only relevant/interesting if it
is large relative to the dynamic power of routing one unit of flow, thus we will assume
that σ  1.
1.1 Previous Work
If the static power σ is zero, Aspens et al. [?] showed that the natural online greedy
algorithm is O(1)-competitive. Gupta et al. [7] showed how to use convex duality to
attain the same result. On the other hand, if the static power is very large (σ  kα),
then the optimal solution is essentially to route all flow over a minimum cardinality
Steiner forest that connects corresponding request-pairs (since this minimizes static
power). The difficulty, in the general case, comes from the competing goals of mini-
mizing static power, where it’s best that flows are concentrated, and minimizing dy-
namic power, where it’s best that the flows are spread out. Andrews et al. [3] showed
that there is a limit to how well these competing demands can be balanced by showing
that there is no polynomial-time algorithm with approximation ratio o(log1/4 n), under
standard complexity theoretic assumptions. In contrast, Andrews et al. [2] showed that
these competing forces can be “poly-log-balanced” by giving a polynomial-time poly-
log-approximation algorithm. We think it is fair to say that the algorithm design and
analysis in [2] are complicated and rely on big “hammers”, namely the well-linked decom-
position of Chekuri-Khanna-Shepherd [6], the construction of expanders via matchings
of Khandekar-Rao-Vazirani [8], and edge-disjoint routings in well-connected graphs due
to Rao-Zhou [10]. Moreover, the “poly” in the poly-log approximation is sufficiently
large that it was not explicitly calculated in [2]. A critical parameter in [2] is q = σ1/α.
If the flow on an edge is at least q, then one knows that the dynamic power on that
edge is at least the static power, and thus static power can be charged to the dynamic
power in the analysis. Roughly speaking, the algorithmic strategy in [2] is to aggregate
the flow within groups, each containing q request-pairs, and then combining the above
mentioned results [6, 8, 10] to route between groups. Bansal et al. [4] considered the
case of a common source vertex s for all request-pairs, that is all si = s. In addition,
they also provided hardness results for various generalizations of EERP.
1.2 The Main Results
1. A polynomial-time O(logα k)-approximation algorithm for EERP. The algo-
rithm consists of the following two stages:
Buying Stage: The first stage of the algorithm determines which edges to use (it is con-
venient to say that we buy these edges). The algorithm first buys a Steiner forest to
ensure minimal connectivity. Then each request-pair, with probability Θ( log kq ) halluci-
nates that it wants to route q units of flow unsplittably on a path between its end-points.
Any routing algorithm that is “good” for the objective of dynamic power, for example
the natural greedy algorithm from [7], is then used to route this hallucinated flow. All
edges on which hallucinated flow is routed are then bought. Note that no actual flow is
routed in this stage.
Routing Stage: The second stage of the algorithm routes the flow on the edges bought
in the first stage, using any algorithm that is “good” for minimizing dynamic power.
There are two main steps in the analysis. The first step is to show by randomized
rounding that the dynamic power of the hallucinated flow is comparable to OPT’s total
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power. The second step is to show that there is a routing on the bought edges that has
low dynamic power.
Overall, this improves on the results in [2] in the following ways: (a) the approxi-
mation ratio is better by many logα k factors, (b) the algorithm is much simpler, being
the combination of simple combinatorial algorithms, and (c) the analysis is considerably
simpler, with the only real “hammer” being the flow-cut gap for multicommodity flow.
On the other hand, the results in [2] extend to the slightly more heterogeneous setting
where the power used by each edge could include an edge-dependent constant multiplier.
2. A Randomized O(log3α+1 k·(log log k)2α)-competitive online algorithm for
EERP. The oﬄine algorithm rather naturally extends to an online algorithm: We buy
the Steiner backbone edges using any of the known online algorithms for Steiner forest.
Whether a request-pair should hallucinate is decided online by independent sampling.
The online greedy algorithm from [7], can be used for routing hallucinated flow, and for
routing the actual flow on the bought edges. The analysis however is considerably more
involved than in the oﬄine case.
We remark that this is the first poly-log-competitive online algorithm for EERP, and
that we believe that our techniques for priority multicommodity flows and cuts will likely
find further applications in the future.
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1 Introduction
The routing open shop problem is introduced by Averbakh et al. in [1], [2]. We are given
an undirected edge-weighted complete graph G = (V,E), where V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn} is
the vertex set and E is the edge set. The weight τij of edge eij = [vi, vj ] is a nonnegative
integer which represents a distance between nodes vi and vj . Distances satisfy the
triangle inequality. We have a set of n jobs J = {J1, . . . , Jn} and a set of m machines
M = {M1, . . . ,Mm}. Each job Jj has to be processed by each machine Mi, and this
operation takes pji ∈ Z+ time units. Each job Jj is located at vertex vj and all machines
originally stay at vertex v0. To process these jobs the machines have to travel between
the vertices (with unit speed). Thus not only the processing times of the operations, but
also the travel times between jobs have to be taken into account. Operations of each job
can be processed in an arbitrary order. Preemption is not allowed. Different machines
cannot work on the same job simultaneously, and a machine cannot work on more than
one job at a time. The makespan of a feasible schedule is the interval between the time
moment when the machines start working or moving and the time moment when the
last machine returns to v0 after finishing all its operations. The goal is to minimize the
makespan Cmax.
According to the standard three-field notation of scheduling problems [6], we will
denote this problem as RO||Cmax (or ROm||Cmax for a fixed number m of machines).
The routing open shop problem is strongly NP-hard even for a single machine case
as it contains the metric travelling salesman problem as a special case. Moreover, the
routing open shop problem is NP-hard in ordinary sense even on a 2-node network
with only two machines [2]. For the latter case a 6/5-approximation polynomial time
algorithm was presented in [1]. Recently, Kononov [4] presents an FPTAS for RO2||Cmax
on a 2-node network. A 7/4-approximation algorithm for the general 2-machine case
and a simple (m + 4)/2-approximation algorithm for the m-machine case were given
in [2]. Chernykh et al. [3] present a 13/8-approximation algorithm for RO2||Cmax.
Moreover, they devised an O(
√
m)-approximation algorithm for the m-machine case
RO||Cmax using a job-aggregation idea and the greedy algorithm for the classical open
shop. Yu and Zhang [7] improve the latter result and present O(logm(log logm)1+²)-
approximation algorithm based on the reduction of the original problem to the classical
flow shop problem. This was later improved by Kononov [5] to O(logm).
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2 Our results
We consider the following generalization of the routing open shop problem. We suppose
that a given subset of jobs Jj ⊆ J must be processed on machineMi. Thus, machineMi
does not need to visit all the vertices of G. We call this problem the generalized routing
open shop problem.
According to the standard three-field notation of scheduling problems [6], we will
denote this problem as RO¯||Cmax (or RO¯m||Cmax for a fixed number m of machines).
In the introduction, we listed all approximation algorithms for different versions of
the routing open shop problem. All these algorithms utilize the following property: each
job has to be processed by each machine and therefore each machine must visit all the
vertices of G. Thus, a hamiltonian tour in G with the minimum total weight provides
a good lower bound on which all these algorithm are based. Unfortunately, it does not
work for the generalized routing open shop problem.
We present new approximation algorithms for different versions of the generalized
routing open shop problem.
Theorem 1 There exists an O(m)-approximation algorithm for RO¯||Cmax.
The distances τij form a tree metric if there exists a tree T = (VT , ET ) with nodes
VT ⊇ V and lengths associated with the edges, such that τij is exactly equal to the
length of the unique path in T from vi to vj , for all vi, vj ∈ V.
Theorem 2 Consider the restriction of RO¯||Cmax in which the distances form a tree
metric. There exists an O(
√
m)-approximation algorithm for this restricted problem.
If the number of machines is equal to two we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3 There exists a 9/5-approximation algorithm for RO¯2||Cmax.
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Scheduling on a single machine under time-of-use tariffs
Kan Fang (Speaker) ∗ Nelson A. Uhan † Fu Zhao ‡
John W. Sutherland §
Electricity is a primary energy source for manufacturing in most countries. As a
result, improving the efficiency of electricity consumption is crucial as our world faces
rising energy costs, and also provides huge opportunities to save costs for electricity-
intensive manufacturing enterprises. To this end, in this work, we study scheduling
using the following two strategies: (1) exploiting the variable pricing of electricity (e.g.
time-of-use electricity tariffs), in which energy prices to customers vary hourly to reflect
changes in wholesale energy prices, and (2) implementing dynamic speed scaling, in which
jobs can be processed at an arbitrary speed, with a tradeoff between speed and power
demand.
The scheduling problem we study is as follows. We are given a time-of-use tariff
scheme that is represented by a set of time periods P = {1, 2, . . . ,K}, along with an
electricity price ck per unit energy and a duration dk for each period k ∈ P. We are
also given a set of jobs J = {1, 2, . . . , n} that need to be scheduled on a single machine:
each job j ∈ J has required workload wj and required power demand qj . We consider
two different assumptions on the machine environment:
1. Uniform-speed machine. In this case, all jobs must be processed at a single uniform
speed. The relationship between processing time and power demand is arbitrary.
2. Speed-scalable machine. In this case, each job can be processed at an arbitrary
speed chosen from a continuous interval. In addition, the power demand for pro-
cessing a job at speed s is sα for some constant α > 1.
We consider both preemptive and non-preemptive processing. The objective of the
problem is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes the total electricity cost, calculated
based on the energy consumed over time, taking into account that each time period has
a potentially different electricity price per unit energy consumed.
Starting with the work of Yao et al. [1], a great deal of research has been done on
scheduling with dynamic speed scaling, especially in single machine environments; see the
surveys [2, 3] for more detail. Some examples of more recent work includes [4, 5, 6] (note
that this list is by no means complete). There has also been an increasing amount of work
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on energy-aware scheduling outside of computer science, in particular, in manufacturing
[7, 8]. However, most of these efforts have been aimed at minimizing energy consumption.
Under time-of-use tariffs, optimizing energy consumption and optimizing energy costs
can be quite different. Most related to our focus here on time-of-use tariffs is [9], which
studied single machine time slot scheduling problems in which each time slot has a
corresponding cost, and the objective is to minimize the total time slot costs plus some
traditional scheduling objective.
Contributions of this work. We investigate different variants of the scheduling prob-
lem described above. In particular:
• Uniform-speed machine, preemptive processing. For this case, we give a polynomial-
time algorithm that determines an optimal schedule.
• Uniform-speed machine, non-preemptive processing. In particular, we require that
each job must be processed at a single speed from its start to completion, which
is stronger than the classical definition of non-preemption. For this case, we prove
that the problem is strongly NP-hard, and in fact inapproximable within a constant
factor, unless P = NP. We also propose an exact polynomial-time algorithm for
this problem when all the jobs have the same workload and the electricity prices
follow a pyramidal structure; that is, c1 < c2 < . . . < ch−1 < ch > ch+1 > . . . > cK
for some h ∈ P.
• Speed-scalable machine, preemptive processing. In this case, we assume that when
a job is processed in several parts, the speeds used to process each part can be
different. For this case, we give some structural results on optimal schedules and
propose an exact polynomial-time algorithm for this problem.
• Speed-scalable machine, non-preemptive processing. Here, we require that each job
must be processed at a single speed from its start to completion. In this case,
we show that this problem is strongly NP-hard. In addition, we present different
approximation algorithms that transform optimal preemptive schedules into non-
preemptive schedules and empirically test the performance of these approximation
algorithms on randomly generated instances.
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Scheduling with two non-unit task lengths is NP-complete
Jan Elffers ∗ Mathijs de Weerdt †
1 Introduction
The problem considered in this paper is the non-preemptive task scheduling problem
with release times and deadlines. In the three-field notation, the problem is denoted
1|ri|Lmax. In this oﬄine scheduling problem, there is a set of tasks, each having a release
time, a deadline and a processing time, that need to be scheduled on a single machine
without preemption. The goal is to schedule the tasks without preemption such that no
task starts before its release time and no task completes much later than its deadline.
Formally, the Lmax optimization criterion asks to minimize the maximum lateness, that
is, the maximum difference in time between a task’s completion time and its deadline.
The problem is NP-complete in theory by an easy reduction from bin packing [3], but
branch and bound algorithms work well in practice, at least on certain distributions of
randomly generated instances of up to 1000 jobs [1]. The decision problem asks whether
a schedule without late jobs exists. The formal definition is as follows. We require that
all release times, deadlines and task lengths are integers.
Definition 1 (Single machine scheduling with release times and deadlines)
Given a set of tasks J = {([ri, di], pi) | i = 1, . . . , n}, where ri, di ∈ Z are the task’s
release time and deadline, together forming the task’s availability interval [ri, di], and
pi ∈ N is the task’s processing time, does there exist a schedule, that is, an assignment
of starting times t : {1, . . . , n} → R to the tasks, such that ri ≤ t(i) ≤ di − pi for all
i = 1, . . . , n, and the set of execution intervals {[t(i), t(i) + pi) | i = 1, . . . , n} is pairwise
disjoint?
We study here a parameterized version of the problem, with the parameter the set of
task lengths P (J) = {pi | ([ri, di], pi) ∈ J}. The case pi = 1 (unit task lengths) is solved
by the greedy Earliest Due Date (EDD) algorithm; the general case pi = p (identical
task lengths) is much more difficult to solve, but it can still be solved in polynomial time.
The fastest known algorithm runs in O(n log n) time [2]. For multiple task lengths, the
case P = {1, p} can be solved using a linear programming formulation [4]. This approach
computes a sequence of starting times such that the length-p jobs can be assigned to
these starting times, with additional constraints that guarantee sufficient idle time for
the unit length jobs. This approach fails even for the case P = {2, 4}, because the length-
4 tasks may require starting times such that the idle time for a length-2 task consists of
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two isolated time units. The complexity status of the general two-task-lengths problem
has been noted as an open problem [5, 4]. In this paper we prove NP-completeness of
the problem for any fixed pair of non-unit task lengths. Formally, we have this result:
Theorem 2 (NP-completeness result) For any two fixed non-unit integer task
lengths p > q > 1, the non-preemptive single machine scheduling problem with release
times and deadlines on the set of task lengths {p, q} is NP-complete.
2 Overview of the reduction
Our proof of NP-completeness is via an auxiliary scheduling problem AUX(p, q) that
is defined for any two integer task lengths (including the case q = 1). We prove this
problem to be polynomial-time reducible to the original problem and, in the case both
task lengths are non-unit, to be NP-complete.
Our auxiliary problem is the following extension of the original problem. Next to a
set of tasks J with an ordinary availability interval [r, d], we add two equal size sets of
“pending” tasks Jp, Jq, one per task length, with two deadlines per task. We assume the
ordinary tasks to have non-negative release times and choose t = 0 as the common release
time of all pending tasks. Each pending task has two deadlines (d′, d), where d′ ≤ d.
Let N = |Jp| = |Jq| be the number of tasks per length. We demand the pairs of deadlines
per task length to be ordered as d′[1] ≤ d[1] ≤ d′[2] ≤ d[2] ≤ . . . ≤ d′[N ] ≤ d[N ], and
the long tasks to be relatively urgent compared to the short tasks: dp[i] ≤ d′q[i] for
all i = 1, . . . , N . The problem is to find a feasible schedule of J ∪ Jp ∪ Jq in which at
least one of the two pending tasks with index i, that is, Jp[i] or Jq[i], finishes by its early
deadline d′. Our hardness proof of AUX(p, q) is as follows. We choose the pending jobs’
deadlines such that no job can be scheduled much before its deadline; in addition, we
add a small number of ordinary tasks (with release time and deadline) to the instance to
impose local constraints on the pending jobs scheduled next to them. These constraints,
together with the trade-off between completing the short or the long job by its early
deadline, are enough to encode an NP-complete problem.
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Sequential diagnosis of k-out-of-n systems
with imperfect tests
W. Wei ∗ K. Coolen (speaker) † F. Talla Nobibon ‡ R. Leus §
1 Introduction
System health monitoring for complex systems, such as a space shuttle, aircraft or inte-
grated circuits, is crucial for reducing the likelihood of accidents due to sudden failures,
and for improving system availability. It is also imperative that systems be tested before
being put into operation, in order to ascertain their functionality. At manufacturing
sites, for instance, products are typically inspected at the final stage of production be-
fore being shipped to the customer. Electronic equipment (smart mobile phones, laptops,
etc.) in particular, which contains components from many different suppliers, has various
tests executed throughout the different stages of manufacturing.
The k-out-of-n configuration has a wide range of applications in both industrial and
engineering systems, such as a multi-display system in a cockpit, the multi-radiator
system in a heating system, a bridge with n cables where a minimum of k cables are
necessary to support the bridge, and the power grid of a city with excess power gener-
ators [3]. Consider, for example, an airplane with four engines. Furthermore, suppose
that the design of the aircraft is such that at least two engines are required to func-
tion for the aircraft to remain airborne. This means that the engines are related in a
k-out-of-n configuration, with k = 2 and n = 4. This is in literature sometimes also
referred to as a “2-out-of-4:G” system, where G means the system works or is “good”; a
k-out-of-n:G system is equivalent to an (n− k+ 1)-out-of-n:F system, which fails (“F”)
if at least (n− k + 1) components fail. The airplane is tolerant to failures in up to two
engines. More generally, the k-out-of-n system configuration represents systems with
built-in redundancy. A so-called series system is an n-out-of-n system and a parallel
system is a 1-out-of-n system.
In sequential testing, the procedure of diagnosing a system consists in testing the
components one by one in order to learn the state of the system [3]. The same diagnosis
procedure may be repeated thousands of times, and so it is important to minimize the
total expected costs in the long run. Additionally, besides this cost directly attributable
to the test-set hardware and manpower, field return costs can be reduced by improving
output quality through appropriate testing. In this article we search for an inspection
policy, which is a set of decision rules that decide in which order to test the components,
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and respects specific stopping criteria. More specifically, we develop algorithms for
finding optimal policies that minimize the expected testing expenses.
We focus on the case where individual component tests are imperfect, which means
that a test can identify a component as working when in reality it is down, and vice versa;
this can have severe implications. Obviously, different costs will be incurred in different
ensuing situations, but these are neglected in this article: we only focus on the expected
cost to assess the state of the system with a specific confidence level. Sequencing of
imperfect component tests has already been studied in a number of isolated articles.
The reference closest to our work is [2], who focus only on series systems.
To the best of our knowledge, however, the more general sequencing problem of
imperfect tests for k-out-of-n systems has not yet been treated in the existing literature.
It is the goal of this paper to fill exactly this gap.
2 Problem statement and results
A solution to the sequential testing problem with imperfect tests is a testing policy,
which decides how to proceed at each stage based on diagnosis information from the
preceding test outcomes. After each test, either a new component is selected or the
diagnosis procedure is halted. The stopping criterion is a pre-specified threshold for the
probability of a working or failing system. We thus stop testing when this threshold is
reached or all components are tested (in which case the system state is inconclusive).
The uncertainty in a test outcome of a component is described by its positive (negative)
predictive error, which is the probability of a working (failing) component given that the
test predicts a failing (working) component. Each component test involves a cost, and
the aim is to find a policy with total minimum expected cost.
We show that a globally optimal policy for the sequential testing problem with im-
perfect tests can be found in polynomial time when the positive (negative) predictive
error is the same for each component, and its sum is not more than one. Furthermore,
the optimal policy that is found, can be represented compactly. The result follows from
two key observations that can be derived from the assumptions on the predictive errors.
Firstly, as the predictive error is component independent, it can be seen that the proba-
bility of a working (failing) system is only depending on the number of observed working
and failing components rather than the order in which tests are conducted. Secondly,
when the sum of predictive errors is bounded by one, the probability of a working (fail-
ing) system for a fixed number of tests does not decrease when more working (failing)
components are observed. Using these observations, the problem with imperfect tests
can be transformed into an equivalent generalized (k0, k1)-out-of-n testing problem (with
perfect tests) in which the system needs at least k1 working components to function and
k0 failing components to malfunction. We show that the polynomial-time algorithm of
Chang et al.[1] for k-out-of-n systems can also be applied to this generalized testing
problem.
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Staff and machine shift scheduling in a German potash
underground mine
Marco Schulze (Speaker) ∗ Ju¨rgen Zimmermann †
1 Introduction
During the last five decades, numerous publications (e.g., [3], [4], and [5]) have appeared
concerned with the application of optimization methods in the mining industry. Most of
them focus on long-term production scheduling for underground mining, e.g., [1] as well
as open pit mining, cf. [2]. In contrast, this paper addresses a short-term underground
mine production scheduling problem. In particular, we emphasize the assignment and
scheduling of single mining operations to available resources (i.e., machines and staff) in
single working shifts.
The extraction of the examined German potash mine is done by room-and-pillar
mining. In this mining system the mined material is extracted across a horizontal plane
while leaving pillars of untouched material to support the roof of the mine. Thus, open
areas (rooms) emerge between the pillars. As mining advances, a grid-like pattern of
rooms and pillars is formed. There are two types of room-and-pillar mining: conventional
mining and continuous mining. Except for some special applications, the excavation
of potash is based on the former type involving drilling and blasting. This kind of
underground mining is characterized by nine consecutive sub-steps (operations), that can
be defined as a production cycle. For each processing step one special mobile machine
out of a set of heterogenous machines is required.
In the field of potash excavation, several scheduling problems occur that can be
embedded into a hierarchical planning approach. In so doing, each planning level takes a
different planning horizon into consideration. In order to generate practicable schedules
for each planning level, it is necessary to tackle the single problems in a top-down
analysis, but there is also feedback from lower to higher levels. On a tactical planning
level, a block-sequencing problem has to be solved, where the sequence in which the
blocks should be removed from the mine in each period has to be specified. Thereby,
a common assumption is that the mine/deposit is discretized into a grid of blocks, and
each block consists of a specific volume of material with a specific potash quality. The
aim is to minimize deviations of the mean quality per period from a prescribed potash
quality level. On an operational planning level, the room-and-pillar mining method is
considered in more detail. Here, one block is separated into the different consecutive
operations from the production cycle. The resulting problem can be formulated as a
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hybrid flow shop scheduling problem (e.g., [6]) where the sum of completion times of
all operations has to be minimized. The problem we focus on in this paper forms the
bottom level of the hierarchical planning approach. In order to generate reasonable shift
schedules, the overlying planning levels provide input data concerning which amount
has to be mined per shift and which parts of the mine should be excavated with higher
priority. Within our staff and machine shift scheduling problem (SMSSP) we consider
several requirements, that are explained in the subsequent section.
2 Problem description for SMSSP
The input data for the SMSSP are mainly composed of jobs, machines, and workers
(staff). A job is denoted by two components: on the one hand it is defined by a certain
operation from the production cycle and on the other hand it is characterized by the
place where the operation has to be executed in the mine. Derived from the two planning
levels above, we obtain a priority list that induces a precedence constraint between any
two jobs belonging to the same operation. Moreover, we have to consider precedence
constraints for jobs from the same block, meaning, that an operation cannot be started
before the preceding operation has finished. Finally, we have to know the processing
time for any job depending on the machine and worker, respectively. Concerning the
mobile machines, we need to know the number of available machines for the upcoming
shift, the parking position, as well as the travel times between any two consecutive
jobs. Another important data is the duration of the so-called technical service that
has to be performed before using the machine for the first job and at the end of the
shift. Regarding the workers, the number of available persons and their corresponding
skills, including the individual skill levels (that depend on the machine group) have to
be provided. When solving the considered scheduling problem, the following important
practical requirements and aims have to be fulfilled:
• The output or performance of a shift is mainly evaluated by the total amount of potash
(measured in tons) that was excavated by the available resources. Although the potash
or crude salt of each block is not available until the blasting step is completed, this
expected value is an input parameter of each job, no matter what operation has
to be executed there. Consequently, one requirement is characterized by reaching a
prescribed amount of potash for every machine group in each shift as good as possible.
• Another aim is the minimization of the travel times for all scheduled machines.
• Since we do not generate shift schedules in an online manner (maybe due to machine
breakdowns concerning preceding operations), we have to provide suitable backup jobs
for the machines.
• Another aspect relates to the number of so-called change-overs, which has to be as
small as possible. A change-over is identified when a worker has to use another machine
in order to process the subsequent job.
• One up to 10 jobs form a set of connected jobs. In case that the current mining
progress requires the performance of different operations for a subset of connected
jobs, a steady progress for all of them has to be achieved. Hence, the same operation
should be executed for all jobs in the corresponding set. Moreover, it is required
that the same machine of the related machine group should process the jobs, what
is principally motivated by avoiding large transfer times and blocking (in terms of
blocking the way for a machine of the same group).
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• If a job could not be finished in the previous shift, it has to be scheduled as the first
task for the appropriate machine because it usually was parked near to that job.
• We have to distinguish interruptible and non-interruptible jobs depending on the re-
quired operation. That means, for example, if there are 50 minutes left concerning
the shift length, and the next job for a drilling machine which could be chosen, lasts
more than 50 minutes, this job can not be scheduled and an alternative job has to be
found.
• Due to legal regulations, breaks for the workers have to be integrated in the schedule,
where a prescribed time window has to be incorporated.
• Each time we have to schedule a machine (out of a set of heterogeneous machines)
from a machine group, we have to take a prescribed order of usage into account.
• In addition to the prescribed order of usage concerning the machines, we also have
to consider a prescribed order of assignment from workers to single machines (apart
from the decision derived from the different skill levels).
3 Solution procedure
In cooperation with our industry partner, we identified three important properties a
solution procedure has to exhibit. At first, it has to fulfill all the complex practical
requirements just mentioned. A second important fact is a small computation time,
because the schedule can only be generated within the shift breaks. Moreover, we have to
reach a high acceptance of the generated schedule in order to not disturb the motivation
of the workers. As a consequence, we came to the conclusion to solve this problem by
using a construction heuristic. The main idea of the heuristic is to generate a schedule in
a stepwise manner by applying the phases priority-based scheduling, staff changes, and
job reassignment iteratively. A detailed description of the procedure and a corresponding
case study will be given during the talk.
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An exact algorithm for the chance-constrained
resource-constrained project scheduling problem
Patricio Lamas (Speaker) ∗ Erik Demeulemeester †
1 Introduction
In practice, the baseline project schedules that are obtained assuming deterministic
durations for the project activities will almost certainly differ from the realized project
schedules after its execution. This is due to the fact that any forecast on the duration
of the project activities will have some degree of variability as a consequence of a broad
set of uncertainty sources.
We propose an exact method for solving the chance-constrained resource-constrained
project scheduling problem (CC RCPSP) (introduced in [2]) that generates a baseline
project schedule with the following characteristics: it will be identical to the realized
schedule for a given probability (under the mild assumption that no activity is executed
before its baseline starting time), that probability will be independent of any reactive
policy that is planned to be deployed and finally, this baseline schedule does not have
the objective of minimizing the expected penalty (of the deviation between baseline and
realized starting times) which is adequate only if we would be considering the execution
of many projects in the long term. The main drawback of our approach is that the CC
RCPSP is an extremely difficult problem to solve.
The contributions of this paper are the following: we provide complexity proofs for
the CC RCPSP, we introduce theorems related to the obtention of preprocessing rules,
lower bounds and feasible solutions of the problem. We present an exact algorithm that
integrates and applies the previous theoretical results in order to obtain optimal solutions
for the problem. Finally, we present results of numerical experiments for testing and
comparing the practical performance of the algorithm.
2 Problem statement, complexity, preprocessing, bounds
and algorithms
In this section we start presenting the problem statement for the CC RCPSP. We will
assume that the probability distribution of the durations vectors is discrete over a finite
support and that the probabilities of occurrence for each of these vectors are identical.
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This is not a very restrictive assumption given that it is possible to obtain good ap-
proximations of problems with general probability distributions replacing the original
distribution by a (finite and discrete) Monte Carlo sample (see [3]).
Therefore, the CC RCPSP is the problem of finding a subset of the total sample
set that guarantees a predefined confidence level and that the obtained schedule is of
minimum makespan given the durations defined by the selected sample subset. We define
the problem more formally as follows:
INSTANCE: A confidence level (1 − α), such that 0 < α ≤ 1. A set W of n-
dimensional activity-durations vectors dw = (dw1 , . . . , d
w
n ), w ∈W . Also we are given an
uncomplete instance I of the traditional deterministic RCPSP composed by the resource
availabilities, resources consumptions and precedence relations but not the activity du-
rations, i.e. [I, d], with d any n-dimensional vector of durations, is an instance of the
RCPSP. An optimization oracle O( ) for the RCPSP, such that for a given [I, d], O(I, d)
always returns an optimal (non necessarily unique) set SI,d of starting times for each
activity and consequently the optimal value vI,d for the RCPSP.
QUESTION: Find W ∗ ⊆ W such that |W ∗| ≥ d|W |(1 − α)e and vI,d∗ is minimum,
with d∗ = max
w∈W ∗
dw (function max is component-wise).
For all the following theorems we provide no proof in this abstract due to space
constraints. The following two complexity theorems are extensions of the NP-hard proof
presented in [4].
Theorem 1 There is no oracle-polynomial-time algorithm for solving CC RCPSP unless
P = NP
Theorem 2 There is no polynomial-time approximation algorithm for CC RCPSP with
approximate ratio bounded by a constant unless P = NP
Let h be a matrix where every row hi (with i = 1, . . . , n) corresponds to the vector of
the sample values of duration of activity i sorted in non-increasing order. Each column hj
(with j = 1, . . . , |W |) corresponds to a duration vector, such that each of its components
i is the j-th largest duration of activity i in the sample.
Theorem 3 vI,d is a lower bound for vI,d, with d = h
d|W |αe+1
Finally, below we present a theorem that can be applied in the definition of a prepro-
cessing rule that allows us to reduce the original sample size. First we define a reduced
sample size W ′ as follows: W ′ = {w ∈W |∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : hwi > hd|W |αe+1i }.
Theorem 4 vI,d′∗=vI,d∗, with vI,d′∗ the optimal value of CC RCPSP considering the
reduced sample W ′
Our exact algorithm is composed of three elements: a preprocessing procedure, an
initial feasible solution heuristic and a Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm. The pre-
processing procedure is basically an application of Theorem 4. It outputs the reduced
sample W ′ ⊆W . The heuristic allows us to find an initial feasible solution simply select-
ing a set W 0 ⊆W ′ with |W 0| = d|W |(1−α)e. The scenarios that belong to W 0 are the
d|W |(1−α)e worst scenarios in W ′ according to some reasonable criterium. Finally, the
optimal combination W ∗ is found using a B&B algorithm, where the bounding procedure
is an application of Theorem 3.
2
3 Numerical results and conclusions
We developed computational experiments in order to test the performance of our exact
algorithm. We considered 48 instances belonging to the PSPLIB (see [1]) with confi-
dence levels equal to 0.99 and 0.95, and sample sizes varying between 100 and 1600. We
compared its performance with a mathematical programming formulation modeled and
solved with CPLEX 12.5. Based on such comparison we can conclude that the perfor-
mance of our algorithm is competitive. Also, it has two other conceptual advantages.
First, it only depends on an optimization oracle (or solver) for the RCPSP that can be
used as a black-box with no major knowledge of its internal logic. Second, our algorithm
is easily extensible to general chance-constrained programming problems.
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Colored Bin Packing: Online Algorithms and Lower Bounds
Martin Bo¨hm ∗ Gyo¨rgy Do´sa † Leah Epstein ‡ Jiˇr´ı Sgall ∗
Pavel Vesely´ (Speaker) ∗
Introduction. In the Online Black and White Bin Packing problem proposed by
Balogh et al. [2, 1] as a generalization of classical bin packing, we are given a list of
items of size in [0, 1], each item being either black, or white. The items are coming one
by one and need to be packed into bins of unit capacity. The items in a bin are ordered
by their arrival time. The additional constraint to capacity is that the colors inside the
bins are alternating, i.e., no two items of the same color can be next to each other in
the same bin. The goal is to minimize the number of bins used.
Online Colored Bin Packing is a natural generalization of Black and White Bin
Packing in which items can have more than two colors. As before, the only additional
condition to unit capacity is that we cannot pack two items of the same color next to
each other in one bin.
Observe that optimal oﬄine packings with and without reordering the items differ in
this model. The packings even differ by a non-constant factor: Let the input sequence
have n black items and then n white items, all of size zero. The oﬄine optimal number
of bins with reordering is 1, but an oﬄine packing without reordering (or an online
packing) needs n bins, since the first n black items must be packed into different bins.
Hence we need to use the oﬄine optimum without reordering in the analysis of online
colored bin packing algorithms.
We use two lower bounds on the number of bins in any packing. The first is the sum
of item sizes and the second is the maximal color discrepancy. The color discrepancy
for a color c is the maximal difference between the number of items of color c and the
number of other items on a segment of the input sequence. Formally, let sc,i = 1 if the
i-th item from the input sequence has color c, and sc,i = −1 otherwise. We define the
maximal discrepancy as maxc maxi,j
∑j
`=i sc,` .
There are several well-known and often used algorithms for classical Bin Packing. We
investigate the Any Fit family of algorithms (AF). These algorithms pack an incoming
item into some already open bin whenever it is possible with respect to the size and color
constraints. The choice of the open bin (if more are available) depends on the algorithm.
AF algorithms thus open a new bin with an incoming item only when there is no other
possibility. Among AF algorithms, First Fit (FF) packs an incoming item into the first
bin where it fits (in the order by creation time), Best Fit (BF) chooses the bin with the
highest level where the item fits and Worst Fit (WF) packs the item into the bin with
the lowest level where it fits.
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Next Fit (NF) is more restrictive than Any Fit algorithms, since it keeps only a single
open bin and puts an incoming item into it whenever the item fits, otherwise the bin is
closed and a new one is opened.
Previous results. Balogh et al. [2, 1] introduced the Black and White Bin Packing
problem. As the main result, they give an algorithm Pseudo with the absolute compet-
itive ratio exactly 3 in the general case and 1 + d/(d− 1) in the parametric case, where
the items have sizes of at most 1/d for a real d ≥ 2. They also proved that there is
no deterministic or randomized online algorithm whose asymptotic competitiveness is
below 1 + 12 ln 2 ≈ 1.721.
Concerning specific algorithms, they proved that Any Fit algorithms are at most
5-competitive and even optimal for zero-size items. They show input instances on which
FF and BF create asymptotically 3·OPT bins. For WF there are sequences of items wit-
nessing that it is at least 3-competitive and (1+d/(d−1))-competitive in the parametric
case for an integer d ≥ 2. Furthermore, NF is not constant competitive.
In the oﬄine setting, Balogh et al. [2] gave a 2.5-approximation algorithm with
O(n log n) time complexity and an asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme,
both when reordering is allowed.
Our results. We completely solve the case of Colored Bin Packing for zero-size items
which is an important case for constructing general algorithms. The oﬄine optimum
(without reordering) is actually not only lower bounded by the color discrepancy, but
equal to it for zero-size items. For online algorithms, we give an (asymptotically) 1.5-
competitive algorithm Balancing Any Fit (BAF) which is optimal. The algorithm mostly
puts an incoming item into a bin of the most frequent other color.
In fact, BAF always uses at most d1.5 ·OPTe bins and we can force any deterministic
online algorithm to use at least d1.5 · OPTe bins while the optimum is OPT for any
value of OPT ≥ 2. This shows that the absolute ratio of our algorithm is 5/3 which is
optimal.
For items of arbitrary size we prove a lower bound of 2 on the asymptotic competitive
ratio of any deterministic online algorithm using only two colors, i.e., for Black and White
Bin Packing. Then by combining this lower bound with the lower bound of 1.5 for zero-
size items we obtain a lower bound of 2.5 for items of arbitrary size and at least three
colors.
We use the optimal algorithm for zero-size items and the algorithm Pseudo to design
an (absolutely) 3.5-competitive algorithm which is also (asymptotically) (1.5+d/(d−1))-
competitive in the parametric case, where the items have sizes of at most 1/d for a real
d ≥ 2. (Note that for d < 2 we have d/(d− 1) > 2 and the bound for arbitrary items is
better.)
We show that algorithms BF, FF, WF and Pseudo are not constant competitive,
even for instances with only three colors and very small items, in contrast to their
3-competitiveness for two colors. Their competitiveness cannot be bounded by any
function of the number of colors even for only three colors and very small items.
For Black and White Bin Packing, we improve the upper bound on the absolute
competitive ratio of Any Fit algorithms in the general case to 3 which is tight for BF,
FF and WF. For WF in the parametric case we prove that it is absolutely (1+d/(d−1))-
competitive for a real d ≥ 2 which is also tight. Therefore, WF has the same competitive
ratio as the Pseudo algorithm.
Our results were presented at the 14th Scandinavian Symposium and Workshops
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on Algorithm Theory (SWAT 2014) [4] and at the 12th Workshop on Approximation
and Online Algorithms (WAOA 2014) [3]. The abstract of the paper was accepted to
the workshop Trends in Online Algorithms 2014 (TOLA 2014) without a publication
in proceedings. The results for Black and White Bin Packing were presented at the
conference MATCOS 2013 (also without a publication in proceedings).
Conclusions and open problems. The Colored Bin Packing for zero-size items
is completely solved. For items of arbitrary size, our online algorithm still leaves a gap
between our lower bound 2.5 and our upper bound of 3.5. The upper bounds are only
0.5 higher than for two colors (Black and White Bin Packing) where a gap between 2
and 3 remains for general items.
Classical algorithms FF, BF and WF, although they maintain a constant approxi-
mation for two colors, start to behave badly when we introduce the third color. For two
colors, we now know their exact behavior. In fact, all Any Fit algorithms are absolutely
3-competitive which is a tight bound for FF, BF and WF. However, for items of size up
to 1/d, d ≥ 2, FF and BF remain 3-competitive, while WF has the absolute competitive
ratio 1+d/(d−1). Thus we now know that even the simple Worst Fit algorithm matches
the performance of Pseudo, the online algorithm with the best competitive ratio known
so far. It is also an interesting question whether it holds that Any Fit algorithms cannot
be better than 3-competitive for two colors.
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Algorithms and Lower Bounds for Online Bin Stretching
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Online Bin Stretching, introduced by Azar and Regev in 1998 [1], is an online
problem in the vein of Bin Packing problems. Items of size between 0 and 1 arrive in
a sequence, and the algorithm needs to pack them as soon as each item arrives, but it
has two advantages: (i) The packing algorithm knows m, the number of bins that an
optimal oﬄine algorithm would use, and must also use only at most m bins, and (ii) the
packing algorithm can use bins of capacity S for some S ≥ 1. The goal is to minimize
the stretching factor S.
While formulated as a bin packing variant, Online Bin Stretching can also be
thought of as a semi-online scheduling problem, in which we schedule jobs in an online
manner on exactly m machines, before any execution starts. We have a guarantee that
the optimum oﬄine algorithm could schedule all jobs with makespan 1. Our task is to
present an online algorithm with makespan of the schedule being at most S.
History. Online Bin Stretching has been proposed by Azar and Regev [1]. The
original lower bound of 4/3 has appeared even before that, in [6], for two bins along with
a matching algorithm. Azar and Regev extended this bound to any number of bins.
The problem has been revisited recently. Kellerer and Kotov [5] have achieved a
stretching factor 11/7 ≈ 1.57 and Gabay et al. [4] have achieved 26/17 ≈ 1.53. In the
case with only three bins, the previously best algorithm was due to [1], with S = 1.4.
On the lower bound side, the lower bound 4/3 of [1] was surpassed only for three
bins by Gabay et al. [3], who show a lower bound of 19/14, using computer search.
Our contributions. On the algorithmic side, we present a new algorithm for Online
Bin Stretching with a stretching factor of 1.5. We also focus on the case of three
bins. For it, we present an algorithm with stretching factor 22/16 = 1.375.
On the lower bound side, we focus on the problem of Online Bin Stretching on
three bins. We show a lower bound of 45/33 = 1.36 for the problem. We build on the
ideas of Gabay et al. [3], improving their algorithm both technically and conceptually.
A subset of our results was presented at WAOA 2014 [2].
1 Algorithm for an arbitrary number of bins
We build on the techniques of [5, 4] who designed two-phase algorithms where the first
phase tries to fill some bins close to S − 1 and achieve a fixed ratio between these bins
and empty bins, while the second phase uses the bins in blocks of fixed size and analyzes
each block separately. This technique, with some case analysis, seemed to be able to
lead to improved results approaching 1.5.
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We rescale the bin sizes so that the optimal bins have size 12 and the bins of the
algorithm have size 18. In the first phase of the algorithm we try to fill the bins so that
their size is at most 6, as this leaves space for an arbitrary item in each bin. Of course,
if items larger than 6 arrive, we need to pack them differently, namely in bins of size
at least 12, whenever possible. We stop the first phase when the number of non-empty
bins of size at most 6 is three times the number of empty bins. In the second phase, we
work in blocks of three non-empty bins and one empty. The goal is to show that we are
able to fill the bins so that the average size is at least 12, which guarantees we are able
to pack the total size of 12m which is the upper bound on the size of all items.
The limitation of the previous results using this scheme was that the volume achieved
in a typical block of four bins is slightly less than four times the size of the optimal bin,
which then leads to bounds strictly above 3/2. This is also the case in our algorithm.
However, we notice that such a block contains five items of size larger than 6 which the
optimum cannot fit into four bins. To take an advantage of this, we cannot analyze each
block separately. Instead, we need to show that a bin with no item of size more than 6
typically has size at least 13 and amortize among the blocks of different types using a
weight function. This is the main new technical idea of our proof.
2 Algorithm for three bins
We scale the input sizes by 16 and set the stretched capacity of a bin to 22.
A natural idea is to try to pack first all items in a single bin, as long as possible. In
general, this is the strategy that we follow. However, it turns out that from the very
beginning we need to put items in two bins even if the items as well as their total size
are relatively small.
We introduce several good situations as a heart of our algorithm. These are con-
figurations of the three bins which allow us to complete the packing regardless of the
following input. One example is this:
Good Situation. Given a partial packing such that s(A) + s(B) ≥ 26, there exists an
online algorithm that packs remaining items into three bins of capacity 22.
The algorithm repeatedly uses a special variant of First Fit with modified smaller
bin sizes; moreover, whenever we can pack an item so that we can reach one of the good
situations, we do so despite exceeding the modified bin capacities.
3 Lower bound for three bins
As with many other online algorithms, we can think of Online Bin Stretching as
a two player game. The first player (Algorithm) is presented with an item i. Al-
gorithm’s goal is to pack it into m bins of capacity S. This mimics the task of any
algorithm for Online Bin Stretching. The other player (Adversary) decides which
item to present to the Algorithm in the next step. The goal of the Adversary is to
force Algorithm to overpack at least one bin.
The two main obstacles to implementing a search of this game are the following:
1. Adversary can send an item of arbitrary small size;
2. Adversary needs to make sure that at any time of the game, an oﬄine optimum
can pack the items arrived so far into three bins of size 1.
2
To overcome the first problem, it makes sense to create a sequence of games based
on the granularity of the smallest item that can be packed. A natural granularity for
the scaled game are integer items, which correspond to multiples of 1/T in the non-
scaled problem. The second problem increases the complexity of every game turn of the
Adversary.
Note that the ideas described above have been described previously in [3]. Our
improvements include:
1. We avoid using CSP and instead employ a sparse dynamic programming solution
for the knapsack problem. This improves the running time significantly.
2. We use good situations (as in Section 2) to prune the tree.
3. We make extensive use of hashing yet keep our memory below a fixed limit.
4. We implement the search in the lower-level C programming language.
We were able to check all trees of granularity up to 41 (compared to 20 in [3]). Selected
results and running times are given below:
Target fraction Decimal form L. b. found Elapsed time
19/14 1.3571 Yes 2s.
30/22 1.36 No 6s.
34/25 1.36 Yes 15s.
45/33 1.36 Yes 1min. 48s.
56/41 1.3659 No 30min.
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1 Introduction
We study an online scheduling problem arising in demand response management in
electrical smart grid [5, 8]. In a smart grid consumers send in power requests with
the power requirement, required duration of service, and the time intervals that this
request can be served (giving some flexibility). For example, a consumer may request
the dishwasher to operate for one hour contiguously during the periods 8am to 12pm.
Peak demand hours happen only for a short duration, yet makes existing electrical grid
less efficient. E.g., in the US power grid, 10% of all generation assets and 25% of
distribution infrastructure are required for less than 400 hours per year, roughly 5%
of the time [3]. Demand response management attempts to overcome this problem by
shifting user’s demand to off-peak hours to reduce peak load [7, 9]. Research initiatives
include GridWise [6], EnviroGridTM [4], etc.
The problem. Formally, each request j comes with its release time rj , deadline dj ,
and length ℓj . We assume the power requirement is unit for all requests. A request needs
to be assigned non-preemptively for ℓj timeslots within the interval Ij = [rj , dj ]. Several
requests can be assigned to the same timeslot and the load at t, load(t) is the sum of
the power requirements of all requests allocated to it (for unit power requirement, the
load is the number of requests assigned). The electricity cost is measured by a convex
function of the load in each timeslot, in particular, we consider (load(t))α, where α ≥ 2.
The aim is to minimize the total electricity cost to complete all requests. We consider
the online setting where requests arrive at unpredictable time and once a request starts
being served, it cannot be moved to another time. We measure the performance of the
online algorithm by the competitive ratio, which is the worst-case ratio of the electricity
cost of the algorithm to the optimal oﬄine algorithm.
Related work. Koutsopoulos et al. [7] has formulated a similar problem to our
problem where both request duration and power requirement are variable, and the cost
function is piecewise linear. They show that the problem is NP-hard, and their proof
can be adapted to show the NP-hardness of the general problem studied in this pa-
per for which requests have arbitrary duration or arbitrary power requirement. They
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also provided stochastic analysis of their proposed online algorithms. For unit power
requirement and unit length, fast optimal oﬄine algorithms have been proposed [2].
Another related problem is the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) problem [10] where
processor speed can be scaled (hence job processing time varies), running at speed s
finishes s units of work and consumes sα units of energy per time. Non-preemptive
algorithms have been studied for this problem (e.g., [1]). The two problems have analogy
that running at higher speed in a DVS processor is like serving several requests in
our problem; both cost functions are convex functions of the load/speed. The major
differences are that in our problem each request takes a fixed given length to complete
and more than one request can be served at the same time; while in the DVS problem
the length varies depending on the speed and only one job can be processed at each
time. For the DVS problem, an online algorithm called AVR (Average Rate) has been
proposed and showed to be (2α)α/2-compeitive.
2 Results
To illustrate the difference between our problem and the DVS problem, consider an
instance with a unit-length request j with arbitrarily large deadline. The request will be
allocated to one timeslot with load 1 and the electricity cost is 1. In the DVS problem,
the job of size 1 will be scheduled using a speed of 1/(dj − rj) for a duration of (dj − rj),
hence the power consumption is 1/(dj − rj)
α−1. Hence the ratio of the electricity cost
to the power consumption can be arbitrarily large. That is, in the smart grid problem,
at each timeslot, we have to schedule an integer number of requests while in the DVS
problem, the speed at any time can be a real number. This leads to problem when the
“minimum required speed” for the DVS problem is below 1. However, if the “minimum
required speed” is above 1, then the load in our problem is more comparable.
In the discussion below, we focus on determining the number of requests to be sched-
uled at each time and leave the choices of which requests to serve to the full paper.
Our results make use of the relationship with the DVS problem. Let Odvs and Ogrid
denote the optimal oﬄine algorithm for the DVS problem and the smart grid problem
respectively. We denote the AVR algorithm as Aavr and our online algorithms Agrid.
We also use these notations to denote the costs of the corresponding algorithms. One
can show that any schedule for the grid problem can be converted to a schedule for the
DVS problem with the same cost, hence we have the following property: Ogrid ≥ Odvs .
This property suggests an approach based on AVR. Recall that AVR schedules at
speed avg(t) which is the sum of “density” of all jobs whose interval contains t, where
the density of a job j is defined by ℓ(j)/(dj − rj). We also make use of this avg(t)
function but since we need to schedule integral number of requests, we make reference to
⌈avg(t)⌉ instead. We show that it is possible to get constant competitive ratio which is a
multiple of (2α)α/2, the competitive ratio of AVR with respect to Odvs. The main idea
is to split the time line into two parts: I≤1 contains all timeslots t such that avg(t) ≤ 1
and I>1 for avg(t) > 1 respectively.
Lemma 1 Given an instance with avg(t) > 1 ∀t, if we have an algorithm Agrid such that
there exists a constant c1, load(t) ≤ c1⌈avg(t)⌉ ∀t, then we have Agrid ≤
(4c1α)α
2 · Ogrid.
Theorem 1 If we have Agrid such that (1) load(t) ≤ c1 · ⌈avg(t)⌉ for all t ∈ I>1, and




2 ) · Ogrid.
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With Theorem 1, we propose several algorithms for different input scenarios (see
Table 1). We first focus on the simple setting studied in [2] for unit length jobs (Case
1). Then we turn to arbitrary lengths (Case 4) based on two simpler settings (Cases 2
and 3). Table 1 also shows lower bounds on the competitive ratios. A natural extension













1 Arbitrary Arbitrary Unit 1 1 (4α)
α
2 + 1 2
α−1





3 Same Arbitrary Same 2 1 (8α)
α
2 + 1
4 Same Arbitrary Arbitrary 2 1 (8α)
α
2 + 1
5 Agreeable Arbitrary 3 1 (12α)
α
2 + 1 [Case 1]




7 Arbitrary Arbitrary Arbitrary logα n max{2α−1, 3α−3}
Table 1: Different settings and the corresponding competitive ratio.
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1 Introduction
We consider scheduling problems that have been mainly studied within the body of
research on imprecise computation. In these problems computation tasks have to be as-
signed to parallel processors in such a way that their mandatory parts are fully executed,
while their optional parts are processed only if a task can complete before the due date.
The remaining optional part is understood as the error of computation for a task. The
objectives include minimizing the total weighted error, the maximum weighted error,
and various constrained versions, such as minimizing the total error subject to smallest
maximum error. Additionally, we also study the problems of minimizing the quadratic
error cost function and its various constrained versions.
Unlike the earlier algorithms, which are often applicable to only specic versions
of the problem, the new approach we propose uses a common tool based on advanced
network ow techniques, namely parametric max-ow in combination with improved
algorithms for bipartite networks. It is applicable to a broad range of problems, with
linear and non-linear objectives, is easier to justify and analyze, and achieves the time
complexity known for solving the feasibility versions of the same problems with xed
processing times.
2 Description of models
Formally, in the imprecise computation model the jobs of set N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng have
to be processed on parallel machines. For each job j 2 N , its processing time p(j) is
not given in advance but has to be chosen by the decision-maker from a given interval
[l(j); u(j)], where l(j) is the duration of the mandatory part, while the remaining part
u(j)   l(j) is optional. The value x(j) = u(j)   p(j) is the computation error which
a¤ects the accuracy of computation.
Each job j 2 N is given a release date r(j) and a deadline d(j). Processing of a
job can be preempted and resumed later, possibly on another machine. Typically, the
This research was supported by the EPSRC funded project EP/J019755/1
yshioura@dais.is.tohoku.ac.jp. Graduate School of Information Sciences, Tohoku University,
Sendai, Japan.
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problems of imprecise computation are those of nding a deadline feasible preemptive
schedule that minimizes a certain function F that depends on errors, e.g., the total error
cost or the maximum error cost. We associate each job j with two unit-costs, wT (j) and
wM (j). In such a doubly-weighted system of imprecise computation the costs wT (j) are











Similarly, the costs wM (j) are involved in computing the maximum error cost, which is
dened as
Fmax = max fx (j) =wM (j) jj 2 Ng :
As far as the machine environment is concerned, we are given m parallel machines.
Identical machines have the same speed, so that for a job j with an actual processing
time p(j) the total length of the time intervals in which this job is processed in a feasible
schedule is equal to p(j). If the machines are uniform, then it is assumed that machine
Mi has speed si, 1  i  m.
Depending on the machine environment and the objective function we generically
denote the problems under consideration by  (), where  2 f;max; quadg is the
objective function, and  2 fP;Qg is the machine system, identical (P ) or uniform (Q).
For example,  (P ) denotes the problem of minimizing the total error cost on identical
machines, while max (Q) denotes the problem of minimizing the maximum error cost
on uniform machines.
As is traditional in the imprecise computation literature, we also look at the con-
strained problems, which we denote by 0j00 (). For these problems, the objective
function F0 is minimized in the class of the schedules with the minimum value of F00 ,
where 0; 00 2 f;max; quadg, 0 6= 00. For example, jmax (P ) denotes the problem
of nding a schedule on parallel identical machines that minimizes the total error cost
among all schedules with the smallest maximum error cost.
Each problem with p(j) 2 [l(j); u(j)] can be seen as an extension of the feasibility
problem  (), in which the processing times of all jobs are xed, i.e., equal to given
values p(j); 1  j  n. To solve problem  () means either to nd a feasible schedule
for the corresponding machine environment if it exists or to report that such a schedule
does not exist.
3 The main result
Theorem 1 For  2 f;max; quadg, each problem  (P ) on m identical parallel ma-




time, and each problem  (Q) on m uniform parallel ma-




time. The constrained versions 0j00 (P ) and 0j00 (Q),
where 0; 00 2 f;max; quadg, 0 6= 00, are also solvable in O  n3 and O  mn3 time,
respectively. These running times meet the best known running times required for solving
the feasibility problems  (P ) and  (Q), respectively.
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For comparison, the table below lists the complexity estimates of the known ap-
proaches.
Identical machines Uniform machines
 (P ) O
 
n4 log n






max (P ) O
 
n4




 [2, 5] jmax(Q) O  mn4 [8]
max j(P ) O
 
n5
 [2, 3] max j(Q) O  mn5 [8]
(if a ll wT -weights are d istinct) (if a ll wT -weights are d istinct)
after correcting a faulty claim that problem (P ) is solvable in O(n2 log2 n) time
Notice that the quadratic objective Fquad has not been studied in the past, while our
technique handles it as a slight generalization. The complexity estimate for all versions
of the problem involving Fquad, even in combination with  or max, remains the same
as for the feasibility problem  ().
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Scheduling Tasks to Minimize Active Time on a Processor
with Unlimited Capacity∗
Ken C.K. Fong † Minming Li ‡ Shi Li § Sheung-Hung Poon ¶
Weiwei Wu ‖ Yingchao Zhao ∗∗
1 Introduction
Energy efficiency problems have been well studied by researchers in the past decades [1, 4,
9]. Its objective is to reduce the energy consumption without performance degradation.
With the trend of cloud computing and big data, there are millions of machines running
in the data centers in each second. One way to reduce the energy consumption is to
turn off the idle machines when the machines do not have any jobs to process. For
instance, the storage cluster in the data centers can be turned off to save energy during
low utilization period [2].
Ikura and Gimple introduced batch scheduling which scheduled jobs together in
order to maximize their idle periods to save the energy[8]. They proposed an algorithm
to minimize the completion time for single batch processing machine with agreeable
deadlines where di ≤ dj if ri < rj . In batch scheduling, the processor can schedule up
to B jobs at any time t. Let Jt be the number of jobs which are scheduled at time t.
The objective is to schedule all the jobs in the time slots satisfying Jt < B to minimize
the number of active time slots. Chang et al [6] proposed a linear time algorithm to
schedule unit length jobs in batch scheduling. Moreover, they consider another version
of the batch scheduling problem where jobs have arbitrary lengths and preemption is
allowed. They presented an O(
√
Lm) time algorithm to solve this preemptive scheduling
problem for B = 2 where L is the the sum of all job lengths and m is the total number
of time slots which are feasible for some job.
Besides batch scheduling, the “min-gap”strategy [4, 5] is another approach for energy
saving. When the machines are idle, they are transited to the suspended state without
any energy consumption. However, in practice, small amount of energy will be consumed
in the process of waking up the machines from suspended state. If the number of idle
periods can be minimized, less energy is consumed for waking up the idle machines.
Hence, the objective of min-gap strategy is to find a schedule such that the number of
∗This work was partly supported by a grant from the Research Grants Council of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, China [Project No. CityU 122512]
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idle periods can be minimized. Baptiste[4] was the first to propose a polynomial-time
algorithm with running time of O(n7). Later, Baptiste et al.[5] improved the complexity
to O(n5). They also presented an O(n4) algorithm for a special instance of this problem
where all jobs have unit length. Angel et al.[3] consider the special setting of this
problem, where the jobs have agreeable deadlines. They presented an O(n2) algorithm
for the single processor case, and in the multiprocessor case with m machines, they
presented an O(n2m) algorithm for unit time tasks.
The recent work of Tavakoli et al. [10] and Fang et al.[7] studied this problem in a
different scenario. The scenario they use is the interval data sharing problem which is
abstracted from wireless sensor networks. When the base station broadcasts one sampled
data, it can be received and used by any number of sensors whose sampling period
contains the time point. On the condition that each sensor receives a certain amount of
data during the sampling period, their objective is to minimize the transmission energy
of the base station. In [10], each application only requires discrete data at some time
points whereas the work in [7] considers a continuous interval of sampling data which is
most relevant to this paper. They provide a 2-approximation algorithm for the general
case and an O(n2) instance where the lengths of the execution for all the jobs are the
same.
2 Problem Formulation
Formally, we are given n jobs, where each job ji has a release time ri, processing time pi
and the deadline di. For any job ji, it can only be scheduled within [ri, di] and we focus
on the non-preemptive version of the problem where the execution starts till it finishes
without any interruption in between. The machine can execute an unlimited number of
jobs at any time. For any time t, whenever there exists a job executed in t, we denote t
as “active time”. Otherwise we refer time t as “idle time”. The objective is to schedule
all jobs in [rmin, dmax] by deciding the starting time si and the finishing time fi for each
job ji, such that the active time is minimized where rmin is the earliest release time and
dmax is the latest deadline of the given jobs.
Besides the general case of the problem, we also study various special cases for this
problem with different assumptions on the input jobs which are defined below.
1. Agreeable deadlines: for any two jobs, we have di ≤ dj if ri < rj .
2. Large jobs: for each job ji, pi = (di − ri)/2.
3 Our results
We solve the active time minimization problem by providing an O(n4) dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm to compute the optimal schedule for general jobs which improves
the result in [7]. We present an O(n3) dynamic programming algorithm for the case of
agreeable deadlines where di ≤ dj if ri < rj or for big jobs. Besides off-line cases, we
extend the algorithm proposed by [7] to an online algorithm with competitive ratio 2.
In the general case, our objective is to find a feasible schedule such that all jobs can
be scheduled within [rmin, dmax] with maximum number of idle time slots. The high
level idea is to properly fix an interval [A,B] for the job with the longest processing
time, so that the time interval can be divided into two sub-intervals where the problem
2
in the partitioned two sub-intervals can be dealt with separately. Then we use dynamic
programming to compute the solution for interval [rmin, dmax] which can be obtained by
combining the solutions in the partitioned sub-intervals.
4 Future works
It remains an interesting problem whether there exists a faster algorithm for the special
case of laminar jobs where the feasible intervals of any two jobs either have no overlap or
with one containing the other. An online algorithm with competitive ratio better than
2 or inapproximability results would be another interesting direction.
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On the Assignment Problem with a Nearly Monge Matrix
and its Applications in Scheduling
C. Weiß (Speaker) ∗ S. Knust † N. V. Shakhlevich ∗ S. Waldherr †
1 Introduction
The linear assignment problem is one of the most extensively studied problems in com-
binatorial optimization. While it is generally solvable in O(n3) time, there are a number
of important special cases which can be solved faster, see [1]. The famous class of Monge
cost matrices is of particular importance from both theoretical and applied viewpoints.
For an n × n Monge matrix W = (wij), every quadruple of entries in rows i, s (i < s)
and columns j, t (j < t) satisfies
wij + wst ≤ wit + wsj . (1)
This property is associated with the French mathematician Gaspard Monge who in 1781
made the observation that efficient transportation from supply points i, s to demand
points j, t should use the arcs that do not intercross. Since the transportation problem
with a Monge matrix is greedily solvable, using the north-west corner rule, an optimal
solution to the assignment problem with a Monge matrix has a diagonal structure. This
holds even in the multi-dimensional case, with a generalized Monge condition. For
surveys of results on Monge matrices see [2, 3].
Cost matrices satisfying the Monge condition arise in many applications. Some
of them give rise to ∞-entries which model forbidden assignments: if wij = ∞, then i
cannot be assigned to j. Depending on the position of the∞-entries, the Monge property
may still be satisfied, so that the problem with ∞’s remain greedily solvable. The
generalized version of a multi-dimensional problem of such type is studied in [7] which
exploits the relationship between multi-dimensional Monge arrays (with and without
∞’s) and submodular functions. Note that the requirement of [7] that the finite entries
form a sublattice implies that ∞’s do respect the Monge property.
In general, however, an arbitrary introduction of ∞-entries may destroy the Monge
property in a matrix that initially satisfied it. We call an n×n matrix W nearly Monge if
the Monge condition holds for all quadruples with finite entries, while it may be violated
for quadruples containing ∞-entries. Two typical scenarios that give rise to assignment
problems with nearly Monge matrices are related to satellite communication (SC) and
synchronous open shop scheduling (SO).
In the basic SC problem, m senders should transmit messages to n receivers. The
duration of a transmission from sender s, 1 ≤ s ≤ m, to receiver r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, is tsr.
∗{mm12cw, N.Shakhlevich}@leeds.ac.uk. School of Computing, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2
9JT, United Kingdom.
†sigrid@informatik.uni-osnabrueck.de, stefan.waldherr@uni-osnabrueck.de. Universita¨t Os-
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Each sender and each receiver can handle at most one message at a time. In order to
avoid conflicts, configuration changes are done simultaneously, so that a feasible solution
consists of periods in which simultaneous transmissions happen. The duration of every
period is given by the time needed to send the longest message. The goal is to minimize
the total duration of completing all transmissions. Various versions of this problem have
been extensively studied since the 1980s, see [5, 6, 8, 9]. The version with two senders
(m = 2) corresponds to the two-dimensional assignment problem with weights
wij = max {t1i, t2j} . (2)
Here wij is the the cost of performing two transmissions 1→ i and 2→ j simultaneously.
Notice that if the two arrays (t1i) and (t2j) are renumbered in non-decreasing order,
then W = (wij) is a Monge matrix. Additional condition wij = ∞ for i = j prohibits
simultaneous transmission to the same receiver and makes the resulting cost matrix
nearly Monge. The general version of the SC problem with m > 2 senders corresponds
to the m-dimensional assignment problem with costs satisfying the multi-dimensional
nearly Monge condition.
The SO scheduling problem can be seen as a reformulation of the SC problem in
scheduling terminology. There are given m machines and n jobs, together with operation
durations tsr, where s is the machine index, 1 ≤ s ≤ m, and r is the job index, 1 ≤ r ≤ n.
At any time, a machine can process at most one job and a job can be processed by at most
one machine. In the synchronous version of open shop, job changes on machines should
be done simultaneously, so that a schedule consists of periods with changes happening at
the end of every period. If two jobs i and j are to be processed within the same period
by machines 1 and 2, then the duration of the period wij is defined similarly to (2). The
objective is to schedule all operations so that the makespan is minimum. Similar to the
SC problem, the SO problem can be modelled as the m-dimensional assignment problem
with a nearly Monge cost matrix, where ∞-entries prohibit allocation of two operations
of the same job to one period. We are not aware of any results for the SO problem; its
counterpart of the flow shop type was studied in [10, 11].
Both problems, SC and SO, have a common underlying model known as max-weight
edge coloring (MEC). The MEC problem has been extensively studied since the 2000s,
see, e.g., [4]. Given a weighted graph G and a feasible k-edge-coloring f , the weight of
a color c ∈ {1, . . . , k} is defined as w(c) = max{we | f(e) = c}. The goal is to find a
feasible edge-coloring of minimum total weight
∑k
c=1w(c). The SO and SC problems
correspond to the MEC problem defined on a complete bipartite graph G = Km,n, which
can again be rewritten as an assignment problem with a weight matrix of type (2).
Observe that the subject of our study is a generalization of the problems mentioned
above, namely the assignment problem with a nearly Monge matrix, which entries are
not necessarily defined by (2). We denote such a problem by A(W,d, λ), where W is
a d-dimensional nearly Monge cost matrix with at most λ incompatible partners for a
fixed index iu = i
∗
u in any position iv, v 6= u.
2 Structural properties, algorithms and complexity
The NP-hardness of the problem A(W,d, λ) with an arbitrary d follows from a similar
result known for the MEC problem [8].
Theorem 1 Problem A(W,d, λ) is strongly NP-hard for an arbitrary d, even if λ = 1
and even if there are only three different finite weights in W .
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The main subject of our study is problem A(W,d, λ) with a fixed d, which is a typical
condition for applied problems. For this problem we establish a so-called “corridor
property” that characterizes the structure of an optimal solution. It implies that 1-
entries of a solution matrix belong to a corridor of limited width around the main
diagonal.
Theorem 2 For problem A(W,d, λ) there exists an optimal solution such that its 1-
entries belong to a corridor of width 2(d− 1)λ around the main diagonal.
Theorem 2 gives rise to an efficient dynamic programming algorithm that solves
problem A(W,d, λ) in O(n) time, if d and λ are fixed, and in FPT time, if d and λ are
parameters. Since the three problems discussed in the introduction are special cases of
problem A(W,d, λ) with λ = 1 after sorting is performed in order to achieve the Monge
condition for finite entries, our result has the following implications.
Corollary 1 Problems (1) MEC in a complete bipartite graph Km,n, (2) SC with m
senders and n receivers and (3) SO with m machines and n jobs are solvable in O(n log n)
time if m (or symmetrically n) is fixed, and in FPT time, if m (or symmetrically n) is
viewed as a parameter.
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Response Time Analysis for Fixed-Priority Tasks with
Multiple Probabilistic Parameters
Dorin Maxim (speaker) ∗ Liliana Cucu-Grosjean †
1 Introduction
We consider a system of n synchronous tasks {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn} to be scheduled on one
processor according to a preemptive fixed-priority task-level scheduling policy. Without
loss of generality, we consider that τi has a higher priority than τj for i < j. We denote
by hp(i) the set of tasks’ indexes with higher priority than τi. By synchronous tasks we
understand that all tasks are released simultaneously the first time at t = 0.
Each task τi generates an infinite number of successive jobs τi,j , with j = 1, . . . ,∞.
All jobs are assumed to be independent of other jobs of the same task and those of other
tasks.
Each task τi is a generalized sporadic task [1] and it is represented by a probabilistic
worst case execution time (pWCET) denoted by Ci1 and by a probabilistic minimal
inter-arrival time (pMIT) denoted by Ti.
The probabilistic execution time (pET) of a job of a task describes the probability
that the execution time of the job is equal to a given value. A safe pWCET Ci is an
upper bound on the pETs Cji , ∀j and it may be described by the relation  as Ci  Cji ,
∀j. Graphically this means that the CDF of Ci stays under the CDF of Cji , ∀j.
Following the same reasoning the probabilistic minimal inter-arrival time (pMIT)
denoted by Ti describes the probabilistic minimal inter-arrival times of all jobs. The
probabilistic inter-arrival time (pIT) of a job of a task describes the probability that the
job’s arrival time occurs at a given value. A safe pMIT Ti is a bound on the pITs T ji ,
∀j and it may be described by the relation  as T ji  Ti, ∀j. Graphically this means
that the CDF of Ti stays below the CDF of T ji , ∀j.
Hence, a task τi is represented by a tuple (Ci, Ti). A job of a task must finish its
execution before the arrival of the next job of the same task, i.e., the arrival of a new
job represents the deadline of the current job. Thus, the task’s deadline may also be
represented by a random variable Di which has the same distribution as its pMIT, Ti.
Alternatively, we can consider the deadline described by a distribution different from
the distribution of its pMIT if the system under consideration calls for such model, or
the simpler case when the deadline of a task is given as one value. The latter case is
probably the most frequent in practice, nevertheless we prefer to propose an analysis as
∗dorin@isep.ipp.pt. CISTER Research Center Building. Rua Alfredo Alle, 535. Porto. Portugal.
†liliana.cucu@inria.fr. INRIA Paris-Rocquencourt. Domaine de Voluceau, BP 105. 78153, Le
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1In this paper, we use calligraphic typeface to denote random variables.
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general as possible and in the rest of the paper, we consider tasks with implicit deadlines,
i.e., having the same distribution as the pMIT.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1 We consider a task system of n tasks with τi described by probabilistic Ci
and Ti, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. The set is ordered according to the priorities of the tasks and
the system is scheduled preemptively on a single processor. The response time distribution
Ri,1 of the first job of task τi (i.e. the job release at the critical instance) is greater than
the response time distribution Ri,j of any jth job of task τi, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}.
2 Probabilistic response time analysis
The probabilistic worst case response time (pWCRT) Rn of a task τn in the critical
instance is computed by coalescing all the distributions Ri,jn (called copies) resulted by
iteratively solving the following equation:
Ri,jn = (Ri−1,headn ⊕ (Ri−1,tailn ⊗ Cprm ))⊗ Ppr (1)
where:
- Ri,jn is the jth copy of the response time distribution
- n is the index of the task under analysis;
- i is the current step of the iteration;
- j represents the index of the current value taken into consideration from the pMIT
distribution of the preempting task;
- Ri−1,headn is the part of the distribution that is not affected by the current preemp-
tion under consideration;
- Ri−1,tailn is the part of the distribution that may be affected by the current preemp-
tion under consideration;
- m is the index of the higher priority task that is currently taken into account as a
preempting task;
- Cprm is the execution time distribution of the currently preempting task;
- Ppr is a fake random variable used to scale the jth copy of the response
time with the probability of the current value i from the pMIT distribution of the
preempting task. This variable has one unique value equal to 0 and its associated
probability is equal to the ith probability in the pMIT distribution of the preempting job.
The iterations end when there are no more arrival values vjm,i of any job i of any
higher priority task τm that is smaller than any value of the response time distribution
at the current step. A stopping condition may be explicitly placed in order to stop
the analysis after a desired response time accuracy has been reached. For example, the
analysis can be terminated once an accuracy of 10−9 has been reached for the response
time. In our case, the analysis stops when new arrivals of the preempting tasks are
beyond the deadline of the task under analysis, i.e., the type of analysis required for
systems where jobs are aborted once they reach their deadline.
Once the jobs’ response time distribution is computed, the Deadline Miss Probability
is obtained by comparing the response time distribution with that of the deadline, as
follows:
Bi = Ri 	Di = Ri ⊕ (−Di), (2)
2
where the 	 operator indicates that the values of the distribution are negated.
Note that the analysis can handle any combination of probabilistic and deterministic
parameters, and in the case that all parameters are deterministic the returned result
is the same as the one provided by the worst case response time analysis in [2]. More
details about the analysis can be found in [3].
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A Branch & Price & Cut Approach for Single Machine
Scheduling with Raw Material Availability and Setups
Paul Go¨pfert (Speaker) ∗ Stefan Bock †
1 Introduction
In this talk, we consider a single machine scheduling problem that can be classified by
the three field notation of [3] as follows:
1|setup, rm, chains, dj |
∑
wjCj . (1)
The problem was motivated by a real-world decision problem faced by a supplier in an
automotive industry. The company operates a highly automated production line consist-
ing of several stations for the assembly of car components. Due to mass customization, a
considerable number of different component types is produced by this machine, in what
follows, denoted as product versions. Changing from one product version to another
induces setup activities on all stations that are affected by a change of the raw mate-
rials build into the components. This leads to sequence dependent setup times (setup)
between jobs of different product versions.
Before a job is released the needed raw materials have to be available (rm). The
actual release date of a job in the schedule is therefore determined by the maximum of
the makespan for the scheduled predecessors and the earliest point in time that ensures
material availability after processing all preceding jobs. All jobs of a single product
version have to be produced in EDD-sequence, i. e. in sequence of non-decreasing due
dates. This results in a special set of chain-based job-precedence relations. As the
supplier has to guarantee a timely delivery, due dates (dj), either given by the end
manufacturers or derived from the subsequent production stages, have to be fulfilled and
no tardiness is allowed. The objective of the considered scheduling problem pursues the
finding of a feasible production schedule that minimizes the total weighted completion
time of all jobs.
Since some included subproblems regarding either the presence of sequence dependent
family setup times ([4]) or the need for availability of raw materials ([2]) are proven to
be NP-hard, this also applies to our extended problem.
2 Integer Programming Formulation
In this section, we give an integer programming model for the problem:
∗
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Every job j of the set of jobs J possesses a processing time pj, a weight wj and a due
date dj . For every pair of distinct jobs (i, j) ∈ J × J, i 6= j, the parameter si,j describes
the setup time necessary for switching from job i to job j.
The completion time of a job j ∈ J is denoted by the continuous but implicitly




wj · Cj. (2)
Job sequences have to be defined by the sought schedule. For this purpose, binary
variables pii,j ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether job i ∈ J precedes Job j ∈ J in a solution, or
not. For technical reasons, we set ∀j ∈ J : pij,j = 1. For every schedule and any pair
of distinct jobs (i, j) ∈ J × J, i 6= j it either holds that i is a predecessor of j, or j is a
predecessor of i. Thus, we conclude that
pii,j + pij,i = 1 ∀i, j ∈ J : i < j. (3)
All predetermined precedence relations i ≺ j of two jobs are defined by setting pii,j = 1.
They are given either by existing chain restrictions for jobs of the same product version or
result from time dependencies due to material availability and existing due dates. Fixing
a precedence relation leads to a strict sequence of the respective completion times:
pii,j = 1⇒ Ci + si,j + pj ≤ Cj (4)
If a precedence relation between two jobs i, j ∈ J is not predetermined the implications
of Formula (4) are defined by two BigM constraints ([5]).
The required amount of units of raw material type m ∈M for producing the units of
job j ∈ J is determined by aj,m. As the raw material deliveries are known beforehand,
we introduce T as a discrete and non-decreasingly ordered set of all delivery times of
materials. Furthermore, let rm,τ be the number of units of material type m ∈ M that
are delivered at time τ ∈ T , while Rm,τ =
∑
τ ′∈T,τ ′≤τ rm,τ ′ gives the cumulated supply
until τ ∈ T .
Moreover, in order to ensure raw material availability for the production of job j ∈ J ,
we derive binary variables ρj,τ ∈ {0, 1}. ρj,τ indicates whether a production of job j is
possible at time τ ∈ T . Moreover, exactly one material delivery time is selected for every
job. Therefore, it holds that
∑
i∈J
ai,m · pii,j ≤
∑
τ∈T
Rm,τ · ρj,τ ∀m ∈M, j ∈ J and
∑
τ∈T
ρj,τ = 1 ∀j ∈ J. (5)
The completion time of every job j ∈ J is then lower bounded by
∑
τ∈T
τ · ρj,τ + pj ≤ Cj . (6)
3 A Branch and Price and Cut Approach
Given any solution to the above model, we define the set of predecessors P (j) of a job
j ∈ J by P (j) := {i ∈ J | pii,j = 1}. Furthermore, for |P (j)| > 1 there is exactly
one job i ∈ P (j)\{j}, that fulfills constraint (4) with minimum slack. We say that i is
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the direct predecessor of j. Due to transitivity, for each predefined precedence relation
i ≺ j, every solution has to fulfill P (i) ⊂ P (j). For each P (j) we can calculate a lower
bound CLBj (P (j)) on the completion time Cj of job j. This lower bound is based on
constraints (5) and (6) for the raw material availability as well as on the processing
times and lower bounds of the needed setup activities for every job in P (j). Given i ≺ j,
the lower bound CLBj (P (j)) on the completion time of j may be strengthened by the
consideration of CLBi (P (i)) while deriving a lower bound of the needed time to process
the jobs of the set P (j)\P (i). Based on these results, we define the objects that are used
as columns in our approach:
Definition 1 Let C be a partition of the jobset J into precedence chains. For any chain
C ∈ C, C = {j1 ≺ j2 ≺ . . . ≺ j|C|}, we refer to a sequence of precedence sets P (j1) ⊂





the pattern has to define for every j ∈ C a direct predecessor i of j as mentioned above.
The linear programming master (LPM) selects and combines inclusion patterns to obtain
a lower bound on the objective value of an optimal schedule. The main constraints are the
well known convexity constraints ([1]) and a set covering formulation, that ensures that
for every possible position p = 1, . . . , |J | in a schedule at least one predecessor set with
size p is created. Cuts for the LPM are obtained by aggregated versions of constraints
(3) as well as by the observation, that the decomposition of any feasible schedule into
inclusion patterns yields a Hamiltonian path through the job set with respect to the
direct predecessor choices. Branching decisions are deduced from a RLPM solution
by identifying constraints that are overfulfilled (3) (Precedence Branching) or are not
uniquely defined by direct predecessor choices (Edge Branching).
At the conference, several Branch & Bound algorithms for the finding of inclusion
patterns with minimal reduced costs will be presented. Moreover, computational results
show under which circumstances our approach outperforms the integer programming
formulation described above.
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Shortest Path with Alternatives for Uniform Arrival Times:
Algorithms and Experiments
Tim Nonner (Speaker) ∗ Marco Laumanns †
1 Introduction
Despite the increasing availability of smartphones and real-time information, it is still a
common practice, especially in high-frequency public transportation systems, to simply
wait for the next arriving suitable bus (or other means of transportation like metros).
This holds especially for systems which do not provide exact time-table information,
but manage buses instead by the frequency they leave the terminal, e.g. the Dublin bus
system [5]. In such a situation, an experienced local traveler should be aware of alter-
native suitable buses in order to minimize his waiting time by picking the first arriving
one. Formally, such a schedule selection process requires to find a trade-off between
minimizing the waiting time by selecting a large set of alternatives, and minimizing the
consequent travel time by selecting a small set of alternatives with short travel time, in
the extreme case the single alternative with shortest travel time. Iterating this process
through the whole network leads to an extension of the classical Shortest Path Problem,
called Shortest Path with Alternatives (SPA) Problem. Datar and Ranade [1] observed
that this extension can be solved efficiently in case of Poisson arrival times (with ex-
ponentially distributed inter-arrival times) of buses, which makes it practical even for
large-scale public transportation systems. In contrast, Nonner showed that general ar-
rival times result in an NP-hard problem [2], even for one-hop networks. Arguably, for
systems where buses run with a given frequency, uniform arrival times (with uniformly
distributed inter-arrival times) are the most suitable modelling choice, but they lack the
nice properties of a memoryless process. In fact, Boyan and Mitzenmacher [3] showed
that optimal policies for such a system have a more complicated structure, which might
be hard to communicate: in addition to a list of alternatives for each stop, they require
additional timing information for the bus picking process.
2 Contributions
We show that an optimal SPA policy/schedule for uniform arrival times can be efficiently
computed subject to the constraint that it has the structure implied by Poisson arrival
times, thus giving a trade-off between providing a simple policy to execute and a realistic
time assessment. Second, we run several experiments to illustrate the benefits of SPA
∗tno@zurich.ibm.com. IBM Research - Zurich
†mlm@zurich.ibm.com. IBM Research - Zurich
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policies. In fact, we are not aware of any such study, the only related experimental eval-
uation was done in the context of data delivery in bus networks [4]. We are interested
in comparing the following policies: (P1) a classical single shortest path using an exact
timetable, (P2) a SPA policy using a post-processed timetable with frequency informa-
tion, but where we allow only a single alternative at each stop, and (P3) a SPA policy
without this restriction. Comparing policies (P1) and (P2) allows us to reason about
how efficient frequency based systems are compared to exact time-tables, and comparing
policies (P2) and (P3) gives insights in how much we are able to improve by allowing
multiple alternatives in such systems. Note that policy (P2) corresponds to a traveler
who navigates greedily through the system, waiting at each stop for the single bus with
best combined waiting and travel time.
To run our experiments, we build on the increasingly popular General Transit Format
Specification (GTFS) [6], which allows us to collect timetable information of multiple
European capitals [7, 8]: Berlin, Budapest, Dublin, and Oslo. Interestingly, this format
allows the specification of frequencies, exactly the information needed for our study.
However, probably because the current shortest path computation methods do not ben-
efit from this information, it is hardly ever provided. Even public transportation systems
like the one of Dublin, which explicitly mention that their timetables should be inter-
preted as frequencies rather than exact times, do not make use of this extension. To deal
with this lack of available frequency information, we derive it by counting runs-per-hour
in standard time-tables, which aligns with the implicit behavior of a sample traveler.
3 Conclusions
Our main conclusions are: (1) frequency-based systems are not much worse than exact
systems, at least on average, and (2) allowing multiple alternatives in a SPA policy
provides a significant improvement. Specifically, although the average improvement in
total travel time is relatively small, we could decrease the waiting time by at least 20%
for roughly 25% of considered cases. Thus, policy (P3) is clearly superior to policy (P2).
Hence, we think that providing SPA policies would be a natural extension to any public
transportation planner. Another advantage of such policies is that they provide backup
opportunities in case there are disruptions in the timetable.
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Lower bounds on the running time for scheduling and
packing problems
Lin Chen * Klaus Jansen (Speaker) † Felix Land ‡ Kati Land §
Guochuan Zhang ¶
1 Introduction
In classical complexity theory the usual assumption 𝑃 ≠ 𝑁𝑃 allows us to rule out
polynomial time algorithms for many decision and optimization problems. On the other
hand, this does not give us (non-polynomial) lower bounds on the running time for such
algorithms. A stronger assumption was introduced by Impagliazzo, Paturi, and Zane:
Conjecture (Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) [4]). There is a positive real 𝛿 such
that 3-Sat with 𝑛 variables and 𝑚 clauses cannot be solved in time 2𝛿𝑛(𝑛+𝑚)𝑂(1).
The ETH can be used to show lower bounds on the running time of algorithms for other
problems by the use of strong reductions, i.e. reductions which increase the parameter at
most linearly [4]. Using the Sparsification Lemma by Impagliazzo et al. [4], the ETH
assumption implies that there is no algorithm for 3-Sat with 𝑛 variables and 𝑚 clauses
that runs in time 2𝛿𝑚(𝑛+𝑚)𝑂(1) for a real 𝛿 > 0 as well. This allows us to parameterize
by the number of clauses.
Known Results. There is a large number of lower bounds based on the ETH, mostly
in the area of graph problems. For a good survey of these results and useful techniques we
refer to the work of Lokshtanov et al. [10]. For example, there is no 2𝛿𝑛 time algorithm for
3-Coloring, Independent Set, Vertex Cover, and Hamiltonian Path for some sufficiently
small 𝛿 > 0, unless the ETH fails. These lower bounds together with the fact that there
exist algorithms of running time 2𝑂(𝑛) gives us some evidence that the ETH is true.
There are only few lower bounds known for scheduling and packing problems. Chen et
al. [2] showed that precedence constrained scheduling on 𝑚 machines cannot be solved
in time 𝑓(𝑚)|𝐼|𝑜(𝑚) (where |𝐼| is the length of the instance), unless the parameterized
complexity class 𝑊 [1] = 𝐹𝑃𝑇 . Kulik and Shachnai [9] proved that there is no PTAS for
the 2D Knapsack problem with running time 𝑓(𝜀)|𝐼|𝑜(
√
1/𝜀), unless all problems in SNP
are solvable in sub-exponential time. Patrascu and Williams [12] proved using the ETH
assumption a lower bound of 𝑛𝑜(𝑘) for sized subset sum with 𝑛 items and cardinality
value 𝑘.
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2 Lower Bounds for Exact Algorithms
We first focus on proving tight lower bounds on the running time of algorithms for
problems related to Subset Sum. The following theorem can be obtained with the
observation that the reduction from 3-Sat to Subset Sum given by Wegener [13] is strong.
Theorem 2.1. [8] The problems Partition, Subset Sum and Knapsack cannot be decided
in time 2𝑜(𝑛)|𝐼|𝑂(1), unless the ETH fails.
These bounds are asymptotically tight, as naive algorithms solve the problems in
time 2𝑛|𝐼|𝑂(1). We also found algorithms [8] that solve the scheduling problem 𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
and Bin Packing in time 2𝑂(𝑛)|𝐼|𝑂(1). Furthermore, we proved that no algorithm can
decide Subset Sum, Partition, Knapsack, m-Bin Packing and 𝑃𝑚||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 with 𝑚 ≥ 2 fixed
in time 2𝑜(
√
|𝐼|), unless the ETH fails. These bounds are tight, as there exist algorithms
with running time 2𝑂(
√
|𝐼|) [11] (with 𝑚 fixed). In addition we proved a stronger result
for 𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 with non-fixed number 𝑚 of machines.
Theorem 2.2. [3] For any 𝛿 > 0, there is no 2𝑂(𝑚1/2−𝛿
√
|𝐼|) time exact algorithm for
𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥, unless the ETH fails.
We also showed that a dynamic programming algorithm for 𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 runs in
2𝑂(
√
𝑚|𝐼| log2𝑚) time. For further results on other scheduling problems we refer to [8].
3 Lower Bounds for Approximation Schemes
One can also prove lower bounds for polynomial time approximation schemes (PTAS).
Theorem 3.1. [8] There is no efficient PTAS (EPTAS) for Multiple Knapsack with
running time 2𝑜(1/𝜀)|𝐼|𝑂(1), unless the ETH fails. This bound even holds for 𝑚 = 2 knap-
sacks of equal capacity and when either all items have the same profit, or the profit of
each item equals its size.
The fastest known EPTAS for Multiple Knapsack has a running time of 2𝑂(1/𝜀 log4(1/𝜀)) +
|𝐼|𝑂(1) [7]. Another result is concerned with the 2D Knapsack problem.
Theorem 3.2. [8] There is no PTAS for 2D Knapsack with running time 𝑛𝑜(1/𝜀)|𝐼|𝑂(1),
unless the ETH fails.
This lower bound asymptotically matches the best running time 𝑛𝑂(1/𝜀)|𝐼|𝑂(1) of a known
approximation scheme [1]. Further results are related to 𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 on identical machines.
Jansen [5] presented an EPTAS for the scheduling problem on identical machines 𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
and uniform machines 𝑄||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 with running time 2𝑂(1/𝜀2 log3(1/𝜀))+𝑛𝑂(1). Here we proved
the following lower bound that leaves a small gap between the lower and upper bound.
Theorem 3.3. [3] For any 𝛿 > 0, there is no 2𝑂((1/𝜀)1−𝛿) + 𝑛𝑂(1) time EPTAS for
𝑃 ||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥, unless the ETH fails.
For a constant number of processors we showed the following result.
Theorem 3.4. [3] For any 𝛿 > 0, there is no (1/𝜀)𝑂(𝑚1−𝛿) + 𝑛𝑂(1) time fully PTAS
(FPTAS) for 𝑃𝑚||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥, unless the ETH fails.
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Jansen and Mastrolilli [6] presented an FPTAS for the more general scheduling problem
𝑅𝑚||𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 on unrelated machines, where each job 𝑗 could have different execution times
𝑝𝑖𝑗 on different machines. Its running time is (𝑚/𝜀)𝑂(𝑚) + 𝑂(𝑛). If 𝜀 is small enough
(e.g. 𝜀 < 1/𝑚), the running time can be bounded by (1/𝜀)𝑂(𝑚) +𝑂(𝑛) [6].
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Non-Preemptive Scheduling with Setup Times∗
Alexander Ma¨cker (Speaker) † Manuel Malatyali ‡ So¨ren Riechers §
1 Introduction
We present an approximation algorithm for makespan scheduling on parallel machines
that require setups whenever switching from processing jobs of one type to jobs of another
type. Our analysis shows that our approach guarantees an approximation factor that
can be made arbitrarily close to 32 and the algorithm runs in time polynomial in the
number n of jobs, the number m of machines and the number k of types. Particularly,
our work differs from previous work on related problems in the fact that we do not allow
preemption [1, 2] nor assume that k is constant [3, 4].
Problem Description We consider a model in which there is a set J = {1, . . . , n} of n
independent jobs that are to be scheduled on m identical machines M = {M1, . . . ,Mm}.
Each job i is available at time 0 and comes with a size pi ∈ N>0. Additionally, the job
set is partitioned into k disjoint classes C = {C1, . . . , Ck}. Before a job j ∈ Ci can be
processed on a machine, this machine has to be configured properly and afterward jobs
of class Ci can be processed without additional setups until the machine is reconfigured
for a class Ci′ 6= Ci. That is, a setup needs to take place before the first job is processed
on a machine and whenever the machine switches from processing a job j ∈ Ci to a job
j′ ∈ Ci′ with Ci 6= Ci′ . Such a setup takes s ∈ N>0 time units and while setting up a
machine, it is blocked and cannot do any processing. Given this setting, the objective is
to find a feasible schedule that minimizes the makespan, i.e. the maximum completion
time of a job, and does not preempt any job, i.e. once the processing of a job is started on
a machine it finishes at this machine without interruption. We define w(Ci) :=
∑
j∈Ci pj
and assume that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n it holds that w(Ci) ≤ γOPT for some constant γ and
OPT being the optimal makespan. The processing time of the largest job in a given
instance is denoted by pmax := max1≤i≤n(pi).
The considered problem models situations where the preparation of machines for
processing jobs requires a non-negligible setup time. Even though these setups depend
on the classes of jobs to be processed, we assume the setup time to be equal for all
classes. Also, jobs might not be preempted, e.g. because of additional high preemption
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costs. Possible examples of problems for which this model is applicable are (1) the
processing of jobs on (re-)configurable machines (e.g. Field Programmable Gate Arrays)
which only provide functionalities required for certain operations after a suitable setup
or (2) a scenario where large tasks (consisting of smaller jobs) have to be scheduled
on remote machines and it takes a certain (setup) time to make task-dependent data
available on these distributed machines.
2 (32 + ε)-Approximation Algorithm
We design and analyze an algorithm that runs in time polynomial in n,m and k and
computes a solution with an approximation factor of at most 32 + ε, for any ε > 0.
The high-level idea of our algorithm is to first identify a class of schedules that
feature a certain structural property, which we call block-schedules. Applying slight
modifications to a given instance allows us to find a good schedule within this class, i.e.
one whose makespan is not too far away from an optimal one. In a second step, we use
the properties of block-schedules and show how to perform rounding of the involved job
sizes and grouping of jobs and thereby significantly decrease the size of the search space.
Finally, given such a transformed instance, it will be easy to optimize over the class of
block-schedules to obtain an approximate solution to any given instance.
Block-Schedules One main ingredient of our approach is the identification of a class
of schedules having a simple structure. On the one hand, the optimzation over this
class becomes easy and, on the other hand, it always allows us to find a provably good
solution if the search is narrowed to this class. Hence, at the heart of our approach are
block-schedules, which we define as follows.
Definition 1 Given an instance I, we call a schedule for I block-schedule if for all
1 ≤ i ≤ m the following holds: In the (partial) schedule for the machines M1, . . . ,Mi,
there is at most one class of which some but not all jobs are processed on M1, . . . ,Mi.
By some careful transformations of a given instance, it is possible to show that there
always is a block-schedule with makespan at most 32OPT for the transformed instance,
which also directly implies a schedule with the same bound on the makespan for the
original instance.
The main advantage of restricting our search for a schedule to block-schedules is its
manageable structure. Intuitively, if we construct a schedule by assigning jobs consecu-
tively to the machines M1, . . . ,Mm, then in each step there is at most one class whose
processing was started but not yet finished and all jobs of a class are, roughly speaking,
processed in a block of machines and not widespread.
Optimization over Block-Schedules Knowing that there always is a good block-
schedule, we perform a rounding technique on the involved job sizes to simplify the given
instance. Here we have to take care of jobs (and classes) that have a small size (overall
workload) in terms of the optimal makespan and ε in order to be able to bound the
introduced rounding error suitably. After performing the rounding, we are left with jobs
only having a constant number of different sizes. Equally important is the fact that there
is only a constant number of different class-types, where classes made up of identical sets
of jobs are called to be of the same type.
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Concluding, based on the structure of block-schedules and the properties obtained
by rounding, we can describe our search space by a graph in which nodes correspond
to machine configurations. While machine configurations are often based on jobs (more
precisely, job sizes), we describe them in a more abstract way: For each class-type we
specify how many classes of this type are processed on the considered machine along
with those individual jobs of (at most) one additional class-type that is not completely
finished on the machine. At this point, we gain the advantage that we need not assume
the number k of classes to be a constant since configurations no longer rely on job sizes
combined with their classes, but just on the more abstract class-types. Using a simple
search on the constructed graph, which has a size essentially polynomial in m, we are
able to obtain a schedule with the claimed approximation guarantee.
Theorem 2 We can determine a schedule for any instance I with makespan at most




OPT,OPT + pmax − 1
}
in time polynomial in n, k and m.
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On The Power of One Preemption on Uniform Parallel
Machines
Alan J. Soper (Speaker)  Vitaly A. Strusevich y
1 Introduction
In this paper, we perform an analysis of the power of one preemption for scheduling
problems on parallel machines.
In parallel machine scheduling, we are given the jobs of the set N = fJ1; J2; : : : ; Jng
and m parallel machines M1, M2; : : : ;Mm. If a job Jj 2 N is processed on machine
Mi alone, then its processing time is known to be pij . There are three main types of
scheduling systems with parallel machines: (i) identical parallel machines, for which
the processing times are machine-independent, i.e., pij = pj ; (ii) uniform parallel ma-
chines, which have di¤erent speeds, so that pij = pj=si, where si denotes the speed of
machineMi; and (iii) unrelated parallel machines, for which the processing time of a job
depends on the machine assignment.
In all problems considered in this paper the objective is to minimize the makespan,
i.e., the maximum completion time. For a schedule S, the makespan is denoted by
Cmax(S). In a non-preemptive schedule, each job is processed on the machine it is
assigned to without interruption. In a preemptive schedule, the processing of a job on a
machine can be interrupted at any time and then resumed either on this or on any other
machine, provided that the job is not processed on two or more machines at a time.
For an instance of a scheduling problem on parallel machines, let Si and S

p denote an
optimal schedule with at most i preemptions, and an optimal preemptive schedule which
uses an unlimited number of preemptions, respectively. We will refer to schedules with
an unlimited number of preemptions as simply preemptive. The case i = 0 corresponds
to a non-preemptive schedule.
The problem of nding an optimal preemptive schedule with at most i  m  2 pre-
emptions on identical parallel machines is NP-hard [1] and the corresponding problems
on uniform or unrelated machines are obviously no easier. The preemptive counterparts
for these problems are polynomially solvable, even in the most general settings with
unrelated machines. See a focused survey [2] on parallel machine scheduling with the
makespan objective for details and references.
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2 Power of Preemption: Review
Consider an instance of a scheduling problem to minimize the makespan Cmax on m
parallel machines (identical, uniform or unrelated). For the corresponding problem,
we dene the power of preemption as the maximum ratio Cmax(Si )=Cmax(S

p) across
all instances of the problem at hand. We denote the power of preemption by im. It
determines what can be gained regarding the maximum completion time if unlimited
preemptions are allowed.
In order to determine the exact value of im for a particular problem and to give the
concept some practical meaning, the following should be done:







  im (1)
holds for all instances of the problem;
(ii) exhibit instances of the problem for which (1) holds as equality, i.e., to show that
the value of im is tight; and
(iii) develop a polynomial-time algorithm that nds a heuristic non-preemptive schedule











  im: (2)
If the machines are identical parallel, then it is known that 0m = 2   2= (m+ 1),
as independently proved in [1] and [5]. It is shown in [7], that the value of 0m can be
reduced for some instances that contain jobs with fairly large processing times.
For unrelated parallel machines, a rounding procedure that is attributed to Shmoys
and Tardos and reproduced in [6] and [3] nds non-preemptive schedules S0p such that
the bound (2) holds for 0m = 4. This bound is tight, as proved in [3].
According to [10], for m uniform parallel machines 0m = 2   1=m and the LPT
heuristic nds schedules that respect this bound. In [9] the necessary and su¢ cient
conditions under which the global bound of 2  1=m is tight are given. If the makespan
of the optimal preemptive schedule Sp is dened by the ratio of the total processing time
of r < m longest jobs over the total speed of r fastest machines, it is shown in [9] that
the tight bound on the power of preemption 0m is 2  1=minfr;m  rg.
For two uniform machines a parametric analysis of the power of preemption 02 with
respect to the speed of the faster machine is independently performed in [4] and [8]. For
m = 3, a similar analysis is contained in [8], provided that the machine speeds take at
most two values, 1 and s  1.
Studies that compare optimal schedules with a limited number of preemptions to
optimal preemptive schedules are fewer in number. For identical machines Braun and
Schmidt [1] prove that im = 2  2= (m (i+ 1) + 1), where 0  i  m  1, and that this
bound is tight. For uniform machines it is known that at most 2 (m  1) preemptions are
necessary in an optimal preemptive schedule Sp . Jiang et al. in [4] perform a parametric
analysis for two uniform machines and show that 12 =
 
2s2 + s  1 =2s2 where s  1 is
the speed of the fastest machine.
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3 Results on Single Preemption
In this paper we focus on the models with a single preemption.
We show that form = 2 uniform machines the problem of nding an optimal schedule
S1 with a single preemption is polynomially solvable in this paper. If the machines are
unrelated, nding schedule S1 is NP-hard for m = 2.
Regarding the power of one preemption on m  3 uniform machines, we derive a
global tight bound 1m = 2  2=m.
We also perform a parametric analysis of the power of a single preemption 13 for
three uniform machines in terms of the machine speeds.
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The a priori Traveling Repairman Problem
Martijn van Ee (Speaker) ∗ Rene´ Sitters †
1 Introduction
In the last few decades, a lot of research has been done in stochastic combinatorial
optimization. This field is concerned with classical combinatorial optimization problems,
but with additional uncertainty in the instance. For example, there are situations where
the problem instance changes on a daily basis. Instead of reoptimizing every instance,
because it might be impossible or undesirable, one can alternatively choose to pick one
solution that will be good on average. This is the setting of a priori optimization. Here,
we consider a priori routing and in particular the a priori traveling repairman problem
(TRP). An extended version of this abstract was published in [3].
In a priori routing, we are given a complete weighted graph G = (V,E) and a
probability distribution on subsets of V . Depending on the model, this distribution is
given either explicitly or by a sampling oracle. It is assumed that the instances are
metric. In the first stage, a tour τ on V has to be constructed. In the second stage, an
active set A ⊆ V is revealed, which is the set of vertices to be visited. The second-stage
tour τA is obtained by shortcutting the first-stage tour over the active set. For each
active set, the first-stage tour has a second-stage objective value. The goal is to find a
first-stage tour that minimizes the expected cost of the second stage tour. When it is
clear form the context, we may refer to this expected second stage cost simply as the
expected cost of the solution.
In the literature, several models for the probability distribution over the active sets
are used. In the black-box model, there is no knowledge on the probability distribution.
The only instrument available is a sampling oracle, which gives a sample from the dis-
tribution on request. In the scenario model, the instance contains an explicit list with
active sets and their corresponding probabilities. In the independent decision model,
each vertex has its own probability of being active, independent of the other vertices.
The special case where all vertex probabilities are equal is called the uniform model.
It was shown by Shmoys and Talwar [5] that you can get a 4-approximation for
the a priori traveling salesman problem in the independent decision model. This result
motivated us to look at the approximability of the a priori TRP in the independent
decision model.
In the deterministic TRP, also known as the minimum latency problem, we have a
complete graph G = (V,E), a metric cost function c over the edges and a root vertex
∗m.van.ee@vu.nl. Department of Econometrics and Operations Research, VU University Amster-
dam, De Boelelaan 1105, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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r. We want to find a tour τ starting at the root which minimizes the sum of latencies.
Here, the latency of a vertex v is defined as the length of the path from r to v along τ .
In the a priori TRP, the goal is to find a first-stage tour which minimizes the expected
second-stage sum of latencies. Here, the second-stage sum of latencies for active set A
is obtained by shortcutting the first-stage tour over A and summing up the latencies in
the second-stage tour. In this paper, we establish a constant-factor approximation for
the a priori TRP in the uniform model.
2 Algorithm
Our algorithm is based on algorithms for the deterministic TRP [1],[4],[2]. However, the
a priori setting makes the problem a lot harder to solve. Our algorithm makes use of an
(α, β)-TSP-approximator in the a priori setting, which is similar to the one introduced
in [1].
Definition 1 An (α, β)-TSP-approximator in the a priori setting will find a tour of
expected length at most βL and visiting at least (1− α)n vertices if there exists a tour
of expected length L visiting (1− )n vertices.
The algorithm can be described as follows. Let L0 = 2c
U , where c is a parameter
to be determined later and U is a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, 1], and
define Li = L0c
i. Now for each length Li, we obtain a tour T (Li) by applying the
(α, β)-TSP-approximator in the a priori setting. These tours will then be concatenated,
i.e. we first traverse tour T (L0), then we traverse tour T (L1) and so on until all vertices
are visited, where we shortcut already visited vertices. We output the resulting tour.
Theorem 2 Given an (α, β)-TSP-approximator in the a priori setting, our algorithm
with c = e is a (2edαeβ + 1)-approximation for the a priori traveling repairman problem
in the uniform model.
Note that if α = 1, the approximator corresponds to a β-approximation for a priori
k-TSP, the problem of finding a tour on k vertices of minimum expected length. It turns
out that the a priori k-TSP is polynomially solvable on trees in the uniform model.
Using the theorem above, we obtain an 6.44-approximation for the a priori TRP on
trees in the uniform model.
For general metrics, we show how to obtain an (α, β)-TSP-approximator for some
constants α and β. It turns out that finding such an approximator reduces to approxi-
mating certain variations of the tour single-sink rent-or-buy problem (tour SRoB). Here,
we are given a complete graph G = (V,E) with a metric cost function ce on the edges.
There is a client at every vertex j ∈ V with demand dj . We have to open facilities at
some of the vertices and connect the clients to the facilities. Connecting facility i with
client j costs djce, where e = (i, j). Further, we need to buy edges e at the cost of Mce,
where M ≥ 1, which together connect the facilities by a tour. The goal is to minimize
the sum of connection cost and tour cost. In the prize-collecting variant of tour SRoB,
it is allowed to leave a client unconnected at the cost of a penalty pii. The goal is to min-
imize the sum of connection cost, tour cost and penalty cost. An (α, β)-approximator
for tour SRoB is implied by an approximation algorithm for the prize-collecting version.
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Definition 3 An (α, β)-tour SRoB-approximator will find a tour SRoB-solution of cost
at most βL and visiting at least (1 − α)n vertices if there exists a tour SRoB-solution
of cost L visiting (1− )n vertices.
Lemma 4 If there is an α-approximation for prize-collecting tour SRoB, then there is
an (2α, 2α)-tour SRoB-approximator.
Lemma 5 There is a 5.52-approximation for the prize-collecting tour SRoB problem.
Now, a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the a priori TRP in the uniform
setting follows from Theorem 2 and the lemma below.
Lemma 6 If there is an (α, β)-tour SRoB-approximator, then there is an (α, 3β)-TSP-
approximator in the a priori setting.
Theorem 7 There is an O(1)-approximation for the a priori traveling repairman prob-
lem in the uniform model.
3 Open Problems
There still are many open problems in the field of a priori optimization. For the a priori
TRP we were only able to give a constant-factor approximation in the uniform model
and the constant is still large. The problem is wide open in the independent probability
and scenario model. In our analysis we used the theory of (α, β)-TSP-approximators.
Better approximations may be obtained by using the a priori k-TSP. No constant-factor
approximation is known for this problem.
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Optimal Scheduling of Chemotherapy Deliveries under
Quality of Care, Resources and Ethical Constraints
Renaud De Landtsheer (Speaker) ∗ Yoann Guyot∗ Christophe Ponsard∗
Franc¸ois Roucoux †
1 Background
A clinical pathway is a multi-disciplinary view of the treatment process required by a
group of patients presenting the same pathology with a predictable clinical course [2].
While scheduling the activities of the pathway of a single patient is straightforward,
scheduling a pool of patients in a clinic with limited resources raises lots of trade-off
concerns. Such concerns must not impact the patient quality of care but must also be fair
for all patients for ethical reasons. There is also an economic rationale to streamline the
treatment of patients, meaning that resources should be used efficiently. In this setting,
an optimizing tool can help to organize clinical pathways. Given that the patients flow
is continuous and that a number of unforeseen personal or medical events can require
treatment to be postponed or adapted, schedules need to be adjusted on the go, with
no interference on already confirmed appointments.
Currently, tool support is still lagging behind and often still relies on manual or
basic tools such as spreadsheets or scheduling templates [1]. A number of approaches
have been put forward but are never fully coping with the full picture, especially taking
explicitly the quality of care as part of the problem.
2 Scope of our research
The aim of this paper is to show that the scheduling of appointments in clinical pathways
should be strongly driven by care quality indicators to ensure that all patient schedules
remain compatible with optimal care while ensuring optimal resource allocation.
As a case study, we have focused our efforts on the scheduling of chemotherapy path-
ways in oncology. The timing of chemotherapy administration has a critical impact on
the efficiency of the treatment. If a minimal interval between drugs delivery is not en-
forced, the patient can be severely hurt because chemotherapy drugs are toxic agents,
and the body needs some time to recover between drugs administrations. If chemother-
apy administrations are spaced too much, the efficiency of the treatment is decreased
because cancerous cells left have more chances to multiply again. In order to measure
the quality of care, a quantifiable indicator called the “relative dose intensity” (RDI)
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[5] was defined. It captures both the respect of the required dose and timing on a scale
from 0% (total failure) to 100 % (total conformance). Medical literature has shown, for
a number of cancers, that the life expectancy is strongly correlated with the RDI, for
instance, for breast cancer, a key threshold value is 85 % [7]. Hence this indicator can
be seen has a gauge that should be carefully managed across the whole clinical pathway.
This paper does not focus on the technical aspects of the scheduling engine, but
rather on the impact of different choices related to the definition of the optimization
problem. This is critical because solving an inadequate problem might have dramatic
effects for patients’ clinical outcome.
3 Method
An Agile prototype-based approach was applied to experiment with the feasibility of
a smart appointment scheduling maximizing chemotherapy efficiency while matching
available resources. We started with a simplified model combining the chemotherapy
workflows models resulting from a rigorous analysis process [3], resource constraints
and possible interfering events. An appointment scheduler was developed along with
key companion tools such as a scenario repository, a graphical interface for managing
appointments and a simulator of patient-related events. This greatly made easier the
validation with oncology practitioners that occurred once a month and involved three
hospitals (UCL/Cancer Institute, Grand Hospital of Charleroi and UZ Leuven). The
following features were progressively addressed to reach a model that is now realistic
enough to consider on-site validation :
• simple resource models, expressed in bed/nurse hours evolving to a finer grained
model where each nurse/bed is explicitly allocated.
• service opening days and hours.
• treatment plans, modeled as sequences of steps (day of cure, resting periods) with
dose, duration and involved resources.
• constraints on treatment plan instances: earliest/latest start date, patient unavail-
ability, set appointment (past or confirmed).
A strong requirement was to cope with large patient sets, typically involving hundreds
of patients simultaneously at various stage of their clinical pathways. For handling such
scales, we used local search-based approaches, mainly iFlatRelax for scheduling, and in
a later phase, BinPacking for day level reasoning. Our prototypes were implemented
on the CBLS engine of OscaR [4, 6]. The scheduler is working as a background service
which is constantly trying to improve the solution in the open future (i.e. beyond all
confirmed appointments).
4 Results and Validation
The objective function to maximize is the RDI over the pool of patients. We have
developed two global criteria. A first criterion was to maximize the minimal RDI among
all patients. It is implemented by minimizing the make span among all patients using
iFlatRelax. The schedule of a patient is an interleaving of appointments and resting
period, followed by a “stub” activity at the end. This stub is needed because all patients
do not start their treatment at the same time. A second criterion was to maximize the
summed RDI. This was solved using task swapping neighborhood starting from a solution
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provided by iFlatRelax because it was tightly packed and computed very quickly. Our
prototype is able to schedule chemotherapy appointments over roughly five hundred of
patients in a few seconds and supports interactive adjustments.
The simulator helped conducting validation, with the ability to step inside the pro-
cesses and understand the system behavior over long periods and under stressed con-
ditions. The feedback from doctor is rather positive about our contribution to ensure
both quality of care and the smarter use of resources. The prototype raised ethical
concerns, such as the capacity of the tool to deciding about trade-off among patients
under resource shortage. Our conclusion is that the system should report such situations
ahead of time to allow the team to take corrective measures, like a transient increase of
staffing. In order to keep the medical team in control, the developed graphical display
was also a huge practical improvement. Some interesting feature such as the visualiza-
tion of allocation windows ensuring a good RDI level definitely helped oncologists and
nurses in charge of appointments updates.
5 Conclusions and Perspectives
By combining the use of a scalable Open Source CBLS scheduling technology with
visualization and simulation components, we were able to show the feasibility of quality
indicator-driven scheduling of a large pool of patients. However, at some point, the
following provocative question for OR practitioner was raised: is it really a good idea
to install an optimizing engine in such a critical setting? As usual the answer is
not in the technology but in the way it is used and controlled. Clinical pathways involve
an intricate decision making process and our experience shows that the scheduler can
definitely support the medical actors in their work.
Our next step is to conduct on-site validation based on an extended prototype. A
major request is to achieve finer tasks management, i.e. within each day. This requires
some further work to integrate the BinPacking solver into the scheduling engine.
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1 Introduction
Plant Location is a prominent problem in operations planning and has numerous
applications since many economic decisions involve selecting and placing facilities to serve
certain demands. Examples include manufacturing plants, storage facilities, depots,
warehouses, libraries, fire stations and so on. The budgeted version clearly reflects the
willingness of customers to pay for being provided some utility.
In this paper, we consider generalizations of the classical the Plant Location
problem and give a unified approach for these. Generalized Plant Location means
the following problem: There are m possible plants and n customers. Customer j, say,
has a demand of dj units of some utility. Each plant i can be constructed at cost ci.
If a constructed plant i serves a customer j, it produces ui,j units of the utility at
service cost si,j . The goal is to serve the demand of each customer at minimal total cost.
In Budgeted Plant Location, each customer j additionally has a budget bj . If a
constructed plant i serves a customer j, the budget is charged an amount of ai,j and we
require that the total charge can not be more than bj . In the classical Plant Location
problem we have dj = 1 and ui,j = 1 for all i and j. That is, it is only required that
each customer is served by at least one facility. Observe that we obtain the Set Cover
problem for dj = 1, si,j = 0 and ui,j ∈ {0, 1}. In our version, we have demands dj and
customer-dependent utility production ui,j .
We give a unified randomized algorithm which is O(log n)-approximate for both ver-
sions of the problem. However, in the budgeted version, we will violate the budget by
a factor of at most O(log n). Our approach is based on LP-relaxations of the problems
strengthened by additional valid inequalities, so-called Knapsack Cover inequalities
introduced by Carr et al. [7]. To the best of our knowledge, there are no approximation
algorithms known for Generalized Plant Location and Budgeted Plant Loca-
tion. Since Set Cover can not be approximated better than (1 − o (1)) · lnn, see
Feige [9], this is best possible up to a constant factor, unless P = NP.
2 Algorithms for Generalized Plant Location
To the best of our knowledge, there is no approximation algorithm known for the Gen-
eralized Plant Location problem. However, there are approximations for special
cases and relaxations, e.g., [8, 10, 12, 4]. We close this gap by giving a randomized
expected (4 + ε) · lnn-approximation algorithm for any ε > 0 for the general case. By
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inapproximability of Set Cover [9] this is best possible up to a constant factor, unless
P = NP.
Theorem 1 Let c ∈ (0, 1]. There is an algorithm which runs in polynomial time and
returns an expected 1/c-approximate solution, which is feasible for Generalized Plant
Location with probability at least 1− 2n exp(−(1− c)2/4c).
Corollary 1 Choose c = 1/((4 + ε) · lnn) for any ε > 0 and the algorithm is expected
(4 + ε) · lnn-approximate and feasible with high probability.
The notion high probability refers to probability converging to one as n tends to
infinity. The two main technical ingredients of our algorithm are:
(I) We give an LP-relaxation of the Generalized Plant Location problem
strengthened by Knapsack Cover valid inequalities [7]. As stated above,
these valid inequalities have proved useful for several other (covering) problems,
e.g., [11, 2, 3, 1, 6]. This strengthened formulation allows us to round a fractional
solution randomly thus yielding logarithmic integrality gap.
(II) The second tool we use (for the analysis of the rounding) is Bernstein’s inequal-
ity [5], which is a Chernoff-type bound on the concentration of measure of sums
of independent random variables. A property of this bound is that it depends on
the variance of the random sum under investigation and that the absolute values
of the summands can be arbitrary constants. The dependence on the variance is
useful: We use the Knapsack Cover inequalities to derive a rounding scheme in
which some “large” variables are rounded deterministically and the other “small”
ones are rounded randomly. For the latter we can prove that the variance of the
associated sums is not “too large” and we derive a sufficiently strong bound on
the concentration of measure.
We obtain the algorithm as follows: First we consider the case n = 1, in which the
Generalized Plant Location problem becomes the Knapsack Cover problem.
As a first step, we give a randomized rounding algorithm for this special case. Then
we observe that the Generalized Plant Location problem can be seen as n simul-
taneous Knapsack Cover problems with the additional requirement of constructing
plants. By solving all of these problems feasibly with high probability we obtain which
plant shall serve which customer. Having these decisions made, we construct a plant if
it serves some customer. With the help of the ingredients (I) and (II) we are able to
prove that the algorithm is expected (4 + ε) · lnn-approximate.
Then we turn our attention to Budgeted Plant Location. It is not hard to see
that it is already NP-complete to even decide if there exists a feasible solution. To
overcome this difficulty we will consider a relaxation and allow that these constraints be
violated somewhat. More precisely, a solution is λ-feasible if the budget constraints are
violated by at most a factor of λ and the remaining constraints are satisfied.
We find that the same rounding algorithm, which simply uses an adjusted LP-
relaxation, also produces an expected (4 + ε) · lnn-approximate solution, which violates
the budgets by factors of at most 2 · (4 + ε) · lnn with high probability.
Theorem 2 Let c ∈ (0, 1]. There is an algorithm which runs in polynomial time and re-
turns an expected 1/c-approximate solution, which is 2/c-feasible for Budgeted Plant
Location with probability at least 1− 4n exp(−(1− c)2/4c).
2
Corollary 2 Choose c = 1/((4 + ε) · lnn) for any ε > 0 and the algorithm is expected
(4 + ε) · lnn-approximate and 2 · (4 + ε) · lnn-feasible with high probability.
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1 Objective of Differentiated Packet Scheduling
Modern telecommunication networks must be capable of supporting a wide variety of
heterogeneous services having extremely diverse Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements.
Interactive services, for example, tolerate only a minimal delay, whereas data services al-
low for more delay. This triggered the need for service differentiation in network routers;
network traffic is divided into several service classes and some kind of differentiated,
class-based transmission scheduling is implemented in these routers. Strict preemptive
priority (SP) is the most drastic way to provide service differentiation, but is neither
flexible nor fair. From the perspective of one particular class, however, performance
cannot be better (worse) than when that class gets the highest (lowest) priority. This
best (worst) performance, e.g., in terms of the mean queueing delay of the class, is often
easy to calculate.
Let us assume more generally that we have a performance vector, e.g., the vector
of the mean queueing delays of n service classes. Then for very general preemptive
work-conserving scheduling policies it can be proved that the achievable region of this
performance vector is a polyhedron with the n! permutations of SP scheduling as extreme
points [1]. An important objective for practitioners may be to construct a scheduling
policy that achieves a desired performance vector that is known to be in the achievable
performance region.
2 Differentiated Packet Scheduling Mechanisms
A straightforward scheduling is a randomization of SP over idle/busy period cycles [1].
It is easily proven that the performance vector is a weighted version of the performance
vectors of SP, with the weights equal to the randomization probabilities. Choosing
probabilities to achieve a certain performance vector then follows quite easily.
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Figure 1: Parekh’s GPS scheduling
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Figure 2: Hierarchical GPS scheduling
However, when the system is highly loaded so that busy periods are long, the de-
sired performance vector is not guaranteed in the short term. A fairer scheduling is
Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS). It was developed as an efficient scheduling mech-
anism providing manageable service differentiation in computer and telecommunication
networks [2]. With GPS, each of n traffic classes is given a certain weight βj , with∑n
j=1 βj = 1, and the available link capacity is constantly shared according to the
weights of the backlogged classes (see Figure 1). GPS assumes that network traffic is
fluid. In practice, there are several scheduling mechanisms which attempt to approach
the performance of GPS as closely as possible, e.g., Weighted Fair Queueing.
The biggest drawback of all GPS-based scheduling mechanisms is fixing the weights.
As opposed to mixing priorities described above, these weights are not equal to the
weights in the convex sum of the extreme points. Moreover, easy analytical results
for the performance vector in a GPS system are non-existent, even for the simplest of
queueing models. Hence, we have to resort to, e.g., Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate
the performance vector. Then one way to search for the optimal weights is by means of
some iterative procedure, but an extra complexity is that all weights have to be optimized
jointly, i.e., changing one weight influences all elements in the performance vector. This
all makes the design of an efficient search procedure very hard.
In the current study, we transform the original GPS scheduling to a purely hierarchi-
cal version (coined H-GPS) as depicted in Figure 2. In this way, we obtain a scheduling
where we can optimize the weights separately. We sketch this in the remainder, while
we illustrate that the achievable performance region of a union of H-GPS systems equals
the achievable performance region of all preemptive work-conserving scheduling policies.
3 Hierarchical GPS
Let us, for the sake of exposition, consider a system with three classes. Define, further-
more, w¯j as the mean unfinished work of class j in the system. The total unfinished work
in the system is independent of the scheduling mechanism as long as this one is work-
conserving; so for work-conserving scheduling policies, the mean total unfinished work
w¯T =
∑3
j=1 w¯j is a constant. This effectively allows a two-dimensional performance vec-
tor (w¯1, w¯2). Then we have 6 extreme points in the (w¯1, w¯2)-plane, corresponding with
the 6 priority constellations (black bubbles in Figure 3). The region inside the polygon
with these 6 extreme points as vertices is the achievable performance region.
We show that a union of H-GPS systems can achieve all vectors in the achievable
region. Assume the H-GPS system as depicted in Figure 2 with three classes and with





















Figure 3: Achievable performance region of three-class GPS scheduling
over classes 2 and 3, and w¯1 = w¯1,min. It is easy to see that the value of β2 has no
influence on the value of w¯1 when β1 is kept fixed. By modifying β2 from 0 to 1 while
keeping β1 = 1, w¯1 stays w¯1,min and all points on the line between the extreme points
(1 > 2 > 3) and (1 > 3 > 2) are reached. We can do a similar thing for β1 = 0 (and
w¯1 = w¯1,max). This gives us 2 edges of the polygon (the vertical lines in Figure 3).
Conversely, keeping β2 constant to 0 or 1 while changing β1 does not give us straight
lines between two extreme points: all performance measures change when β1 is changed
(see Figure 3). With this H-GPS system, all performance vectors in the red surface are
achievable. One can easily see that we cannot achieve the complete polygon; specifically,
it is not possible to achieve the performance of priority scheduling with class 1 as middle
priority. However, we can consider two extra H-GPS systems, one with class 2 and one
with class 3 on the highest level of the hierarchy. As can be seen in Figure 3, the union
of the achievable performance regions of the 3 systems coincides with the polygon with
the 6 extreme points as vertices.
Then a procedure to find the optimal weights follows easily. First, we select a H-GPS
system that is able to achieve the desired performance vector. Once this is done, the
optimal weights can be searched hierarchically, starting at the highest hierarchy level.
This is easy as the value of βk has no influence on the value of w¯j for j < k in H-GPS.
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There is an increasing trend in embedded systems towards implementing multiple
functionalities upon a single shared computing platform. This can force tasks of dif-
ferent criticality to share a processor and interfere with each other. We focus on the
scheduling of sporadic task systems [3] in these mixed-criticality (MC) systems. The
mixed-criticality model that we follow has first been proposed and analyzed, for inde-
pendent collection of jobs, by Baruah et al. [1]. The model has been extended to task
systems by Li and Baruah [5]. The results presented here appear in Baruah et al. [2].
We first describe the model and give some notation. Then, we describe an algorithm
(called EDF-VD) to preemptively schedule MC task systems on a single machine. We
give a sufficient condition for schedulability by EDF-VD and derive a speed-up guarantee.
The model. Given an integer K ≥ 1, A K-level MC sporadic task system τ consists
of a finite collection (τ1, . . . , τn) of MC sporadic tasks. An MC sporadic task τi of
a K-level system is characterized by a criticality level χi ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} and a pair
(ci, di) ∈ Qχi+×Q+, where: ci = (ci(1), ci(2), . . . , ci(K)) is a vector of worst-case execution
times (WCET), we assume that ci(1) ≤ ci(2) ≤ . . . ≤ ci(χi) and ci(χi) = ci(χi + 1) =
. . . = ci(K); di is the relative deadline of the jobs of τi. We consider impicit-deadline
tasks in which di is equal to the minimum interarrival time between two jobs of task
τi. The utilization of task τi at level k is defined as ui(k) :=
ci(k)
di
, i = 1, . . . , n, k =
1, . . . ,K. The total utilization at level k of tasks that are of criticality level l is Ul(k) :=∑
1≤i≤n,χi=l ui(k), l = 1, . . . ,K, k = 1, . . . , l. Task τi generates a sequence of jobs
(Ji1, Ji2, . . .). An MC job Jij of task τi is characterized by two parameters: Jij =
(aij , γij), where: aij ∈ R+ is the arrival time of the job; γij ∈ (0, ci(χi)] is the execution
requirement of the job; the (absolute) deadline of job Jij is dij := aij+di. It is important
to notice that neither the arrival times nor the execution requirements are known in
advance. In particular, the value γij is discovered by executing the job until it signals
that it has completed execution. A collection of arrival times and execution requirements
is called a scenario for the task system. The criticality level of a scenario is defined as
the smallest integer ` ≤ K such that γij ≤ ci(`), for each job Jij of each task τi. An
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(online) algorithm correctly schedules a sporadic task system τ if it is able to schedule
every job sequence generated by τ such that, if the criticality level of the corresponding
scenario is `, then all jobs of level at least ` are completed between their release time
and deadline.
Algorithm EDF-VD. We consider a variant of the Earliest Deadline First algorithm,
EDF-VD (EDF with virtual deadlines). Algorithm EDF-VD consists of an oﬄine pre-
processing phase and a run-time scheduling phase. The first phase is performed prior to
run time and executes a schedulability test to determine whether τ can be successfully
scheduled by EDF-VD or not. If τ is deemed schedulable, this phase also provides two
output values that will serve as input for the run-time scheduling algorithm: an inte-
ger parameter k (with 1 ≤ k ≤ K); and, for each task τi of τ , a parameter dˆi ≤ di,
called virtual deadline. The second phase performs the actual run-time scheduling and
consists of K variants, called EDF-VD(1), . . ., EDF-VD(K). Each of these is related
to a different value of the parameter k that was provided by the first phase; that is, at
run time, the variant EDF-VD(k) is applied. If the scenario is exhibiting a level smaller
than or equal to k, then jobs are scheduled according to EDF with respect to the virtual
deadlines (dˆi)
n
i=1. As soon as the scenario exhibits a level greater than k, jobs are sched-
uled according to EDF with respect to the original deadlines (di)
n
i=1. The preprocessing
phase is based on the following sufficient condition for schedulability by EDF-VD.
Theorem 1 Given an implicit-deadline task system τ , if either
∑K
l=1 Ul(l) ≤ 1 or, for





















then τ can be correctly scheduled by EDF-VD.
Speedup guarantee. The speedup factor of a scheduling algorithm A is the smallest
real number f such that any task system τ that is feasible on a unit-speed processor
is correctly scheduled by A on a speed-f processor. In the following we determine the
minimum speedup factor fK such that any K-level task system that is feasible on an
unit-speed processor is correctly scheduled by EDF-VD on a fK-speed processor. Such
problem can be formulated as follows: Find the largest q (q ≤ 1) such that the following
implication holds for all Ul(k), k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, l = k, k + 1, . . . ,K:
K∑
l=k



























Number of levels K Speedup factor fK Number of levels K Speedup factor fK
2 1.3333 8 4.7913
3 2.0000 9 5.3723
4 2.6180 10 5.8551
5 3.0811 11 6.4641
6 3.7321 12 6.9487
7 4.2361 13 7.5311
Table 1: Minimum speedup factor for K ≤ 13 levels
If the largest such value of q is q∗, the speedup factor is then fK = 1/q∗. Equivalently,
we want to find the smallest q such that the above implication does not hold, that is, the
premise is true but the conclusion is false; in other words, the largest value of the speedup
for which one can still construct a counterexample. This leads to a non-linear formulation
that involves disjunctions, which are typically disallowed by numerical solvers. We prove
that solving such formulation is equivalent to finding q∗ := minj=1,2,...,K−1 q∗j , where
each q∗j is the solution to the non-linear program whose constraints are multivariate
polynomial inequalities in the variables Ul(k) and qj . As such, it can be solved by
a (numerical) global non-linear continuous optimization solver. In this case we used
Couenne [4]. Couenne was able to find the optimum for any K ≤ 13. The resulting
speedup factors are reported in Table 1.
Theorem 2 Let τ be a K-level task system with 2 ≤ K ≤ 13. If τ is feasible on a
unit-speed processor, then it is correctly scheduled by EDF-VD on a processor of speed
fK , where fK (±10−4) is as in Table 1.
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1 Introduction
Millions of people, all over the world, are enthralled by sports. Athletes competing
against each other, both as individuals or in a team format, form a source of inspira-
tion for young generations. At the same time, almost every sports competition needs a
schedule, stating who will play whom, when, and where. A good schedule is important,
because it has an effect on the outcome of the competition, public attendance, commer-
cial interests, and even the health of the players.
In general, the sport scheduling problem is to construct a schedule of play such that
several constraints are satisfied. Some common constraints are place constraints (e.g.
a team cannot play a home game on a given day), separation constraints (e.g. there
should be sufficient time between two meetings between the same teams), and fairness
constraints (e.g. a team should not face all strong opponents consecutively). We refer
to Nurmi et al. [3] for an overview of sport scheduling constraints. Typically, the com-
petition is organized as a k-round robin tournament (each player or team faces each
opponent k times). Without any further constraints, generating a schedule for a round
robin tournament is easy (de Werra [1]). However, as soon as constraints as team x
cannot play team y at time t are added, the problem becomes NP-complete (Schaerf
[4]).
Sport scheduling problems can be divided into two types: temporally constrained and
temporally relaxed problems. In temporally constrained sport scheduling problems, no
more than the minimum number of rounds (i.e. time periods) required to schedule all
matches is available. For tournaments with an even number of teams, this means that
each team will play on each round. In temporally relaxed sport scheduling problems,
the number of available rounds is strictly larger than what is required for scheduling
all matches. In this case, teams do not play on every round. As most professional
round robin tournaments are time constrained, it does not come as a surprise that time-
relaxed problems received little academic attention (without overlooking Knust [2] and
Scho¨nberger et al. [5]). Time-relaxed sport scheduling problems are however quite com-
mon in amateur sport leagues. In this contribution, we focus on a problem derived from
an amateur indoor football competition.
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2 Problem description
We consider a competition between a set of teams T , with |T | = n. Each team meets
each other team twice: once at its home venue, and once at the opponent’s venue (i.e.
double round robin). There is a set of rounds S = {1, 2, ..., |S|}, ranging from the first
day of the season till the last. All matches should be played within this time frame.
Each team i ∈ T provides a list of rounds Hi ⊆ S for which their home ground is
available. Home games for a team can only be scheduled on time periods from this list.
Obviously, if each match is to be scheduled, each team should at least provide as many
rounds as it has opponents, i.e. |Hi| > n−1. This list is called the home game set. Some
teams may have a time slot on the same weekday every other week; other teams may
have a more irregular home game set. Each team can also provide a list of dates Ai ⊆ S
on which it doesn’t want to play a match; we call this list the forbidden game set. We
assume that Hi ∩Ai = ∅. A team is not allowed to play twice on the same day, or more
than twice in a period of Rmax days. Finally, there should also be at least m calendar
days between two matches featuring the same teams. Notice that it is allowed to meet
an opponent for the second time, before all other opponents have been faced once. In
summary, we have the following constraints:
• each team plays a home match against each other team exactly once (1)
• home team availabilities Hi are respected (2)
• away team unavailabilities Ai are respected (3)
• at least m days between two matches with the same teams (4)
• each team plays at most one game per round (5)
• each team plays at most 2 games in a period of Rmax rounds (6)
The goal is to develop a schedule with for each team a balanced spread of their matches
over the season. More in particular, teams wish to avoid having two matches in a period
of Rmax days or less. Having 2 matches in 2 days is considered more unpleasant than
having 2 matches in 4 days. The main idea behind this, is that most players prefer
not to fully spend their weekend with their sport. Moreover, matches packed together
could also lead to injuries. If a team has more than Rmax days between two consecutive
matches, we assume that the league organizers no longer care, and consider any number
greater than Rmax as equally adequate. Constraint (1) is in fact interpreted as a soft
constraint, i.e. it is possible not to schedule a match, but only at a high cost. This
guarantees feasibility of any instance (e.g. in case some team does not provide enough
time slots for which their home ground is available). In practice, if a match cannot be
scheduled, the league organizers leave it to the home team to find a suitable date and
location to play the match (if the home team fails to organize the match, they lose the
game).
3 Results
We develop an integer programming formulation and a tabu search approach, and use
them to generate schedules for problem instances from amateur indoor football competi-
tions. The core component of the heuristic consists of solving a transportation problem,
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which efficiently schedules (or reschedules) all home games of a team i ∈ T . In a con-
struction phase, we solve the transportation problem sequentially, for each team i ∈ T .
The order of the teams is determined by Hi: we start with the team with the lowest
number of available home game slots. The end result of the construction phase is a
schedule, where some matches possibly remain unscheduled. Next we iteratively pick a
team i (while maintaining a tabu list), remove all the home games of this team from the
current schedule, and solve the transportation problem for this team. After a number
of iterations without improvement, we randomly remove part of the scheduled matches
in order to open up some space in the schedule, and continue the tabu search phase.
Overall, the quality of solutions obtained with the heuristic is comparable with those
resulting from solving the IP formulation with Cplex. For several instances, the heuristic
outperforms Cplex both in terms computation time and objective function value. In-
deed, Cplex does not manage to solve all instances to (proven) optimality. Evaluating
the performance of the heuristic on a number of instances from other (amateur) indoor
sports remains interesting future research.
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1 Introduction
In general, scheduling problems can be described as follows. Consider a set J of n
jobs that have to be processed on a set M of m parallel machines. If processed on
machine i, job j requires a certain processing time pij to be completed. Job j also has
a weight wj . The goal is to find an assignment of jobs to machines, and an ordering
within each machine so that a certain objective functions is minimized. Denoting, for
any such assignment and ordering, the completion time Cj of job j the time at which job
j completes, we may write the two most widely studied objectives as Cmax = maxj∈J Cj
(the makespan) and
∑
j∈J wjCj (the sum of weighted completion times). We will focus
on the unrelated machine scheduling problem with the sum of weighted completion times
objective, denoted by R| |∑wjCj .
Since the early work of Smith for the
∑
wjCj objective, a lot of work has been put
in designing centralized algorithms providing reasonably close to optimal solutions with
limited computational effort for these NP-hard problems. The underlying assumption is
that all information is gathered by a single entity which can enforce a particular schedule.
However, as distributed environments emerge, understanding scheduling problems where
jobs are managed by different selfish agents (players), who are interested in their own
completion time, becomes a central question.
Coordination mechanisms. In recent times there has been quite some effort to
understand these scheduling games in the special case in which agents control a single
job in the system, which we call single-job games. In this context, there is a vast amount
of work studying existence, uniqueness, the price of anarchy, and other characteristics
of equilibrium when, given some processing rules, each agent seeks to minimize her own
completion time. In the scheduling game each job is a fully informed player wanting to
minimize its individual completion time, and its set of strategies correspond to the set
of machines. Job j’s completion time on a machine depends on the strategies chosen by
other players, and on the policy (or processing rule) of the chosen machine. While the
cost of a job is its weighted completion time, wjCj . A coordination mechanism is then a
set of local policies, one per machine, specifying how the jobs assigned to that machine
are scheduled. In a local policy the schedule on a machine depends on the full vector
(p1j , p2j , . . . , pmj) and weights wj of jobs assigned to that machine. In evaluating the
efficiency of these policies, one needs a benchmark to compare this social cost against.
The definition of the price of anarchy of the induced game considers a social optimum
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with respect to the costs specified by the chosen machine policies. However, to measure
the quality of a coordination mechanism we consider the worst case ratio of the social
cost at an equilibrium to the optimal social cost that could be achieved by the centralized
optimization approach. We refer to this as the coordination ratio of a mechanism.
In this paper we take a step forward and study multi-job games, in which there is a set
of agents A who control arbitrary sets of jobs. Specifically the set of jobs controlled by
player α ∈ A is denoted by J(α) ⊂ J and its cost given a particular schedule is the sum
of weighted completion times of its own jobs
∑
j∈J(α)wjCj . As in single-job games, we
concentrate on designing coordination mechanisms leading to small coordination ratios,
when the social cost is the sum of weighted completion times of all jobs (or equivalently
of all agents).
Machine policies. Throughout we assume that policies are prompt: they do not
introduce deliberate idle time. In other words, if jobs j1, . . . , jk are assigned to machine
i, then by time
∑k
`=1 pij` all jobs have been completed and released. We distinguish
between nonpreemptive, preemptive, and randomized policies. In nonpreemptive policies
jobs are processed in some fixed deterministic order that may depend arbitrarily on the
set of jobs assigned to the machine (processing time, weight, and ID), and once a job
is completed it is released. On the other hand, preemptive policies may suspend a job
before it completes in order to execute another job and the suspended job is resumed
later. Interestingly, such policies can be considered as nonpreemptive policies, but where
jobs may be held back after completion. Finally, randomized policies have the additional
power that they can schedule jobs at random according to some distribution depending
on the assigned jobs’ characteristics. Another usual distinction is between policies that
are anonymous and non-anonymous. In the former jobs with the same characteristics
(except for IDs) must be treated equally and thus assigned the same completion time.
In the latter, jobs may be distinguished using their IDs.
Equilibrium concepts. For the single-job scheduling game the underlying concept
of equilibrium is, quite naturally, that of Nash (NE). However, once we allow players
to control many jobs and endow them with the weighted completion time cost, already
computing a best response to a given situation may be NP-complete. Therefore, it is
rather unlikely that such an equilibrium will be attained. To overcome this difficulty we
consider a weaker equilibrium concept, which we call weak equilibrium (WE), namely, a
schedule of all jobs is a WE if no player α ∈ A can find a job j ∈ J(α) such that moving
j to a different machine will strictly decrease her cost
∑
j∈J(α)wjCj . We extend the WE
concept to mixed (randomized) strategies by allowing player α to keep the distribution of
all but one job j ∈ J (α) and move job j to any machine. Observe that in the single-job
game NE and WE coincide. Throughout, we provide bounds on the coordination ratio
of policies for the weak equilibrium, and since NE are also WE our bounds hold for NE
as well.
Our results. We start by considering deterministic policies and prove that the
coordination ratio of sr under WE is exactly 4. This generalizes the result for single-job
games [1] and therefore it is the best possible coordination ratio that can be achieved
nonpreemptively. We prove the upper bound of 4 for sr with mixed WE. This is relevant
since a pure strategy NE may not exist in this setting.
Before designing improved policies we observe that no anonymous policy may obtain a
coordination ratio better than 4, and basically no policy, be it preemptive or randomized,
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local or strongly local, can achieve a coordination ratio better than 2.618. The latter is
in sharp contrast with the case in which players control just one job where better ratios
can be achieved with randomized policies [1]. Quite surprisingly we are able to design an
“optimal” policy, which we call externality (ex), that guarantees a coordination ratio of
2.618 for WE. Under this ex policy, jobs are processed according to Smith rule but are
held back (and not released) for some additional time after completion. This additional
time basically equals the negative externality that this particular job imposes over other
players. Additionally, we prove that ex defines a potential game, so that pure WE
exists, and that the convergence time is polynomial. It is worth mentioning that in the
single-job game ex coincides with the proportional-sharing (ps) policy [1], which in turn
extends the EQUI policy of the unit-weight case. On the other side, when a single player
controls all jobs, ex coincides with sr.
Interestingly, our result for ex in case just one player controls all jobs implies a tight
approximation guarantee of 2.618 for local optima under the jump neighborhood for
R| |∑wjCj . This tight guarantee also holds for the swap neighborhood, in which one
is additionally allowed to swap jobs between machines so long as the objective function
value decreases. In addition, our fast convergence result for ex implies another new
result, namely, that local search with the jump neighborhood, when only maximum gain
steps are taken, converges in polynomial time. These facts appear to be quite surprising
since, despite the very large amount of work on local search heuristics for scheduling
problems, performance guarantees, or polynomial time convergence results are are only
known for identical machines.
Methodologically our work is based on the inner product framework of [1], but more
is needed to deal with the multi-job environment. Our main contribution is however
conceptual: On the one hand, we demonstrate that the natural economic idea of exter-
nalities leads to approximately optimal, and in a way best possible, outcomes even in
decentralized systems with only partial information (in a full information and centralized
setting one can easily design policies leading to optimal outcomes). On the other hand,
we provide the first direct application of purely game-theoretic ideas to the analysis of
natural and well studied local search heuristics that lead to the currently best known
results.
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Fault tolerant scheduling of non-uniform tasks
under resource augmentation
Dariusz R. Kowalski and Prudence W.H. Wong (Speaker) ∗ Elli Zavou †
1 Introduction
Dealing with computationally intensive jobs is becoming a necessity rather than an
additional advantage of new computational systems. Some of the multiple challenges
that appear with the complexity of such systems include the dynamicity of job (or task)
arrivals, the diversity of their computational demands (e.g. different processing times),
the unpredictable machine failures, as well as the preservation of power consumption.
In this work we focus on the simple model of one single machine prone to unpre-
dictable crashes and restarts, and tasks of sizes c ∈ [cmin, cmax] arriving dynamically in
the system. Values cmin and cmax represent the smallest and largest processing times a
task may need respectively, when executed by the machine running without additional
resource augmentation. We consider a parameter s representing speedup; the amount of
resource augmentation added to the machine, such that the processing time of a task of
size c becomes c/s. We apply resource augmentation to overcome the machine failures,
as an alternative to using more processing entities (e.g. multiprocessor systems).
Due to the unpredictable nature of the machine and the dynamicity of task arrivals,
we consider crash, restart and injection patterns to be controlled by an adversarial entity
A, and perform worst-case competitive analysis for the performance of online scheduling
algorithms. We focus on two efficiency measures: the completed time, which is the
aggregate size of all tasks that have been completely executed, and latency, which is the
longest time a task spends in the system. In some sense, the former corresponds to the
utilization of the machine, while the latter on the fairness of the scheduling algorithm.
In a previous work, Ferna´ndez Anta et al. [2] looked at the pending time competi-
tiveness of a similar system of multiple machines and showed that in order to achieve
competitiveness, it is necessary to use speedup. They proved the NP-hardness of the
oﬄine version of the problem and gave lower bounds on speedup, under which no com-
petitiveness can be achieved. These were given by conditions C1: s < ρ and C2:
s < 1 + γ/ρ, where ρ = cmax/cmin, the ratio of maximum over minimum task sizes,
and γ > 0 a parameter that represents the number of cmin tasks that a machine with
speedup s can complete in addition to a cmax task, in an interval of length (γ + 1)cmin.
In a different line of work and environment, Ferna´ndez Anta et al. [1] have shown that
even with no speedup, an algorithm that gives priority to the shortest tasks can achieve
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completed time competitiveness at most 1/(ρ + 1). Following their line of work, Jur-
dzinski et al. [3] proposed an algorithm that generalized the results of [1] for a fixed
number of different task sizes (more than two), and improved the competitiveness to
1-completed-time-competitiveness, when working with speedup s = 2. Another require-
ment for this algorithm to work, is the divisibility property of the task sizes. We therefore
hope to be able to give an algorithm that needs less resource augmentation to achieve
1-completed-time-competitiveness, even if some restrictions apply on the task sizes.
2 Results
Our first result in this work involves the speedup threshold for non-competitiveness. It
is summarized in the following theorem, whose proof is based on defining and analyzing
two different adversarial strategies (one for each efficiency measure), under which no
algorithm can be competitive, either regarding latency or completed time. Roughly
speaking, the adversary attempts to force the online algorithm unable to complete the
cmax-task and hence incurring infinite latency.
Theorem 1 For any given cmin, cmax and s, if both conditions C1 and C2 are sat-
isfied, NO deterministic online algorithm is latency competitive, or 1-completed-time-
competitive when run with speedup s against an adversary that injects tasks of sizes
c ∈ [cmin, cmax], even in a system with one single machine.
However, considering the result in [1], we introduce a deterministic scheduling
algorithm γ-Burst, for the case of only two task sizes, which achieves both 1-latency-
competitiveness and 1-completed-time-competitiveness as soon as condition C2 does
not hold (even if condition C1 still holds, i.e. s ∈ [1 + γ/ρ, ρ)). Observe that the
speedup required is less than s = 2 needed for the algorithm in [3].
Algorithm γ-Burst. It separates the pending tasks in two lists according to their size
and sorts them according to their arrival time. This way, the next task to be scheduled
from each list, if one of that size is to be scheduled, is the first task (being the one that
has been waiting the longest in the system). It then takes its scheduling decisions at the
end of each stage, which also indicates the beginning of a new one. A stage ends either
by being interrupted by a machine crash or by the completion of all the tasks that were
decided at the beginning of the stage to be scheduled within the stage. The scheduling
decisions are taken based on the following rules:
1. If there are no cmax tasks pending, then γ-Burst schedules a cmin task.
2. If there are no cmin tasks pending, then it schedules a cmax task.
3. Else, if there are at least γ tasks of size cmin pending, it schedules γ cmin-tasks
consecutively followed by a cmax task.
4. Otherwise, it schedules tasks from the two lists alternatively. In this case, the stage
ends after a single task is completed.
Theorem 2 For any given cmin, cmax and speedup s satisfying condition C1 ∧ ¬C2,
i.e. s ∈ [1 + γρ , ρ), algorithm γ-Burst is 1-latency-competitive and 1-completed-time-
competitive.
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The proof of the results claimed in the theorem above is based on the analysis of
latency for each group of task sizes, as well as the exhaustive analysis of the completed
time in different types of stages.
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Active and Busy Time Minimization
Jessica Chang ∗ Samir Khuller † Koyel Mukherjee ‡
The active time model involves a collection J of n jobs that need to be scheduled
on a single machine. Each job j has release time rj , deadline dj and length pj . We
assume that time is integrally slotted and that job parameters are also integral. The
jobs need to be scheduled on the machine in such a way that at most B jobs are running
simultaneously. For a job j, we need to schedule pj units in the window [rj , dj) and at
most one unit can be scheduled in any time slot. The goal is to minimize the active
time of the machine, that is, the total duration for which the machine is on. The active
time model was first introduced by Chang et al. [2], who showed that in the special case
where jobs have unit length, there is a fast optimal algorithm [2], and also developed
several other results for other variants. Improved algorithms for non-slotted time was
subsequently given by Koehler and Khuller [7].
However, it is not clear how to extend the framework of [2] to the more general case
of arbitrary-length jobs. In fact, the existence of efficient active time algorithms depends
on the nature of the jobs themselves. If jobs are non-preemptive, it is trivial to show that
the packing constraints of this problem make it strongly NP-hard. (Even the feasibility
question becomes NP-hard.) The approximability of this setting is open. On the other
hand, if preemption at integer boundaries is permitted, then the feasibility question is
resolved by a simple network flow computation, as discussed by Chang and Khuller [3]
using network flow. Unfortunately, in such a construction, there is no control as to
which slot nodes receive flow; to minimize active time suggests a shift from computing a
maximum flow to computing a min-edge cost flow, where we wish to send positive flow
through as few edges as possible that connect to the sink.
We show that a broad class of natural greedy solutions efficiently approximate the
optimal active time to within a factor of 3. In particular, a feasible solution is a set of time
slots whose activation can support the job set. In other words, there is a way to feasibly
assign jobs to just these slots without violating the batch capacity B or job release times
or deadlines. W show that a minimal feasible solution gives a solution within thrice
the optimal, and this bound is tight. We further improve the approximation ratio by
considering a natural IP formulation and rounding its LP relaxation to an integral one
that is within twice the integer optimum. Before rounding the fractional solution, we
convert a fractional optimal solution to one of equal cost, but with enforced right-shifted
structure. This will allow us to systematically charge partially open slots to other parts
of the fractional solution, without over-charging any single part of the fractional solution
by too much. Because the integrality gap is two, the analysis of this algorithm is tight.
This presents substantial progress on the problem left open earlier [2]. However, in
general the NP-hardness of this problem remains open.
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Busy Time Scheduling: We also consider a related problem that has been studied
previously [5, 6], referred to as the busy time problem. The main variation from the
active time problem is access to an unbounded number machines (e.g., consider the
virtual machine setting). We are given a collection J of n jobs that need to be non-
preemptively scheduled on a set of identical machines. Each job j has release time rj ,
deadline dj and length pj . The jobs need to be partitioned into groups (each group
of jobs will be scheduled non-preemptively on a machine) so that at most B jobs are
running simultaneously on a given machine. We say that a machine is busy at time t
if there is at least one job running on the machine at t; otherwise the machine is idle.
The time intervals during which a machine M is busy is called its busy time and we
denote its length by busy(M). The objective is to find a feasible schedule assigning jobs
to machines (i.e., partitioning jobs into groups) to minimize the cumulative busy time
over all machines. Unlike the active time problem, every instance instance is feasible;
one can always assign each job to its own machine.
In a well-studied special case of this problem, each job j is “rigid”, i.e., dj = pj + rj .
Since each job’s deadline is exactly its release time plus its processing time, there is no
question about when it must start. Jobs of this particular form are called interval jobs.
Interestingly, the busy time problem is still NP-hard even with interval jobs and B = 2.
What makes the interval jobs case particularly central is that one can convert an instance
of the general busy time problem to an instance of interval jobs in polynomial time by
solving a dynamic program with unbounded B [6]. The dynamic program “fixes” the
positions of the jobs to minimize their shadow, i.e., projection onto the time-axis. The
magnitude of this shadow lower bounds on the busy time of any feasible solution to the
original problem. Then, one can adjust the release times and deadlines to artificially
“fix” the position of each job to where it was scheduled in the solution for unbounded B.
This creates an instance of interval jobs, on which we can then apply an approximation
algorithm for the case of interval jobs and as shown, the proof of FirstFit extends to
yield a 4 approximation.
Busy time scheduling in this form was first studied by Flammini et al. [5]. They
present a simple greedy algorithm FirstFit for interval jobs and demonstrate that it
always produces a solution of busy time at most 4 times that of the optimal solution.
The algorithm considers jobs in non-increasing length order, greedily packing each job
with the first group in which it fits. In the same paper, they highlight an instance on
which the cost of FirstFit is three times that of the optimal solution.
However, unknown to Flammini et al., Alicherry and Bhatia [1] and Kumar and
Rudra [8] previously studied a related wavelength assignment problem. Their algorithms
yield two different 2-approximations for the busy time problem on interval job instances.
We show that the mapping of general jobs to interval jobs [6] can actually increase
the cost of the optimal solution for the interval case by a factor of 2 and thus the 2-
approximations of Alicherry and Bhatia [1] and Kumar and Rudra [8] for interval jobs
can similarly be extended to 4-approximations, and that those bounds are tight.
We develop an improved algorithm with a bound of 3, using a completely different
approach. The focus is on the development of a 3-approximation for the interval jobs
case. While not the best approximation in the special case, this algorithm implies an
improved approximation for the general job case. Given an interval job j, its span is
the cardinality of the window [rj , dj). Then, the span of a subset of interval jobs is
the cardinality of the union of job windows. The central idea of the GreedyTracking
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algorithm is to iteratively identify subsets of unscheduled jobs whose windows are disjoint.
We are interested in subsets having the maximum span; such subsets can be found
easily in polynomial time and are denoted as tracks. Then, the set of jobs assigned to
a particular machine is the union of B such tracks; we call the set of jobs assigned to
the same machine a bundle of jobs. The busy time of a machine is simply the span of
the bundle assigned to it. The goal is to assign jobs to bundles so that at no point on
the time axis does a single bundle have more than B jobs, and to do so in a way that
minimizes the cumulative busy time.
Intuitively, GreedyTracking succeeds on instances where FirstFit fails because
GreedyTracking is less myopic. FirstFit greedily schedules jobs one at a time;
GreedyTracking schedules entire subsets of jobs (tracks) at a time. Indeed, Greedy-
Tracking performs optimally on the instance where FirstFit’s busy time is thrice the
optimal. However, one source of GreedyTracking’s suboptimality is in the fact that it
ignores alignment when identifying tracks to put into the same bundle. We can construct
instances to exploit this weakness, forcing GreedyTracking’s busy time to twice the
optimal. Closing this gap in GreedyTracking’s analysis would be interesting.
One important consequence of GreedyTracking is an improved bound for the busy
time problem on general job instances. We first solve the problem assuming unbounded
machine capacity B to get a solution that minimizes the projection of the jobs onto
the time-axis [6]. This maps the original instance to one of interval jobs, forcing each
job to start exactly as it did in the solution for unbounded capacity, and we apply the
GreedyTracking algorithm. We prove that in total, this approach has busy time
within thrice that of the optimal solution, and the bound is tight.
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Dominant 1-cycles in circular balanced robotic flow-shops
Florence Thiard (Speaker) Nicolas Catusse Nadia Brauner ∗
1 Robotic flow-shop
Modern manufacturing systems often include handling resources which need to be taken
into account. The robotic cell model addresses this issue. It consists in a flow-shop
composed of m machines served by a robotic arm.
As in [2], we consider cells composed of m bufferless machines, denoted by
M1,M2, ...,Mm. The cell is also equipped with an input buffer, which provides the
parts to be produced in infinite quantity, and an output buffer, also of infinite capacity.
These buffers are modeled by two additional machines, respectively M0 and Mm+1.
Our study is focused on the cyclic production of identical parts with unbounded
waiting times at the machines : all parts undergo the same treatment and must be
processed successively on machines M1,M2, ...,Mm. A given part may stay as long as
necessary on a machine (unbounded waiting times). Both the robot and the machines
can handle only one single part at a time. The travel times between the machines are
supposed to be additive.
The objective is to devise the robot move sequence in order to maximize the long
run cell’s throughput.
2 1-cycles in circular cells
A set of robot move sequences is said to be dominant if, for any value of the parameters,
it contains one optimal sequence. Similarly, a subset of sequences is said to be dominant
within a set if it contains a sequence at least as performant as all the other sequence
of the set. In a cyclic programmation, the robot repeats indefinitely a finite sequence
of movements called a cycle, each iteration leaving the cell in the same state. We only
consider such sequences, as their dominance has been shown in [6].
1-cycles are production cycles of 1 part exactly : during a single iteration, exactly
one part enters the cell, and one processed part leaves the cell. Using the notion of
activities, these sequences can easily be described as permutations of m + 1 so-called
activities [5]. As such, they are easy to express and enumerate. Although 1-cycles are not
generally optimal [6, 3], they are easier to apply in practice. Consequently, a common
simplification is to limit the set of possible sequences to 1-cycles only. The problem is
then to find a set of cycles dominant within 1-cycles.
The answer to this question and its complexity depends heavily on the cell’s layout.
Two main configurations are studied in the literature : on one hand linear or semi-circular
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layouts, where the input and output buffer are separated and located respectively at each
end of the line [4] (fig 1a), and on the other hand circular layouts, where the machines
are arranged in a circle, with the input and output buffers either occupying the same
spot, or very close [8, 7] (fig 1b). This potentially changes the travel times between two












Figure 1: 3 machine robotic cells
For linear layouts, Crama and Van de Klundert [4] have proved the dominance of a
family of permutations within 1-cycles, and derived a polynomial algorithm for solving
this problem. However, these results do not stand for circular layouts, and Rajapakshe
et al. [8] showed that in a circular regular cell (with regularly arranged machines), this




We study a special case of circular cells, called regular balanced cells. In this configu-
ration, in addition to the machines being regularly disposed, the processing times are
machine-independent. An instance of the problem is then specified by only three num-
bers : the number of machine m, the travel time between two consecutive machines
δ and the processing time p. This simpler model allows for an easy representation of
the cycle performances depending on the parameters, and highlights the specificity of
circular configurations.
In this special case, the complexity of finding the best 1-cycle is still open. The
problem is solved for 3 machines in [1]. By computation and cases studies, we show that
up to 11-machine cells, the minimum cardinal of a set of cycles dominant over 1-cycles
is 3 or 4 (see table 1).
We consider 3 classical 1-cycles, and specifically the so-called odd-even cycle [8] : this
cycle takes profit of the circular layout by making the robot circle the cell twice, serving
odd machines during the first turn and even machines during the second. We build a
new family of 1-cycles using slight perturbations of this sequence, in order to uniformly
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m 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
cardinal 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
Table 1: Cardinal of a minimum dominant set of cycles
space out subsequent loadings and unloadings of a same machine, which dominates the
classical cycles for some parameters. We study the characteristics of this new family
and identify some necessary property of dominant 1-cycles. Based on these results and
further experimentations, we make the following conjecture :
Conjecture 1 For circular regular balanced cells, the three classical cycles and this new
family define a set of dominant cycles within 1-cycles.
Proving the validity of this conjecture could lead to a polynomial algorithm for finding
the best 1-cycle in a regular balanced cell with circular layout.
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Approximability of machine scheduling problems with
non-renewable resources
Pe´ter Gyo¨rgyi (Speaker) ∗ Tama´s Kis †
1 Introduction
We study single machine scheduling problems with jobs requiring some non-renewable
resources (e.g. raw materials or money). Each resource has an initial stock, which is
replenished in known quantities at given dates. A schedule is feasible if no two jobs
overlap in time, and when a job is started enough resources are available to cover its
requirements. The jobs consume the required resources and the objective is to minimize
the makespan.
Scheduling problems with resource consuming jobs were introduced by Carlier [4],
and Carlier and Rinnooy Kan [5]. Slowinski [12] and Toker et al. [13] consider different
special cases of the problem and provide some polynomial time algorithms for them.
Grigoriev at al. [7] derive basic complexity results for several variants. Gafarov et al. [6]
developed these results by determining the complexity of other variants. Briskorn et
al. [2, 3] studied problems where the objective is to minimize the inventory level.
Gyo¨rgyi and Kis [9] provide an FPTAS for the problem with one resource and two
supplies and a PTAS for the problem with one resource and a constant number of
supplies. In [10] some very strong links have been proved between the studied problem
and some variants of the knapsack problem. Several approximability results have been
obtained as a consequence. In that article a connection to a resource delivery problem
(resources are produced rather than consumed) has been established as well. Therefore,
some of the approximability results for the problems with resource consuming jobs can
be transfered to those with resource producing jobs. More results on the latter problem
can be found in Dro´tos and Kis [8].
When jobs may consume as well as produce non-renewable resources, Kellerer et
al. [11] consider the minimization of maximum stock level and propose three different
approximation algorithms with relative error 2, 8/5, 3/2. Several complexity results are
provided in Briskorn et al. [2], and Boysen et al. [1].
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We have both new inapproximability and approximability results. All of the following
results are obtained for the makespan minimization problem with one machine and
resource consuming jobs. The negative one is the following:
• If the number of the resources is not a constant (part of the input) then the problem
is APX-hard even in case of 2 supply dates. We reduce the APX-complete Vertex
Cover Problem in Bounded-degree graphs to our problem.
On the positive side we have shown the following:
• There is a PTAS if the number of the resources, the number of supplies, and the
number of distinct job release dates before the last supply are all bounded by a
constant. We modeled the problem with an integer program and we reuse some
techniques from our previous PTAS ([9]), like dividing the jobs into big and small
ones, and schedule them separately. First, we search several, but still a constant
number of partial solutions of the IP. Each partial solution essentially gives a
schedule of the big jobs. After that we define a residual problem for every partial
solution and solve that approximately. We use an LP rounding at this phase.
Finally, we piece together the reached results and specify a feasible schedule with
a makespan at most 1 + ε times greater than the optimal.
• If the number of the supplies is not bounded by a constant then there is a PTAS
for the problem with one resource, if the resource requirement of each job is equal
to its processing time. Again we define an IP model of the problem and divide
the jobs into big and small ones. Now we examine polynomial number of partial
solutions, that essentially meet the big job schedules. We define a new scheduling
problem from the residual problem to schedule the small jobs (and may modify
some starting times of the big jobs a little) that we solve by a greedy-like algorithm.
Recall that without the assumption between the resource requirements and pro-
cessing times, a PTAS is known only if the number of supply dates is a constant.
• We can extend both results by enabling job specific release dates as well.
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University Course Timetabling with Conflict Minimization
and Elective Courses
Ernst Althaus ∗ Udo Muttray (Speaker) ∗
1 Introduction and Problem Definition
Educational timetabling poses a considerable challenge at numerous universities and
schools. In addition to the computational complexity of the problem itself, the institu-
tional models vary substantially, as pointed out by McCollum [3].
In this paper, we describe an integer programming approach to a real-life university
timetabling case from Germany. In comparison to most timetabling problems presented
in the literature, our real-life case differs in four fundamental ways. If the those spe-
cial features are considered, then it usually does not happen in the context of integer
programming techniques.
First, the timetabling instances come from a study program for students who want
to become a teacher. As such, they have to choose 2 out of 21 subjects and attend
the respective courses. In addition, all students have to take courses from educational
sciences. Preassigning courses from educational sciences, this is still roughly equivalent
to a timetabling problem with 200 different curricula where each curriculum shares
courses with 40 other curricula. In this situation, a conflict-free timetable can rarely be
achieved. Instead, the objective must be to minimize the number of conflicts (weighted
by the number of affected students). Kiaer and Yellen develop a weighted graph model
to describe such problems and use a heuristic algorithm to solve them [2].
Second, courses can be divided into two course types, compulsory courses and elective
courses. Compulsory courses are offered only once, while elective courses are offered at
least twice. In our case, the important difference is that students must be able to
attend all of the compulsory courses, but only one of at least two offers of each elective
course. Mu¨ller and Rudova´ report on the successful implementation of elective courses
and course sections into the course timetabling system UniTime, using local search [4].
Third, courses may have special constraints, which might even link courses from
different semesters. All special constraints fall into one of the following categories:
(1) consecutive slots (only if the course needs more than one slot), (2) desired conflicts
with other courses, involving courses with the same course type from different subjects
or semesters, (3) no conflicts with other courses, involving courses with the same course
type from the same subject from different semesters, (4) set of unavailable slots.
Finally, if not too many courses are scheduled simultaneously, in our case there is
always an adequate number of rooms available. Therefore, the assignment of rooms is
not considered. Note that this feature actually makes the problem easier to solve.
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Figure 1: Decomposition based on course type
2 Decomposition-based Integer Programming Model
The main idea is a decomposition, assigning compulsory courses first and elective courses
second. Both parts will be formulated and solved as integer programs. As with all
decomposition-based models, there is a chance that the first step produces a solution
which leads to a (globally) non-optimal solution during the second step. In our case,
this seems to be acceptable since there are usually a lot more compulsory courses than
elective courses. Furthermore, elective course are sometimes offered more often than it
is required by the model, which provides additional flexibility.
As the optimization problems for winter and summer semester are independent, we
solve the models for both compulsory and elective courses once for the winter semester
and once for the summer semester. On the other hand, the problems for all courses
from a winter semester respectively all courses from a summer semester need to be dealt
with simultaneously due to the second and third special constraint. As a result, for each
timetabling instance we need to perform four computations as shown in Figure 1.
For the compulsory model, we use variables xck ∈ {0, 1} to describe whether a course
c is assigned to slot k or not (the courses determines the semester). A conflict occurs
if and only if two courses c and c′ from the same curriculum (i.e. a combination of
subjects (i, j)) must be taken in the same semester and are assigned to the same slot.
Instead of linearizing products xck · xc′k indicating a conflict, we introduce additional
(exponentially many) variables hsLk ∈ {0, 1} for each subset of subjects L, slot k and
semester s, and link them to the respective course variables xck. For the set variables,
we made the heuristic assumption that no slot will have more than a given number n
of different subjects. This assumption was supported by preliminary analysis without
taking the special constraints into account, comparing weighted conflicts between both
models. It will additionally contribute to the room distribution.
A variable hsLk takes value 1 if and only if exactly the subjects in L have a course in
slot k in semester s. Denoting the number of induced weighted conflicts for a subset of





Analogously, Cacchiani et al. propose models with exponentially many variables, which
result in equally elegant expressions for the objective functions [1].
For the elective model, we introduce two elective blocks and require that each elective
course is offered at least once in each elective block. Technically speaking, for each
semester s and combination of subjects (i, j), there must exist a valid choice of elective
blocks (t, u) ∈ T 2 = {1, 2}2 such that students can attend the elective courses in block t
for subject i and in block u for subject j without further conflicts between either the
two chosen elective blocks or a chosen elective block with previously assigned compulsory
2
courses. Since such a choice may not exist, we allow additional conflicts from the elective
courses and minimize their weighted number.
The decomposition and the models were implemented in Java 8, using Gurobi 6.0.0
as the solver. Experiments were performed on a 64-bit Linux system, running on an Intel
Core i7-5820K CPU (6 × 3.3 GHz) with 32 GB of RAM. For the compulsory courses, a
size limit of n = 4 for the subject sets L and a time limit of 24 hours were laid down.
The model was tested on the real-life instance as well as on 10 randomly gener-
ated, artificial instances. Runtimes of the compulsory model ranged from 3 minutes to
14 hours. For the elective courses, runtimes did not exceed 10 seconds.
To reduce variability from the solver, optimizations were executed twice for each
planning semester in each instance, using solver seeds 0 and 1. In one case, the model
for the compulsory courses could not be solved. Taking the better one of the two re-
sults, in 19 out of 21 cases the elective courses did not produce further conflicts, proving
optimality of the solution with respect to the decomposition. For all instances, subse-
quent experiments without the size limitation and without taking some of the special
constraints into account were performed. In all cases, the experiments yielded the same
number of conflicts as the original models, proving optimality with respect to the size
assumption n = 4.
3 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach to a real-life timetabling case. The problem
incorporates certain peculiarities, uncommon to most timetabling problems from the
literature. We proposed a model that minimizes the number of conflicts and is able to
cope with elective courses. Decomposition was used to split the problem into a model for
compulsory courses and a model for elective courses. Both models were solved by integer
programming and for the great majority of cases optimal solutions were obtained.
As there is a real-life application associated to the research project, the obtained
timetables are expected to be implemented soon. Although the description of the prob-
lem seems to be specific to our university, several other universities in Germany face
the same type of challenges. Therefore, we consider our work a significant contribution
towards the practical applicability of timetabling.
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Locks, Graphs, and Intervals∗
Ward Passchyn (Speaker)† Dirk Briskorn‡ Frits C.R. Spieksma§
Introduction
We consider the following scheduling problem that deals with ships passing through a
lock. Consider a single lock that consists of m parallel chambers. Let M = {1, . . . ,m}
be the set of lock chambers. The chambers operate independently of each other and are
each characterized by two numbers: their lockage time and their capacity, respectively
denoted by Tj and Cj (j ∈ M). The term lockage time refers to the time needed to
bring a ship from the downstream water level to the upstream water level, or vice versa.
The capacity gives an upper bound on the number of ships that may simultaneously be
present within the chamber. Ships arrive at the locks at given times t1, t2, . . . , tn. Let
S = {1, . . . , n} be the set of ships. A ship can arrive either from the upstream side, or
from the downstream side (this is called the position of a ship). Our interest in this paper
is exclusively on the existence of so-called no-wait schedules. A no-wait schedule is a
schedule where each ship, upon its arrival, can enter a chamber of the lock immediately.
Thus, in a no-wait schedule, each ship s ∈ S leaves the lock at time ts + Tj , where j ∈M
is the particular chamber that the ship is assigned to. The question we address is thus:
given the arrival times and the position of the ships, does there exist an assignment of
each ship to a chamber such that no ship has to wait? More compactly: does there exist
a no-wait schedule?
Of course we are aware that, from a practical point of view, this problem description
does not include all relevant details. However, in order to be able to solve these practical
problems, it is good to understand the behaviour of this more basic problem. Moreover,
as we will argue below, the problem can be seen as a particular interval scheduling
problem, which is of independent interest, and some of our results have implications for
other interval scheduling problems. A special case of the problem that will be of some
interest is the case where all ships have the same position, i.e., the special case where all
ships arrive from the upstream (or downstream) side. We refer to this special case as the
uni-directional case.
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Scheduling locks is a problem that is receiving an increasing amount of attention. We
mention the following papers: Hermans (2014) presents an O(n4 log n) dynamic program-
ming algorithm that asserts feasibility for a single chamber with C1 = 1 with respect to
ship deadlines. Coene et al. (2013) deal with minimizing total waiting time for a single
lock chamber. They give an O(n4) algorithm for the bi-directional single chamber setting,
and discuss results for practical features such as ship handling times, draught, etc. See
also Verstichel (2013), where a lock scheduling problem is considered that includes the
packing of ships inside lock chambers. Another related problem is the scheduling of
so-called sidings, i.e., designated wide sections of a waterway, required for the overtaking
of large ships. We refer to Lu¨bbecke et al. (2014), where this problem is considered in
order to optimize traffic along the Kiel Canal.
Interval Scheduling
The problem described above can be phrased in terms of interval scheduling as follows.
Let a chamber be a machine, and let a ship be a job. Multiple intervals are associated to
each job, one for each chamber (or machine) in the instance. Clearly, the starting time
of each of the intervals that correspond to one particular ship s is identical, i.e., equal to
ts. The ending times of these intervals are given by ts + Tj , j ∈M . Notice that when
considering a particular interval, it is associated with a ship, and with a machine. A
feasible solution consists of a selection of intervals such that (i) one interval corresponding
to each ship is selected, (ii) the selected intervals that correspond to a machine are
disjoint, and even more: when two consecutive intervals of a machine correspond to ships
with the same position, there must be a difference of Tj between the starting point of
the later interval and the ending point of the earlier interval. This latter requirement
involving the difference between two intervals is needed because a chamber transporting
ships of the same position consecutively needs Tj time-units to return to this position.
Notice that in the uni-directional case, this last requirement vanishes since all ships then
have the same position.
Interval scheduling is a well-studied subject, see Kolen et al. (2007) for an overview. A
recent paper by Krumke et al. (2011) deals with interval scheduling on related machines,
which can be formulated as follows. Given are m machines, each with a certain speed,
and n intervals specified by a starting point and a processing time. They show that
even deciding the existence of a schedule is NP-complete. Clearly, this setting is relevant




(where Tmax = maxj Tj), the two problems are very much related. In fact, our
problem is a special case of the problem in Krumke et al. (2011) since, in our case, the
lengths of intervals corresponding to a particular machine are identical.
Another interesting paper is the one by Bo¨hmova´ et al. (2013); they consider a version
with machine-dependent intervals. Here, a job corresponds to a set of intervals, one for
each machine, and to schedule a job exactly one of its intervals must be selected. A
set of selected intervals is then called feasible if the intervals corresponding to the same
machine do not overlap. In their paper, they consider different special cases, one of which
is of primary importance to our problem: the problem with so-called cores. Cores refer
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to the property that the set of intervals corresponding to the same job have a point in
time in common. More specifically, Bo¨hmova´ et al. (2013) deal with the problem where
all intervals of a job end at the same time, and prove that deciding whether a feasible
selection of intervals scheduling all jobs exists is NP-complete (solving an open problem
from Sung and Vlach (2005)). As this problem is equivalent to dealing with the problem
where all intervals of a job start at the same time, this seems to be identical to our
problem. There is one difference however: in our case the set of lengths of the intervals
that correspond to a job is the same for all jobs - which is not necessarily the case in
Bo¨hmova´ et al. (2013).
Results
In this paper we consider two special cases of the problem described above:
1. The setting with two distinct chambers, and all ships having the same position
(the uni-directional case). We give necessary and sufficient conditions determining
the existence of a no-wait schedule, and we show how to find such a schedule in
linear time.
2. We prove that the uni-directional case of the problem is NP-complete in case the
number of chambers is part of the input. This result strengthens both the result
given in Krumke et al. (2011) and a result in Bo¨hmova´ et al. (2013).
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Parallel machine scheduling with conicting jobs:
An exact algorithm
Daniel Kowalczyk (Speaker)  Roel Leus y
1 Introduction
A set J = f1; : : : ; ng of n independent jobs is to be scheduled on m identical parallel
machines without preemption such that the maximum completion time of the jobs, or
makespan, is minimized. Each job j has a processing time pj 2 N0 and is assigned to
a single machine. The machines are gathered in set M = f1; : : : ;mg and each machine
can process at most one job at a time. An undirected conict graph G = (J;E) entails
the following constraints: if fj; j0g 2 E then jobs j and j0 are conicting jobs, and they
cannot be assigned to the same machine. We call the resulting problem the parallel
machine scheduling problem with conicts (PMC). This problem is NP-hard, because
PMC contains both P jjCmax as well as the vertex coloring problem (VCP) as special
cases. It can be seen that a feasible schedule exists if and only if the conict graph can
be colored with at most m colors; we will assume m < n to avoid trivial solutions.
PMC is theoretically important because it generalizes two well-known problems in
combinatorial optimization, but it also naturally arises as (sub-)problem in a number
of practical applications in multiprocessor scheduling, TV advertisement scheduling and
audit scheduling. PMC was already studied by Bodlaender et al. [1]. They obtain a
number of hardness and approximation results for specic graph types, but they do not
develop an exact algorithm. Bodlaender et al. present approximation algorithms for the
case where a k-coloring of the conict graph is known a priori, with k + 1  m; the
worst-case ratio depends only on k and when mk tends to innity then the worst-case
ratio tends to 2. They also prove that, unless P = NP, no approximation algorithm can
improve upon the worst-case ratio of 2.
Informally, problem P jjCmax can be seen as a \dual" to the bin packing problem
(BPP), where the bin capacities represent the makespan and the number of bins is the
number of parallel machines [3]. A similar relation exists between PMC and the bin
packing problem with conicts (BPPC), where items are packed in a minimum number
of bins of limited capacity while avoiding joint assignments of conicting items (based
also on a conict graph). Clearly, BPPC generalizes both BPP and VCP. Algorithms
for BPPC have recently been published by a number of researchers, see [4, 6, 7].
daniel.kowalczyk@kuleuven.be. ORSTAT, Faculty of Economics and Business, KU Leuven, Leu-
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2 An outline of the algorithm
Consider the decision variant of PMC: we introduce an upper bound C on the value
of the objective function, and we denote the resulting decision problem by P (C;m),
which is to determine whether there exists a feasible schedule without conicts and with
maximum makespan C on m machines. We use the relationship between PMC and
BPPC to develop an exact algorithm for PMC. Problems PMC and BPPC are denoted
by P (;m) and P (C; ), respectively.
Our exact algorithm for PMC  P (;m) works as follows. First a lower bound
L(;m) and an upper bound (heuristic solution) U(;m) on the minimum makespan are
computed. We use multiple lower bounds for PmjjCmax, but we tailor them to PMC.
The heuristics are taken from Bodlaender et al. [1] for given colorings; we use coloring
heuristics from [2, 5]. When the heuristics do not succeed in nding a feasible solution,
we invoke a feasibility test in an attempt to recognize instances with empty solution
space. The test consists in lower-bounding the chromatic number of the conict graph:
if this number exceeds m then the instance is infeasible. Conversely, when a feasible
solution is found with one of the heuristics then we attempt to improve it by means of
a limited local search procedure.
If L(;m) = U(;m) then an optimal solution has been found, otherwise we start a
binary search to identify the optimal objective function (similar to [3]). In this search
procedure, we iteratively verify whether a feasible schedule exists with makespan at
most C = bL(;m)+U(;m)2 c; this verication is established by a branch-and-price (B&P)
algorithm. Let LF (C; ) denote the optimal objective value of the LP relaxation of a
set-covering formulation for P (C; ) (a lower bound). If LF (C; ) > m then we replace
the lower bound L(;m) by C + 1. Otherwise, if the solution is integral then U(;m)
is replaced by the makespan of this solution (which is at most C), and if none of the
previous two conditions holds then the B&P algorithm will branch and apply the same
tests at lower levels of the search tree.
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A Tight Lower Bound for Randomized Preemptive
Scheduling with Deadlines
Yossi Azar ∗ Oren Gilon (Speaker) †
1 Introduction
We consider the deadline scheduling problem in its simplest setting. Job requests arrive
over time at a server that has K processors (for simplicity, you may think as K = 1).
Upon arrival a job provides its duration, its deadline and its value. In order to complete
a job, it must be processed for a total time equal to its duration, but this must be done
before its deadline. Otherwise the job is lost. The server may choose to preempt jobs
currently being processed in favor of processing different jobs. The processing of the
preempted job can later be resumed, and a job can possibly migrate between processors
if K > 1. At most K jobs can be processed at a given time - one by each processor.
The value gained by the server from a given input sequence is the sum of values of
all completed jobs. Note that no value is gained from partially processed jobs that
were not completed before their deadline. We define V as the ratio of the maximum
to minimum value, D as the ratio of the maximum to minimum duration, and ρ as the
ratio of maximum to minimum density (value by duration) over all arriving jobs. We
define κ = min(V,D, ρ). The model we discuss is identical to the one described by
Canetti and Irani [2]. In their paper, they proved a Ω(
√
log(κ)
loglog(κ)) lower bound for any
randomized preemptive algorithm. The proof of this well-known result is fairly elaborate
and involved. In contrast, we show a significantly (more than quadratic) improved lower
bound, accompanied by a simple proof (closing a gap which was supposedly open for 20
years). We state our main result:
Theorem 1 Any randomized preemptive algorithm for the job scheduling problem with
deadlines is Ω(log(κ))-competitive, where κ = min(V,D, ρ).
Our proof, given fully below, is surprisingly straightforward. This result is comple-
mentary to the upper bound provided by the Classify and Randomly Select algorithm,
randomly choosing between possible job values or durations or densities, also presented
in [2]. This algorithm is O(log(κ))-competitive and constitutes an upper bound that
matches our lower bound. Note that in our lower bound all jobs are tight, meaning that
their deadline is precisely the sum of their arrival time and their duration.
The scheduling problem described here has been vastly researched in many different vari-
ations. There are many small simplifying assumptions that can be made to the model
such that a constant competitive deterministic algorithm exists. One such modification
∗Blavatnik School of Computer Science, Tel-Aviv University, Israel. Email: azar@tau.ac.il
†Blavatnik School of Computer Science, Tel-Aviv University, Israel. Email: orengilon@gmail.com
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is that where all job’s densities are constant. In this case there exists a 4-competitive
algorithm, as shown by Koren et al [7]. Alternatively, if all jobs are of unit duration
(e.g. packets) a 1.828-competitive algorithm was presented by Englert et al [4]. An-
other simplifying assumption can be a bound on the tightness of jobs, by defining that
jobs have a possible window time that is at least α times longer than their duration.
In this model there exists a ( αα−1)-competitive algorithm [3, 5]. A different approach
for relaxing this problem is through resource augmentation. In this relaxation, we give
the algorithm some added power in hopes of offsetting the advantage of the optimum
algorithm . For instance, by giving the server processors which are faster by a factor of
(1 + ), a (1 + 1 )-competitive algorithm was presented by Kalyanasundaram et al [6].
All these modifications show that there are many variations to the model, all of which
result in the logarithmic bound collapsing to a constant competitive algorithm.
2 Proof of the Lower Bound
We will now present the proof of our main result (Theorem 1). For simplicity, we assume
the number of processors K = 1. The details of the multi-processor proof are omitted.
Let ALG be some randomized algorithm solving the job scheduling problem. If we let
ALG transmit packets fractionally, clearly a 1-competitive algorithm exists for tight jobs.
Nevertheless, in our analysis, we give ALG some additional power (semi-fractional): we
assume ALG can fractionally transmit jobs that have been continuously processed since
their arrival, i.e. for a job with value v of duration d that arrived at time T , after being
processed for some t < d time by time T + t, ALG gains tdv value from the job. We
define log(κ)2 job types, where the i’th job type is of duration 4
i and value 2i for each
0 ≤ i < log(κ)2 . We build an input sequence that is composed of a series of phases. At the
beginning of each phase, one job of each type is sent to the server. We define pi to be
the probability that ALG accepts the i’th job. Note that since all log(κ)2 arrived at the
same time, at most one of them can be accepted by ALG. This means that
∑
i pi ≤ 1.












































This means that there exists some i such that ri ≤ 3log(κ)
2
= 6log(κ) . The optimum
algorithm (denoted by OPT ) processes the job of type i during this phase. This means







pj . This is due to the fractional nature of ALG. If we denote
























2i−jpj ≤ ri ≤ 6
log(κ)
2
We begin a new phase immediately when OPT finishes processing its job. We repeat
this process N times, for some large N . Note that as ALG is semi-fractional, it can only
improve its situation by replacing a partially processed job of type i with the job of type
i that arrives at the beginning of the new phase. This means that we can assume that
ALG preempts the currently processed job immediately before the start of a new phase.
Thus the analysis holds for all phases but the last one, where ALG has a gain of at most

















Thus as the number of phases N tends to ∞, the ratio tends to log(κ)6 . This means that
the input sequence σ gives the required lower bound.
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SelfishMigrate: A Scalable Algorithm for Non-clairvoyantly
Scheduling Heterogeneous Processors
Sungjin Im ∗ Janardhan Kulkarni † Kamesh Munagala ‡
Kirk Pruhs (Speaker) §
1 Introduction
Many computer architects believe that architectures consisting of heterogeneous proces-
sors will be the dominant architectural design in the future: Simulation studies indicate
that, for a given area and power budget, heterogeneous multiprocessors can offer an or-
der of magnitude better performance for typical workloads. Looking at the consequences
of Moore’s Law even further in the future, some computer architectures are projecting
that we will transition from the current era of multiprocessor scaling to an era of “dark
silicon”, in which switches become so dense that it is not economically feasible to cool
the chip if all switches are simultaneously powered. One possible architecture in the
dark silicon era would be many specialized processors, each designed for a particular
type of job. The processors that are on any point of time should be those that are best
suited for the current tasks.
It is recognized by the computer systems community [BSC08] and the algorithms
community that scheduling these future heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures is
a major challenge. Previously it is known that some of the standard scheduling algo-
rithms for single processors and homogeneous processors can perform quite badly on
heterogeneous processors [GIK+12]. A scalable algorithm ) was known if somehow the
scheduler was clairvoyant (able to know the size of a job when it arrives) [CGKM09];
however, this knowledge is generally not available in general purpose computing settings.
A scalable algorithm was also known if all jobs were of equal importance [IKM14]; how-
ever, the whole raison d’eˆtre for heterogeneous architectures is that there is generally
heterogeneity among the jobs, most notably in their importance/priorities.
Here we show how to nonclairvoyantly schedule jobs of varying importance on het-
erogeneous processors. Our two main theorems are:
Theorem 1 For any  > 0, there is a (1+ )-speed O(1/2)-competitive non-clairvoyant
algorithm for the problem of minimizing the total weighted flow-time on unrelated ma-
chines. Furthermore, each job migrates at most O((logW + log n)/) times, where W
denotes the ratio of the maximum job weight to the minimum.
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†kulkarni@cs.duke.edu. Department of Computer Science, Duke University.
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Theorem 2 For any  > 0, there is a (1+ )-speed O(1/2)-competitive non-clairvoyant
algorithm for the problem of minimizing the total weighted flow-time plus total energy
consumption on unrelated machines. This result holds even when each machine i has
an arbitrary strictly-convex power function fi : [0,∞) → [0,∞) with fi(0) = 0. Further
this results holds in the model where at each time instant a processor i can either run at
speed si consuming a power Pi, or be shutdown and consume no energy.
We demonstrate a simple framework SelfishMigrate that can be best viewed in a
game theoretic setting where jobs are selfish agents, and machines declare their schedul-
ing policies in advance. To elaborate we describe the machine behavior and, the job
behavior, and the algorithmic analysis.
Machine Behavior: Each machine maintains a virtual queue on the current set of
jobs assigned to it; newly arriving jobs are appended to the tail of this queue. Each
machine treats a migration of a job to it as an arrival, and a migration out of it as a
departure. This means a job migrating to a machine is placed at the tail of the virtual
queue.
Each machine runs a scheduling policy that is a modification of Weighted Round
Robin (WRR) that smoothly assigns larger speed to jobs in the tail of the queue, taking
weights into account. We note that the entire analysis also goes through with WRR,
albeit with (2 + )-speed augmentation. The nice aspect of our smooth policies is that
we can approximate the instantaneous delay introduced by this job to jobs ahead of it
in its virtual queue, even without knowing job sizes.
Job Behavior: Each job j has a virtual utility function, which roughly corresponds
to the inverse of the instantaneous weighted delay introduced by j to jobs ahead of it
in its virtual queue, and their contribution to j’s weighted delay. Using these virtual
utilities, jobs perform sequential best response (SBR) dynamics, migrating to machines
(and get placed in the tail of their virtual queue) if doing so leads to larger virtual utility.
Therefore, at each time instant, the job migration achieves a Nash equilibrium of the
SBR dynamics on the virtual utilities. We show that our definition of the virtual utilities
implies they never decrease due to migrations, arrivals, or departures, so that at any
time instant the Nash equilibrium exists and is computable. (Of course one can also
simulate SBR dynamics and migrate each job directly to the machine that is predicted
by the Nash equilibrium.)
Algorithmic Analysis: When a job migrates to a machine, the virtual utility starts
off being the same as the real speed the job receives. As time goes by, the virtual
queue ahead of this job shrinks, and the virtual queue behind the job grows. This
lowers the real speed the job receives, but its virtual utility, which measures the inverse
of the impact to jobs ahead in the queue and vice versa, does not decrease. Our key
contribution is to define the coordination game on the virtual utilities, rather than on
the actual speed improvement jobs receive on migration. The analysis then proceeds by
setting the dual variable for a job to the increase in overall weighted delay it causes on
jobs ahead of it in its virtual queue. A key insight is to show that Nash dynamics on
virtual utilities directly corresponds to our setting of dual variables being feasible for the
dual constraints, implying the desired competitive ratio. This overall approach requires
two key properties from the virtual utility:
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• The virtual utility should correspond roughly to the inverse of the instantaneous
delay induced by a job on jobs ahead of it in its virtual queue.
• SBR dynamics should monotonically improve virtual utility, leading to a Nash
equilibrium that corresponds exactly to satisfying the dual constraints.
A key contribution is to show the existence of such a virtual utility function for WRR
and its scalable modifications, when coupled with the right notion of virtual queues. In
hindsight, we believe this framework is the right way to generalize the greedy dispatch
rules and dual fitting analysis from previous works [AGK12, IKM14], and we hope it
finds more applications in complex scheduling settings.
A conference version of these results can be found at [IKMP14], and a full version
can be found at http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1943.
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Scaling with Sleep State
Antonios Antoniadis ∗ Chien-Chung Huang † Sebastian Ott ‡
1 Introduction
As energy-efficiency in computing environments becomes more and more crucial, chip
manufacturers are increasingly incorporating energy-saving functionalities to their pro-
cessors. One of the most common such functionalities is dynamic speed scaling, where
the processor is capable to dynamically adjust the speed at which it operates. The al-
gorithmic study of dynamic speed scaling was introduced in a seminal paper by Yao,
Demers and Shenker [11]. A higher speed implies a higher performance, but this perfor-
mance comes at the cost of a higher energy consumption. On the other hand, a lower
speed results in better energy-efficiency, but at the cost of performance degradation. In
practice, it has been observed [7, 4] that the power consumption of the processor is ap-
proximately proportional to its speed cubed. However, even when the processor is idling,
it consumes a non-negligible amount of energy just for the sake of “being active” (for
example because of leakage current). Due to this fact, additional energy-savings can be
obtained by further incorporating a sleep state to the processor, in addition to the speed-
scaling capability. A sleep state is a state of negligible or even zero energy-consumption,
to which the processor can transition when it is idle. Some fixed energy-consumption is
then required to transition the processor back to the active state in order to continue
processing.
We study the oﬄine problem of minimizing energy-consumptions in computational
settings that are equipped with both speed scaling and sleep state capabilities. This
problem is called speed scaling with sleep state.
A more thorough discussion of dynamic speed scaling problems can be found in the
surveys [1, 8].
Problem Description: Consider a processor that is equipped with two states: the
active state during which it can execute jobs while incurring some energy consumption,
and the sleep state during which no jobs can be executed, but also no energy is consumed.
We assume that a wake-up operation, that is a transition from the sleep state to the active
state, incurs a constant energy cost C > 0, whereas transitioning from the active state to
the sleep state is free of charge. Further, as in [2, 9], the power required by the processor
in the active state is an arbitrary convex and non-decreasing function P of its speed
∗aantonia@mpi-inf.mpg.de. Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Informatik, Saarbru¨cken, Germany.
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s. We assume that P (0) > 0, since (i) as already mentioned, real-world processors are
known to have leakage current and (ii) otherwise the sleep state would be redundant.
Further motivation for considering arbitrary convex power functions for speed scaling
can be found, for example, in [5].
The input is a set J of n jobs. Each job j is associated with a release time rj , a
deadline dj and a processing volume vj . One can think of the processing volume as the
number of CPU cycles that are required in order to completely process the job, so that
if job j is processed at a speed of s, then vj/s time-units are required to complete the
job.
A schedule is defined as a mapping of every time point t to the state of the processor,
its speed, and the job being processed at t (or null if there is no job running at t). Note
that the processing speed is zero whenever the processor sleeps, and that a job can
only be processed when the speed is strictly positive. A schedule is called feasible when
the whole processing volume of every job j is completely processed in interval [rj , dj).
Preemption of jobs is allowed.
The energy consumption incurred by schedule S while the processor is in the active
state, is its power integrated over time, i.e.
∫
P (s(t))dt, where s(t) is the processing
speed at time t, and the integral is taken over all time points during which the processor
is active under S. Assume that S performs k transitions from the sleep state to the
active state. Then the total energy consumption of S is E(S) := ∫ P (s(t))dt + kC,
where again the integral is taken over all time points at which S keeps the processor
in the active state. We are seeking a feasible schedule that minimizes the total energy
consumption.
2 Previous Work and Our Contribution
The algorithmic study of speed scaling with sleep state was initiated in [9], who also pro-
vided a 2-approximation algogrithm for the problem. The exact computational complex-
ity of speed scaling with sleep state has been repeatedly posed as an open question (see
e.g. [8, 2, 6]). The currently best known upper and lower bounds are a 4/3-approximation
algorithm and NP-hardness due to [2] and [2, 10], respectively.
We close the aforementioned gap between the upper and lower bound on the computa-
tional complexity of speed scaling with sleep state by presenting a fully polynomial-time
approximation scheme for the problem. At the core of our approach is a transformation
of the original preemptive problem into a non-preemptive scheduling problem of the
same type. At first sight, this may seem counterintuitive, especially as Bampis et al. [3]
showed that (for the problem of speed scaling alone) the ratio between an optimal pre-
emptive and an optimal non-preemptive solution on the same instance can be very high.
However, this does not apply in our case, as we consider the non-preemptive problem
on a modified instance, where each job is replaced by a polynomial number of pieces.
Furthermore, in our analysis, we make use of a particular lexicographic ordering that
does exploit the advantages of preemption.
In order to compute an optimal schedule for the modified instance via dynamic
programming, we require a number of properties that pieces must satisfy in a valid
schedule. The definition of these properties is based on a discretization of the time
horizon by a polynomial number of time points. Roughly speaking, we focus on those
schedules that start and end the processing of each piece at such time points, and satisfy
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a certain constraint on the processing order of the pieces. Proving that a near-optimal
schedule in this class exists is the most subtle part of our approach. On the one hand, our
DP structurally relies on the processing order constraint, but on the other hand, such a
property is difficult to establish in an optimal schedule after having introduced indivisible
volumes (since pieces of different jobs might have different volumes and cannot easily
be interchanged). To get around this, we first ensure the right ordering in an optimal
schedule for the preemptive setting, and then perform a series of transformations to
a non-preemptive schedule with the above properties. Each of these transformations
increases the energy consumption only by a small factor, and maintains the correct
ordering among the pieces.
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On minimizing the number of tardy jobs
on the two-machine open shop with common due date
Federico Della Croce ∗ Christos Koulamas † Vincent T’kindt ‡
1 Introduction
We consider the two-machine open shop problem with a constraint on the availability of
the shop and the objective of maximizing the number of processed jobs while the shop
is available.
There is a set of n jobs Jj , j = 1, ..., n, all of them available at time zero; each job
Jj must be processed non-preemptively on two machines M1,M2, with known integer
processing times p1,j , p2,j , on machines M1,M2, respectively. Each machine can process
at most one job at a time and the two operations of a job can be processed in any order.
The shop is available for only a predetermined integer amount of time d; the objective
is to maximize the number of jobs that can be completed while the shop is available.
The natural application of this problem is in shops with preset daily operating hours.
Since the jobs cannot be preempted, the shop manager should ensure that an appropriate
subset of the available jobs is selected each day in order to maximize the number of jobs
completed before the shop closes. The remaining jobs become available for processing
on the next day and so on.
The problem has been considered in the scheduling literature as the two-machine
open shop problem with a common due date d and the objective of minimizing the
number of tardy jobs. Using the three-field notation introduced by Graham et al. [1],
the problem is denoted as O2|dj = d|nT . Jozefowska et al. [2] showed that the O2|dj =
d|nT problem is ordinary NP-hard and proposed a O(nd2) pseudo-polynomial dynamic
programming (DP) algorithm.
Wagneur and Sriskandarajah [5] introduced a variant of the open shop in which
the operations of each job are allowed to be processed concurrently, to be called the
concurrent open shop from now on. This variant leads to the OC2|dj = d|nT problem
(with concurrent operations) which is also ordinary NP-hard and solvable in O(nd2)
time by dynamic programming as stated in [4] and the references there in.
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It is easy to observe that the DP algorithm for the O2|dj = d|nT problem can also
solve the OC2|dj = d|nT problem with the following modification: in the O2|dj = d|nT
case, all jobs Jj with p1,j + p2,j > d are scheduled tardy beforehand and not considered
in the DP implementation while in the OC2|dj = d|nT case only the jobs Jj with
max{p1,j , p2,j} > d are scheduled tardy beforehand.
An important issue associated with pseudo-polynomial DP algorithms is the possi-
bility of extending them into fully polynomial time approximation schemes (FPTAS).
Lin and Kononov [4] showed that this is not possible in the case of the OC2|dj = d|nT
problem; similar consideration holds for the O2|dj = d|nT problem.
Let nA, nO denote the number of tardy jobs supplied by a heuristic algorithm A
and an optimal algorithm respectively. The non-availability of a FPTAS combined with
the integrality of the number of tardy jobs objective implies that a polynomial time
algorithm A supplying a solution with nA ≤ nO + 1, or equivalently with approximation
ratio ρ = nAnO ≤
nO+1
nO
, is a ”best possible” polynomial time algorithm unless P = NP .
2 Main results
It is well known from [3] that the O2|dj = d|nT problem can be expressed by means
of the following linear programming model that uses 0/1 variables xj for each job Jj







pi,jxj ≤ d i = 1, . . . , 2 (2)
xj ∈ {0, 1} j = 1, . . . , n (3)
xj = 0 j ∈ N ′ = {j = 1, . . . , n|p1,j + p2,j > d} (4)
The objective sums up the number of early jobs. Constraints 2 indicate that the
sum of the processing times of the early jobs on machines M1,M2 does not exceed the
common due date d. Constraints 3 indicate that all variables are binary (all jobs are
either early or tardy) and constraints 4 indicate that all jobs Jj having sum of processing
times p1,j + p2,j > d are tardy.
Model (1-4) is essentially a two-constraint 0/1 knapsack problem with unit profits.





i the optimal solution of the continuous relaxation of the considered model.
Notice that, correspondingly, nO = n − z∗. Consider algorithm 1 for the O2|dj = d|nT
problem.
The following proposition holds (proof omitted).
Proposition 1. Algorithm NumTardy−approx applied to the O2|dj = d|nT problem is






. Further, this bound is tight.
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Algorithm 1 NumTardy − approx
1) Solve the continuous relaxation of model (1-4) and obtain z′ and the vector x′ of
the variables xj ∀j = 1, ..., n.
2) Set x′′j = bx′jc ∀j = 1, ..., n.





Proposition 1 provides an information on the quality reachable by an approximation
algorithm on problem O2|dj = d|nT running in polynomial time. Let consider notation
O∗(·) to measure complexity of an algorithm ignoring polynomial factors. When we turn
to the exact solution of the considered problem, the following proposition holds (proof
omitted).
Proposition 2. The O2|dj = d|nT problem can be solved to optimality with O∗(1.4142n)
worst-case time (and space) complexity.
Proposition 2 is interesting since it indicates that whenever we are not interested in
a best polynomial time heuristic we have to pay for at most O∗(1.4142n) time to get the
optimal solution. In a sense, we pay O(n) time to get a solution with nA ≤ nO + 1 and
O∗(1.4142n), in the worst-case, to get a solution with nA = nO. Besides, notice that the
same O∗(1.4142n) complexity bound currently present on the 0/1 knapsack problem [5]
holds and it does not seem to be negligible the effort necessary to improve upon that
bound for the O2|dj = d|nT problem.
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Complexity results for robust storage loading problems
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1 Introduction
Storage loading problems appear in practical applications such as container terminals,
container ships or warehouses, see [3] and references therein. In such problems, arriving
items from trains, trucks or vessels have to be assigned to stacks respecting certain
constraints. We study problems where n items have to be loaded into a storage area
which is arranged in m stacks, each stack has its own fixed position and consists of b
levels.
The items are partitioned into three different sets: set Ifix consists of items that are
already fixed in the storage area, set I1 consists of items that have to be stored now (i.e.
assigned to feasible positions described by tuples (stack, level)), set I2 contains items
that will arrive later. No stack is fully filled by Ifix-items. The items must be stored
in the sequence Ifix → I1 → I2, more precisely, no I1-item can be stacked below an
Ifix-item, and no I2-item can be stacked below an item of Ifix ∪ I1.
We assume that the items may have different lengths. The actual length of each item
in Ifix ∪ I1 is known exactly. For each item i ∈ I2 a nominal length ¯`i is known but its
actual length may vary in an interval [`mini , `
max
i ]. For stability reasons, a hard stacking
constraint on lengths must be regarded, i.e., item i may only be stacked on top of item
j if `i ≤ `j . This stacking constraint is encoded by a matrix S = (sij) ∈ {0, 1}n×n,
where sij = 1 if and only if item i can be stacked onto item j. We denote this stacking
constraint by sij(`).
We focus on finding feasible stacking solutions for all items. To guarantee the fea-
sibility of the solutions in different scenarios of the lengths of I2-items, we apply the
concepts of strict and adjustable robustness (see [1]). In strictly robust storage loading
problems, we have to calculate positions for all items in I1 ∪ I2 satisfying the stacking
constraints in all scenarios of lengths of I2-items. In adjustable robust storage loading
problems, we only have to calculate positions for the items in I1 such that for each
scenario of lengths of I2-items we can find feasible assignments of I2-items to positions
in the storage area.
To the best of our knowledge, no literature on robust optimization for storage loading
problems exists. For the deterministic version of the storage loading problems, Bruns
et al. [2] provided complexity results for some special cases. In this paper we present
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complexity results for some particular cases of the robust versions of the storage loading
problems.
2 Main results
To shortly describe our considered problems, we follow the idea of using the three-field
notation α | β | γ proposed in [3]. The first field α contains the problem type (L for
loading) and information about the common height limit b of stacks (this subfield is
omitted if b is given as part of the input). The second field β contains information about
stacking sequence and stacking constraint on lengths of items sij(˜`), in which the tilde
symbol above ` means that the lengths of some items are uncertain. We use the notation
I˜2 to mean that only items in I2 have uncertain lengths. The last field γ consists of the
notation ‘–’ to mean that we are looking for feasible solutions.
Theorem 1 The problem of finding a strictly robust solution to
(P1) L, b = 2 | Ifix → I1 → I˜2, sij(˜`) | –
can be solved in O(n2.5).
Theorem 1 extends a result in [2] which was obtained for the deterministic version
of (P1). This theorem can be proved by introducing an undirected graph representing
the certain stackability of each pair of items, then by calculating a maximum cardinality
matching in this graph.
Theorem 2 An adjustable robust solution to
L, b = 2 | Ifix → I1 → I˜2, sij(˜`) | –
can be calculated in O(n2).
Theorem 3 An adjustable robust solution to
L | I1 → I˜2, sij(˜`) | –
can be calculated in O(n log n) (if it exists).
The key ideas for proving Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are as follows.
• The stacking constraint on lengths defines a total order on the set of all items.
• Thanks to the interval data on lengths of I2-items, it is sufficient to consider only
one dominant scenario in which each I2-item has maximum length (i.e., `i = `
max
i
for all i ∈ I2).
• Apply a greedy algorithm in appropriate ways.
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